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INTRODUCTION
Charlotte Mary Brame (1836-84) was a prolific English author of sentimental stories with a touch
of sensation, most of whose works first appeared over her initials in cheap weekly story papers
issued in London. Since this was the age of the mass production of popular fiction and there was as
yet no relevant copyright agreement in place, these were then reprinted widely in the United States
under the signature ‘Bertha M. Clay’, which was also employed freely for stories of similar
character written by others. This Research Guide thus aims to provide:
1) the first comprehensive list of the more than two hundred works written by Brame herself,
with evidence for authorship and details of initial publication;
2) guidance concerning the hundreds of other titles that have become associated with her name,
with information, still often tentative, circumstantial and incomplete, on their derivation;
3) a detailed account of why and how this state of affairs came about.
The first is carried out principally in the Bibliography section, the second in the numerous
Appendices, and the third in this Introduction.

[Version 1.1 (May 2012)]
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As chronicled in more detail in the Envoi, our author was the eldest daughter of Benjamin and
Charlotte Law, Master and Matron of the Union Workhouse in Hinckley, Leicestershire, at the heart
of the hosiery industry. With her parents joining the Church of Rome shortly after her birth, the
young Charlotte was brought up a devout Catholic and educated at convent boarding schools,
afterwards taking up a series of posts as a governess. Following the untimely death of her father in
1859, leaving several young children, Charlotte returned to Hinckley to assist her mother. In 1863,
at the age of twenty-seven, Charlotte married Phillip Brame, three years her junior, and the couple
moved to London. Brame set himself up as a wholesale jeweller, but was soon proved an
incompetent businessman, being declared bankrupt as early as the spring of 1866. Further business
troubles seem to have led to the family’s moves to Manchester in the later 1860s and to Brighton in
the mid-1870s. Moreover, Charlotte seems to have experienced indifferent health throughout her
marriage. While convalescing at the seaside after a long illness, she wrote to her cousin that ‘I … do
not think I shall ever be quite well again’, at the same time lamenting the heavy medical expenses
(undated letter to George Brocklehurst, held by Gregory Drozdz). Just four of her seven children
born between 1865 and 1876 lived to maturity, and only her eldest daughter survived to old age.
The family returned to Hinckley to take up residence around 1879, with Phillip Brame suffering
increasingly from bouts of drunkenness and mental instability. Charlotte died suddenly from heart
troubles in late 1884, leaving an encumbered estate of little over £1000, and when Phillip Brame
was found drowned eighteen months later, the four children were taken into guardianship.
*

*

*

*

*

Brame’s career as an author of romantic fiction, which can be read as an attempt to
compensate both psychologically and financially for domestic troubles, falls naturally into three
stages (see Bibliography (3)). As a teenager she began contributing uplifting verse and fiction aimed
at the young to the Lamp. This was a penny weekly Catholic literary miscellany founded at York in
1850 by T.E. Bradley and ‘devoted to the religious, moral, physical and domestic improvement of
the industrious classes’. Though there is also evidence of one or two pieces received but not
published in the Lamp, altogether three short poems and twenty-four tales appeared there between
late 1855 and early 1862, when she seems to have ceased to submit, presumably in view of her
impending marriage. All but the first were signed ‘Charlotte Law’, and many of the by-lines
provided details of the author’s place of residence at the time. According to H.J. Francis, she seems
to have received remuneration from the Lamp only in the form of parcels of books. Francis also
reports that, around this time, Brame ‘contributed short poems to the Hinckley and Leicester
newspapers’ (see App. A), but, with the available files often incomplete, we have only been able to
find a single example in the 1860 Hinckley Journal. This stage of her career can thus be
characterised as an initial amateur phase where she writes primarily out of religious conviction.
Brame’s career only revives in the late 1860s, when we must assume that the primary
stimulus was financial pressure on account of her husband’s business failings. The first sign was the
publication in late 1867 by the London Catholic house of Burns, Oates & Co., of Tales from the
Diary of a Sister of Mercy by C.M. Brame, a bound octavo volume retailing at 3s/6d, aimed
principally at the Sunday School library and prize market. According to a brief unsigned notice in
the Dublin Review, the volume included ‘several touching narratives of women’s devoted affection
to … almost invariably good-for-nothing husbands’ (p. 563), though six out of the eight tales were
revised versions of material appearing in the Lamp before the author’s marriage. The publication
must have been fairly successful, since it was reprinted in New York by the Catholic Publication
Society the following year, and there was also a new British edition in 1874. In the meantime a new
collection of eight uplifting tales aimed at younger children, of which three were reprinted from the
Lamp, appeared from the same publisher in the same format. This was Angels’ Visits (1869), by ‘the
Author of “Tales from the Diary of a Sister of Mercy”’. It seems then safe to assume that Brame had
begun writing again and that this time there was some remuneration. With Bradley retiring from the
editorship, the character of the Lamp had changed during the 1860s, emerging in 1870 as ‘A
Popular Journal of General Literature’ published by Burns, Oates. Thus it is possible that there was
some financial reward also when her stories again began to appear in the Catholic weekly for a
couple of years from the spring of 1869. This time the tales tended to be longer ones of three to five
installments and the signature was that of ‘C.M. Brame’, though her final contributions took the
2
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form of a pair of poems in the spring of 1871. More importantly, well before that time Brame’s tales
had begun to appear in a non-sectarian journal with a long history and a large readership that paid
commercial rates, the Family Herald (1842-1940).
The Herald was the longest-running and most respectable of the Victorian
‘penny-novel-journals’, as they were designated by Wilkie Collins (p. 272), that is, weekly
sixteen-page literary miscellanies packed with melodramatic tales and serials for the lower classes.
Its early competitors were the London Journal (1845) and Reynolds’s Miscellany (1846), both
featuring rather racier fiction and a dramatic woodcut on the front page, and thus associating
themselves with the ‘penny bloods’ from the notorious ‘Salisbury Square’ publishers. From the
beginning, with its reliance on the appeal of the domestic romance in the leading ‘Story-Teller’
section, and its supplementary diet of seasonal poetry, informative essays, games and puzzles,
household hints, and advice to correspondents, the unillustrated Herald itself sought a broader
family audience. Following the death in 1859 of the original proprietor James Biggs, and along with
new rivals like Bow Bells (1862-97), the Family Herald began to aim principally at a female
readership from the respectable working- and lower-middle-classes and rely heavily on
contributions from women writers. In addition to the penny weekly paper obtainable from local
news agents and tobacconists, it was then available by post in a sixpenny monthly edition with a
coloured cover. With subscribers also in Britain’s overseas colonies, the overall circulation seems
steadily to have exceeded a quarter of a million copies per issue (Altick, p. 394; Unsigned, ‘Topics
of the Day’, p. 3). Regular advertisements began to appear in the columns of the Times, lavishly
citing praise from more elevated journals such as the Saturday Review, which had the Herald
standing ‘at the head, both in age and popularity, of all the penny serials’ (cited passim in the Times,
e.g. 21 December 1866, p. 5f). At the same time, the new owner William Stevens launched a series
of supplements, including the Family Herald Extra Numbers listing healthy outdoor pursuits and
indoor amusements for both boys and girls, and Family Herald Handy Books of the ‘How To’
variety with cookery to the fore. In the following decade, Stevens moved to exploit further the value
of the title by recycling the work of his fiction authors in the Family Herald Supplement and the
series of ‘Family Story-Teller’ volumes, the former specializing in original novelettes and the latter
full-length novels reprinted from the magazine columns. For this reason, since few contributors to
the penny story papers aspired to having their serials reprinted as triple-decker novels for the
circulating libraries, Stevens preferred both to purchase absolute copyright of works of fiction rather
than serial rights only, and to publish them either anonymously or over initials or a pseudonym.
This was indeed the case with Brame, whose Family Herald stories always appeared above
the initials ‘C.M.B.’, and whose financial interest in them ended with their serial publication (see
her daughter’s letter in App. A). Nevertheless, throughout her first six years with the Family Herald
Brame’s contributions consisted predominantly of short fiction, with only three shorter serial novels
and a couple of novelettes, but forty tales, most complete in a single instalment. The short tales –
‘First Violets’ (May 1868) and ‘The Fifth Concert of the Season’ (Feb. 1873) are good examples –
tend to be written in the first person, have domestic settings among the middle-class, and, whilst
drawing to sentimental conclusions, reveal many touches of comic realism on the way. In these
respects they are quite different from the more melodramatic serial novels as represented by Dora
Thorne (Sep. to Dec. 1871), Brame’s most frequently cited and reprinted work. This centres on
aristocratic society and depicts the consequences of two cases of cross-class romance (mésalliance
is the term preferred in the narrative) in successive generations of the titled Earle family. No poetry
by Brame seems to have appeared in the Family Herald, though her main rival as fiction supplier,
Mary Cecil Hay – typically appearing under the pseudonym ‘Markham Howard’ – was also a
regular contributor of seasonal stanzas (see Law 2011, p. 341). We can only surmise whether this
was because Brame felt herself unable to divorce her verse from sacred subjects, or because the rate
of remuneration rendered such labour uneconomic.
Altogether, though, while she was establishing herself as a professional author in the late
1860s and early 1870s, her contributions to the Family Herald represented only around a third of
her output. Leaving aside the material in the Lamp, she also contributed during this period to three
further story papers. The first was Edward Harrison’s Young Ladies’ Journal (1864-1920), which,
as the title might suggest, was a more up-market affair. It sold at ninepence a month or twopence a
week, generously illustrated with engravings of fashion and fancy-work as well as a scene from the
3
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leading romantic serial, and featuring coloured plates and dress patterns as regular supplements. To
this, Brame submitted seventeen short tales and a couple of short serial novels between autumn
1869 and the end of 1873, all again signed ‘C.M.B.’. These were along similar lines to her
contributions to the Herald, though the tales are not so prone to comic flourishes and the serials
slightly less melodramatic. The second was Bow Bells, a penny weekly paper with a feminine touch
founded in the early 1860s by John Dicks as an alternative to the more robust Reynolds’ Miscellany,
which he also published for George Reynolds until its demise in 1869. Unlike the Family Herald,
though it targeted a similar audience, Bow Bells was illustrated and regularly offered needle-work
designs, crochet patterns and sheet music as attractions as well as sentimental fiction in quantity. To
this paper, Brame contributed two shorter novels, which ran between mid-1871 and early 1873,
both on a par with her earlier serials for the Family Herald. Neither was signed, but the first was
soon reprinted under the signature ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ (presumably a simple mistake) as No. 15
in the sixpenny double-column paperback series of ‘Dicks’ English Novels’, while the second
appeared in Bow Bells as ‘By the Author of “Lord Lisle’s Daughter”’, the title of the first. This
work, we should note, was the first of only sixteen of her novels to appear in volume form in Britain
during her own lifetime.
The Family Reader, the last journal to which Brame began to contribute in August 1871,
was the most significant, in both the short and long term equalling the Family Herald in importance
in Brame’s career. Though again an illustrated penny weekly story paper, the Family Reader was
both newer and, to start with at least, more eclectic than Bow Bells. Indeed, there seems to have
been a good deal of uncertainty about its beginnings. First issues of the new title were announced in
the popular press by Henry Lea, known as a publisher of ‘penny bloods’ in parts, both in early
November 1870 (see Illustrated Police News, 5 Nov. 1870) and in mid-January 1871 (see Reynolds’
News, 15 Jan. 1871), with different and increasingly lurid opening serials – ‘The Dark Secret’ being
succeeded by ‘The Brand on the Shoulder; or, the Poisoner’s Wife’. At least a few issues must have
been printed, though the series seems to have been aborted quickly since no copies are preserved in
the copyright libraries. The title re-emerged in a ‘New Series’ from 5 April 1871, this time
published by F. Farrah on the opposite side of the Strand, and led off with a rag-bag of fictional
genres by authors from both sides of the Atlantic. Moreover, in only a couple of years Farrah was in
turn replaced by J.B. Coleman from yet another Strand address, with the day of issue also shifting
from Thursday to Saturday. In the meantime, the focus seems to have settled on domestic matters
and a female audience, marked by the appearance of the Canadian author May Agnes Fleming’s
romantic serial Magdalene’s Vow under an otherwise unknown signature, ‘Grace Barrington’,
followed by an unbroken run of similar stories signed ‘C.M.B.’, beginning with The Heiress of
Hatton. It is not known how Brame was first introduced to the Family Reader, though she must by
then already have been gaining a reputation for the reliability and popularity of her fiction among
London editors, and her regular submissions must have proved the salvation of what was clearly a
precarious new story paper. Within less than three years, she contributed eleven lengthy serial
novels, plus sixteen short tales and a couple of novelettes, representing almost half of her output
during this early phase of her professional career. As we shall see later, while these stories followed
the broad romantic patterns of those produced by Brame for other penny story papers, like
Magdelene’s Vow itself, her Reader contributions often reveal a tendency towards psychological
realism and social criticism that is not apparent in the Herald stories.
We can thus conclude that, during this early professional phase of her career, Brame must
have learned not only to juggle deadlines and write more than one story at a time, but also to tailor
the character of her stories to the demands of the target journal and its audience. We have searched
in vain through other likely story papers such as the London Journal and London Reader for further
signed work by Brame. Altogether then during this early six-year phase of her professional career as
an author, in a total of five periodicals Brame seems to have published a couple of poems, four
novelettes, eighteen serial novels of which over half matched the length of a triple-decker, and just
over eighty short tales. While it remains possible that her work also appeared unsigned in the
periodicals to which she is known to have contributed, in all honesty this represents a more than
ample literary output for a woman with onerous domestic responsibilities.
In 1874-5, towards the beginning of what we have termed the mature professional phase of
Brame’s career as a writer, the bibliographical record suggests a number of significant changes.
4
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First, the output of complete tales falls off and that of long serials increases markedly, presumably
reflecting both her growing reputation in the British popular fiction market and the relatively low
level of remuneration for short stories. Second, her contributions are limited to only two story
papers, the Herald and the Reader, with the balance of production soon more or less level. Third,
the pattern of signature shifts disconcertingly, with the initials ‘C.M.B.’ appearing more regularly
than ever in the Herald, but disappearing entirely from the columns of the Reader from mid-1874.
This change must be related to Brame’s signing a long-term agreement with William Stevens at the
Herald. Writing more than fifty years after an event that occurred when she was still a little girl, the
author’s only surviving child Marie Louise (May) Brame (1866-1941) recalls that, ‘because of its
[Dora Thorne’s] success, the editor offered my mother a post on the permanent staff of the paper, &
for many years she wrote three long novels, the Sea-side and Christmas number for him’ (see App.
A). Clearly, since the Brame family were based in Manchester from around 1870-76, such a post is
not likely to have involved editorial work for a busy weekly with its incessant circulation of copy
and proofs; rather, as May clarifies, it must have concerned writing a determined quantity of fiction
for a fixed salary. Yet, though May links this arrangement to the success of Dora Thorne, which
ended its serial run in the second week of December 1871, the pattern of publication she mentions –
three serial novels plus two novelettes for the holiday numbers – does not emerge until 1875.
Indeed, the special Family Herald Seaside and Christmas issues take on a new, independent format
from that year. Given the need for some advance planning, this suggests that Brame’s agreement
with Stevens might have been signed around the middle of 1874, coinciding with the appearance of
At War with Herself, Brame’s first serial novel for the Herald in nearly three years.
The final appearance of the initials ‘C.M.B.’ in the Family Reader is found under the
complete tale ‘Not Proven’ on 6 June 1874. For a couple of years before that, beginning with Lady
Wyverne’s Ring in July 1872, quite a number of Brame serials had appeared without her initials
directly attached, but as ‘By the Author of’ works that had previously appeared above that signature.
(Some serials appeared with both assurances of authorial identity, and ‘Dora Thorne’ was among the
titles listed in several cases including Lady Wyverne’s Ring, thus alerting readers to the fact that the
author was also a key contributor to the Herald.) After the disappearance of the initials, A Struggle
for Love appeared from August 1874 as AO ‘Lord Elesmere’s Wife’, an assured Brame title, while
Thrown on the World was issued from December 1874 as AO ‘Magdalen’s Vow’. This we take to be
simply a slip for the assured Brame title A True Magalen which ran in the Reader from July 1873,
rather than a misspelled reference to the early serial from May Agnes Fleming. And, only the week
after Thrown on the World began to appear, the Christmas tale ‘The Cost of a Kiss’ appeared under
the signature ‘Helen Heathcote’, representing the middle names of Brame’s six-year-old niece
which itself incorporated her mother’s maiden name. This in turn was soon followed by a series of
other stories under the initials ‘H.H.’, beginning with the full-length novel Lady Evelyn’s Folly from
September 1875. In between came another novel entirely without indications of authorship, A
Woman’s Temptation beginning in July 1875. There are two reasons why we are confident that
Thrown on the World, Lady Evelyn’s Folly, and A Woman’s Temptation alike, plus other serials
issued thereafter in similar fashion, are indeed Brame’s work: first, because they appear in May
Brame’s listing of her mother’s writings (see App. A), and second, because they form part of a long,
virtually unbroken series of reprinted serials from Brame’s pen to reappear in the columns of the
Family Reader after her demise. This began in the autumn of 1885 and continued until at least the
end of the century. Two possible reasons for the disappearance of the ‘C.M.B.’ signature from the
columns of the Reader after mid-1874 can be considered: first, that Brame’s arrangements with
Stevens prevented her from contributing to any journal other than the Herald, but that she continued
to do so surreptitiously with the cooperation of the proprietors of the Reader; and, second, that the
agreement with Stevens allowed her to continue writing for other journals only on condition that her
work appeared without her standard signature. The first can be discounted not only on the grounds
that Brame’s religious convictions would have prevented her from breaking the eighth
commandment in such a considered and consistent manner, but also because Stevens would hardy
have been likely not to notice such a deception over the course of a decade or so. The second we
then take to be the most likely explanation.
Overall during the mature phase of her career Brame’s writings may be balanced evenly
between contributions to the Herald and Reader, but a more detailed view reveals significant
5
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differences in both quantitative and qualitative terms. Since the Family Reader did not go in for
special holiday numbers, it is not surprising that we find fewer stories of novelette length compared
to the Family Herald. But it remains uncertain whether what is a marked difference in mean length
of Brame’s serial novels in the two papers from 1874 onwards should be put down to editorial
policy or authorial choice. On average, her novels in the Herald consist of under fifty chapters and
run for less than four months, whereas the equivalent figures for the Reader are over sixty chapters
and more than five months. Moreover, this statistical disparity goes along with a perceptible gap in
both the generic form and ideological content of the novels found in the two papers. Generic
subtitles reflecting an impulse towards social realism, as in A Struggle for Love: A Story of Real
Life (Family Reader, 8 August 1874-), are found much more frequently in Brame’s serials for the
Reader than those for the Herald. At the same time, dark themes, tragic outcomes, and explicitly
Christian perspectives seem rather more common in the latter paper. The greater length of the
Reader novels seems to encourage Brame to develop subplots between the ravelling and unravelling
of the heroine’s romantic dilemma which encourage a critical consciousness of social and moral
problems, with Thrown on the World offering a good example. This novel recounts the trials and
tribulations of a woman of humble birth tricked into a false marriage with an aristocrat in disguise,
who brutally abandons both her and their young child and blithely proceeds to wed a woman of his
own class. Before her rehabilitation at the dénouement, the discarded wife is forced to undertake a
series of positions as companion or governess which repeatedly expose the hollowness at the heart
of high society, leading her to cry out bitterly against the prevailing sexual double standard: ‘“Is
there one law for women … and another for men? Is a man’s sin to be smiled at, glossed over, made
little of, excused in every way, while a woman, for the same sin, must forfeit everything she holds
dear on earth, and meet with nothing but scorn and contempt?”’ To this, the narrator replies sternly
and unequivocally: ‘No; men may think it is so, but the grand, immutable laws of God were made
for soul, and not for sex.’ (ch. 46). Such anger and frustration at the wrongs suffered by women is a
far cry from the patriarchal values more typically affirmed in Brame’s stories for the Herald, which
itself maintained a conservative line on class and gender roles. A few months before Brame’s first
serial Lord Lynne’s Choice began to appear in its columns, for example, the paper carried a
resoundingly negative review of J.S. Mill’s recent exposure of The Subjection of Women (10 July
1869). In Dora Thorne, to take the best-known instance, the assertions that marriage beneath one’s
station entails ‘the sin of … wanton disobedience’ against the will of the father (ch. 42), and that
‘woman’s rights are all fancy and nonsense; loving, gentle submission is the fairest ornament of
woman’ (ch. 19), are both roundly endorsed in the novel’s conclusion. Sally Mitchell has shown
convincingly how, in the popular romances of high life found in British popular story papers of the
later Victorian period, the ‘overt moral is often at odds with the emotional effect’ (p. 152), and this
is also true of Brame novels such as Dora Thorne where, though the narrator explicitly warns
against the transgression of social boundaries, the narrative itself, like the author’s own endeavours
as a writer, seems contradictorily to celebrate the spirit of enterprise. But, in Brame’s case, the
ideological tensions seem to be mapped not only within each work of fiction, but also between the
works submitted to the two journals to which she was committed.
Altogether then in the third and final phase of Brame’s career, our bibliographical principles
leave us with eight tales, nineteen novelettes, and twenty-four rather shorter novels in the Family
Herald, as against four tales, four novelettes, and twenty-seven rather longer novels in the Family
Reader, a roughly equal division of labour spread evenly over a period of little more than ten years.
Even if we leave out of the account the author’s domestic duties and difficulties, this represents a
consistently monstrous literary output, so that there seems little reason to seek importunately for yet
more stories from Brame’s pen. Nevertheless, we should at this point draw attention to both a grey
zone in our bibliographical discriminations and to one borderline case. Both May Brame’s list of her
mother’s work and the consecutive series of Brame titles reprinted in the Family Reader after the
author’s death, consist only of longer serial stories. Thus the only shorter tales in the Family Reader
from later 1874 onwards to be included in our canon of authentic Brame titles are two Christmas
stories appearing at the of 1874 and the beginning of 1876, and signed respectively ‘Helen
Heathcote’ and ‘H.H.’. It thus remains possible that other Brame tales appeared entirely
anonymously in the Reader during the period 1875-85, though, as Apps. C-D suggest, there seems
little reason to trust the judgement of William Benners in this regard. (We shall return to this issue.)
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The borderline case in question is that of the fifty-three chapter novel Lady Alden’s Vow: A
Romance, which opens with the discovery of the drowned body of Lady Clarice Alden, and which
ran as an unsigned serial in the Family Reader from 16 May to 15 August 1874. This work does not
appear in May Brame’s 1926 list, but might be considered to have been later authenticated by her
because reprinted between the wars as a Brame title by both Hutchinson and their affiliate Stanley
Paul in series that probably had Brame family approval (see App. N). Yet these represent
uncertainties as against bibliographical givens: that is, Lady Alden’s Vow appeared unsigned in the
Family Reader at a time when other Brame works were still securely identified – ‘Not Proven’ was
signed ‘C.M.B.’ on 6 June 1874, and A Struggle for Love ran from 8 August 1874 linked to an
assured Brame title – and was not reprinted in the paper after Brame’s death. Thus, after due
consideration, we have excluded the title from our bibliographical list. On the other hand, we have
retained the handful of serials that continued to run in the columns of both the Herald and Reader in
the months following the author’s death, concluding from the state of the texts in question that it is
more likely that a substantial stock of stories was supplied in advance to the two journals, rather that
these works were either composed in their entirety, or completed, by other hands.
Though no documentary evidence seems to remain concerning how much money Brame
earned from her pen, it does seem possible to conjecture concerning her remuneration during the
mature professional phase. The author Alice Diehl, looking back in her autobiography on her first
contributions to the Family Herald in the early 1880s, states that William Stevens was happy to
offer her £250 for the serials rights alone of each novel, with an extra £50 if volume rights were
included. It thus seems unlikely that, around the same period, Stevens’ agreement with one of his
star authors for absolute copyright of three novels and two novelettes could have amounted to much
less that £1000 per annum. It should be remembered that Stevens’ returns on this investment
included not only annual subscriptions to the Family Herald itself, but also the long-term sales of
Brame’s fiction reprinted in the volumes of the ‘Family Story-Teller’ series. This began in 1877
with Dora Thorne, and by 1893, almost a decade after the writer’s death, included a further 31 titles
from her pen, comprising twenty-four novels and seven collections of stories (see App. B). Despite
the fact that her contributions to the two papers were of roughly equal substance, since the
readership of the Family Reader is likely to have been a good deal lower than that of the Herald and
Brame seems in this case to have parted with serial rights only (see May Brame’s letter in App. A),
we should probably estimate Brame’s income from the former to be not much more than half that of
the latter. Nevertheless, this leads us to a sum of not less than £1500 per annum at the height of her
career, or what amounts to a very substantial middle-class income. Even if this figure is an inflated
one, it is surprising to learn that the author’s wealth at death amounted to only £1030 (Drozdz 2004).
We can only assume that the charitable giving for which Brame was renowned in Hinckley, the
heavy medical bills, the fairly frequent moves around the country, and, above all, Phillip Brame’s
debts and dissipations, left the family with not much more than enough to get by.
*

*

*

*

*

Large as the readership of Brame’s fiction must have been in Britain and its colonies, during the last
ten years of her life, and for at least a quarter of a century afterwards, the American audience for her
work seems to have been many times greater. On the other hand, in all probability she received no
remuneration whatever from the sales of her published work in the US marketplace. The main
factor explaining this situation is patently the absence of any reciprocal copyright agreement
between Britain and America before the passage by Congress of the International Copyright
(Chace) Act in March 1891. This enabled aliens not resident in the USA for the first time to acquire
copyright on condition that their own government offered similar protection to American citizens,
and that their works were set up in type within America’s borders (see Law & Morita for an
extended discussion of the issues involved). In the case of such British subjects, this was activated
by presidential proclamation from July of the same year, though it should be noted that works
published before that date, including of course all Brame’s writings, remained entirely without
protection. The long delay in the passage of such legislation, first proposed as early as 1837 when
similar agreements between European powers were in the offing, was controversial in both
countries, with a Times leader famously describing it as ‘the Schleswig-Holstein Question of
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literature’ (24 May 1879, p.11). Broadly speaking, public opinion in Britain tended to favour an
agreement based on the obligation to provide authors with adequate rewards, and in the United
States to oppose legislation based on the needs of the people for cheap books. In both countries,
however, publishing houses often took stands based on blatant self-interest, with new British reprint
houses like Routledge firmly against in order to continue thriving on the lack of protection of
popular US authors such as James Fennimore Cooper and Harriet Beecher Stowe, and with
traditional American houses like Nahum Capen in Boston or G.P. Putnam in New York strongly in
favour in order to preserve their interest in eminent British authors.
As this might suggest, it was far from the case that no British author received a penny from
American publishers before the Chace Act. Traditional houses like Capen and Putnam tried to
nurture the concept of ‘trade courtesy’, whereby rival publishers would agree to respect the
privileges of a house gaining precedence in the issuing of a particular work or series of works by a
foreign author, thus discouraging cut-throat competition and creating a form of quasi-copyright. The
mechanism sustaining this arrangement was the sale of ‘advance sheets’, that is, the transatlantic
mailing of passed proofs by the British author, or a publisher or agent, frequently involving
periodical instalments rather than complete volumes. The purpose was to ensure simultaneous
publication in the United Kingdom and the United States, and thus to give the authorized American
publisher a significant start over potential rivals, who would have to wait to receive copies of the
published work a month or so later. Both the supply of advance sheets and the practice of trade
courtesy were rather unstable, the latter particularly so at times of crisis or transition, notably during
the American trade depression of the late 1830s and early 1840s, and from the mid-1870s on, when,
regardless of trade conventions, brash new operators flooded the market with popular novels in
cheap serial formats. Though as yet incomplete (see Apps. E-M), the existing bibliographic record
suggests strongly that, as an author without an established public authorial identity at home whose
work came to American attention at the height of the reprint boom, Brame’s work was likely never
sent across the Atlantic in the form of advance sheets and rarely if ever accorded the benefits of
trade courtesy by houses in the United States. It should also be noted that the absence of an
Anglo-American copyright agreement often resulted not only in the degradation of an author’s
literary property but also in damage to literary reputation: according to an 1837 petition to Congress
by a group of British authors, writing published without permission and supervision was liable to
‘mutilation and alteration’, so that authors might ‘be made responsible for works which they no
longer recognise as their own’ (24th Cong. II. 1837, S. Doc. 134). Arguably, Brame suffered more
greatly in the American market with regard to those interests now enshrined in British and
American law as ‘moral right’.
As reflected in App. L, all the available evidence suggests that the potential in the
American marketplace of Brame’s romantic serials from both the Herald and the Reader was first
picked up in the weekly New York story papers. With circulations in the hundreds of thousands, the
best-selling papers during Brame’s career were: Robert Bonner’s New York Ledger (1855-), Street
& Smith’s New York Weekly (1859-), Frank Leslie’s Chimney Corner (1865-), George Munro’s
Fireside Companion (1867-), Beadle & Adam’s Saturday Journal (1870-), and Norman L. Munro’s
New York Family Story Paper (1873-). The scramble began in the mid-1870s, and before the end of
the decade the story papers of Frank Leslie and both Munro brothers were in fierce competition for
the latest ‘C.M.B.’ serial from the columns of the Family Herald, typically reprinted as ‘By the
author of “Dora Thorne”’. The gap of several weeks between London and New York publication in
all cases where details are known, suggests that the rights owner, William Stevens, was not selling
advance sheets to any of the three proprietors in question. The reprinting of A Bride from the Sea
(Herald, 21 July 1877) in Leslie’s Chimney Corner, for example, was announced for August 18 at
the beginning of that month, but in the event there was a week’s delay, perhaps due to storms at sea
or the illness of the illustrator; George Munro’s Fireside Companion, though, often claimed against
the evidence to be printing ‘from early sheets in advance of all competitors’ (see, e.g.,
advertisement for A Golden Heart’s second installment, New York Herald, 10 Jan. 1882, p.7). The
fiction indices available show that neither Bonner nor Beadle & Adams carried any Brame serials
during the period in question, though the latter house did reprint Lord Lisle’s Daughter from the
‘Dicks’ English Novels’ edition in four installments in its Fireside Library from April 1877, thus
introducing the misspelling ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ to the American public.
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Street & Smith were undoubtedly in the lead in recognizing the potential of the run of
romances appearing in the Family Reader with or without the initials ‘C.M.B.’ attached, and indeed
may well also have been the first house to spot the appearance of serials by the same author in the
Family Herald. A back-to-back run of Reader serials was reprinted in the New York Weekly for well
over a decade beginning with Thrown on the World from early 1875, when, according to the
proprietors, the circulation of the paper surged by 30,000 copies in a single week (see, e.g.,
advertisement in the (New York) Daily Graphic, 8 December 1876, p. 255). And occasionally
during this run the odd CMB title from the Herald was thrown in for good measure, beginning with
Wife in Name Only from Christmas Day 1876, which may represent the first American reprinting of
a Brame serial novel from that paper, though Leslie’s Chimney Corner probably had the honour of
issuing the first Brame short story in the United States, with her 1874 Herald Christmas tale ‘The
Mystery of the Holly Tree’. (This suggests, of course, that Dora Thorne was by no means the first
Brame novel to attract attention in the United States.) To begin with the Brame stories in the New
York Weekly – Moore (p. 11) counts twenty-six by the time of the author’s death – were issued
under a mixture of authorial identities, most typically as ‘by the author of’ the previous title in the
series, but also under various pseudonyms, notably ‘Mrs. Florice Norton’ (with no precedent in the
English papers), ‘Caroline M. Barton’ (from Brame’s initials) and ‘Bertha M. Clay’ (with the initials
reversed). By around 1877, Street & Smith had settled on this last form as their house signature for
the English writer. A number of twentieth-century American sources have suggested that Brame
authorized these goings-on, and was paid generously by Street & Smith under a long-term
agreement. Quentin Reynolds, in his swash-buckling record of the house, states that Smith & Street
‘lured the popular English writer, Charlotte M. Brame, away from the Ledger by offering her twice
as much money as she had been getting’ (Fiction Factory, p. 38), but this cannot be true since
Bonner never published any Brame stories. Albert Johannsen, in his far more reliable history of The
House of Beadle & Adams (II pp. 40-1), echoing claims in the New York Weekly itself as we shall
see, writes that Street & Smith ‘published her stories under a special contract from advance sheets
for ten years’. Yet, this also must be wide of the mark, because the serials in question appeared
regularly in the New York Weekly several weeks behind the Family Reader in London.
If the first wave of reprintings of Brame’s novels in the United States was in the weekly
story papers, this was soon followed by a veritable tsunami of editions in countless dime novel
series and libraries, with George Munro’s ‘Seaside Library’ and ‘Lovell’s Library’ in the vanguard,
both deriving most if not all of their early titles from the Family Herald (see Apps. E & G). Though
the proprietors of the New York Weekly did not begin to issue dime novel libraries under their own
imprint until the later 1880s, they were nevertheless again first off the mark in issuing Brame’s
Family Reader titles in volume form. This they did through the New York house of G.W. Carleton,
who published on behalf of Street & Smith a ‘New York Weekly’ series of thirteen such titles in
cloth-bound 12mo hardback at $1.50, beginning with Thrown on the World in late 1876 and
concluding with Put Asunder (as Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce had been renamed) in 1886. All of
these had been serialized first in the story paper, and appeared under the signature ‘Bertha M. Clay’
– Wife in Name Only was not included. Indeed, Johannsen argues that it was the appearance of
Thrown on the World in hardback that introduced the signature (II p. 41). The next generation of
cheap libraries – including J.S. Ogilvie’s ‘People’s Library’, again under the borrowed pseudonym
‘Bertha M. Clay’, and Lupton’s ‘Chimney Corner Series’, as by ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ (see App.
M) – was much more eclectic in its search for Brame-like material. Ogilvie and Lupton freely
plundered titles not only from rival houses (in the process often retitling them to make old look like
new, and occasionally even rewriting the opening chapters along more melodramatic lines to
complete the disguise) but also from other nameless British authors contributing to the Herald, the
Reader, and other journals of similar character, including the Young Ladies’ Journal. George Munro
felt himself obliged to pursue a similar course in his new series, the long-running ‘Seaside Library
Pocket Edition’ (App. F), and was soon being aped in his brother’s Norman’s ‘Munro’s Library
Pocket Edition’ (see App. M), with neither now afraid to use the name ‘Bertha M. Clay’ when there
was any advantage in doing so. Clearly there was little in the way of ‘courtesy of the trade’ in this
publishing sector, and no conception of the ‘moral right’ of an alien author. At the turn of the
century Charlotte’s brother-in-law George Brame, then apparently resident in Canada, complained
to the press that the authoress ‘never used, or knew that her writings were ever published under the
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nom de plume of “Bertha M. Clay”, but since her death, scores of trashy volumes have been
attributed to her, which bear on the title page both her proper and her assumed name, not one of
which she ever did or could write’ (letter to (Toronto) Daily Mail and Empire, 4 August 1900).
Street & Smith did make at least one concerted, but eventually unsuccessful public attempt
to bring some order to this chaotic commercial situation by attempting to assert their ownership of
the nom de plume ‘Bertha M. Clay’. From the mid-1870s, the proprietors of the New York Weekly
had registered the Brame serials reprinted from the Family Reader under that name at the Library of
Congress in Washington under the 1790 US Copyright Act. Throughout October 1884, just a few
weeks before Brame’s premature death, they waged a campaign in the columns of the New York
Weekly centring on a hand-written letter, reproduced in large-scale facsimile in the issue of 20
October, purporting to be addressed from London and signed by ‘Bertha M. Clay’. This committed
that fictitious lady to writing ‘exclusively for the NEW YORK WEEKLY’, with the proprietors
threatening that ‘all infringements will be rigidly prosecuted’ (6 Oct. 1884, p. 4). Three months after
the real author’s demise there appeared in the paper an obituary stating that Bertha M. Clay was the
pen name of Charlotte M. Brame, née Low [sic] in 1836 at Hinckley, Leicestershire, and asserting
that Street & Smith had published her stories ‘[f]or ten years … from advance sheets under a special
contract’; with some justification, they accused unscrupulous rivals of issuing ‘spurious romances
purporting to have been written by Bertha M. Clay’, asserting that ‘No other paper in the United
States had or has a right to use the name of Bertha M. Clay. The NEW YORK WEEKLY originated the
name, and by liberal, systematic and long-continued advertising has made it famous.’ and promising
to ‘test the matter in the courts’ (23 Feb. 1885, p. 4). During the same period the firm must have
been putting legal pressure on rival houses persistently making use of the name ‘Bertha M. Clay’,
notably J.S. Ogilvie and John W. Lovell. Ogilvie clearly capitulated, striking out the name from the
plate of an advert for the first three monthly numbers of Ogilvie’s Popular Reading in early 1885
(see Plate 6), and thereafter shifting by stages to the use of ‘Author of “Dora Thorne”’, then
‘Charlotte M. Brame’, and finally ‘Lotte Brame’. Lovell, on the other hand stood firm, and a suit
was filed in the New York courts around March 1885 by Street & Smith to restrain the rival house
from publishing new books under the name of Bertha M. Clay, since it was their own trade mark
protected by copyright law. However, on 16 April 1885 the suit was withdrawn by Birdseye, Cloyd
& Bayliss on behalf of the plaintiffs when, according to the account in the Washington Law
Reporter, ‘the defendants undertook to show that the author, by sending advance sheets to Street &
Smith, was breaking her agreement with a London house, and that the case could have no standing
in a court of equity’ (vol. 13, 30 May 1885, p. 346). This statement at first seems puzzling, since, as
we have seen, the bibliographic record suggests unmistakably that the New York Weekly relied
overwhelmingly on material from the Family Reader and was not reprinting from advance sheets,
while Brame’s long-term agreement was with William Stevens at the Family Herald. Therefore, we
take the statement to mean that Lovell’s lawyer Roger Foster intended to prove NOT that Brame
had indeed broken her London publishing contract BUT rather that Street & Smith’s claim of a
special long-term contract with the British author was itself fictitious. If nothing else, the publicity
generated by the reporting of this affair in the popular press (see, for example, ‘Two Names for the
Author of “Dora Thorne”’ in the New York Sun, 17 April 1885, p. 3), finally brought the name
Charlotte M. Brame into the public domain in the United States.
However, J.S. Ogilvie was really the only publisher to make consistent use of it. From
around the mid-1880s the dime novel libraries became not only more numerous but also more
specialized, separating works out not only broadly by genre – ‘Clover’, ‘Heart’, ‘Primrose’,
‘Sweetheart’, and ‘Violet’, were among the epithets used to denote romance libraries aimed at
female readers – but also narrowly by sub-genre. Yet, to denote the particular style of romance
associated with an upper-class English setting, there were at least four series named for Bertha Clay
but none for Charlotte Brame. By then also, Brame’s short stories were no longer safe from such
exploitation, being utilized not only in series specializing in short fiction like Lupton’s ‘Leisure
Hour Library’ (see App. M), but to add variety to the story papers and other literary periodicals, and
even to pad out many an over-slim volume. From the later 1880s, with the Chace Act about to
protect the latest works by British authors, and the stock of original Brame titles as yet unexploited
in the US market almost exhausted, Street & Smith seem to have pioneered a new strategy. They
began to pay local male staff writers to provide English-style romances under the signature ‘Bertha
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M. Clay’ for serialization in the New York Weekly, with paperback issue following in new cheap
libraries like the ‘Clover’ and ‘Select’ Series. The first such recruit seems to have been John R.
Coryell (1851-1924), cousin of the publisher Ormond G. Smith, who was initially commissioned to
produce titles such as Marjorie Deane and Gladys Greye by extensively reworking unsigned stories
from English papers like the Family Reader. But there were complaints that the revisions did not go
far enough to conceal the originals, so that, beginning with Violet Lisle in mid-1890, Coryell soon
began to create his own romantic plots from scratch (Cox 2012). Since these stories were entirely of
local American origin, Street & Smith were apparently able to increase their profits by arranging
parallel publication in Great Britain, in the story papers of James Henderson of Lion Red Square.
The American boom in English-style romances kindled by Charlotte M. Brame was to survive the
First World War. Fittingly, it was Street & Smith who outlasted their rivals and finally asserted the
supremacy of the Clay brand over the name of Brame, this through the monumental ‘Bertha Clay’
and ‘New Bertha Clay’ Libraries which together ran between 1900 and 1932. As Appendices J & K
reveal, along the way these two series amassed well over five hundred separate titles, accumulated
from here, there, and everywhere, but with a large majority deriving from works by women issued
in Britain prior to the Chace Act, including around a hundred stories written by our author.
To put a little flesh on the bones of this general account of the reprinting of Brame’s work
in the United States, it is useful to turn to the particular and peculiar role of William J. Benners, Jnr
(1863-1940), who, in addition to writing a number of his own romantic serials, appointed himself
American agent of Charlotte M. Brame less than a decade after the author’s death. However, he was
also something of a traveler, and seems to have visited Britain on more than one occasion around
the turn of the twentieth century, making contact with May Brame and other surviving relatives of
the author. As described in more detail in Apps. C and D, which relate to documents surviving from
Benners’ agency work now archived in New York and California, the Philadelphian was a fan and
historian of pulp fiction, amassing a vast amount of information concerning dime novels, their
authors and publishing venues, but apparently never even starting to write a planned encyclopedia
of ‘Popular Writers’ (Adimari, p. 124). App. C concerns an annotated listing by Benners of stories
in the Family Reader during the first decade of its existence, which seems to have been used as an
aid to the marketing in the United States of English-style romances as by Clay/Braeme regardless of
actual authorship, with the name of Charles Garvice (1850-1920) to the fore. App D. concerns what
purports to be a collection of over forty original story manuscripts in Brame’s hand, but which in
fact prove to be long-hand copies made in the United States for Benners of already published stories
that were to be sold to American publishers as new material. However, the documents that shed the
coldest light on Benners’ activities are the Street & Smith side, clearly not complete, of the
correspondence between Benners and the publishers over a decade from the mid-1890s (Benners
Papers 2/6-8). There, we get an all too clear picture of the negotiations concerning the supply of
English-style romances for both the columns of the New York Weekly and for the publishers’ dime
novel series like the ‘Eagle’ and the ‘Bertha Clay Library’. In 1897-8, for example, we see Benners
receiving $300 dollars each for two Brame serials in manuscript, both in fact retitled stories from
the Family Reader, ‘How Will it End?’ (=At the Eleventh Hour) and ‘A Hand Without a Wedding
Ring’ (=Helen Raeburn’s Marriage). This before setting up a long-term deal for six more at the
same rate, while selling his own original Lady Ona’s Sin for $250, as a stop-gap to be issued under
the ‘Bertha M. Clay’ label. Old titles by Charles Garvice, still of course very much alive and now
protected by the Chace Act, are also frequently on the agenda at this time, for use either under his
own name or in the Clay series, with the publishers anxious that the stories must not only be
authentic but also published in Britain prior to July 1891; Benners supplies them with ‘His Perfect
Trust’, probably for $100, though the work seems subsequently to have been repudiated by Garvice
himself. Ralph Adimari, who worked on Benners’ surviving papers to produce a biographical sketch
for the Dime Novel Round-Up (p. 123), thus estimates that his income from selling Brame stories in
this way ‘may have reached higher than $10,000’.
Yet Adimari also assumes that Benners received the consent of the Brame family ‘to his
selling all her serials and short stories published in forgotten periodicals of the past’ and thus made
regular remissions back to England (p. 123). However, the only evidence found in support of this is
in business correspondence dating from December 1902, where, in response to what Benners
describes as a ‘piteous appeal for help’ from the author’s daughter, Street & Smith write: ‘… we can
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use the Valentine story at your price of $75, the proceeds being forwarded, as we understand it, to
Miss Braeme. It is certainly very kind on your part to think of her and we shall be glad to cooperate
with you from time to time in the good work.’ (Benners Papers 2/7 & 2/18). Whether such
remissions, clearly seen here as charitable donations rather than as the settling of accounts between
agent and client, ever took place seems open to question. Certainly, H. J. Francis in his comments
on Charlotte M. Brame based on communications with May Brame and other family members (see
App. A), speaks unequivocally of the author’s works being ‘shamelessly pirated’ in both America
and Britain, singling out only Charles Garvice, who, as we shall see, became the proprietor of the
Family Reader early in the twentieth century, for honourable mention as having ‘advertised for Mrs.
Brame’s descendants’ and reached ‘a working arrangement’ to their financial benefit.
Further, a file of unsourced clippings from US newspapers during and after the First World
War also found among the Benners materials (Adimari Papers 3/3A), including a number obviously
based on interviews with Benners himself, demonstrate that the man was given to telling tall stories
in public places. In one headed ‘The Bertha M. Clay Mystery Cleared Up’, in fact from the
(Philadelphia) Evening Star of 19 April 1917, Benners claims not only to have been the principal
composer of works in the Bertha M. Clay series, but also to have personally written such Brame
novels as ‘How Will it End?’ and ‘The Hand Without a Wedding Ring’, though as we have seen, he
was responsible only for the alternative titles and fake manuscripts. In another entitled ‘Claims He’s
Bertha Clay’, signed Alma Whitaker, which proves to come from the Los Angeles Times of 18 June
1922, in addition to repeating these claims, Benners gives the distinct impression that he was
intimately acquainted with Charlotte Brame. He describes her husband as a ‘handsome dog’ who
‘served as inspiration for her beautiful heroes’, and states categorically not only that Brame broke
her agreement with William Stevens in agreeing to write under the name ‘Florence Norton [sic]’ for
rival publisher John Conway (who only took over the Family Reader a few weeks before her death),
but also that she died of shame when ‘Stevens discovered that he had been deceived and brought
suit’, although there is no record of any such action before a British court. Overall, William Benners
comes across as not far short of a confidence trickster, whose activities have done much to muddy
the waters when scholars have tried to see to the bottom of the mystery of Bertha M. Clay.
*

*

*

*

*

Finally, in case there should be any suspicion that our account lays charges of dishonourable dealing
exclusively on American soil, we come to the question of the reprinting of Brame’s work in the
wider world and back in Britain itself. Though it is not a topic that we have as yet researched in any
detail, it is evident that the cheap dime novel series travelled far beyond the borders of the United
States, so that translations of works by ‘Bertha M. Clay’ soon appeared in Spanish, Arabic, Polish,
Japanese, and doubtless many other languages. Mary Noel, for example, reports an unnamed Clay
novel being turned first into Spanish and then Arabic in the port city of Buenos Aires (Villains
Galore, p. 187), while the British Library holds an 1886 Polish version from a Warsaw house of
Which Loved Him Best? authored by ‘Berty Maryi Clay’ and translated by Maryi Dz. From as early
as 1890 with Dora ‘por Carlota M. Braemé’, the venerable New York publishers D. Appleton & Co.
began to issue Spanish versions of a series of at least five Brame titles for the benefit of the
Hispanic community not only in the United States, but also throughout Latin America, judging from
the warning against fraudulent reproduction in other countries on the title page verso. In Japan,
where the collapse of the rigid feudal caste system following the Meiji Restoration of 1868
stimulated a fear of, and fascination with romance across classes, and which did not yet enjoy
reciprocal copyright arrangements with the United States, two separate adaptations of Dora Thorne
(clearly both from American reprints ‘by Bertha M. Clay’) had appeared by the beginning of the
twentieth century, the first of 1888 attracting the approbation of the Meiji empress herself (Ito, p.
358). More recently, Keiko Hori has shown that Konjiki Yakusha (‘The Golden Demon’), a highly
regarded novel of the later nineteenth century by Koyo Ozaki, is adapted from Brame’s Weaker than
a Woman, with the author undoubtedly working from an American dime novel version by ‘Bertha
M. Clay’. If under the term ‘piracy’ we wish to include the unauthorized reproduction of foreign
literary works in jurisdictions where there was no law to prohibit it, then piracy was rife towards the
end of the nineteenth century not only in the United States but throughout much of the world.
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Also in the English-speaking colonies, where in theory British copyright law still held firm,
it is easy to find examples of the illegal penetration of American reprints of Brame’s work, with the
long porous border with Canada obviously creating an open invitation. But even in distant New
Zealand things were not too different. Thanks to the superb ‘Papers Past’ website operated by the
National Library of New Zealand, it is easy to see that the monthly editions of not only Stevens’s
Family Herald, but also the Family Reader: For at Home and Abroad, regularly took the long sea
journey from London via the Suez Canal to the Antipodes, making all of Brame’s latest tales and
novels available to the colonists. Yet, that does not seem to have been sufficient, for a number of
local papers also reprinted the ‘Bertha M. Clay’ serials from the New York Weekly with a time lag of
around three months, most notably the Budget, or Taranaki Weekly Herald, with a sequence of
around fifty titles over nearly thirty years beginning with His Wife’s Judgment in mid-1878.
As App. N shows, even in Britain itself, many ‘Bertha M. Clay’ titles were reprinted from
American sources from before the turn of the twentieth century, whether with or without
authorization. James Henderson (as we have seen) and Aldine Publishing, both of Red Lion Court
off Fleet Street, look to have had some sort of arrangement with Street & Smith in New York, and
clearly tried to avoid reprinting material first published in Britain, though the former presumably
slipped up in issuing in its ‘Budget Story Book’ series A Hand Without a Wedding Ring, that is,
Helen Raeburn’s Marriage as retitled by Benners, where volume copyright rested with the Brame
family. On the other hand, Milner & Co. of Halifax, Yorkshire seem to have blatantly disregarded
both domestic law and the Anglo-American copyright agreement in issuing in the mid-1890s a
rag-bag of ‘Bertha M. Clay’ titles, mixing Brame novels originally published in both the Herald and
the Reader, in addition to at least one original US publication from Street & Smith’s ‘Clover Series’.
Many if not all of the Clay titles from Milner were reprinted after the turn of the century by W.
Nicholson & Sons of Wakefield, and then in the 1920s by Robert Hayes in his half-crown
‘Sandringham Library’. It was presumably mainly these houses that H.J. Francis had in mind when
he claimed in late 1926 that ‘pirated editions had also appeared in England’ (see App. A).
But as Francis also mentions, well before that, Charles Garvice, then ‘the most successful
novelist in England’ in the words of Arnold Bennett (cited in Waller), had purchased the Family
Reader from John Conway, in part with a view to acquiring the serials rights not only of his own
early romances but also of many of those of Charlotte M. Brame. By arrangement with the Brame
family, and beginning around 1911, many of the authentic titles from the Reader were reprinted in
both hardback and paperback as by Charlotte M. Brame, first by Hodder & Stoughton and then by
Hutchinson or its affiliates, Stanley Paul and Selwyn & Blount. A list for the Hutchinson hardback
‘Blue Star Library’ dating from around 1928 suggests that Thrown on the World was its best-selling
Brame title with nearly 110,000 sold. Since May Brame cites the titles of several of her mother’s
works in the changed forms first issued in the series of double-column paperbacks by C. Arthur
Pearson during and after the First World War (see App. A), which must have sold even more widely,
we must assume that these editions also had family approval. It should be noted, however, that the
Pearson series included: stories originally issued in the Family Herald, severely abridged versions
of Brame’s work, inauthentic titles as by ‘Charlotte M. Brame’, and ‘Bertha M. Clay’ titles of
doubtful provenance. As the rights holder, William Stevens Ltd. seems to have kept the ‘Family
Story-Teller’ volumes in print until well after the First World War, but, with copyright in all of the
works published during Brame’s life running out in 1934, fifty years after her death, the firm seems
to have leased many if not all of the titles to houses like Jarrolds and Wright & Brown shortly
before the expiry. In the laissez-faire period after 1934, it was the latter house that became the most
prolific publisher in the field, eventually issuing not far short of a hundred titles by either Clay or
Brame. The provenance of the Clay titles remains uncertain, while the Brame titles included a
mélange of inauthentic and authentic material, with a dominance of titles from the Herald over
those from the Reader. In sum, the history of the republication of Brame’s work in the home market
from the turn of the new century reveals not only incidences of disrespect for intellectual property
rights, but also a general disregard for authorial integrity and reputation.
*

*

*

*

*

It could be argued that, since millions of common readers in Britain, America, and beyond, could
not tell the difference between English-style romances written by Brame and those from a host of
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other authors, all this does not matter very much. In Mechanic Accents, Michael Denning’s fine
sociological study of ‘Dime Novels and Working-Class Culture in America’, to cite its sub-title, he
argues that, given the mass production of popular fiction under factory conditions, ‘dime novels are
best considered as an essentially anonymous, “unauthored” discourse, not unlike journalism’ (p. 24).
To this end, without worrying too much about the details, Denning is content to accept the myth that
the bulk of the ‘Bertha M. Clay’ oeuvre was ground out by male staff writers in New York, more
typically assigned to masculine genres like the detective thriller, but versatile enough to fool a flock
of female readers. Yet, as we have seen, most of the English-style romances associated with the
Clay brand were in fact woven on fiction looms in the family homes of a lot of hard-working
women. It thus seems to us important, in justice to Brame and to her many industrious sisters, to try
to recover wherever possible who wrote what and for whom. Since, with access to the relevant
bibliographic information, it is not too difficult to spot the differences between Brame’s short tales
written for the Lamp and those for the Family Herald, or between her novel-length serials for the
Herald and for the Family Reader, it should not be beyond the bounds of possibility to distinguish
romances composed by the Hinckley woman from those written by others.
One of the unfortunate results of the situation described in detail in this introduction is a
good deal of bibliographic chaos. Many research library cataloguers, including those at the British
Library and the Library of Congress, in recent years have laudably tried to weed out authorial
entries for the non-existent persons Bertha M. Clay and Charlotte Monica Braeme, and instead treat
these names uniformly as pseudonyms adopted by the real Charlotte M. Brame. Yet this
unfortunately results in assigning to the Hinckley woman a forest of titles that she herself would not
have recognized, not least because many were written after her death. It seems especially important
to try to sort out these complex problems left over from the print era as we enter a revolutionary
new age of the digital distribution of texts, with its inspiring prospects for the democratization of
reading and research. At the time of writing, with new digital and print-on-demand editions
associated with our author appearing every week, over half of the Project Gutenburg digital texts
associated with her name are not in fact written by Charlotte M. Brame, and the same is true of four
out of twenty-five books available in searchable digital facsimile through the Hathi Trust. We hope
that this addition to the series of Victorian Fiction Research Guides, available in searchable format
to all on the World Wide Web, will prove useful not only to librarians but also to non-specialists
thinking of reading Brame’s work by downloading the latest digital edition or ordering a time-worn
volume from the likes of AbeBooks.
It seems fitting to end with a wry evocation of the mystery of the anonymous female author
of romantic fiction in the age of the steam train. This is from Agnes Repplier, the Philadelphia
essayist, who discovers during a visit to London in the early 1890s the seductive pleasures of
‘English Railway Fiction’ as represented by William Stevens’ ‘Family Story-Teller’ series:
... I noticed at the Waterloo station three shilling novels, – ‘Weaker than a Woman,’ ‘Lady Hutton’s Ward’,
and ‘Diana’s Discipline’, all advertised conspicuously as being by the author of ‘Dora Thorne’. Feeling that
my ignorance of Dora Thorne herself was a matter for regret and enlightenment, I asked for her at once, to
be told that she was not in stock, but I might, if I liked, have ‘Lady Gwendoline’s Dream’ by the same
writer. I declined ‘Lady Gwendoline’s Dream’, and at the next station once more demanded ‘Dora Thorne’.
In vain! The young man in attendance glanced over his volumes, shook his head, and offered me ‘Diana’s
Discipline’, and a fresh book, ‘The Fatal Lillies’, also by the author of ‘Dora Thorne’. Another stall at
another station had all five of these novels, and a sixth one in addition, ‘A Golden Heart’, by the author of
‘Dora Thorne’, but still no ‘Dora’. Elsewhere I encountered ‘Her Martyrdom’ and ‘Which Loved Him Best’,
both stamped with the cabalistic words ‘By the author of “Dora Thorne”’; and so it continued to the end.
New stories without number, all from the same pen, and all countersigned ‘By the author of “Dora
Thorne”’, but never ‘Dora’. From first to last she remained elusive, invisible, unattainable ...
(Points of View, pp. 233-4)

Repplier seems to have remained blissfully unaware that the real ‘author of “Dora Thorne”’ had
already died at Hinckley, been resurrected in New York as ‘Bertha M. Clay’, and was then likely the
most widely read British author in the United States, while ‘Dora Thorne’ herself was to become a
mainstay of the popular American theatre and even make it on to the silver screen.
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Plate 6. Notices of J.S. Ogilvie’s Popular Reading from late 1884 and early 1885, showing the erasure of the name ‘Bertha M. Clay’
From copies of J.T. Altemus, Helena Modjeska (Ogilvie, 1884) and ‘Carlottah’, Ethelind (Ogilvie, 1885) in the possession of the authors
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A Chronology of Brame’s Life and Career
1836

c1842c1850c18541855
1856
1858
1859
c18601862
1863

1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

1870
1871

1872
1874

1875
1876
1877
c1879
1881

1883
1884
18851886

Born on the night of 31 October, eldest of ten children of Benjamin Augustine Law and his wife
Charlotte Agnes née Heathcote, of Castle Street, Hinckley, and baptized on 18 December as Charlotte
Louisa, though thereafter known as Charlotte Mary; a second baptism under Roman Catholic rights
took place at St. Peter’s, Hinckley on 25 December 1837
Elementary education at a Catholic school in Hinckley
Boarding at convent schools in Clifton, Preston, and Paris
Employed as a governess at Dover, Brighton, and in Leicestershire
First known publication, the short tale ‘The Convert’s First Communion’ in the Catholic weekly, the
Lamp, on 2 November, shortly after her nineteenth birthday
First known published poem, ‘The Voice of Home’ in the Lamp on 2 January
First of the series of the ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity’ tales appears in the Lamp, October to November
Death of father on 12 September at the age of only 45, with burial in Hinckley Cemetery; returns
temporarily to the Paris convent where her schooling was completed
Sets up a school with her mother at the family home in Castle Street, Hinckley
‘Woodland Grange’, a four-part serial appearing throughout January, represents her last published
contribution to the Lamp for many years
Married at St. Peter’s, Hinckley, on 7 January to Phillip Edward Brame (b. 1839); on the same
occasion, the wedding takes place of her younger sister Fanny Winnefred to George Ebenezer Brame,
Phillip’s elder brother; Phillip and Charlotte Brame take up residence in north London, with Phillip
setting up as a wholesale jeweller
Birth on 13 March of first child, Phillip Austin Joseph (d. 1866), at Upper Holloway, London
Phillip Brame declared bankrupt on 27 March, following a substantial theft by an employee; birth on
19 May of second child, Marie Louise (d. 1941), at Camden, London
Publication in London of Tales from the Diary of a Sister of Charity from the Catholic house of Burns,
Oates & Co., her first book consisting in the main of tales reprinted from the Lamp
Birth on 15 January of third child, Wilfred Ernest Leopold (d. 1889), at Camden, London; from
February begins to contribute short tales to the Family Herald
Publication of Angels’ Visits from Burns, Oates & Co., her second book comprising Catholic tales for
young children; begins to contribute tales to the Lamp again in January, after a gap of seven years, and
for the first time to the Young Ladies’ Journal in October; her first serial novel, Lord Lynne’s Choice
runs in the Family Herald (September – December)
Birth on 4 March of fourth child, Louis Phillip Joseph (d. 1897), at Cheetham, Manchester
The decennial Census returns, recorded in April, report the Brame family resident at 68, York Street,
Cheetham, with Phillip employed as a jeweller’s assistant; first contributions to both Bow Bells (June)
and the Family Reader (August); Dora Thorne, her most famous work, serialized in the Family Herald
(September – December)
Birth on 15 August of fifth child, Lionel Bertrand (d. 1875), at Cheetham, Manchester
Regular serial novels from her pen are resumed in the Family Herald in June, perhaps marking her
employment as permanent staff writer for the journal; last appearance of the signature ‘C.M.B’ in the
Family Reader in the same month, though her work continues to appear regularly, sometimes under
the signature ‘H.H.’ or ‘Helen Heathcote’ (presumably for Mary Helen Heathcote Brame, her niece,
daughter of Fanny and George Brame, then about six years old)
Birth and death on 9 March of sixth child, Joseph, at Cheetham, Manchester; produces the first of a
series of eighteen novellas to be published as special holiday numbers of the Family Herald
Birth of seventh and last child, Florence Mary Agnes (d. 1895), at Prestwich, Manchester; Phillip
Brame sued for a debt of £38, with the family moving to Brighton not long afterwards
Mother dies on 19 April at Highgate, London, and is buried with her husband in Hinckley Cemetery
Returns with family to reside at Castle Street, Hinckley
The decennial Census returns, recorded in April, report the Brames, with only their youngest daughter
at home, resident at 35, Castle Street, Hinckley, with Phillip’s occupation entered (perhaps charitably)
as ‘Jeweller’ and that of Charlotte as ‘Authoress’; appearance of her fiftieth serial novel, Hilary’s
Folly, in the Family Herald (May – August)
Her brother-in-law George Brame convicted on November 13 at Warwick Assizes and imprisoned for
nine months on a charge of obtaining goods by false pretences
Death at Hinckley on 25 November at age 48, with burial in her parents’ grave at Hinckley Cemetery;
Already completed novellas and novels continue to appear posthumously in the Family Herald and
Family Reader until March 1886
Phillip Brame drowned on 14 May in the canal at Hinckley following a drinking bout, with burial in an
unmarked grave in Hinckley Cemetery; the four surviving children taken into guardianship
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For reasons explained in detail in our Introduction, this listing covers only the publication of the
works of Charlotte M. Brame in Britain, during the author’s lifetime or shortly after, and with
indication of authorial intent. It prioritizes initial publication, in all but a handful of cases in
periodical form, and only provides details of subsequent republication by the same publishing house
and/or in the same journal. The aim is thus rigorously to exclude the many later publications under
Brame’s name (or recognized pseudonyms) both where there is no documentary or circumstantial
evidence to suggest they come from her pen, and where abridgements and other substantive
revisions to established Brame texts have been performed without authorial consent. Information
concerning such publications, substantial but by no means comprehensive, can be found in the
appendices.
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2) Fiction

BIBLIOGRAPHY (1): Principal
Listing by Genre

a. Short Tales

A total of 232 items is divided into 1) Verse (a handful
only) and 2) Fiction. The latter are sub-classified into
four groups: a. Short Tales (less than ten chapters,
most characteristically appearing in a single periodical
issue); b. Novelettes (ten to twenty chapters, generally
published as the special holiday issue of a periodical);
c. Novels (more than twenty chapters, typically
appearing in a dozen or more periodical issues); and d.
Collections of Stories (in volume form). Within each
genre, the listing is in chronological order by initial
date of publication. For each item is provided all
available information concerning the title, date(s) of
publication, volume, issue and page number(s), and
number of chapters or equivalent narrative divisions,
plus details of signature and re-issue (if any) also
given in each case.

7. ‘The Convert’s First Communion: A
Physician’s Story’
In Lamp, 2 Nov 1855, 8:47, pp. 756-9, 5chs
Signed: M. [see ‘The Convent Roses’, Lamp, 19-26
Jan 1856, Signed: Charlotte Law, AO ‘The
Convert’s First Communion’]
8. ‘The Convent Roses’
In Lamp, 19-26 Jan 1856, NS1:3-4, pp. 36-8, 51-4,
8chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, AO ‘The Convert’s First
Communion’
9. ‘The Fairie Glen: A Legend and a Lesson’
In Lamp, 12 Jul 1856, NS2:2, pp. 17-19
Signature: Charlotte Law, Dover, Kent
10. ‘Woodleigh Abbey: A Tale of Catholic
Martyrdom’
In Lamp, 2 Aug 1856, NS2:5, pp. 68-70, 2chs
Signature: Charlotte Law

1) Verse
1. ‘The Voice of Home’
In Lamp, 5 Jan 1856, NS1:1, p. 7
Signature: Charlotte Law

11. ‘Heaven and Earth: A Story of the Assumption’
In Lamp, 6 Sep 1856, NS2:10, pp. 153-6, 2pts
Signature: Charlotte Law

2. ‘The Wanderer’s Death’
In Lamp, 8 Mar 1856, NS1:10, p. 151
Signature: Charlotte Law, Hinckley, Leicestershire.

12. ‘A Christmas Story’
In Lamp, 20 Dec 1856, NS2:25, pp. 385-90,
Intro+4chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, Castle St, Hinckley

3. ‘Christmas’
In Lamp, 3 Jan 1857, NS1:1, p. 7
Signature: Charlotte Law, Castle St, Hinckley

13. ‘A Christmas Story for Little Children’
In Lamp, 3 Jan 1857, NS1:1, pp. 4-6, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law
Re-issued: As ‘The Christmas Angel’ in Angels’ Visits
(London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869), pp. 105-18

4. ‘Something to Fight For’
In Hinckley Journal, ‘Poet’s Corner’, 26 May 1860
Signature: Charlotte Law, Paris
5. ‘Our Lady’s Crown’
In Lamp, 6 May 1871, NS7:175, p. 287
Signature: C.M. Brame

14. ‘Mary Carleton: A Story’
In Lamp, 4-11 Apr 1857, pp. 212-4, 228-30, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law

6. ‘The Month of May’
In Lamp, 20 May 1871, NS7:177, p. 316
Signature: C.M. Brame

15. ‘My Sister’s Story’
In Lamp, 13 Jun 1857, NS1:24, pp. 377-9, 2chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, Hinckley
16. ‘Frank Morgan; or, The Value of a Catholic
Education’
In Lamp, 20-27 Jun 1857, NS1:25-6, pp. 388-90,
404-6, 6chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, Hinckley
17. ‘A Christmas Story’
In Lamp, 26 Dec 1857, pp. 407-12, NS2:26,
Intro+4chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, Dover
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18. ‘Willie and Rose: A Tale for the Young’
In Lamp, 16 Jan 1858, NS3:3, pp. 36-9, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, Dover
Re-issued: As ‘The Angel and the Crowns’ in Angels’
Visits (London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869), pp.
41-56

27. ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Fatal
Accident’
In Lamp, 10 Nov 1860, pp. 289-94, NS8:19, 3chs
Signature: Charlotte Law
Re-issued: As ‘The Fatal Accident’ in Tales from the
Diary of a Sister of Mercy (London: Burns, Oates,
& Co., [1867]), pp. 99-126

19. ‘The Diary of a Sister of Charity’
In Lamp, 23 Oct 1858-20 Nov 1858, NS4:17-21, pp.
268-70, 291-4, 307-9, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law
Re-issued: As ‘The Double Marriage’ in Tales from
the Diary of a Sister of Mercy (London: Burns,
Oates, & Co., [1867]), pp. 2-31

28. ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Gambler’s
Wife’
In Lamp, 23-30 Nov 1861, NS10:21-2, pp. 321-6,
338-43, 4chs
Signature: Charlotte Law
Re-issued: As ‘The Gambler’s Wife’ in Tales from the
Diary of a Sister of Mercy (London: Burns, Oates,
& Co., [1867]), pp. 165-214

20. ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: II. The Apostate’
In Lamp, 27 Nov 1858, NS4:22, pp. 338-42, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, Dover
Re-issued: As ‘The Apostate’ in Tales from the Diary
of a Sister of Mercy (London: Burns, Oates, & Co.,
[1867]), pp. 215-33

29. ‘A Christmas Story’
In Lamp, 21 Dec 1861, NS10:25, pp. 385-96,
Intro+3chs
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30. ‘Woodland Grange’
In Lamp, 4-25 Jan 1862, NS1:1, pp. 1-5, 20-3, 35-7,
50-4, 7chs
Signature: Charlotte Law

21. ‘A Christmas Story: In Two Parts’
In Lamp, 25 Dec 1858, NS4:26, pp. 401-9, 4+2chs
Signature: Charlotte Law

31. ‘The Priest’s Death’
In Tales from the Diary of a Sister of Mercy (London:
Burns, Oates, & Co., [1867]), pp. 127-63, 4chs
Signature: C.M. Brame

22. ‘A Christmas Story for Children’
In Lamp, 1 Jan 1859, NS5:1, pp. 2-5, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law, Hinckley
23. ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Novice’
In Lamp, 1 Sep 1859, NS6:14, pp. 209-13, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law
Re-issued: As ‘The Novice’ in Tales from the Diary of
a Sister of Mercy (London: Burns, Oates, & Co.,
[1867]), pp. 79-98

32. ‘The Besetting Sin’
In Tales from the Diary of a Sister of Mercy (London:
Burns, Oates, & Co., [1867]), pp. 235-64, 3chs
Signature: C.M. Brame
33. ‘Our Governess’
In Family Herald, 1 Feb 1868, 25:1292, pp. 628-32,
3chs
Signature: C.M.B.

24. ‘A Christmas Story’
In Lamp, 24 Dec 1859, pp. 401-9, NS6:26, 5chs
Signature: Charlotte Law

34. ‘The Heiress of Oakdale’
In Family Herald, 25 Apr 1868, 25:1305, pp. 817-20,
3chs
Signature: C.M.B.

25. ‘A Christmas Story for the Young’
In Lamp, 31 Dec 1859, NS7:1, pp. 419-22, 0chs
Signature: Charlotte Law
Re-issued: As ‘The Organ Boy’ in Angels’ Visits
(London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869), pp. 1-19

35. ‘First Violets’
In Family Herald, 23 May 1868, 26:1309, pp. 49-53,
3chs
Signature: C.M.B.

26. ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Cross and the
Crown’
In Lamp, 20-27 Sep 1860, NS8:16-17, pp. 241-6,
258-62, 5chs
Signature: Charlotte Law
Re-issued: As ‘The Cross and the Crown’ in Tales
from the Diary of a Sister of Mercy (London: Burns,
Oates, & Co., [1867]), pp. 33-78

36. ‘The Fatal Night’
In Family Herald, 15 Aug 1868, 26:1321, pp. 241-4,
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Signature: C.M.B.
37. ‘My Brother’s Wife’
In Family Herald, 3 Sep 1868, 26:1328, pp. 360-3,
3chs
Signature: C.M.B.
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In Family Herald, 7 Nov 1868, 26:1333, pp. 436-40,
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In Family Herald, 1 May 1869, 27:1358, pp. 5-9, 4chs
Signature: C.M.B.
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Signature: C.M.B.
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Signature: C.M.B.

51. ‘The Night of the Burglary’
In Family Herald, 26 Jun 1869, 27:1366, pp. 129-33,
3chs
Signature: C.M.B.

40. ‘Mary Sumner’
In Angels’ Visits (London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869),
pp. 21-39, 0chs
Signature: AO ‘Tales from the Diary of a Sister of
Mercy’

52. ‘The First Quarrel’
In Family Herald, 24 Jul 1869, 27:1370, pp. 193-7,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

41. ‘Helen’s Temptation’
In Angels’ Visits (London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869),
pp. 57-83, 2chs
Signature: AO ‘Tales from the Diary of a Sister of
Mercy’

53. ‘For Ever True’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Sep 1869, 6:69, pp. 572-3,
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Signature: C.M.B.

42. ‘The Martyr Child’
In Angels’ Visits (London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869),
pp. 85-104, 3chs
Signature: AO ‘Tales from the Diary of a Sister of
Mercy’

54. ‘The Gloved Hand’
In Family Herald, 18 Sep 1869, 27:1378, pp. 321-5,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

43. ‘The White Robe’
In Angels’ Visits (London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869),
pp. 119-49, 2chs
Signature: AO ‘Tales from the Diary of a Sister of
Mercy’

55. ‘Freely Given’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Oct 1869, 6:70, pp. 635-6,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

44. ‘Our Lady’s Child’
In Angels’ Visits (London: Burns, Oates, & Co., 1869),
pp. 151-80, 3chs
Signature: AO ‘Tales from the Diary of a Sister of
Mercy’

56. ‘A Christmas Story’
In Family Herald, 18 Dec 1869, 27:1391, pp. 532-8,
6chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice; C.M.B.

45. ‘Found in the Christmas Snow’
In Lamp, 2 Jan 1869, NS3:53, pp. 1-10, 4chs
Signature: AO Diary of a Sister of Mercy

57. ‘A Heart’s Secret’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Jan 1870, 7:73, pp. 59-60,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

46. ‘The Mystery at Deepdale’
In Family Herald, 23 Jan 1869, 26:1344, pp. 609-12,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

58. ‘New Year’s Eve’
In Family Herald, 1-8 Jan 1870, 27:1393-4, pp. 561-6,
584-7, 7chs
Signature: C.M.B.

47. ‘My Valentine’
In Family Herald, 20 Feb 1869, 26:1348, pp. 673-5,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

59. ‘A New Year’s Story: In Four Chapters’
In Lamp, 1-15 Jan 1870, NS5:105-7, pp. 13-6, 22-5,
36-41, 4chs
Signature: C.M. Brame

48. ‘My First Story: In Three Chapters’
In Lamp, 6-20 Mar 1869, NS3:62-4, pp. 149-52, 165-8,
185-7, 3chs
Signature: C.M. Brame

60. ‘Maud’s Lover’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Feb 1870, 7:74, pp. 123-5,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.
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61. ‘After the Party’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Mar 1870, 7:75, pp. 155-6,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

72. ‘Ferndale Manor: A Christmas Story’
In Family Herald, 17-24 Dec 1870, 28:1443-4, pp.
513-17, 533-6, 6chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘Ingledew
House’, &c.; C.M.B.

62. ‘Mabel Grey’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Mar 1870, 7:75, pp. 187-8,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

73. ‘A Novice-Master’s Story: In Four Chapters’
In Lamp, 7-28 Jan 1871, NS7:158-61, pp. 5-7, 19-21,
35-7, 51-3, 4chs
Signature: AO Diary of a Sister of Mercy; C.M.
Brame

63. ‘Ingledew House’
In Family Herald, 5-19 Mar 1870, 27:1402-4, pp.
705-9, 727-31, 745-7, 5chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘New Year’s
Eve’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 5 (London: Wm.
Stevens, n.d. [c1879])

74. ‘Clifden Hall: A New Year’s Story’
In Family Herald, 14 Jan 1871, 28:1447, pp. 577-84,
5chs
Signature: C.M.B.

64. ‘My Secret: A Story in Five Chapters’
In Lamp, 23 Apr 1870-21 May 1870, NS5:121-5, pp.
266-70, 281-5, 295-8, 316-20, 333-6, 5chs
Signature: C.M.B.

75. ‘The Lost Pearl: In Four Chapters’
In Lamp, 4-25 Feb 1871, NS7:162-5, pp. 68-70, 83-5,
99-102, 116-9, 4chs
Signature: AO Diary of a Sister of Mercy; C.M.
Brame

65. ‘My Brother’s Love’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, May 1870, 7:77, pp. 251-2,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

76. ‘Kate Fulton’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, May 1871, 8:89, pp. 316-7,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

66. ‘John Hilton’s Secret’
In Family Herald, 14 May 1870, 28:1412, pp. 17-21,
3chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘Ingledew
House’, &c.; C.M.B.

77. ‘Our Lady’s Knight: In Six Chapters’
In Lamp, 6-20 May 1871, NS7:175-7, pp. 273-7,
289-91, 305-7, 321-4, 6chs
Signature: C.M. Brame
78. ‘Our Neighbours’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Jun 1871, 8:90, pp. 347-8,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

67. ‘Miriam Lee’s Marriage’
In Family Herald, 4-18 Jun 1870, 28:1415-7, pp. 65-8,
7chs
Signature: AO ‘Ingledew House’, &c., &c.; C.M.B.

79. ‘Lady Dene’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Jun 1871, 8:90, pp. 363-4,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

68. ‘Bad Temper: A Story of Real Life, In Four
Chapters’’
In Lamp, 4-25 Jun 1870, NS5:127-30, pp. 363-5,
380-2, 392-4, 406-8, 4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

80. ‘A Summer’s Dream’
In Family Herald, 24 Jun 1871, 29:1470, pp. 113-7,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

69. ‘Laura’s Trial: A Story of Every-Day Life’
In Family Herald, 27 Aug 1870, 28:1427, pp. 257-60,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

81. ‘Rose Fayne’s Trial’
In Family Herald, 19 Aug 1871, 29:1478, pp. 244-7,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

70. ‘My Ward’
In Family Herald, 1 Sep 1870, 28:1432, pp. 337-42,
4chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘Ingledew
House’, &c.; C.M.B.

82. ‘Christmas Eve at Thornley Hall’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Christmas 1871, w/8:96, pp.
6-9, 4chs
Signature: AO ‘Golden Chains’; C.M.B.

71. ‘Tried and True’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Oct 1870, 7:82, pp. 627-8,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.
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83. ‘Squire Hylton’s Daughter: A Christmas Story’
In Family Herald, 23 Dec 1871, w/29:1496, pp. 1-8,
5chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, &c., &c.; C.M.B.

96. ‘My First Love: A True Story’
In Family Reader, 2-9 Nov 1872, 2:83-4, pp. 365-7,
385-6, 5chs
Signature: C.M.B.

84. ‘A Spray of Laurustinus’
In Family Reader, 8 Feb 1872, 1:45, pp. 739-42, 4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

97. ‘Lost and Won’
In Family Reader, 16-23 Nov 1872, 2:85-6, pp. 397-9,
408-9, 5chs
Signature: C.M.B.

85. ‘A Lost Valentine’
In Family Herald, 10 Feb 1872, 29:1503, pp. 641-4,
4chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Squire Hylton’s
Daughter’, &c.; C.M.B.

98. ‘Charlie’s Husband’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Christmas 1872, w/9:108,
pp. 10-13, 4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

86. ‘Hyacinthe Charnley’s Valentine: A Valentine
Story’
In Family Reader, 15 Feb 1872, 1:46, pp. 757-61,
5chs
Signature: C.M.B.

99. ‘Clive Verner’s Love: A Christmas Story’
In Family Herald, 7 Dec 1872, w/30:1546, pp. 1-5,
5chs
Signature: AO ‘Squire Hylton’s Daughter’,
‘Woodleigh Grange’, &c.; C.M.B.

87. ‘Woodleigh Grange’
In Family Herald, 13-27 Apr 1872, 29:1512, pp. 785-8,
5chs
Signature: AO ‘Lady Hutton’s Ward’, ‘Dora Thorne’,
&c.; C.M.B.

100. ‘The Mystery of Alton Park’
In Family Reader, 14 Dec 1872, 2:89, pp. 468-70,
3chs
Signature: C.M.B.
101. ‘Violet Ainslie’s Lovers: A Christmas Story in
Three Parts’
In Family Reader, 28 Dec 1872-4 Jan 1873, 2:91-2, pp.
493-7, 520-2, 3pts
Signature: C.M.B.

88. ‘Years Ago’
In Family Herald, 4 May 1872, 30:1513, pp. 4-8, 3chs
Signature: C.M.B.
89. ‘The Lost Diamond’
In Family Herald, 6-13 Jul 1872, 30:1524-5, pp. 145-8,
5chs
Signature: AO ‘Squire Hylton’s Daughter’,
‘Woodleigh Grange’, &c.; C.M.B.

102. ‘The Golden Bracelet: A New Year’s Story’
In Family Reader, 11-18 Jan 1873, 3:93-4, pp. 525-8,
544-5, 552-3, 7chs
Signature: C.M.B.

90. ‘A Hidden Treasure’
In Family Herald, 17 Aug 1872, 30:1530, pp. 241-5,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

103. ‘The Fifth Concert of the Season’
In Family Herald, 8 Feb 1873, 30:1555, pp. 641-5,
0chs
Signature: AO ‘Clive Verner’s Love’, ‘Squire Hylton’s
Daughter’, &c.; C.M.B.

91. ‘My Brother’s Wife’
In Family Reader, 24 Aug 1872, 2:73, pp. 205-8, 4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

104. ‘Dora Leigh’s Engagement: A Valentine Story’
In Family Reader, 22 Feb 1873, 3:99, pp. 621-5, 5chs
Signature: C.M.B.

92. ‘My Soldier Lover’
In Family Reader, 31 Aug 1872, 2:74, pp. 221-4, 3chs
Signature: C.M.B.

105. ‘Lady Lorton’
In Family Herald, 8 Mar 1873, 30:1559, pp. 705-10,
6chs
Signature: AO ‘Clive Verner’s Love’, ‘Squire Hylton’s
Daughter’, &c.; C.M.B.

93. ‘Kate Carson’s Lovers’
In Family Reader, 7 Sep 1872, 2:75, pp. 237-40, 3chs
Signature: C.M.B.
94. ‘“Just in Time”: A Story in Two Chapters’
In Family Reader, 5 Oct 1872, 2:79, pp. 297-8, 2chs
Signature: C.M.B.

106. ‘A Coquette’s Promise: A Story of Real Life’
In Family Reader, 29 Mar 1873-5 Apr 1873, 3:104-5,
pp. 709-12, 725-8, 7chs
Signature: C.M.B.

95. ‘A Spring at Oakdean’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Nov 1872, 9:107, pp. 700-1,
0chs
Signature: C.M.B.

107. ‘A Triumph’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Apr 1873, pp. 190, 206,
10:112, 221-2, 4chs
Signature: C.M.B.
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108. ‘The Pearl Bracelet: A True Story’
In Family Reader, 12 Apr 1873, 3:106, pp. 741-4,
3chs
Signature: C.M.B.

120. ‘The Earl’s Daughter’
In Family Herald, 28 Mar 1874, 32:1614, pp. 337-41,
6chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Lady Hutton’s Ward’,
‘A Terrible Christmas Eve’, &c.; C.M.B.

109. ‘How I Lost My Wager’
In Family Herald, 7 Jun 1873, 31:1572, pp. 81-5, 4chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘Clive Verner’s
Love’, &c.; C.M.B.

121. ‘Not Proven’
In Family Reader, 6 Jun 1874, 4:166, pp. 324-6, 332-3,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

110. ‘Only for Life’
In Family Herald, 12 Jul 1873, 31:1577, pp. 161-6,
3chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘Dora Thorne’,
&c., &c.; C.M.B.

122. ‘“Handsome Charley”’
In Family Herald, 20 Jun 1874, 33:1626, pp. 113-8,
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Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘The Earl’s Daughter’,
&c.; C.M.B.

111. ‘The Stepmother’
In Family Herald, 13 Sep 1873, 31:1586, pp. 305-9,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

123. ‘The Mystery of the Holly Tree: A Christmas
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In Family Herald Christmas Number, 5 Dec 1874,
w/34:1650, pp. 1-11, 9chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘At War with Herself’,
&c., &c.; C.M.B.

112. ‘Autumn Leaves’
In Family Herald, 4 Oct 1873, 31:1589, pp. 353-7,
4chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Ingledew House’, &c.,
&c.; C.M.B.

124. ‘The Cost of a Kiss: A Christmas Story’
In Family Reader, 26 Dec 1874-2 Jan 1875, 5-6:195-6,
pp. 795-7, 12-14, 6chs
Signature: Helen Heathcote

113. ‘Love and Duty’
In Family Herald, 25 Oct 1873, 31:1592, pp. 401-5,
4chs
Signature: C.M.B.

125. ‘Kate Dormer’s Romance: A Christmas Story’
In Family Reader, 1 Jan 1876, 9:248, pp. 1-5, 6chs
Signature: H.H.

114. ‘A Venetian Ghost Story’
In Family Reader, 29 Nov 1873, 4:139, pp. 283-5,
2chs
Signature: C.M.B.
115. ‘A Lost Love’
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Dec 1873, 10:120, pp.
732-3, 0chs
Signature: AO Golden Chains; C.M.B.

126. ‘The Heiress of Arne’
In Family Herald, 7 Sep 1876, 37:1746, pp. 353-7,
4chs
Signature: AO ‘On Her Wedding-Morn’, ‘Redeemed
by Love’, ‘A Woman’s War’ &c., &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Herald, 29 Mar 1884, 52:2136,
pp. 753-7, C.M.B.
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w/32:1598, pp. 1-7, 8chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Squire Hylton’s
Daughter’, &c.; C.M.B.
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In Family Herald, 9 Feb 1878, 40:1816, pp. 225-9,
0chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘From Gloom to
Sunlight’, ‘A Gilded Sin,’ &c.; C.M.B.

117. ‘Millicent’s Sin: A Christmas Story’
In Family Reader, 27 Dec 1873, 4:143, pp. 337-41,
6chs
Signature: AO ‘Helen Raeburn’s Marriage’
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In Family Herald, 7 Feb 1880, 44:1920, pp. 225-9,
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Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Which Loved Him
Best?’, ‘A Dead Heart’, &c.; C.M.B.
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Christmas Eve’, &c.; C.M.B.
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177-81, 4chs
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In Family Reader, 7 Mar 1874, 4:153, pp. 117-20,
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135. Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
In Family Herald Christmas Number, 11 Dec 1875,
w/36:1703, pp. 1-15, 14chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘The Story of a
Wedding-Ring’, ‘Repented at Leisure’, &c., &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 43 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1887])

142. More Bitter than Death
In Family Herald Christmas Number, 14 Dec 1878,
w/42:1860, pp. 1-15, 17chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’,
‘A Queen Amongst Women’, ‘Weaker than a
Woman’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 50 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1888])

136. The Tragedy of Lime Hall
In Family Reader, 13 May 1876-10 Jun 1876,
8:267-71, pp. 313-16, 332-4, 348-9, 364-6, 372-3,
15chs
Signature: H.H.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 14 Sep 1889-5 Oct 1889,
34-5:963-6, pp. 580ff, UNS

143. A Broken Reed
In Family Reader, 11 Jan 1879-22 Feb 1879,
14:406-12, pp. 20-21, 29, 36-7, 44-5, 52-3, 60-1,
68-9, 76-7, 84-5, 92-3, 100-1, 108-9, 124-5, 20chs
Signature: H.H.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 12 Oct 1889-23 Nov
1889, 35:967-73, pp. 645ff, UNS

137. On Her Wedding-Morn
In Family Herald Seaside Number, 15 Jul 1876,
w/37:1734, pp. 1-16, 15chs
Signature: AO ‘Lady Gwendoline’s Dream’,
‘Redeemed by Love’, ‘A Woman’s War’ &c., &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 54 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1889])

144. A Golden Dawn
In Family Herald Seaside Number, 28 Jun 1879,
w/43:1888, pp. 1-16, 17chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’,
‘More Bitter than Death’, ‘The Love that Lives’,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 64 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1890])
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145. A Dead Heart
In Family Herald Christmas Number, 13 Dec 1879,
w/44:1912, pp. 1-15, 16chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’,
‘A Golden Dawn’, ‘Which Loved Him Best?’, &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 57 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1889])

151. Between Two Sins
In Family Herald Christmas Number, 9 Dec 1882,
w/50:2068, pp. 1-16, 17chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘Love for a Day’, ‘From Gloom to
Sunlight’, ‘A Dead Heart’, ‘Two Kisses’, ‘A Bride
from the Sea’, ‘The Fatal Lilies’, ‘A Golden Dawn’,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 64 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1890])

146. A Bridge of Love
In Family Herald Seaside Number, 26 Jun 1880,
w/45:1940, pp. 1-16, 17chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘A Golden Dawn’,
‘Which Loved Him Best?’, ‘A Rose in Thorns’,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 57 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1889])

152. A Golden Mask
In Family Reader, 20 Jan 1883-10 Feb 1883, 22:616-9,
pp. 41-4, 57-60, 73-6, 89-92, 12chs
Signature: UNS
153. Bonnie Doon: A Love Story
In Family Reader, 14 Apr 1883-19 May 1883,
22:628-33, pp. 228, 237-8, 244-5, 252-4, 260-1,
269-70, 276-7, 284-5, 292-3, 301-2, 308-9, 316-7,
18chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 31 Sep 1885-5 Dec
1885, 27:761-6, pp. 278ff, 18chs, UNS

147. The Fatal Lilies
In Family Herald Christmas Number, 11 Dec 1880,
w/46:1964, pp. 1-15, 11chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘A Bridge of Love’, ‘At
War with Herself’, ‘A Golden Dawn’, ‘Which
Loved Him Best?’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 57 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1889])

154. A Fatal Temptation
In Family Herald Supplement, 20 Aug 1883, 14:237,
pp. 1-12, 10chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Her Mother’s Sin’,
‘Romance of a Black Veil’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘Wife in Name Only’, ‘Lord
Lynne’s Choice’, ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’,
‘Which Loved Him Best?’, &c.; C.M.B.

148. Like No Other Love
In Family Herald Seaside Number, 25 Jun 1881,
w/47:1992, pp. 1-16, 16chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘The Fatal Lilies’, ‘A
Bridge of Love’, ‘At War with Herself’, ‘A Golden
Dawn’, ‘A Rose in Thorns’, ‘Love’s Warfare’, &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 64 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1890])

155. A Terrible Repentance
In Family Herald Seaside Number, 21 Jun 1884,
w/53:2148, pp. 1-16, 20chs
Signature: AO ‘Thorns and Orange Blossoms’, ‘Dora
Thorne’, ‘Her Mother’s Sin’, ‘Wife in Name Only’,
‘Diana’s Discipline’, ‘A Broken Wedding-Ring’,
‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘Which Loved Him
Best?’, ‘On Her Wedding-Morn’, ‘Between Two
Sins’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 48 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1888])

149. Two Kisses
In Family Herald Christmas Number, 10 Dec 1881,
w/48:2016, pp. 1-15, 15chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Like No Other Love’,
‘The Fatal Lilies’, ‘A Golden Dawn’, ‘Love’s
Warfare’, ‘A Bride from the Sea’, ‘Hilary’s Folly’,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 54 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1889])

156. In Cupid’s Net
In Family Herald Christmas Number, 6 Dec 1884,
w/54:2172, pp. 1-16, 12chs
Signature: AO ‘Diana’s Discipline’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘Thorns and Orange Blossoms’,
‘On Her Wedding-Morn’, ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Wife in
Name Only’, ‘Her Mother’s Sin’, ‘Which Loved
Him Best?’, ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘Between
Two Sins’, ‘A Terrible Repentance’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 48 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1888])

150. Love for a Day
In Family Herald Seaside Number, 24 Jun 1882,
w/49:2044, pp. 1-16, 16chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘A
Dead Heart’, ‘Two Kisses’, ‘Which Love Him
Best?’, ‘A Bride from the Sea’, ‘The Fatal Lilies’,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 50 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1888])
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164. Lady Brezil’s Ordeal
In Family Reader, 7 Dec 1871-5 Apr 1872, 1:36-53,
pp. 569-71, 587-9, 607-9, 619-21, 647-50, 667-9,
687-9, 707-9, 727-9, 747-9, 767-70, 787-9, 805-7,
821-3, 837-9, 853-5, 869-71, 881, 52chs
Signature: C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 25 Feb-10 Jun 1899,
54-55:1456-1471, pp. 116ff, UNS

c. Novels
157. Lord Lynne’s Choice
In Family Herald, 2 Sep 1869-4 Dec 1869,
27-8:1380-9, pp. 353-7, 372-6, 388-92, 404-7,
419-24, 439-43, 453-7, 469-72, 485-88, 34chs
Signature: C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Story-Teller no. 5 (London: Wm.
Stevens, n.d. [c1879])

165. The Cost of an Error
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Mar-Apr 1872, 9:99-100, pp.
129-32, 145-8, 161-4, 177-80, 193-6, 209-12,
225-8, 241-4, 270, 35chs
Signature: AO Golden Chains; C.M.B.

158. Lady Hutton’s Ward
In Family Herald, 4 Feb 1871-22 Apr 1871,
28:1450-61, pp. 625-9, 645-8, 659-63, 676-9,
695-8, 710-4, 724-7, 743-6, 760-3, 772-5, 792-5,
808-10, 39chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘Ingledew
House’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 40 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1887])

166. The Rival Heiresses
In Family Reader, 15 Mar 1872-6 Jul 1872, 1-2:50-66,
pp. 829-33, 845-8, 861-4, 885-7, 901-3, 917-20,
933-6, 949-52, 965-8, 977-80, 993-6, 5-8, 22-4,
38-40, 56-8, 74-6, 88, 59chs
Signature: C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 15 Aug-19 Dec 1896,
49:1324-1342, pp. 100ff, UNS

159. Lord Lisle’s Daughter
In Bow Bells, 7 Jun 1871-2 Aug 1871, 14-15:358-66,
pp. 457-61, 481-5, 505-8, 541-4, 553-6, 589-92,
601-5, 13-6, 30-1, 29chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: As Dicks’ English Novels no. 15 (London:
John Dicks, n.d. [c1873]), C.M. Braeme

167. The Queen of Edgemount
In Family Reader, 5 Apr 1872-17 Aug 1872,
1-2:53-72, pp. 877-80, 893-6, 909-12, 925-8, 941-4,
957-60, 973-6, 989-92, 1-4, 17-20, 33-6, 49-52,
69-72, 93-5, 106-8, 125-7, 141-3, 157-60, 173-5,
189-91, 60chs
Signature: C.M.B.

160. The Heiress of Hatton
In Family Reader, 24 Aug 1871-26 Sep 1871, 1:21-30,
pp. 329-32, 345-7, 361-4, 377-80, 393-5, 409-11,
425-7, 441-4, 457-9, 470-2, 30chs
Signature: C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 10 Jun-26 Aug 1899,
54-55:1471-1482, pp. 364ff, UNS

168. Lady Wyverne’s Ring: A Romance
In Family Reader, 6 Jul 1872-16 Nov 1872, 2:66-85,
pp. 85-8, 109-12, 117-20, 133-6, 149-52, 165-8,
181-4, 197-200, 213-6, 229-32, 245-8, 269-71,
285-7, 301-3, 314-6, 330-2, 349-51, 362-4, 381-3,
400-1, Prelude+58chs
Signature: AO ‘Rival Heiresses’, ‘Lady Hutton’s
Ward’, and ‘Dora Thorne’

161. Golden Chains
In Young Ladies’ Journal, Sep-Dec 1871, 8:93-6, pp.
625-8, 641-4, 657-60, 673-6, 693-5, 709-11, 725-7,
741-3, 757-9, 773-5, 789-91, 33chs
Signature: C.M.B.

169. A Woman’s Error! A Serial Story in Two Parts
In Family Reader, 16 Nov 1872-22 Mar 1873,
2-3:85-103, pp. 389-92, 405-8, 421-4, 442-4,
459-62, 483-86, 498-500, 517-20, 530-2, 549-52,
565-8, 581-3, 597-600, 613-5, 626-8, 645-7, 661-4,
674-6, 689-92, 32+24chs
Signature: AO ‘Lady Wyverne’s Ring’; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 17 Sep 1885-13 Mar
1886, 27-28:759-80, pp. 252ff, UNS

162. Dora Thorne
In Family Herald, 16 Sep 1871-9 Dec 1871,
29:1482-94, pp. 305-9, 324-8, 343-7, 355-8, 373-7,
391-5, 407-11, 421-5, 440-3, 456-9, 471-5, 484-8,
504-7, 44chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, ‘Lady Hutton’s
Ward’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 1 (London: Wm.
Stevens, n.d. [c1877])

170. Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage
In Bow Bells, 4 Dec 1872-22 Jan 1873, 17-18:436-43,
pp. 469-72, 493-6. 511-4, 535-8, 558-62, 583-6,
607-10, 19, 27chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Lisle’s Daughter’

163. Arnold Wynne’s Legacy
In Family Reader, 2 Nov 1871-8 Feb 1872, 1:31-45,
pp. 481-5, 497-500, 513-6, 529-32, 545-8, 571-4,
593-4, 603, 622, 640-2, 672-4, 693-4, 700-3,
719-22, 753-4, 42chs
Signature: C.M.B.
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171. Lord Elesmere’s Wife
In Family Reader, 7 Dec 1872-21 Jun 1873,
2-3:88-116, pp. 437-40, 463-6, 473-6, 501-3,
509-12, 533-6, 541-4, 557-60, 573-6, 589-92,
605-8, 629-32, 637-40, 653-6, 677-80, 685-8,
701-4, 717-20, 733-6, 757-60, 773-6, 789-92,
805-8, 821-4, 837-40, 853-6, 869-71, 885-8, 901-3,
Intro+85chs
Signature: AO ‘Lady Wyverne’s Ring’, ‘Dora Thorne’,
&c., &c.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 9 Jun 1888-5 Jan 1889,
32-34:896-926, pp. 357ff, UNS

176. A Struggle for Love: A Story of Real Life
In Family Reader, 8 Aug 1874-9 Jan 1875, 5-6:175-97,
pp. 465-9, 481-4, 497-500, 513-6, 529-32, 545-8,
561-4, 577-80, 593-5, 609-11, 625-7, 641-3, 657-9,
673-5, 689-91, 705-7, 721-4, 737-9, 753-5, 790-2,
805-7, 4-5, 19-20, 76chs
Signature: AO ‘Lord Elesmere’s Wife’
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 22 Jan 1887-30 Jul 1887,
30-31:825-52, pp. 53ff, UNS
177. The Shadow of a Sin
In Family Herald, 7 Nov 1874-30 Jan 1875,
34:1646-58, pp. 1-5, 23-5, 37-9, 54-7, 69-72, 89-91,
105-7, 119-21, 137-9, 147-50, 164-8, 185-7, 200-2,
51chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘At War with Herself’,
&c., &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 87 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1893])

172. Helen Raeburn’s Marriage
In Family Reader, 19 Apr 1873-27 Sep 1873,
3-4:107-30, pp. 749-53, 765-8, 781-4, 797-800,
813-6, 829-32, 849-52, 861-4, 877-80, 893-6,
908-12, 925-8, 941-4, 957-60, 981-4, 9-12, 25-8,
41-4, 57-60, 73-6, 89-92, 105-8, 121-4, 134-6,
19+41+14chs
Signature: AO ‘A Woman’s Error’
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 3Aug 1895-22 Feb 1896,
47-48:1270-1299, pp. 77ff, UNS

178. Thrown on the World
In Family Reader, 19 Dec 1874-12 Jun 1875,
5-6:194-219, pp. 779-82, 803-5, 1-3, 17-9, 33-5,
49-51, 65-7, 81-3, 97-9, 113-5, 129-31, 145-7,
161-3, 177-9, 193-5, 209-11, 225-7, 241-3, 257-60,
273-5, 289-91, 305-7, 321-3, 337-9, 353-5, 379-80,
78chs
Signature: AO ‘Magdalen’s Vow’ [sic]
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 6 Aug 1887-14 Jan 1888,
31-32:853-76, pp. 84ff, UNS

173. A True Magdalen
In Family Reader, 26 Jul 1873-10 Jan 1874,
3-4:121-45, pp. 973-7, 1-4, 17-20, 33-6, 49-52,
65-8, 81-4, 97-100, 113-6, 137-9, 153-5, 161-4,
177-80, 193-6, 217-9, 225-8, 241-4, 257-60, 273-6,
297-9, 311-5, 329-31, 344-6, 365-7, 376, 74chs
Signature: AO Lord Elesmere’s Wife; C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 4 Apr 1885-17 Oct 1885,
26-27:731-59, pp. 213ff, UNS

179. Redeemed by Love
In Family Herald, 27 Mar 1875-19 Jun 1875,
34-5:1666-78, pp. 321-4, 342-4, 357-60, 376-9,
387-92, 6-9, 25-7, 41-3, 56-9, 73-5, 89-91, 104-6,
121-2, 44chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘The Mystery of the
Holly Tree’, ‘The Shadow of a Sin’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 42 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1887])

174. Lady Damer’s Secret
In Family Reader, 6 Dec 1873-20 Jun 1874, 4:140-68,
pp. 289-92, 305-8, 321-4, 347-9, 357-60, 373-6,
1-4, 17-20, 33-6, 57-9, 65-7, 89-91, 105-7, 121-3,
134-6, 150-2, 166-8, 182-4, 198-200, 214-6, 230-2,
246-8, 262-4, 278-80, 294-6, 310-2, 326-8, 340-1,
356-7, 81chs
Signature: AO ‘A Woman’s Error’, ‘Dora Thorne’;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 12 Jun 1886-20 Nov
1886, 28-29:793-816, pp. 372ff, UNS

180. A Woman’s Temptation
In Family Reader, 12 Jun 1875-16 Sep 1875,
6-7:219-37, pp. 369-72, 385-8, 401-3, 1-3, 17-19,
32-6, 49-52, 73-5, 89-91, 105-7, 121-3, 137-9,
153-5, 169-71, 185-7, 198-200, 220-1, 236-7,
244-5, 252, 55chs
Signature: UNS

175. At War with Herself
In Family Herald, 27 Jun 1874-10 Sep 1874,
33:1627-42, pp. 129-33, 151-5, 167-71, 185-7,
200-3, 217-9, 231-3, 243-6, 266-7, 280-2, 296-7,
308-11, 327-8, 340-2, 359-61, 378-9, 47chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Lady Hutton’s Ward’,
‘Ingledew House’, &c., &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 3 (London: Wm.
Stevens, n.d. [c1878])

181. Repented at Leisure
In Family Herald, 14 Aug 1875-20 Nov 1875,
35-6:1686-1700, pp. 241-5, 265-7, 281-3, 297-9,
313-5, 329-31, 344-6, 360-3, 374-7, 390-2, 406-8,
420-5, 9-11, 25-7, 42-3, 46chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Redeemed by Love’,
‘The Story of a Wedding-Ring’, &c., &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 52 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1889])
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182. Lady Evelyn’s Folly
In Family Reader, 25 Sep 1875-25 Mar 1876,
7-8:234-60, pp. 193-7, 217-9, 225-8, 241-4, 257-60,
273-6, 289-92, 305-8, 321-4, 337-40, 353-6,
369-72, 393-6, 409-12, 6-8, 25-8, 41-4, 57-9, 73-6,
89-92, 105-8, 117-20, 133-6, 149-52, 165-8, 180-2,
196-8, pp. 193, Intro+78chs
Signature: H.H.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 5 Jan-3 Aug 1895,
46-47:1240-1270, pp. 5ff, UNS

188. A Shadowed Life
In Family Reader, 24 Mar 1877-25 Aug 1877,
10-11:312-334, pp. 177-81, 193-6, 209-12, 225-8,
241-4, 257-60, 281-4, 297-300, 309-12, 326-8,
342-4, 361-3, 377-80, 393-6, 409-12, 9-12, 25-8,
41-4, 57-60, 73-6, 92-4, 100-1, 124-5, 65chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 24 Sep 1892-18 Mar
1893, 41-42:1121-1146, pp. 205ff, UNS
189. The Sin of a Lifetime
In Family Herald, 5 May 1877-25 Aug 1877,
39:1776-92, pp. 1-5, 21-4, 37-41, 52-6, 69-71, 85-8,
102-5, 115-9, 131-4, 148-51, 166-9, 181-3, 200-3,
217-9, 234-5, 247-9, 266-7, 51chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Wedded and Parted’,
‘Redeemed by Love’, ‘Wife in Name Only’, &c.,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 62 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1890])

183. The Perils of Beauty
In Family Reader, 18 Dec 1875-1 Jul 1876,
7-9:246-74, pp. 385-9, 401-4, 9-12, 17-20, 33-6,
49-52, 65-8, 81-4, 101-4, 113-6, 129-32, 144-8,
161-4, 185-8, 201-4, 217-20, 233-6, 249-52, 265-8,
281-4, 297-300, 309-12, 325-8, 345-8, 361-4,
377-80, 395-7, 412-14, 12-14, 86chs
Signature: H.H.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 12 Jan 1889-3 Aug 1889,
34-35:927-56, pp. 20ff, UNS

190. A Struggle for a Ring
In Family Reader, 11 Aug 1877-12 Jan 1878,
11-12:332-54, pp. 81-5, 97-100, 113-6, 129-32,
145-8, 161-4, 177-80, 193-6, 209-12, 225-9, 241-4,
257-60, 273-6, 289-92, 305-8, 321-4, 337-40,
253-6, 369-72, 385-8, 404-5, 412, 4-5, 12, 20-21,
28-9, 68chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 30 Aug 1890-18 Apr
1891, 37-38:1013-1046, pp. 140ff, UNS

184. A Woman’s War
In Family Herald, 12 Feb 1876-27 May 1876,
36-7:1712-27, pp. 225-8, 245-8, 262-3, 275-7,
293-6, 310-3, 324-7, 341-4, 356-60, 372-5, 389-92,
407-9, 9-11, 23-5, 41-3, 57-9, 41chs
Signature: AO ‘Repented at Leisure’, ‘Lady
Gwendoline’s Dream’, ‘Redeemed by Love’, &c.,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 78 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1892])

191. From Gloom to Sunlight
In Family Herald, 6 Sep 1877-19 Jan 1878,
39-40:1798-1813, pp. 353-7, 373-6, 389-92, 404-8,
8-11, 24-7, 41-3, 54-7, 69-73, 85-8, 105-7, 121-3,
137-9, 153-5, 168-71, 185-6, 45chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Wife in Name Only’,
‘A Bride from the Sea’, ‘The Sin of a Lifetime’,
‘Redeemed by Love’, &c., &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 13 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1881])

185. A Bitter Atonement
In Family Reader, 17 Jun 1876-25 Nov 1876,
8-9:272-95, pp. 385-9, 401-4, 1-4, 17-20, 33-6,
49-52, 65-8, 81-4, 97-100, 113-6, 137-40, 153-6,
169-72, 185-8, 201-4, 217-20, 233-6, 249-52,
265-8, 281-4, 297-300, 310-12, 326-8, 340, 71chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 8 Feb 1890-30 Aug
1890, 36-37:984-1013, pp. 84ff, UNS
186. Wife in Name Only
In Family Herald, 4 Nov 1876-17 Feb 1877,
38:1750-66, pp. 1-6, 21-4, 36-9, 54-8, 70-3, 86-8,
105-7, 120-2, 135-7, 149-51, 166-8, 183-5,
198-200, 213-5, 231-3, 250-1, 39chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Redeemed by Love’,
‘A Woman’s War’ &c., &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 23 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1883])

192. His Wife’s Judgment
In Family Reader, 12 Jan 1878-25 May 1878,
12:354-73, pp. 17-20, 32-6, 49-52, 65-8, 81-4,
97-100, 113-6, 129-32, 145-8, 161-4, 177-80, 193-6,
209-12, 225-8, 241-4, 257-60, 278-80, 294-6,
310-12, 332-3, 59chs
Signature: H.H.
193. The Cost of Her Love
In Family Herald, 16 Mar 1878-15 Jun 1878,
40-1:1821-34, pp. 305-9, 324-9, 340-5, 357-61,
371-4, 387-91, 404-8, 8-11, 24-7, 41-3, 57-9, 73-5,
89-91, 106-7, 46chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘From Gloom to
Sunlight’, ‘Wife in name Only’, ‘A Gilded Sin,’
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 69 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1891])

187. Between Two Loves
In Family Reader, 25 Nov 1876-31 Mar 1877,
9-10:295-313, pp. 337-40, 353-6, 369-72, 385-8,
401-4, 417-20, 1-4, 17-20, 33-6, 49-53, 65-8, 81-4,
105-8, 121-4, 137-40, 153-6, 169-71, 188-90,
196-7, 56chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 21 May-24 Sep 1892,
40-1: 1103-21, pp. 332ff, UNS
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194. A Nameless Sin
In Family Reader, 25 May 1878-14 Sep 1878,
12-13:373-89, pp. 321-5, 337-40, 353-6, 369-72,
385-8, 401-4, 1-4, 17-20, 33-6, 49-52, 65-8, 81-4,
101, 108-9, 116-7, 124-5, 132-3, 140-1, 149, 156-7,
172-3, 67chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 25 Apr-15 Aug 1891,
38-9:1047-1063, pp. 260ff, UNS

200. Which Loved Him Best?
In Family Herald, 20 Sep 1879-13 Dec 1879,
43-4:1900-12, pp. 321-6, 341-6, 357-61, 374-7,
387-90, 405-10, 8-11, 25-7, 40-3, 56-9, 72-5, 88-91,
104-5, 50chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’,
‘The Love that Lives’, ‘A Golden Dawn’, &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 9 (London: Wm.
Stevens, n.d. [c1880])

195. Weaker than a Woman
In Family Herald, 17 Aug 1878-23 Nov 1878,
41-2:1843-57, pp. 241-5, 260-4, 276-80, 293-7,
309-13, 324-7, 341-4, 358-61, 373-6, 390-3,
406-10, 9-11, 25-27, 41-3, 57-9, 49chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘The Cost of Her Love’,
‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘A Queen Amongst
Women’ &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 59 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1890])

201. Irene’s Vow
In Family Reader, 22 Nov 1879-1 May 1880,
15-16:451-74, pp. 321-4, 337-40, 353-6, 369-72,
385-8, 401-4, 1-4, 17-20, 41-3, 57-60, 73-5, 89-92,
105-7, 121-3, 137-9, 153-5, 169-71, 185-7, 201-3,
220-2, 236-8, 252-4, 268-9, 284-5, 67chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 18 Mar-2 Sep 1893,
42-43:1146-1170, pp. 173ff, UNS
202. A Rose in Thorns
In Family Herald, 1 May 1880-7 Aug 1880,
45:1932-46, pp. 1-8, 21-5, 37-41, 54-7, 70-4, 89-91,
104-7, 120-3, 135-7, 154-5, 169-71, 186-7, 201-3,
218-9, 234-5, 39chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Which Loved Him
Best?’, ‘A Dead Heart’, ‘At War with Herself’, &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 12 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1881])

196. A Thorn in Her Heart
In Family Reader, 19 Sep 1878-1 Mar 1879,
13-14:394-413, pp. 241-4, 257-60, 273-6, 289-92,
305-8, 321-4, 337-40, 353-6, 369-72, 385-8, 401-4,
1-4, 17-20, 33-6, 49-52, 65-8, 81-4, 97-100, 116-7,
132-3, 58chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 15 Aug-28 Nov 1891,
39:1063-1078, pp. 100ff, UNS

203. At the Eleventh Hour
In Family Reader, 8 May 1880-11 Sep 1880,
16-17:475-93, pp. 289-92, 305-8, 321-4, 337-41,
353-7, 369-73, 385-9, 401-4, 1-4, 17-20, 33-6,
49-52, 65-9, 92-4, 108-10, 117, 125-6, 133, 141-2,
157-8, 173-4, 62chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 22 Feb-8 Aug 1896,
48-49:1299-1323, pp. 125ff, UNS

197. A Mad Love
In Family Reader, 22 Feb 1879-26 Jul 1879,
14-15:412-34, pp. 113-6, 129-32, 145-8, 161-4,
177-80, 193-6, 209-11, 225-8, 241-4, 257-60, 273-6,
289-92, 305-8, 321-4, 337-40, 353-6, 379-81,
396-9, 412-4, 4-6, 29-30, 44-6, 52-3, 62chs
Signature: H.H.
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 5 Dec 1891-21 May
1892, 39-40:1079-1103, pp. 364ff, UNS

204. The Duke’s Secret
In Family Reader, 25 Dec 1880-4 Jun 1881,
17-18:508-31, pp. 401-5, 1-5, 17-21, 33-7, 49-53,
65-9, 81-5, 97-100, 121-3, 137-9, 153-5, 169-71,
185-7, 201-3, 214-6, 230-2, 246-8, 262-4, 278-80,
294-6, 310-12, 326-8, 341-2, 349-50, 357-8, 365-6,
Prologue+71chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 2 Sep 1893-24 Mar
1894, 43-44:1170-1199, pp. 556ff, UNS

198. The Love that Lives
In Family Herald, 1 Mar 1879-7 Jun 1879,
42-3:1871-85, pp. 273-8, 293-6, 309-13, 325-9,
341-4, 356-61, 373-6, 390-3, 405-9, 9-11, 24-7,
41-3, 57-9, 74-5, 90-1, 47chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’,
‘Weaker than a Woman’, ‘More Bitter than Death’,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 7 (London: Wm.
Stevens, n.d. [c1880])

205. Love’s Warfare
In Family Herald, 1 Jan 1881-26 Mar 1881,
46:1967-79, pp. 129-34, 147-51, 163-6, 180-3,
195-200, 213-6, 229-32, 243-7, 260-4, 277-9,
296-9, 313-5, 330-1, 38chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Which Loved Him
Best?’, ‘A Rose in Thorns’, ‘At War with Herself’,
‘The Fatal Lilies’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 14 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1882])

199. A Haunted Life
In Family Reader, 12 Jul 1879-22 Nov 1879,
15:432-51, pp. 17-20, 33-6, 49-52, 65-7, 81-3,
97-100, 112-6, 129-32, 145-8, 161-4, 182-4,
198-200, 214-6, 230-2, 246-8, 262-4, 278-80,
294-6, 310-2, 324-5, 61chs
Signature: UNS
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206. Hilary’s Folly
In Family Herald, 7 May 1881-6 Aug 1881,
47:1985-98, pp. 1-7, 21-4, 36-9, 56-8, 72-5, 88-91,
102-5, 117-20, 133-6, 150-3, 166-9, 183-7, 202-3,
218-9, 35chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Love’s Warfare’,
‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘The Love that Lives’,
‘The Fatal Lilies’, ‘Wife in Name Only,’ ‘Which
Loved Him Best?’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 15 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1882])

212. Romance of a Black Veil
In Family Herald, 23 Dec 1882-17 Mar 1883,
50:2070-83, pp. 113-6, 130-3, 148-51, 166-9, 181-4,
201-3, 214-7, 232-5, 247-51, 264-7, 280-3, 297-99,
313-4, 41chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘Love’s
Warfare’, ‘A Dead Heart’, ‘Two Kisses’, ‘Which
Loved Him Best?’, ‘The Fatal Lilies’, ‘A Bride
from the Sea’, ‘Love for a Day’, ‘Between Two
Sins’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 21 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1883])

207. The Perils of Love
In Family Reader, 6 Aug 1881-7 Jan 1882,
19-20:540-62, pp. 81-5, 97-101, 113-7, 129-33,
145-9, 161-5, 177-81, 193-6, 209-12, 225-8,
241-4257-60, 273-6, 289-92, 305-8, 321-4, 337-40,
353-6, 374-6, 393-5, 409-12, 425-7, 9-12, 77chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 21 Jul 1894-23 Feb
1895, 45-46:1216-1247, pp. 45ff, UNS

213. Set in Diamonds
In Family Reader, 17 Feb 1883-9 Jun 1883, 22:620-36,
pp. 97-100, 113-7, 129-33, 145-9, 161-4, 177-81,
193-6, 209-12, 225-8, 241-4, 262-4, 278-80, 293-6,
310-12, 326-8, 342-4, 357-60, 374-6, 390-2, 406-8,
422-4, 6-8, 21-4, 44-5, 54chs
Signature: UNS

208. A Golden Heart
In Family Herald, 3 Dec 1881-25 Feb 1882,
48:2015-27, pp. 65-70, 87-9, 103-7, 119-23, 136-9,
152-5, 167-71, 184-7, 200-3, 216-9, 233-5, 248-51,
264-7, 44chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Love’s Warfare’,
‘Hilary’s Folly’, ‘Like No Other Love’, ‘Wife in
Name Only,’ ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 19 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1883])

214. Her Mother’s Sin
In Family Herald, 5 May 1883-4 Aug 1883,
51:2089-2102, pp. 1-4, 24-7, 40-3, 56-9, 73-5,
88-91, 101-5, 117-20, 135-8, 152-5, 168-71, 185-7,
201-3, 217-9, 48chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Romance of a Black
Veil’, ‘A Broken Wedding-Ring’, ‘Love’s Warfare’,
‘Wife in Name Only’, ‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’,
‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘Which Loved Him
Best?’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 24 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1884])

209. A Broken Wedding-Ring
In Family Herald, 25 Feb 1882-17 Jun 1882,
48-9:2027-43, pp. 257-61, 276-81, 293-7, 308-11,
324-9, 338-41, 358-60, 374-7, 388-92, 406-9, 5-7,
25-7, 40-43, 57-59, 73-5, 89-91, 106-7, 55chs
Signature: C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 20 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1883])

215. The World Between Them
In Family Reader, 23 Jun 1883-1 Dec 1883,
22-23:638-61, pp. 385-9, 401-5, 1-4, 17-21, 33-6,
49-52, 65-8, 89-92, 105-8, 121-4, 137-40, 153-5,
169-72, 185-8, 201-4, 217-20, 233-6, 245-8, 262-4,
277-80, 293-6, 310-2, 333-4, 349, Prologue+63chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 6 Nov 1897-23 Apr
1898, 51-52:1388-1412, pp. 293ff, UNS

210. A Dark Marriage Morn
In Family Reader, 25 Mar 1882-29 Jul 1882,
20-21:573-91, pp. 177-81, 193-6, 209-12, 225-8,
241-4, 257-60, 273-6, 289-92, 313-6, 329-32,
345-8, 361-4, 377-80, 393-6, 9-12, 25-7, 41-4,
57-60, 73-5, 59chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 26 Aug 1899-6 Jan 1900,
55-56:1482-1501, pp. 140ff, UNS

216. Thorns and Orange Blossoms
In Family Herald, 1 Sep 1883-29 Dec 1883,
51-2:2106-23, pp. 273-7, 290-3, 307-11, 325-30,
342-5, 359-63, 377-9, 390-2, 405-8, 6-9, 25-7, 41-3,
55-9, 68-71, 85-8, 105-7, 121-3, 138-9, 47chs
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Romance of a Black
Veil’, ‘Her Mother’s Sin’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘Hilary’s Folly’, ‘A Fatal
Temptation’, ‘Which Loved Him Best?’, &c.;
C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 25 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1884])

211. Beyond Pardon
In Family Reader, 12 Aug 1882-20 Jan 1883,
21-22:593-616, pp. 97-100, 113-7, 129-33, 145-9,
161-4, 177-81, 193-6, 209-12, 225-8, 241-4, 262-4,
278-80, 293-6, 310-12, 326-8, 342-4, 357-60,
374-6, 390-2, 406-8, 422-4, 6-8, 21-4, 44-5, 74chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 8 May-30 Oct 1897,
50-51:1362-1387, pp. 292ff, UNS
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217. Claribel’s Love Story
In Family Reader, 15 Dec 1883-26 Apr 1884,
23-24:663-82, pp. 369-2, 385-9, 401-4, 1-4, 17-20,
33-6, 49-52, 65-8, 81-4, 97-100, 113-6, 129-32,
145-8, 161-4, 177-80, 193-6, 214-6, 230-2, 246-8,
268-9, 61chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 9 Apr-8 Oct 1898,
52-53:1410-1436, pp. 228ff, UNS

222. Her Martyrdom
In Family Herald, 13 Jun 1885-26 Sep 1885,
55:2199-2214, pp. 97-102, 118-21, 131-7, 150-4,
168-71, 184-7, 200-3, 215-9, 232-5, 248-51, 265-7,
280-3, 297-9, 313-5, 330-1, 346-7, 59chs
Signature: AO ‘Diana’s Discipline’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘Thorns and Orange Blossoms’,
‘On Her Wedding-Morn’, ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘Wife in
Name Only’, ‘Her Mother’s Sin’, ‘Which Loved
Him Best?’, ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’, ‘In Cupid’s
Net’, ‘A Terrible Repentance’, ‘Between Two Sins’,
&c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 33 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1886])

218. The Belle of Lynn
In Family Reader, 26 Apr 1884-23 Aug 1884,
24-25:682-99, pp. 257-61, 273-7, 289-92, 313-5,
329-31, 345-7, 361-3, 377-9, 393-5, 409-11, 9-11,
25-7, 41-3, 57-59, 73-5, 89-91, 105-7, 121-4, 57chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 8 Oct 1898-28 Jan 1899,
53-54:1436-1452, pp. 237ff, UNS

223. Romance of a Young Girl
In Family Herald, 5 Dec 1885-20 Mar 1886,
56:2224-39, pp. 65-8, 82-6, 101-4, 116-20, 132-5,
149-53, 166-9, 183-6, 199-203, 217-9, 232-5,
248-51, 264-7, 280-3, 298-9, 314-5, 45chs
Signature: AO ‘Her martyrdom’, ‘A Broken
Wedding-Ring’, ‘Diana’s Discipline’, ‘Thorns and
Orange Blossoms’, ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’,
‘Wife in Name Only’, ‘Her Mother’s Sin’, ‘Dora
Thorne’, &c.; C.M.B.
Reprinted: As Family Story-Teller no. 36 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1886])

219. Diana’s Discipline
In Family Herald, 3 May 1884-6 Sep 1884,
53:2141-59, pp. 1-6, 18-22, 34-38, 53-6, 67-71,
85-9, 101-5, 116-9, 135-8, 151-5, 169-71, 184-7,
199-203, 217-9, 233-5, 249-51, 265-7, 282-3,
298-9, 65chs
Signature: AO ‘Thorns and Orange Blossoms’, ‘Dora
Thorne’, ‘A Broken Wedding-Ring’, ‘From Gloom
to Sunlight’, ‘Her Mother’s Sin’, ‘Wife in Name
Only’, ‘Which Loved Him Best?’, &c.; C.M.B.
Re-issued: As Family Story-Teller no. 29 (London:
Wm. Stevens, n.d. [c1885])
220. The Mystery of Colde Fell
In Family Reader, 18 Sep 1884-21 Feb 1885,
25-26:707-25, pp. 241-5, 257-61, 273-6, 289-92,
305-8, 321-4, 337-40, 353-6, 369-72, 385-8, 401-4,
1-4, 17-20, 33-7, 49-52, 65-8, 86-8, 102-4, 124-6,
58chs
Signature: UNS
Re-issued: In Family Reader, 19 Dec 1896-1 May
1897, 49-50:1342-1361, pp. 387ff, UNS
221. Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce
In Family Reader, 21 Feb 1885-6 Jun 1885, 26:725-40,
pp. 121-4, 137-40, 153-5, 169-71, 185-8, 201-3,
217-9, 233-6, 249-51, 265-8, 281-4, 297-301,
309-12, 325-8, 341-4, 358-60, 48chs
Signature: UNS
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226. Family Story-Teller no. 5: Lord Lynne’s Choice,
and Ingledew House (London: Wm. Stevens,
n.d. [c1879])
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, &c.

d. Collections of Stories
224. Tales of the Diary of a Sister of Mercy
(London: Burns, Oates, & Co., [1867])
Signature: C.M. Brame
Re-issued: New edition, 1874

Contains:
‘Lord Lynne’s Choice’, pp. 5-154; first published in
Family Herald, 2 Sep 1869-4 Dec 1869
‘Ingledew House’, pp. 155-204; first published in
Family Herald, 5-19 Mar 1870

Contains:
‘The Double Marriage’, 2-31; first published in
Lamp, as ‘The Diary of a Sister of Charity’, 23 Oct
1858-27 Nov1858
‘The Cross and the Crown’, 33-78; first published in
Lamp, as ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Cross
and the Crown’, 20-27 Oct 1860
‘The Novice’, 79-98; first published in Lamp, as
‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Novice’, 1 Oct
1859.
‘The Fatal Accident’, 99-126; first published in
Lamp, as ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Fatal
Accident’, 10 Nov 1860
‘The Priest’s Death’, 127-63; no prior serial
publication found
‘The Gambler’s Wife’, 165-214; first published in
Lamp, as ‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The
Gambler’s Wife’, 23-30 Nov 1861
‘The Apostate’, 215-33; first published in Lamp, as
‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: II. The Apostate’, 27
Nov 1858.
‘The Besetting Sin’, 235-64; no prior serial
publication found

227. Family Story-Teller no. 43: Lady Gwendoline’s
Dream, and Other Stories (London: Wm.
Stevens, n.d. [c1887])
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, &c.
Contains:
‘Lady Gwendoline’s Dream’, pp. 7-74; first
published in Family Herald Christmas Number, 11
Dec 1875
‘The Story of a Wedding Ring’, pp. 75-148; first
published in Family Herald Seaside Number, 17
Jul 1875
‘A Gilded Sin’, pp. 149-216; first published in Family
Herald Christmas Number, 8 Dec 1877

228. Family Story-Teller no. 48: Bride from the Sea,
and Other Tales (London: Wm. Stevens, n.d.
[c1888])
Signature: AO ‘Dora Thorne’, &c.

225. Angels’ Visits (London: Burns, Oates, & Co.,
1869)
Signature: AO Tales from the Diary of a Sister of
Mercy

Contains:
‘Bride from the Sea’, pp. 7-79; first published in
Family Herald Seaside Number, 21 Jul 1877
‘In Cupid’s Net’, pp. 81-151; first published in Family
Herald Christmas Number, 6 Dec 1884
‘A Terrible Repentance’, pp. 153-224; first published
in Family Herald Seaside Number, 21 Jun 1884

Contains:
‘The Organ Boy’, pp. 1-19; first published in Lamp, as
‘A Christmas Story for the Young’, 31 Dec 1859
‘May Sumner’, pp. 21-39; no prior serial publication
found.
‘The Angel and the Crowns’, pp. 41-56; first
published in Lamp, as ‘Willie and Rose: A Tale for
the Young’, 16 Jan 1858
‘Helen’s Temptation’, pp. 57-83; no prior serial
publication found
‘The Martyr Child’, pp. 85-104; no prior serial
publication found
‘The Christmas Angel’, pp. 105-118; first published in
Lamp, as ‘A Christmas Story for Little Children’, 3
Jan 1857
‘The White Robe’, pp. 119-49; no prior serial
publication found
‘Our Lady’s Child’, pp. 151-80; no prior serial
publication found.

229. Family Story-Teller no. 50: Wedded and Parted,
and Other Tales (London: Wm. Stevens, n.d.
[c1888])
Signature: AO ‘Wife in Name Only’, &c.
Contains:
‘Wedded and Parted’, pp. 7-74; first published in
Family Herald Christmas Number, 9 Dec 1876
‘Love for a Day’, pp. 75-148; first published in
Family Herald Seaside Number, 24 Jun 1882
‘More Bitter than Death’, pp. 149-218; first published
in Family Herald Christmas Number, 14 Dec 1878
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230. Family Story-Teller no. 54: On Her Wedding
Morn, and Other Tales (London: Wm. Stevens,
n.d. [c1889])
Signature: AO ‘A Broken Wedding-Ring’, &c.
Contains:
‘On Her Wedding Morn’, pp. 7-76; first published in
Family Herald Seaside Number, 15 Jul 1876
‘Two Kisses’, pp. 77-144; first published in Family
Herald Christmas Number, 10 Dec 1881
‘A Queen Amongst Women’, pp. 145-216; first
published in Family Herald Seaside Number, 20
Jul 1878
231. Family Story-Teller no. 57: The Fatal Lilies,
and Other Tales (London: Wm. Stevens, n.d.
[c1889])
Signature: AO ‘Wife in Name Only’, &c.
Contains:
‘The Fatal Lilies’, pp. 7-74; first published in Family
Herald Christmas Number, 11 Dec 1880
‘A Bridge of Love’, pp. 75-148; first published in
Family Herald Seaside Number, 26 Jun 1880
‘A Dead Heart’, pp. 149-218; first published in Family
Herald Christmas Number, 13 Dec 1879

232. Family Story-Teller no. 64: Between Two Sins,
and Other Tales (London: Wm. Stevens, n.d.
[c1890])
Signature: AO ‘Wife in Name Only’, &c.
Contains:
‘Between Two Sins’, pp. 7-76; first published in
Family Herald Christmas Number, 9 Dec 1882
‘Like No Other Love’, pp. 77-148; first published in
Family Herald, Seaside Number, 25 Jun 1881
‘A Golden Dawn’, pp. 149-220; first published in
Family Herald Seaside Number, 28 Jun 1879
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BIBLIOGRAPHY (2): Alphabetical
Listing of All Works of Fiction

young girls in picturesque costume, children with
eager faces, mothers and fathers, nurses and
attendants.

This section provides a list in alphabetical order
by title of all individual works of fiction from
the generic list (nos. 7 through 223), along with
the location and date of first publication, and
number of chapters. (‘0chs’ indicates no
chapter divisions.) Appended are the opening
lines of the story, including any initial chapter
title and motto. The main purpose is to
facilitate the recognition of the later publication
of the same story elsewhere under a different
title. In addition, it may serve as a compendium
of the author’s characteristic narrative styles,
settings, and themes.

Arnold Wynne’s Legacy, in Family Reader, 2 Nov
1871-8 Feb 1872, 42chs
Ch. 1 Motto: ‘My hand in thine, dear friend | And with it – my
full trust.’

My story is of English people and of English
homes – the story of a tragedy that was begun one
June evening in a distant land – far over wide oceans
and pathless seas – in the country where the red men
once reigned kings of the soil.
A June evening, on the outskirts of a dense
Australian forest; the sun shining over massive trees
whose roots were hidden by wondrous plants; burning
eyes shone, as the devourer sought its prey on ‘strange
bright birds, with glittering wings;’ on brilliant
fire-flies, gleaming among green foliage; on the tall,
tufted grass, and flower of every shade and hue.

=A=

At the Eleventh Hour, in Family Reader, 8 May
1880-11 Sep 1880, 62chs

‘After the Party’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Mar
1870, 0chs
‘A happy new year, full of blessings!’ ‘A happy new
year, and plenty of them!’ ‘A happy new year that will
bring your heart’s best wishes!’ All these greetings
sounded in the ears of Doctor Allan Carlton, and yet
did not bring one smile to his lips.
‘A happy new year to you, doctor,’ said every friend
he met on that eve of the coming day, but the doctor
sighed, and said to himself that his chances of
happiness were almost over. Hope, that had lived so
long in his heart, was well-nigh dead. The new year
was coming, but it seemed to be bringing nothing save
sorrow and disappointment to him.

‘It is good to be merry and wise,
’Tis good to be honest and true;
’Tis good to be off with the old love
Before you are on with the new,’

Sang a clear voice, every tone of which was sweet as
that of a bird lilting in the sunshine.
‘My dearest Clytie,’ said the Reverend John Dane,
‘do you think those really nice words for a
clergyman’s daughter to sing?’
‘Do I think so? Yes, papa; no clergyman’s
daughter could sing better. They are honest words,
with a good moral. What can you have better?’
The Reverend John Dane shook his head gravely.
‘Doctor Watts has written beautiful hymns,
Clytie.’
‘My dear papa, I will leave you to sing them,’
cried the girl. ‘I am young and foolish, and worldly
enough to prefer Moore.’

‘Arnold Ryder’s Promise’, in Family Herald, 24
Feb 1872-9 Mar 1872, 10chs
Long afterward people said, ‘No one was to blame
for it; accidents will happen that seem inevitable.’
Wise men deliberated; clever counsel pleaded;
ingenious barristers twisted the law so as to suit their
clients; the public read of the event, and judged it as
English people ever judge, calmly and justly – yet
condemnation could be laid at no man’s door. It was a
terrible accident, cutting short many useful lives; but
no one felt that it could have been averted.
It was a bright, beautiful June morning when the
express left Euston Square for Liverpool. It was not a
long train; there was about the usual complement of
first and second-class carriages, the guard’s van, and a
couple of trucks bearing one or two carriages
belonging to gentlemen who travelled that morning to
their homes in the fair, tranquil midland counties.
Still there was a goodly number of travellers –
tourists bound for the Lakes, artists going in the bright
June weather to sketch, some of the ‘upper ten
thousand,’ already weary of the London season, and
anxious to return to the cool green country; bright

At War with Herself, in Family Herald, 27 Jun
1874-10 Oct 1874, 47chs
A quaint, old-fashioned large gray stone house,
irregularly built, with a green, sloping lawn that led to
the banks of the river Thames – a house that had once
been the resort of the gay, the young, and the beautiful,
but had now lost its prestige. Courtly dames in rich
brocades no longer rustled through the stately rooms
and the broad corridors. Knights with plumed casques
no longer rode from amongst the trees. King’s Court
was deserted – it had fallen upon evil days, and was
now known only as ‘The Ladies’ College, Kew’.
The old attraction of rich colour still lingered round
it, though the beautiful face that had once made
sunlight there had long since been hidden in the dust.
The broad, bright sunbeams fell over the old gray
house, but they did not seem to bring much light or
warmth. The small park lay in deepest shadow – the
sun-dial on the lawn was covered with moss. The
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cedars and copper beeches drooped their rich foliage
as though lamenting the merry days of the Stuarts,
when king, queen, and maiden fair had made the old
place bright and glad. There was no denying the fact
that King’s Court was in these later days the very
embodiment of dull respectability. No bright flowers
with gorgeous colours smiled on the lawn; no tame
white doves fluttered round the fountain. Miss
Templeton, the conductor of the ‘Ladies’ College’,
considered birds and flowers as ‘necessary parts of
creation,’ but she did not care to cultivate them.

half the pupils too – ‘
‘They are very kind,’ she replied, shyly, ‘but I do not
know any of them, and I did not know that they had
given me that name.’
‘They speak of you always as the Belle of Lynn,’ he
replied. ‘Are you content to be the belle of a village?’
‘Lynn is not a village,’ she answered, gravely.
‘What is it, then?’ he asked.
‘Lynn is a county town, quaint and old-fashioned –
full of historical interest. It is of far more importance
than any village could be.’

‘Autumn Leaves’, in Family Herald, 4 Oct 1873,
4chs
I give that name to my little story, because, in
looking back, these days of my life resemble autumn
leaves; they speak not of hope, but of promises
fulfilled – they have not the golden hue of hope – the
sun of happiness has shone upon them and brought
them to perfection.
Heaven has been very good to me; yet there was a
time when, in my heart, if not in words, I rebelled
fiercely against its decrees, and, longing to grasp what
seemed to be withheld from me, cried out that I was
unjustly dealt with. I know better now.
I am sitting, on this fair autumn day, at my favourite
window in my own home. As far as eye can reach, I
see a golden abundance; the fruit is all ripe in the
orchards, rosy-checked apples and brown pears hang
upon the trees, purple plums shine on green leaves,
farther away the corn stands in thick sheaves, and the
meadows are full of busy men.

‘The Besetting Sin’, in Tales from the Diary of a
Sister of Mercy ([1867]), 3chs
I do not know a much sadder sight, or one more
calculated to grieve the heart, than the streets of our
city present as the hour of dusk draws near. I have
often fancied, as the gray evening light fell over the
houses, that it was darkened by a cloud of sin. Then
begins the strife between good and bad spirits; then
angels and devils fight for the souls of men. The
angels’ weapons are the home fireside, the smiling
wife, the fair young children, perhaps the church, with
rosary and benediction, or the sanctuary-lamp
shedding its pale golden light where silent
worshippers kneel. The devil's weapons are the
brilliantly lighted public-house, the gaily decorated
gin-palace, haunts of wild mirth which the angels pass
in shuddering dread, and ah, more fatal, more
seductive, more deadly than all, is the powerful
weapon of drink.
Between Two Loves, in Family Reader, 25 Nov
1876-31 Mar 1877, 56chs
‘I am not so unreasonable as to expect much
reason from a gentleman, Sir Clinton; your illustrious
sex is not famed for it; but I think there are few men in
the world brave enough to deny one fact.’
‘And what is that fact, Lady May?’ inquired Sir
Clinton.
‘It is this: That, let what happen after marriage,
before marriage a lady should in every instance have
her own way.’
The gentleman looked slightly puzzled, and then
answered –
‘I thought ladies always had their own way
through life – all that I have known have done so. My
mother, than whom a sweeter, truer woman never
lived, made quite a parade of wifely obedience and
submission, but in reality she rules every thought and
every action of my father’s life.’

=B=
‘Bad Temper: A Story of Real Life’, in Lamp, 4-25
Jun 1870, 4chs
In a richly-furnished drawing-room, in one of the
most sumptuous mansions of the West-end, a lady and
gentleman sat, evidently discussing with great
enjoyment the dessert placed upon the table.
Outside, the storm of wind and rain beat against the
windows. The interior was, however, a perfect picture
of luxury and warmth. A bright fire burned in the grate,
the mellow light from a chandelier of rare design
streamed upon the shining silver, the rich glass, the
delicate porcelain, and the tempting fruits so liberally
displayed. Fragrant wines, ruby-red, glowed in the
decanters; purple grapes, blooming as though the sun
shone upon them still, ripe pears ruddy apples, brown
filberts, and delicacies that have no name, in tempting
array, made up a picture that would have charmed an
artist.

Between Two Sins, in Family Herald Christmas
Number, 9 Dec 1882, 17chs
The Christmas Eve that brought happiness to so
many thousands of homes brought to me nothing more
than a long uncomfortable journey and the novelty of
a first situation; for I had travelled from London to the
lake-country; and, when I reached the station at
Ulladale, my senses were numbed with cold and frost.

The Belle of Lynn, in Family Reader, 26 Apr
1884-23 Aug 1884, 57chs
‘You are the “Belle of Lynn”,’ he said to her, with a
smile. ‘I have heard of nothing else since I came here.
All the masters of that dull old grammar-school, and
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Evidently some mistake had been made as to the
time of the trains, for the carriage which I had
expected would be sent to meet me had not yet arrived.
The station was a small one, and there were few
people about. The wind wailed dismally round the
building. The open archway that led from the station
to the road looked like a black yawning abyss.
Anything was better than remaining there, so I
resolved to fill up the time that I must wait in walking
down the road that led to Ulladale. In the distance was
the pretty town, the church-spires of which stood out
tall and white. Just as I reached the end of the road,
the moon came from behind the clouds and cast a
silvery gleam over the snow-clad scene, and then it
was exceedingly beautiful.

losing money instead of making it.’
‘I was afraid it must be so,’ said his wife, with a.
sigh.
‘It is so, indeed. This is June. Heaven knows how I
have been longing for fine weather – praying, and
hoping against hope. If it comes now it will be too
late; the cornfields on the hill are ruined already.’
A Bride from the Sea, in Family Herald Seaside
Number, 21 Jul 1877, 18chs
From the first moment that the Water-Queen sailed
down the river there a strong impression on board that
something or other was wrong with the Captain and
his wife. No one knew what it was, no one could say
anything definite about the matter; there was no real
gossip or scandal, yet the impression was strong
amongst the passengers that all was not well between
the Captain and his wife.
The Water-Queen was a large first-class steamer
bound for India – the Captain Eric Hardross, an able
and clever seaman. The first view of the steamer
delighted me. With immense engines, she looked like
a very queen of the seas, as though the wildest waves
must obey her, as though danger could not come near
her. Standing on the deck in the sweet, warm sunlight,
I watched the passengers as they came on board. I saw
fair-haired little children with fond mothers and proud
fathers I saw young men in the prime of life, fair-faced
girls, young wives, thoughtful matrons. And then, still
standing like one in a dream, I saw the sunshine
gilding the tall spires and steeples of the city; I saw
the light in the ripples of the river; I heard the cry of
the sailors, and, more clearly than all, the music of a
band that was playing ‘Auld Lang Syne’. I felt a lump
in my throat as the notes of the music died in the
distance and the city spires faded from sight.

Beyond Pardon, in Family Reader, 12 Aug 1882-20
Jan 1883, 74chs
‘Oh murm’ring trees, oh fragrant breeze;
Oh waving, whispering limes!
Oh, there to be again with thee,
My love of olden times!’

The voice that sung the words was sweet as any
voice could be; the lips from which the melody flowed
were beautiful as could be seen. ‘My love of olden
times,’ she repeated, and then she smiled to herself,
thinking that the love of the olden, and of the present,
and of all future time, even to the great day of doom
and through the eternity lying beyond it, would be
ever the same.
Then Elinore Lady Rydal, rose from the piano.
Perhaps, taking her as she stood that moment, she was
the happiest woman under the sun; yet she had sung
sweet, sad words to herself until her eyes filled with
tears, – the memory of the beautiful lime trees in her
old home, – the fine old home with its sea-washed
walls and its wealth of ‘waving, whispering limes’; …

A Bridge of Love, in Family Herald Seaside Number,
26 Jun 1880, 17chs
Sir Raye Vibart was tired, worn out with work,
weary of the busy city and of the arduous labour that
had once been the keenest delight of his life. He had
never spared himself; he had laboured with hand and
with brain from early morning until late at night, and
had never remembered that the time must come when
brain and hand would both tire. He worked entirely for
love of his work. He had no wife to share his honours
and riches, no children to inherit them, and he was
quite alone in the world. When friends asked him why
he worked so hard, having neither wife nor child, kith
nor kin, his answer was always –
‘For the love of it.’
He had amassed a large fortune, and had purchased a
magnificent estate called Lulworth, near the pretty
town of Tor Beacon, in Surrey. He had successfully
conducted a great engineering feat, having built a
bridge over one of the swiftest rivers and broadest
streams in England. It had been a gigantic undertaking,
on which the eyes of scientific men had been fixed
with eager attention, for the river deepened add

A Bitter Atonement, in Family Reader, 17 Jun
1876-25 Nov 1876, 71chs
‘Miss Balfour, Miss Diane – your cousin is here.
Miss Diane.’
There came no answer to the quick, shrill call, and
a tall elderly woman, with a shrewd, kindly face,
parted the tall lilac trees and looked into the garden.
The sun shone on the June roses, on the creamy white
lilies and rich carnations; but the fair young face for
which she was searching did not turn smiling to her
from amongst the flowers.
‘Miss Diane!’ she cried again, and this time the
birds flew startled from their nests, Mrs. Hopeton’s
voice not being one of the lowest when she was what
she called roused. There was no answer.
Bonnie Doon: A Love Story, in Family Reader, 14
Apr 1883-19 May 1883, 18chs
‘Times are hard,’ said Farmer Vaughan to his wife;
‘there is no mistake about it. It is five years since we
have had anything like a good harvest; in fact,
Catherine, I may as well tell you the truth – I am
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broadened until it was neither more nor less than an
arm of the sea, with a strong tide ebbing and flowing
and the bridge had to be built where the stream was
widest. Sceptics had refused to believe it was possible
Sir Raye smiled and said that there was no feat so
difficult but that time and patience could accomplish
it.

calls me an old maid. I never had an offer in my life.
Even in the spring-tide of my youth I was not pretty.
Now, my face looks worn, and deep lines are traced
upon forehead; my eyes are dimmed with study and
care; the dark hair that formed my chief attraction is
sprinkled with gray. Since I was eighteen, I have had
to get my own living. My father died then, and he had
nothing but his blessing to give me. I began to work
when I was eighteen – I am thirty-nine now, and I
have been a governess all these years. I have worked
from sunrise to sunset.

A Broken Reed, in Family Reader, 11 Jan 1879-22
Feb 1879, 20chs
‘I am twenty-one to-day,’ said Lionel Turville.
‘Twenty-one, my own master, Lord of Wynne, and I
mean to keep myself free from all meanness and all
wrong.’
‘Say with the help of Heaven,’ replied his friend,
young Dr. Thornfield.
‘Ah, yes, that of course; but I trust, most of all, in
my own strength.’
‘Then you will fall,’ was the brief response;
‘everyone does who trusts in his own strength.’
‘I shall not!’ cried the handsome, eager young man.
‘I will keep my name as the Turvilles have always
done, without spot or stain. How I love honour and
loyalty; how I detest men of shady reputations and
stained characters. Give me the white, clean hands of
an honest man, and I ask no better.’
‘It is the best one can ask,’ said Dr. Thornfield.
‘There are times when I am honestly glad that I am
not a rich man. It seems to me that men with plenty of
money and nothing to do have more temptations than
anyone else in the world.’

‘Christmas Eve at Thornley Hall’, in Young Ladies’
Journal, Christmas 1871, 4chs
It was just such a Christmas as poets sing of, and
artists like to paint — cold, frosty, clear, and keen.
Deep, heavy snow had fallen three days previously,
and, instead of melting away into an uncomfortable
liquid kind of mud, King Frost had touched it with his
sceptre, and frozen it into beauty.
‘A Christmas Story’, in Lamp, 20 Dec 1856,
Intro+4chs
With joy again do we hail thee, O Christmas! thou
relic of bygone days. With a welcome warm as our
fathers of old we hail thy glad approach, heralded by
the bright sparkling frost, the pure white snow, and the
red-berried holly. How dance the eyes of our little
ones as they contemplate thy treasures, – the
never-failing plum pudding, the old roast beef, and the
mince-pies of reverent memory. How, when thy
morning breaks cold and chill, the snow deep on the
ground, and the frost in quaint devices on the window,
their little hear bound with joy, for Christmas is come;
and through the clear air the church-bell is sounding
like music, and they bless in their hearts the sweet
babe of Bethlehem, who was a child like themselves.

A Broken Wedding Ring, in Family Herald, 25 Feb
1882-17 Jun 1882, 55chs
The walls of the pretty county town of Harbury, in
Kent, were all placarded with the name of Martin Ray
– Martin Ray, the Radical, the Reformer; ‘the Voice of
the People’, as he liked best to call himself; the
philanthropist, the hater of Queen and aristocracy, the
teacher of treason; the man who worked for, yet lived
upon the people; the man who was half genius, half
madman, half poet, full of great thoughts all distorted,
full of grand ideas all wrong; a man whose lips had
been touched by the divine fire of eloquence, who
could stir the hearts of the people as the wind stirs the
leaves; a man who had magnificent conceptions of
what the world might be made, yet failed utterly in
making them practical; a man over whom a wise
government hesitates, hardly knowing whether to
crush him or to take him by the hand and make a
friend of him.

‘A Christmas Story’, in Lamp, 26 Dec 1857, 4chs
Welcome again, thou hoary-headed guest;
welcome with thy snowy mantle clasped tight around
thee, and thy brow wreathed with a chaplet of holly
and mistletoe; welcome, with thy cheerful face and
kindly smile. Sad hearts have longed for thee, old
friends stand ready to greet thee; the young rejoice,
and the old feel young again. Many an aged head long
bent beneath the weight of care, rises gladly to
welcome thee; many a weary heart, long chilled and
frozen by the world’s coldness, warms again with the
buoyancy of youth at thy approach.
‘A Christmas Story’, in Lamp, 25 Dec 1858, 2pts
Christmas! the word is so beautiful, so full of dear
memories, that we must linger for some moments over
them, – so full of visions of the past, that we must
recall them. Sweeter than any other is the vision of
that Christmas Eve two thousand years ago, even such
a night as this present one, when half they world were
wrapt in slumber, when the shepherds kept their
nightly watch, and above their heads shone the golden

=C=
‘Charlie’s Husband’, in Young Ladies’ Journal,
Christmas 1872, 4chs
I wondered to myself, as I paced up and down the
railway-station at Chalk Farm, if anyone lived whose
life contained less romance than my own. The world
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stars beaming with a pure and holy light, – when,
through the clear frosty air, there rang the voice of the
angels, ‘Peace on earth to men of goodwill’, – when in
the cold of that winter’s night, Christ was born in
Bethlehem, when the city was full of feasting and
mirth, and no room was found for Joseph and Mary in
the inns; and through the frost and cold they wandered,
turning with wearied steps from houses where the
bright fire blazed, and the warm ruddy light streamed
out upon the snow …

alike on the quiet country, where Nature seemed to
sleep, and upon the crowded town where rest is
unknown; upon the heaving billowy sea and the dark
waving woods, lending wherever they smiled some of
their own quiet beauty to the scene.
There was one spot where they lingered, making the
whole place so beautiful that it looked like a dream of
fairyland. In the distance lay the glorious sea, with a
broad stream of silvery light playing on its waves,
which broke with a soft murmur upon the shore. The
dark pine wood seemed to reach nearly to the water’s
edge; broad lands lay on either side, and in the midst
stood the noble old hall of Erlswood.

‘A Christmas Story’, in Lamp, 24 Dec 1859, 5chs
Christmas again! The same familiar story, never to
grow old; the some word, never to he mentioned
without a glow of love, – never to be spoken or sung
but that a host of visions rise so bright, so sweet, and
yet so sad. Ah! dear reader, since you heard the
Christmas chimes last year, what has happened? What
joy, what sorrow, what voice is mute for ever that once
made your heart light with its music? What dear face
is gone, and you can only recall it, wondering that you
can bear the darkness now its light is set? What empty
chair is that at which you look so mournfully, never to
be filled with the same dear form again? Why through
the Christmas melody runs a plaintive air that brings
bears with smiles?

‘A Christmas Story for Children’, in Lamp, 1 Jan
1859, 0chs
Dear children, you have often heard people say,
when a little child or baby dies, that God wants
another angel in heaven. This is quite true. One
Christmas Eve God wanted another angel, and he sent
an angel from heaven, and told him to look around the
world, and find a child that would be the most happy
in heaven. So the angel bowed very low before God’s
bright starry throne, and came quickly down to earth.
He alighted in a very large town in England, and
immediately began to look for the child. He saw
hundreds of children, but not one when he looked into
their hearts was fit for heaven.

‘A Christmas Story’, in Lamp, 21 Dec 1861, 3chs
Christmas is come again, with its light, its music,
and genial, loving spirit. The snow falls, the stars
glimmer, the chimes ring out their joyous Christmas
peals; the waits chant their glorious Christmas carols;
ivy and mistletoe do their best towards making the
earth fair and green; old faces, long loved, crowd
around us; dear familiar voices ring again in our ear
the world has laid aside, for a time, its hardness and
selfishness to be genial, kind, and sympathizing. The
hardest heart cannot withstand Christmas: it leads
them where and how it wills; it brings the prodigal
home, the wanderer to the fire-side, the long-estranged
back to the long-vacant place. There is not one it can
never restore to us; that is, the dear one dead, ah! dead
years ago. Christmas does much, but, alas, it will
never give him back, it can never fill the vacant chair,
or bring the loved face and the kind voice among us
again.

‘A Christmas Story for Little Children’, in Lamp, 3
Jan 1857, 0chs
My little children, this is your especial feast. You
learn now that Jesus was once a little babe, and a little
child like you. You are no longer frightened, nor think
that God is too great to notice you; and you do not feel
afraid now that he will not hear your prayers, and
watch over you. Your hearts are full of love for the
little Saviour, and you kneel before the crib and look
at him, and feel sure he knows and loves you. Look at
him well, dear children; note his sweet face, his hands,
and curly hair. Then think those eyes never looked
cross or angry; those smiling lips never uttered an
unbecoming or a wicked word; those outstretched
hands were never lifted in anger, to strike or fight.
‘A Christmas Story for the Young’, in Lamp, 31
Dec 1859, 0chs
My dear young friends, you have all read that
beautiful story, written by a holy priest, about earth’s
angels; how day and night, week after week, and year
after year, one of the purest and brightest of the angels
kneels ever before heaven, pouring tears of sorrow for
the sins of men, and praying ever that God will
forgive them, and offering up his burning love and
passionate tears to atone for our coldness and
wickedness; and this angel sees so much sin and so
little love upon earth, that he is always weeping most
bitterly for the outraged honour of his dear Lord our
Saviour, and lamenting the sins and sorrows of men.
All the angels in heaven have some particular

‘A Christmas Story’, in Family Herald, 18 Dec 1869,
6chs
‘Christmas Eve – Christmas Eve’, rang out the bells
merrily in the cold, clear, frosty air. The snow lay
white, soft, and thick upon the ground; it fringed the
tall, leafless trees; it covered the wide meadow lands;
it made the world look new, fresh, and pure in its
virgin robe. The wind moaned and sighed, sometimes
in a soft whisper that the trees bent their stately heads
hear, and then arising with a giant voice, swept all
before it, drowning in its wild music all other sounds
of earth. The golden stars burned in the blue wintry
sky; the moonbeams silvered the white earth; they fell
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so! – turn ears more deaf and eyes more blind to the
lessons Christmas carols teach.

province, that is, some particular work to do, and this
is the work of this dear angel; and because he is
always interceding for us, he is called earth’s angel.

‘The Convent Roses’, in Lamp, 19-26 Jan 1856,
8chs

Claribel’s Love Story, in Family Reader, 15 Dec
1883-26 Apr 1884, 61chs
Francis Lord Culver had never during the whole
course of his life known what it was to go without any
one single thing that he wished for or desired; he was
rich, young, handsome, the possessor of an ancient
title, the owner of four fine estates; he was almost
worshipped by women for his handsome face, and his
graceful, indolent, half haughty, half caressing
manner; he was eagerly sought by men because he
was witty, clever, and the hero of half-a-hundred
adventures which had alternately shocked and
delighted London. If he had been born a poor man he
would have been ambitious, and would have made for
himself a name in the world, as it happened that he
was born the happy possessor of everything that he
heart of man could desire, he had no incentive to work,
not caring for it for its own sake.

Motto: ‘And take the thought of this calm vesper time, | With its
low murmuring sounds and silvery light, | On through the dark
days fading from their prime, | As a sweet dew, to keep your
souls from blight | Earth will forsake; – O happy to have given |
The unbroken heart’s first fragrance unto heaven.’ HEMANS

The last rays of the setting sun were lingering as
though loth to leave the fair bright earth to darkness
and to rest; the birds were chanting their evening
hymn of love and praise. Earth everywhere was
beautiful, but no where was the calm, pure influence
of that lovely evening more felt than by the happy
inmates of the Convent of Longdale. In the garden
attached to the convent, the boarders, or as they were
called, the ‘children’, had assembled for their evening
recreation.
‘The Convert’s First Communion: A Physician’s
Story’, in Lamp, 2 Nov 1855, 5chs
It was a cold, dreary, dark, wet night; the roads
were flooded, and the leaden overhanging clouds,
threatened still more rain. The streets were deserted;
nothing was heard save the hasty footsteps of some of
the less fortunate parts of mankind, who were not as
yet under shelter. Just such a night as makes one value
‘home’ with a cheerful fire, close-drawn curtains, an
easy chair, a well-spread tea-table, and newspaper; a
night when umbrellas are at a premium, and everyone
agrees that ‘it never did rain so hard before’.

‘Clifden Hall: A New Year’s Story’, in Family
Herald, 14 Jan 1871, 5chs
The Old Year was dying fast. The chime of bells told
its requiem; every breath of the Winter’s wind seemed
a sigh for the hopes and fears, the love and sorrow,
that died with the Old Year that night.
The night sky was clear and serene, as though
waiting in calm patience the last moments of that year.
A few stars had come out to see it die; the Winter’s
snow lay deep on the hard frozen ground; the wind,
singing ever the sad requiem, bent the trees, and
whirled the snow as though to show its power.
That New Year’s Eve I left the quiet home that for
years had sheltered me, and I went out, not so much to
do battle with the world as to forget my sorrow. While
the Old Year was going away, I was travelling toward
Clifden Hall, where I had obtained the situation of
governess to a little girl.

‘A Coquette’s Promise: A Story of Real Life’, in
Family Reader, 29 Mar 1873-5 Apr 1873, 7chs
People, when they spoke of Lilla Courtenay’s flirting,
had a fashion of saying, ‘She cannot help it; she is a
flirt by nature’, and of smiling, as though flirtation and
greed of admiration were but minor faults in one so
young and so fair. I have known many girls; I have
watched them with keen, critical eyes; but I must say,
in all truth and candour, Lilla Courtenay was the most
consummate flit and the greatest coquette it has been
my lot to meet.
People will laugh: it is looked upon as rather
interesting than otherwise. Hear my story; hear what
happened to the one I loved best on earth; and you
will never smile again when people, describing a
pretty girl, add to their description these words –
‘She is thoroughly charming; but a great flirt.’

‘Clive Verner’s Love: A Christmas Story’, in
Family Herald, 7 Dec 1872, 5chs
Once again! The face of the bright heavens still
presents its varied aspects; the tide still ebbs and
flows; the swift rush of the wind comes down the hill,
bending the tall trees with its force; the snow falls
white and soft as ever; the moon with her attendant
stars is queen of serene skies; nothing appertaining to
nature, it may be said, has changed since the
Christmas bells rang out last year, and the waits sang
of the herald angels.
Only man is changed. There are darkened hearths,
empty chairs, aching hearts, and new-made graves;
many hopes and many loves have died since the
Christmas carols told us last, year of the stars that
shone in the midnight sky. Some of us love heaven
more and earth less, and some – alas that it should be

‘Cora Leigh’s Revenge’, in Family Herald, 3-17 Jun
1871, 10chs
‘Have you seen the new doctor?’ inquired Mrs.
Leigh of her husband during the time devoted to
dinner.
‘Yes,’ he replied; ‘he seems a nice amiable man, and
yet I have great doubts of his success.’
‘Why?’ asked his wife, regardless of two hungry
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the quarter’s rent,’ were his words to another – ‘keep
it; my little daughter must bring good fortune to every
one.’
Poor, bright, brave, generous, faulty ‘Prince Charlie!’
‘Nothing niggardly to-day, John,’ he said to his butler.
‘Treat the tenantry well, but mind that every glass is
drunk to the health of the heiress of Erceldean.’

little boys who were impatiently awaiting their turn to
be served.
‘I can hardly tell,’ was Mr. Leigh’s rejoinder. ‘I
thought he laughed too much at the prejudices of the
town. He is a fine-looking man, with manners
somewhat above the general style of Hencreton, but I
could not make him understand the different parties
and politics of the place.’
‘He will fall into that quite soon enough,’ said Mrs.
Leigh; but her husband sighed: to him there was not a
more sacred subject than the ‘prejudices of the town’.
For one thing, he had never left it; the whole of his life
had been spent there. Hencreton comprised the whole
of his world; so everything that passed there was to
him a matter of vital importance.

=D=
A Dark Marriage Morn, in Family Reader, 25 Mar
1882-29 Jul 1882, 59chs
‘I am just twenty, and I do not look one day older
than eighteen. I am strong, hearty, happy, light of heart,
and I can see before me a long career of quite twenty
years,’ said Lady Lovel, standing before the glass to
contemplate her beautiful figure, quite at her ease.
‘You should add to that, my dear Beatrice, if Heaven
wills.’
‘You know the French proverb, mamma – ce que
femme veut –’
But Mrs. Temple held up her hand.
‘I dislike French proverbs and their application,’ she
said, ‘just as I dislike French morals.’

‘The Cost of a Kiss: A Christmas Story’, in Family
Reader, 26 Dec 1874-2 Jan 1875, 6chs
Ch. 1 The Bough

‘Of course we must have a mistletoe bough,’ said
Ethel Dallas. ‘Who ever heard of a Christmas without
mistletoe?’
‘Of course you know best,’ replied her cousin,
Kate Paynings; ‘but some gentlemen detest the idea of
it. You understand best what Edgar Raye approves.’
‘Edgar Raye! Now, Kate, do you suppose that a
man who has been kneeling for a whole year at my
feet will say nay to anything I suggest?’

A Dead Heart, in Family Herald Christmas Number,
13 Dec 1879, 16chs
There had been no fall of soft white snow, but the air
was sharp and keen with its frosty breath; the roads
were white and hard, the hedges were fringed with
icicles, that looked like huge diamonds in the light of
the moon the great bare branches of the tall trees
raised their giant arms to the winter skies; the trees
themselves stood like huge giants full of hidden silent
power. Over the earth lay that strange mystical hush
that always seems to fall on Christmas Eve.
For it is Christmas Eve, and I stand alone in Glen
Forest – alone, my whole soul stunned, every nerve
racked, every hope of my life dead. I stand alone,
despair worse than death tearing my heart away. I cry
aloud to the heavens, but they are as brass. I cry aloud
to the fair earth, to the tall bare trees, to the shining
stars, but no voice replies. Stunned, dazed, more dead
than living, I fling myself on the ground, and weep out
my passion of woe.
Slowly, sweetly through the clear frosty air, over the
heads of the silent trees, comes the peal of the
Christmas bells. I know them; they are the bells of St.
Marie’s at Glen.

The Cost of an Error, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Feb
1872- Apr 1872, 35chs
The green-room at Thornleigh Castle was always
considered the gem of the place, and was always used
as a private boudoir by the ladies of Arden.
Seen by the light of a June sunset, it presented a.
beautiful picture. The two large oriel windows were
shaded by hangings of the richest green velvet,
trimmed with gold. Everything in the room
corresponded: the hangings, the ornaments, the
richly-embroidered chair-covers, were all green and
gold; the thick; soft carpet, on which no footstep could
be heard, was of a deep green ground, with golden
lilies scattered over it.
The Cost of Her Love, in Family Herald, 16 Mar
1878-15 Jun 1878, 46chs
‘Prince Charlie’s’ daughter! The sun shone on the
day of her birth; the bells in Erceldean pealed merrily,
the flag waved from Erceldean towers, every face on
the Erceldean estate wore a bright, pleased expression.
‘Her ladyship has a little daughter,’ the tenants said
one to another then stopped a moment and added,
‘Heaven bless the mother and the child!’
‘Prince Charlie’ himself was in a trance of delight.
He might have lived in the olden days when people
cried out, ‘Largess – a princess is born!’ He gave with
both hands royally as a king. There was no tenant, no
servant, no beggar, no tramp who met him upon that
day whose heart was not made glad. ‘Drink to my
little daughter’s health,’ he said to one. ‘Never mind

Diana’s Discipline, in Family Herald, 3 May 1884-6
Sep 1884, 65chs
‘Sunshine and roses!’ cried Diana Cameron. ‘What
more is needed to make one perfectly happy?’
She was answered by a chorus of laughter.
‘One is easily made happy at seventeen,’ observed
Lady Colwyn.
‘I hope,’ said Sir Royal good-humouredly, ‘that
sunshine and roses will always content you;’ while
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Richard Marche looked into the beautiful face of the
young girl, and said slowly –
‘You have much to learn, Di.’
‘I do not want to learn anything,’ she replied, with a
dauntless air. ‘I should not care to study philosophy,
and be as serenely indifferent to everything as you are,
Sir Royal. I should not like to learn to be practical,
and analyse every detail as you do, Rich. I prefer my
own ignorance.’

the same; the outer life we see of events that happen
before our eyes, of scenes we witness, of tragedies and
comedies played out upon its stage; ah! and also its
hidden histories, its many sorrows, that we dream not
of, its deep wounds invisible to our eyes?
‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Fatal Accident’,
in Lamp, 10 Nov 1860, 3chs
The last rays of the sun gilded the trees, and lingered
over the earth as though loath to leave it to darkness
and silence: the warm evening breeze bore the last
carol of the birds and closed the eyes of the flowers, –
all things beautiful spoke as they only speak on a
summer’s night of the love and care of our Father in
heaven.
My hospital duties were ended for the day, but as I
was leaving the ward a young girl, who had been for
some months under my care, and who was dying
slowly of consumption, called me to her side and took
my hand with a sweet imploring smile, saying, –
‘Sister Magdalen, it is wrong of me to trouble you,
but you know I have lived all my life in the country in
the midst of flowers and trees, they have been as
companions to me; very soon they will grow over my
grave, but I should like to see, to hold in my hands a
few flowers once more before I die.’

‘The Diary of a Sister of Charity’, in Lamp, 23 Oct
1858-20 Nov 1858, 0chs
The wide world rings with the great deeds of great
men. Does a general lead his army through countless
difficulties to glorious victory, fame and honour await
him; does a statesman save his country in some crisis,
his place is henceforth amongst the magnates of the
earth. But, dear reader, the deeds I have to place
before your eyes are great, noble, and courageous, but
the world knows not of them – it is not interested in
them – its reward and acclamations do not follow
them; but in the registry of Heaven they are marked in
letters of gold.
I cannot explain, dear reader, how the present Diary
fell into my hands. In some places the words are
illegible; others are obscured with tears: but, in spite
of all its imperfections, I venture to offer it to you.
The first three pages of the manuscript are somewhat
impaired, therefore I pass them over, as they chiefly
relate to Sister Magdalen’s reasons for writing the
present histories; and I will commence with the
following story, using the sister’s own words: –
Just before vespers, as I came in from a visit to the
hospital, Mother Francis, our superioress, called me to
her, and said, –
‘Dear sister, you have been out nearly all day, and
were up last evening: you can go into the church for
vespers, and then you had better go to your cell.’

‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Gambler’s
Wife’, in Lamp, 23-30 Nov 1861, 4chs
It was a dark cold winter’s evening, so dark that not
even one ray of the moon or one glimmer of the stars
could be seen; so cold, that those whom business or
charity had called out were glad to hurry back again.
Sister Rose and myself were walking quickly home,
trying to reach the convent before the vesper-bell rang.
Our way lay through the long, dark, back streets of the
great city of London. We had just left the house of an
old patient, one whose life had been for some months
gradually declining; a sudden and dangerous access of
fever had detained as by her bedside long after our
usual hour of return. We were trying to make up for
our delay by hurrying home as quickly as possible.
The darkness of the night prevented us from making
great progress; the few dim lamps glimmering at long
distances from each other did but little towards
relieving the thick, dark, gloom. To add to our distress
we were but very imperfectly acquainted with the way.
We reached at length a long street; the houses were
high, but narrow, and bore that peculiar
poverty-stricken expression that speaks so eloquently
of the misery within.

‘Diary of a Sister of Charity. II. The Apostate’, in
Lamp, 27 Nov 1858, 0chs
‘Sister Magdalen, you are wanted directly in the
community-room; Mother Frances is waiting for you.’
I hurried from the school-room, and found our
superioress waiting for me, – anxiously, I knew, by the
contraction of her clear brow and shadowed eyes.
‘This is a difficult matter, Sister Magdalen, but I
have selected you from amongst our sisters, because I
know you have some knowledge of the lady who
requires your aid. …’
‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Cross and the
Crown’, in Lamp, 20-7 Oct 1860, 5chs
The story which I am about to relate, dear reader, I
heard from a Sister of Charity in America, who had
herself known the heroine. It may interest you as a
page of the book of life so full of strange events and
stranger histories, every leaf teeming with incident,
and yet all varied. It is true that every man has two
lives – the outer and the inner one. Has not the world

‘Diary of a Sister of Charity: The Novice’, in Lamp,
1 Oct 1859, 0chs
Dear reader, the present little sketch finds no place
in my diary because it contains any romantic interest.
It is only a simple picture of a beautiful and holy
young novice, who many years ago, died in our
convent, and I thought it might be interesting to you.
There are many people who say a nun never enters
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convent unless she is sent there by some great sorrow
or disappointment. Some will say she was unfortunate
in love, or she was forsaken. Seldom do our friends of
another faith give her credit for the pure love of God
and of serving him alone. To them it is as mystery,
when a girl, young and fair, and wealthy, gives and
renounces all to become a poor humble Sister of
Charity, – to know no pleasure save that of doing good,
and to follow in her sweet, earnest way the footsteps
of our Saviour.

an heiress. From the time she lay in her cradle a baby,
with a face like a rosebud, until now – a woman, in all
the plentitude of her charms – she had known no
sorrow, no care, no want The daughter and heiress of
the grand old race of Mount Severns, the last of a long
and illustrious line, its proud spirit seemed to be
concentrated in her. As a girl she was beautiful to a
wonder, with the dark, imperial loveliness that one
gives to an empress; with her beauty, title, rank and
wealth, she was entitled to marry more than well, and
she made the best match of the day; from a host of
lovers she chose the young Duke of Castlemayne.

‘Dora Leigh’s Engagement: A Valentine Story’, in
Family Reader, 22 Feb 1873, 5chs
‘If you are going into Thorpedale, Dora, call and
bring the ‘Times’ with you from Miss Callendar’s,’
said Captain Leigh to his niece Dora, as they sat at
breakfast together.
‘I will not forget,’ she replied, with a slight flush on
her fair young face and the faintest possible ripple of a
smile on her lips, that might have told the captain, had
he been less stern and less selfish, that Dora would
visit Miss Callendar’s whether he sent her there or not.

=E=
‘The Earl’s Daughter’, in Family Herald, 28 Mar
1874, 6chs
It was the noon of a burning hot day in the month of
July. A silence deep and undisturbed seemed to have
fallen upon the stately castle of Trenham. No one was
visible; all sounds were hushed.
In the deep green woods around could be heard the
fall of the grand cascade, the singing of the summer
brook, and the faint whispering of the wind among the
trees. In the heart of the wood, where the shade was
deep and cool, the birds were singing, but where the
sun shone brightest and warmest their song was
hushed. The bees roamed languidly from flower to
flower. Those woods of Trenham were wondrously
fair and beautiful. Under the shadow of the tall trees,
as far as the eye could reach, wild-flowers raised their
heads in thick abundance – the starry primroses, the
sweet cowslips, the dainty ‘white stars’, the blue-bells.

Dora Thorne, in Family Herald, 16 Sep 1871-9 Dec
1871, 44chs
Ch. 1 Motto: ‘He cares for neither right nor reason, | And only
asks – his own way.’ OLD SONG

‘The consequences of folly seldom end with its
originator,’ said Lord Earle to his son. ‘Rely upon it,
Ronald, if you were to take this most foolish and
unadvisable step, you would bring misery upon
yourself and every one connected with you. Listen to
reason.’
‘There is no reason in prejudice,’ replied the young
man, haughtily. ‘You cannot bring forward one valid
reason against my marriage.’
Despite his annoyance, a smile came on Lord Earle’s
grave face.
‘I can bring a thousand reasons, if necessary,’ he
replied. ‘I grant everything you say. Dora Thorne is
very pretty; but, remember, she is quite a rustic and
unformed beauty, – and I almost doubt whether she
can read or spell properly. She is modest and good, I
grant, and I never heard one syllable against her; but,
Ronald, – let me appeal to your better judgment, – are
a moderate amount of rustic prettiness and shy
modesty sufficient qualifications for your wife who
will have to take your mother’s place?’
‘They are quite sufficient to satisfy me,’ replied the
young man.

=F=
‘The Fairie Glen: A Legend and a Lesson’, in Lamp,
12 Jul 1856, 0chs
Gentle reader, I am not going to trouble you with the
history of my life. I believe it is pretty much on the
par with most other lives, that is to say, I was born, I
cried, have eaten, drunk, and slept, and have done
much the same as others do. Suffice it to say, that at
the sensible and mature age of thirty-six, I was
deluded by a pair of blue eyes into the bonds of
matrimony. I had formed in my own mind a perfect
ideal of gentle beauty, and when the said blue eyes fell
in my way, I thought I had found it. Yes, my Lucy
seemed the essence of tranquility. Reader, never trust a
quiet-looking pair of eyes, – there are volcanoes
underneath. I knew little of human, or rather feminine,
nature, and rushed to my fate – that is to say, Lucy and
I were married. For a short time all was honey and
sweetness, – I never saw my wife open her eyes too
wide or speak much above a whisper. But to my
amazement I found, as time wore on, that she had
some rather singular ideas: one was, that women were
all martyrs to their husbands in some way or other,

The Duke’s Secret, in Family Reader, 25 Dec 1880-4
Jun 1881, Prologue+71chs
Adeliza, Duchess of Castlemayne, sat alone in her
boudoir at Rood Castle, and few women in England
were more proud, more handsome and stately than her
grace; she had not met even with the traditional
rose-leaf; her life had been one of uninterrupted
prosperity and brilliancy; she was born a beauty and
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and it was surprising to see the quiet look of
resignation on her face when eloquent on this her
favourite subject.

one, the elder man relented and became his friend. For
many years Stephen Leigh had been the only doctor in
Seafield. He had saved money enough to purchase
Seafield House, a carriage, and a fine pair of horses.
Just as he was thinking of advertising for a partner to
undertake the more laborious part of the work, a new
doctor, to his great annoyance, came to the town.
Doctor John Blantire, as he called himself, took a
house just outside Seafield, named the Laurels; he had
no carriage, nor did he seem to have much money; but
he was clever. No one ever heard him laugh; he
seemed to have but one pleasure in his life, that was
his love for his fair-haired little son, a boy of seven
when John Blantire first came to Seafield.

The Fatal Lilies, in Family Herald Christmas
Number, 11 Dec 1880, 11chs
There never was picture more dazzling perhaps than
that presented by Larchton Mere with its covering of
snow. Snow beautifies everything it touches, but it
changed Larchton into ‘fairy-land’, lying like a bridal
veil over the fair earth. It was worth travelling a
hundred miles to see the tall firs and larches stretch
out their grand bare branches laden with snow, to see
the holly-trees with their fair burdens of scarlet berries
and the soft white snow lying in the hollow of the
glossy green leaves, to see the giant oaks and beeches,
and the hoar-frost like a net of delicate silver thrown
over the hedges, to see the grand picturesque pile of
building called Larchton Mere, and the broad sheet of
water from which it took its name, which was frozen
over now and looked like a silver lake.
Over the beautiful landscape the moon was shining
brightly. The magnificent mansion, with its
picturesque turrets, its grand sweep of terraces, and its
large oriel windows, stood out clearly, the moon
lighting up every line of the delicate tracery round
doors and windows. From the windows streamed
floods of light; and, when the great hall door opened
to admit one or other of the numerous visitors, there
came forth a warm ruddy glow that was cheerful and
pleasant to see.

‘Ferndale Manor: A Christmas Story’, in Family
Herald, 17-24 Dec 1870, 6chs
The wind swept merrily over the trees, bending their
tall heads, tossing their bare branches, stretched out
like appealing arms to the night skies, throwing off the
snow, which fell from them in fine showers upon the
white-frosted ground.
The music of the wind was grand this Christmas
Eve; it sounded like a solemn hosanna. At times it was
mournful – mourning and wailing like a lost soul in
pain; at times murmuring sweet and solemn secrets,
which the leafless trees bent their heads to answer.
The fir trees round Ferndale Manor stood out dark
and green; under the night skies; the snow lay white
and soft upon their branches; the moon-beams
lingered on them, as liking to glisten and shine on so
fair a scene.

‘The Fatal Night’, in Family Herald, 15 Aug 1868,
4chs
Percy Glencore was the youngest son of Sir Herbert
Glencore, of Childers Park. The family was an ancient
one. Childers Park had descended from father to son
through many generations. The family estates were
intact, and better still, no spot or taint had ever sullied
a name held in honour and esteem.
Sir Herbert Glencore had many sons; to the eldest,
by right of entail, descended the title and estates; for
the others, with the exception of Percy, commissions
were found in the army and navy. An old bachelor
friend having been chosen for his godfather, at his
death left a fortune sufficient to allow Percy to follow
his tastes and live as he pleased.
During the early years of manhood Percy had but
one thought, that was study; nothing else pleased or
interested him; he was deaf to the voice of the charmer
called Pleasure. Society had few attractions for him;
but all at once, without heed or warning, Percy fell,
slain by the bright eyes of Helen Adair.

‘The Fifth Concert of the Season’, in Family Herald,
8 Feb 1873, 0chs
Badley is properly described by its principal local
newspaper as a ‘musical town’. Not to mention two
really good bands which, at the different festivities of
the year, form a prominent feature, there are besides
glee-clubs and musical societies without limit. The
chief of these is the ‘Badley Harmonic Society’.
During the Winter season of every year the ‘B.H.S.’
gives a series of concerts which is announced by
flaming placards with the largest possible letters. The
members are really an efficient body of singers. There
is perhaps no uncommon amount of talent among
them, but whatever they undertake to sing is sung well,
correctly in good time and tune. That they are slightly
fussy and think a great deal of their own performances
is but perfect natural.
The concerts are given in the Town Hall – a large but
by no means elegant building. The audience consists
of all the gentry of the neighbourhood –with an
occasional but rare sprinkling of nobility – and the
inhabitants of Badley. The placards tell in large
characters that the concerts are under the distinguished
patronage of Right Honourable the Earl of Rayden, Sir
Peter Hungerfield, and the Lady Brookes.

A Fatal Temptation, in Family Herald Supplement,
20 Aug 1883, 10chs
The two doctors, although they were nearly of the
same age and lived in the same place, had always
more or less disliked each other. But when the shadow
of death hung over the younger and less prosperous
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‘The First Quarrel’, in Family Herald, 24 Jul 1869,
4chs
Among many other very sensible resolutions which
Milly Linwood made on her marriage eve, was one to
which she afterwards found it rather difficult to adhere,
namely, the resolution to like all her husband’s old
friends, and never to be jealous of any one of them.
She succeeded admirably in every case, save one. To
all Mr. Linwood’s relations she was amiability itself,
and they were unanimous in their approval of ‘John’s
wife’. To the married gentlemen, who, with their
wives, liked and esteemed her husband, she was
cordial and friendly; it was only upon poor Charley
Forest that the little wife looked coldly; he was the
only one she treated with that distant reserve that
Milly considered dignity.
‘First Violets’, in Family Herald, 23 May 1868, 3chs
They look withered and dried, these two little banquets
of violets; still there is attached to them the history of a
love and a life. They were purple once, and glistened
with fresh dewdrops; the sweetest fragrance hung
around them, and the fairest bloom was upon them. Now,
faded and dead, they still tell me the old story, fresh as
though I had only known it yesterday.
My girlhood passed happily enough under my parents’
roof. I was one of a large family. My father, though not
a rich man, had an income sufficient to maintain us in
the greatest comfort. Our home was in Hendley, a small
market town in one of the midland counties. As is usual
in small market towns, every one knew every body else;
and a stranger visiting the place was considered as a
person of the greatest importance. Invitations on such
occasions were issued with great state and regularity.
The fortunate visitor had always a set number of dinners,
teas, and evening parties to go through. The family
entertaining a guest led for a time the festivities and
fashions of the town, and only returned to their original
position when the stranger departed.
‘For Ever True’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Sep
1869, 0chs
Two bright young faces looked into mine, and one
little hand gently touched the braid of white hair that
lay over my forehead. A gay musical voice asked this
question:
‘Why did you never marry, Aunt Belle?’
Then for these dear children I unfolded once again
those sad pages of my life that I had read so often with
weeping eyes and an aching heart. It was a bright
summer’s evening, and we all three sat out in the
garden together, my two nieces, Lily and Clara Bell,
and myself. For many years my home had been with
my brother and sister. They knew the story of my life.
I left my native place and came to dwell with them
because I could not endure the sound of the sea.

the wild winter wind, as it bowed the heads of the tall
trees and lashed the waves into foamy anger. It was
Christmas-eve, and every sound in nature seemed to
join in the glorious carol sung by the angels so long
ago.
A Christmas-eve such as in these latter days one
does not often see – one of the olden time, when the
snow lay whiten and thick upon the ground, roofed the
houses and fringed the trees; when the frost had been
busily at work, and made rows of glittering, shining
icicles, that sparkled in the moonlight like bright
diamonds. A Christmas-eve such as poets sing of and
artists love to paint – golden stars beaming in the
deep-blue sky, silvery moonlight falling on the white
snow, and making beautiful fantastic shadows there,
and, over all, the mighty winter’s wind singing the
carol that never grows old.
‘Frank Morgan; or, The Value of a Catholic
Education’, in Lamp, 20-27 Jun 1857, 6chs
In a town in one of the northern counties in England,
there dwelt a family of the name of Morgan. It
consisted of John Morgan, the father; Mary, his wife
two little daughters, and one son, who, having been
born on the feast of St. Francis, was named after him,
– but the name in the course of time was shortened
into Frank. Mr. and Mrs. Morgan were Catholics, that
is, they called themselves so, but the religion of the
Cross was not theirs. They frequented the chapel, they
heard Mass every Sunday, but I should grieve to say
how often during the tremendous mysteries, Mrs.
Morgan’s thoughts were wandering on the price of her
neighbour’s shawl, the probability of the ribbon on
Miss Smith’s bonnet being dyed, and the reason why
Mr. Jones was not at chapel that morning; or how Mr.
Morgan’s mind was occupied by the rise in sugar, the
contemplation of the approaching week’s business, or
trusting that Jane, the servant; would take care that the
pork was done nicely and well browned. Then at the
sermon, how capitally Mr. Morgan thought that
remark suited his neighbour, and how Mrs. M.
complacently took out her scented handkerchief, and
thanked Heaven such sermons were not meant for her.
‘Freely Given’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Oct 1869,
0chs
It was at a celebrated boarding-school near
Richmond that I first met Bertie Mervyn. She was my
favourite schoolfellow – my chosen friend and
companion. Yet no two girls could have been more
dissimilar. I am tall and dark, with the half Spanish
face that has characterised my family for many
generations, ever since one of my ancestors, Hubert
Leigh, married a beautiful Andalusian. She is a fair
English girl, with a Saxon face and light hair. I am
proud and reserved: she is sweet and gentle. I was at
the time I knew her almost alone in the world: she was
the darling of a happy home. My parents died before I
could utter their names, and I was left to the care and
under the charge of my aunt, Mrs. Winthrop. I do not

‘Found in the Christmas Snow’, in Lamp, 2 Jan
1869, 4chs
‘Gloria Deo!’ pealed the Christmas chimes from the
church of St. Mary-on-the-Quay; ‘Gloria Deo!’ sang
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think I was much happier when I first learned that I
was an heiress.

over; it brought him sad and sorrowful memories. The
one folly of his youth had grown into a lash which
scourged him, which brought deep lines of pain and
sorrow into his face, which darkened the bright world
and caused even Christmas to be full of sad memories.

From Gloom to Sunlight, in Family Herald, 6 Oct
1877-19 Jan 1878, 45chs
The time was noon of a brilliant June day, the place
a gloomy office in a London court which belonged to
Arley Ransom – a square room that contained tables
covered with deeds and papers, iron safes securely
fastened, shelves filled with works on the British law
and constitution, bill-files that could literally hold no
more, maps of different estates lying carelessly open,
large inkstands, pens, sheets of blotting-paper. There
was a mingled odour of parchment and sealing-wax.
The sun, bright as it was, could not manage to shine
into the room – the grim, gloomy windows absolutely
refused to admit his rays; yet, dark and gloomy as the
place appeared, there was a prosperous look about it –
an atmosphere of business seemed to pervade it.
Pen in hand, his keen, shrewd face full of deep
thought, the owner and occupier, Arley Ransome, sat
at the square table, a large parchment deed spread
open before him. He was oblivious of everything
except the sheet at which he was looking. Drowsy
flies hummed and buzzed in the window-panes, and
he never heard them; they committed suicide in the
great inkstands, and he never saw them. To the shining
sun and the bright summer morning he was equally
indifferent. He read on and on, the lines of his face
relaxing until a cold satirical smile curled his lips. He
started as though half alarmed when his clerk, opening
the door of the room, suddenly announced –
‘The Earl of Caraven, sir.’

‘The Gloved Hand’, in Family Herald, 18 Sep 1869,
0chs
I do not know a more beautiful, amiable, or
accomplished woman than my Aunt Hilda; she is my
mother’s sister, and lived with us at Oakburn Park.
Every one knows Oakburn Hall; it is a large, rambling,
old English mansion, and the residence of my father,
Sir Philip Oakburn.
I remember my aunt well from my earliest childhood.
My dear mother is of a quiet, simple, loving
disposition, always the same – patient, calm, and
gentle. Aunt Hilda was then just the reverse; she was
gay and light-hearted, always laughing, singing, or
merry. I never saw her sad, or without a smile on her
face. Nothing, when we were children, delighted us so
much as to get our beautiful young aunt in the nursery;
we were passionately fond of her, and no wonder. Her
smile was like sunshine; her golden hair hung then in
thick rippling waves over her shoulder. She was
always ready to amuse us. She was indeed the light of
our home.
‘The Golden Bracelet: A New Year’s Story’, in
Family Reader, 11-18 Jan 1873, 7chs
Ch.1 Motto: ‘Ring out the false, ring in the true.’

New Year’s Eve! and a cold, wintry night, with
Christmas snow frozen hard upon the ground, a sharp,
keen north wind blowing, bending the bare branches,
whirling soft flakes of snow, and moaning and wailing
with a music all its own; a quiet blue sky, no moving
fleecy clouds; pale, pure stars gleaming, and a bright
moon handing like a pale flower over the earth.
New Year’s Eve! Men went about with a graver and
more solemn look. They were so much nearer eternity
and the grand, secret shore where the joy-bells ring the
firth of the year just dying. There is no night so
solemn as New Year’s Eve. It is as though a mighty
giant lay dying. The air seems full of mystery, as
though the pulse of time were beating and throbbing
through it. Time and eternity seem almost to meet.

=G=
A Gilded Sin, in Family Herald Christmas Number,
8 Dec 1877, 12chs
‘The pleasant vices of our youth make lashes which
scourge us in old age!’ No words were ever more true,
more full of wisdom, more full of warning, than these.
So Sir Jasper Brandon thought on this Christmas
Eve, when the mystery, the beauty, and tenderness of
Christmas seemed to stir the quiet atmosphere of
Queen’s Chace. He sat alone in his library. Outside the
sky was clear and blue, the air cold and biting; the
hoar-frost lay white on the ground – the trees, the
hedges, and the evergreens were bright with it.
Through the silent frosty air came the joyous music of
Christmas bells. What poetry they held, those
Christmas bells – what sorrow, what pain, what lost
love, what dead hopes what pathetic happiness! He
listened and his face grew sadder as the music came
sweeter and clearer. Other music as sweet and hopeful
came to him – the sounds of laughter and song for
Queen’s Chace was filled with visitors, and they were
keeping Christmas right loyally. He wished the bells
would cease ringing; there was some mute reproach to
him in the sound. He wished that Christmas were

Golden Chains, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Sep 1871Dec 1871, 33chs
A broad stretch of moorland, the wind blowing over
the purple heather, a blue, unclouded sky, a clear, crisp
air, filled with faint perfume, a large mass of
picturesque rock, shelving down to the borders of a
deep-rippled lake – a solitude vast and profound.
Silence unbroken, save by the whirring rush of the
wings of some lark, rising from the grass, and the low
wash of the water, as it rose and fell amongst the
sedges.
Standing out in bold relief against the blue
September sky, are the bonnie woods of Kilmaine; the
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son’s heart on fire. But it was much easier for him to
spend than to save. He went abroad, hoping always
that some wonderful chance would enable him to
retrieve his fallen fortunes, though it never came. At
that time he was a handsome, gallant young man, with
no more idea of the value of money than a child.

tall fir-trees rise like huge sentinels, the broad, leafy
shades are hushed in solemn calm. The sunbeams that
play on the ripples of the lake gild the trees and
gladden the hearts of the little singing-birds.
A Golden Dawn, in Family Herald Seaside Number,
28 Jun 1879, 17chs
When Francis Vane went to live at Dunwold, it
seemed to him that his life was nearly over; he had
sought the shade of a real ‘Valley of Poppies’. His fate
was a singular one. He had escaped being a genius. He
did everything well, but nothing more than well; he
was proficient in many things, but excelled in nothing;
he had a taste for drawing, music, literature, sculpture,
in all of which he was not unskilled, but he excelled in
none. He was the only son of his mother, who was a
widow; she had a life-annuity which died with her,
and she had saved a small sum of money for him. He
was so brilliant and clever as a child that she was
convinced he would be a genius. She endeavoured in
every possible way to save, in order that she might
give him a good education. She sent him to Rugby and
to Oxford, hoping that he would distinguish himself in
the Church. He was considered clever and talented by
the students and professors, but he failed in all the
examinations; knowledge was too scattered – it was
not concentrated enough. After that, he would not
study for the Bar; he determined to live by literature.
Mrs. Vane had implicit faith in him until the last. She
believed that if he became a writer he would be one of
the lights of the world. She died before he left Oxford,
leaving him the result of the savings of her whole life
– an income of a hundred and fifty per annum. He was
young then in years, but old in disappointment.

A Golden Mask, in Family Reader, 20 Jan 1883-10
Feb 1883, 12chs
The eve of the New Year. I wake from a miserable
dream of sea sickness, rough waters, wild winds,
nights of fear and days of suffering, to find myself
once more on land. And it was New Year’s Eve!
I, Peter Carew, who write this true tale, was always
more or less superstitious about the New Year, from
the time that I was old enough to understand anything
about years at all until now, when they have whitened
my hair and dimmed my eyes, When other people
fancied that the wind blew on New Year’s Eve, I knew
it was the light of the Old Year dying. The New Year
always came to me under the guise of a lovely little
rosy baby with golden curls, like the tendrils of the
vine. We had a fashion in the old house at home of
opening all the doors and windows wide when the
clock struck twelve on the New Year’s Eve, and the
dying giant, with his load of sin, and care, and ruin,
and joy, passed out, – passed away on the wings of the
winter’s wind. The New Year, in the shape of a pretty
pink baby came with its little hands filled with flowers
and joyous greetings on its little lips.

=H=
‘“Handsome Charley”’, in Family Herald, 20 Jun
1874, 5chs
It is many years since I first saw the face that
obtained for its owner the title of ‘Handsome Charley’.
I have seen others since, more noble, more in
accordance with the highest Grecian type, but I have
never beheld one that impressed me as did the face of
Charley Reece.
I saw him first at a concert, one given in aid of a
charity at the town-hall in our little town of Redham. I
was then a silent melancholy girl of twenty. For many
years I had not known what it was to be in good health.
I had lost my spirits, my energies, and the little share I
had once possessed of beauty. I was the only child of
my parents, who belonged to the middle class. My
father was a builder, and enjoyed no mean reputation
also as an excellent architect. For many years we had
lived in one of the closest streets in Liverpool, but the
time came at last when my father had saved enough
for us to live upon. He sold the gloomy house, the
large timber-yard, and all his business, and we went to
reside in the pretty little town of Redham. The doctor
who had been attending me for two or three years said
there was but one chance for my complete restoration,
and that was living in the country. Redham presented
every advantage. It is situated in one of the most

A Golden Heart, in Family Herald, 3 Dec 1881-25
Feb 1882, 44chs
In the pretty quaint drawing-room of White Cliffe
Squire Cliefden sat alone – an old man whose hair was
gray and whose face was furrowed with age, whose
figure was bent and whose hands trembled with
weakness – an old man who had not been pleased to
grow old, whose thoughts, cares, and interests had
been bound up in this world, and who knew no other.
He sat in an easy-chair, his head thrown back, his eyes
closed, his hands folded, his face hopeless in its
expression.
The Cliefdens had once been the leading family in
the county, and Cliefden Hall the most hospitable
mansion in it; but long before the present Squire was
born Cliefden Park was sold, its name changed, and
all that remained of the once vast estates was a low,
rambling, picturesque place called White Cliffe. It is
an awkward matter to be born with the tastes of a
Grand Duke, a love of luxury, and a, desire for
position, when one possesses very limited means. This
was what had happened to Squire William Cliefden.
His father’s one prayer, one sincere desire, had been
that he should win the old lands back again. He had
died with such words on his lips; and they had set his
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luxuriant nooks of the beautiful county Kent, so green,
so fertile, so varied in its scenery, that it has some
claim to be considered one of the gardens of England.

thronged, and loudly are her praises chaunted. Come
with me to the church of St. Peter, and see how Mary’s
Assumption is there celebrated.

A Haunted Life, in Family Reader, 12 Jul 1879-22
Nov 1879, 61chs
‘Happy the bride the sun shines on!’ said Emily
Talbot, the youngest and fairest of the bridesmaids
chosen for Lady Vera Hylton Beaufort. ‘If Lady Vera
is happy as the sun is bright,’ she added, ‘then she is
happy indeed.’
For the morning was so bright and fair, the earth
itself was like a bride in the arms of its bridegroom the
sun. The morning was all beauty, light, and fragrance;
the air was laden with the odour of white lilies and
roses, it floated in at the open windows and the
western wind which carried it stirred the white veils of
the beautiful bevy of bridesmaids who were grouped
together in the white drawing-room of Alton Priors.

‘The Heiress of Arne’, in Family Herald, 7 Oct 1876,
4chs
From the first moment I beheld her I knew my fate.
It was to love deeply, hopelessly, and in silence, until
death should end my life and love together. She was
one of the loveliest of girls – bright and beautiful,
born to win and to rule, to charm and to govern. I who
loved her was but a poor dependant in her uncle’s
house, and she was heiress of Arne.
The Stuarts of Arne were an old and honourable race.
For many generations Arne Hall had been their home.
For many years they had been leaders of the county,
leading the fashions, and controlling society exactly as
they would. Some of their race had intermarried with
neighbouring families; some had formed alliances
with the best and highest in the realm. But the Stuarts
of Arne kept themselves aloof from all but those
whom they considered equals, avoiding alike
superiors and inferiors. They were a proud and
haughty race. I should not speak of their faults; they
were kind enough to me. My father, Stephen Lyndon,
was the college friend of Hugh Stuart, the present
master of Arne. They were inseparable; it was one of
those rare cases of true and tried friendship that lasts
through life and ends only with death.

‘A Heart’s Secret’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Jan
1870, 0chs
Many people said my Uncle, Cecil Graham, must
have a mania for adopting children. He was never
married, yet, at Lance Hall, there were three of us –
that is, at the time my story opens.
I, Miriam Leigh, was his first adopted child. My
mother was his youngest and best-loved sister, the
only one that lived to be married. She was always
delicate, and when my father died in the great Indian
war; she refused all comfort, and did not long survive
him. I was left an orphan at three years old. I had
some little fortune, but unless my Uncle Cecil had
adopted me, I cannot tell what would have become of
me. He fetched me home to Lance Hall, and was so
kind and indulgent that I could not miss my own
parents.

The Heiress of Hatton, in Family Reader, 24 Aug
1871-26 Oct 1871, 30chs
Ch1. Motto: ‘Men say gold | Does, all, engages all, works
through all dangers; | Now I say beauty can do more.’ THE
CHANCES

The flush of a June sunset filled the sky – gold and
purple, crimson and blue, in one gorgeous mass of
colours, shrouded the setting sun, and set the glowing
west aflame.
A June evening, with its glory of warmth, brightness,
and perfume – all Nature so fair and smiling that, for
the time, earth seemed like Paradise. Birds sang in
green spreading trees – sang of all the summer
gladness and beauty – in notes so sweet and clear,
angels might have caught up the melody and carried it
beyond the canopy of clouds. The quiet air was full of
the breath of flowers, and the faint summer wind made
music amidst the rustling branches.
Perhaps the fairest spot on this June evening was
Lashmere, a pretty little town in Devonshire, noted for
its picturesque beauty and the life-giving breezes on
its purple hills.

‘Heaven and Earth: A Story of the Assumption’, in
Lamp, 6 Sep 1856, Intro+2pts
I was sitting one Sunday evening lately in chapel,
just behind a Protestant lady and gentleman who had
entered. I was very much struck by a remark made
during the sermon. The reverend preacher made some
allusion to our Lady, when the gentleman immediately
turned to his companion, and said, – ‘Ah! That is
always a Catholic’s weak side.’ Yes, it is our weak
side; but that very weakness is our strength. If my
little story conduce but to the lifting of one thought, or
the utterance of one word of love and prayer, to Mary
Immaculate, I am amply repaid. My tale is divided
into two sections, Heaven and Earth.
PART I – EARTH
It is the feast of the Assumption. Bright the sun, fair
the flowers, and glad the whole earth. The birds are
early chaunting their glories, in honour of heaven’s
bright Queen. The hearts of Mary’s servants are filled
with joy. White-veiled nuns and holy priests, pure
young maidens and fair little children, are all
assembled to do her honour. The churches are

‘The Heiress of Oakdale’, in Family Herald, 25 Apr
1868, 3chs
‘Oakdale is to be inhabited at last!’ exclaimed my
father, with an air of great excitement, as he entered
the drawing-room where my mother and I were
sitting.
‘Indeed! I am very glad to hear it,’ said my mother,
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laying down her book, and looking up to him with an
air of pleased attention. ‘Who is coming there?’
‘Ah, that is the question that has set all the gossips of
the county by the ears,’ replied my father. ‘At first it
was said a wealthy banker had bought it; then the idea
of a retired nabob was started, and lasted for a whole
week. The reality is certainly romantic.’
‘You have not yet told us what it is,’ observed my
mother.
‘A young girl, just eighteen, and a very lovely reality
I am told she is,’ was the reply.

green country roads. It was a sweet spot, so quiet and
bright, you could never be dull there, for the changing
sea was always beautiful, whether at sunrise or sunset.
The skies seemed to be always bright, and the birds
made a continual concert in the large stately trees that
shadowed the building. The hill-side was covered with
fragrant wild-flowers, and when the windows of the
house were opened it was as though the whole air was
perfumed with their rich scent.
Her Martyrdom, in Family Herald, 13 Jun 1885-26
Sep 1885, 59chs
‘If you are satisfied that such a disposition of your
fortune is just, Sir Charles, I have no right perhaps to
object,’ said Edward Sansome, a shrewd lawyer, to his
principal client, Sir Charles Rooden of Road Abbey.
‘Of course I am satisfied,’ laughed handsome,
cheery Sir Charles, ‘I have a large fortune and a wife
as good and true as she is beautiful. Surely I cannot do
wrong in leaving my fortune to such a wife!’
‘There is a great difference between doing that
which is wrong and that which is imprudent,’
observed Mr. Sansome.
‘And you think that my will errs on the side of
imprudence?’ questioned Sir Charles uneasily.
‘So it seems to me,’ replied the lawyer.
‘How can it, when I leave all that I have to my wife?’
asked Sir Charles.
‘There are so many contingencies,’ answered the
lawyer.
‘Yes, I know; you are thinking that it is possible her
ladyship may marry again,’ said Sir Charles.
‘It is not improbable,’ returned the lawyer cautiously.
‘It would not be in an ordinary case; but this is not
an ordinary case. You seem to forget that our marriage
was a pure love-match.’

Helen Raeburn’s Marriage, in Family Reader, 19
Apr 1873-27 Sep 1873, 19+41+14chs
Pt 1. The Chief Actors in the Story Ch. 1 Helen
Raeburn
The King’s Theatre was crowded almost to
suffocation; outside, a dense mass of people had
struggled and fought for places; women had been
carried fainting from the doors, men had found their
way by strength of arm. There reigned a marvelous
confusion – shouting, calling of cabs, the cries of the
orange-sellers, the noises of the many people for
whom no accommodation could be found. Inside, the
house was literally crowded from floor to ceiling. The
boxes were filled with beautiful women in rich dresses,
whose jewels gleamed in the bright lights; the stalls
were occupied by some of the leading men in London.
Critics, who made or marred the fame of an actress,
authors, dramatic writers, editors of papers, whose
opinions rule half England, celebrated novelists,
whose names are known over all the lands that call
England’s Queen their mistress and ruler. The pit was
a surging mass, so crowded that it did not seem
possible either to breathe or move the galleries, the
resort of the gods, unusually crowded and unusually
quiet – a house that made the fortunate manager rub
his hands and congratulate himself on the happy hit he
had made. And all this excitement was caused by the
simple announcement that Helen Raeburn, the Queen
of the Stage, was on that evening to play ‘Marie
Stuart’, in a favourite drama of that name – now
forgotten; a drama founded on some incident that
happened when the hapless Scottish Queen was
Dauphiness of France. People in those days, before the
‘sensation’ play was introduced, flocked in great
crowds to hear ‘Marie Stuart’, and come away better
men and better women for the hearing of it.

Her Mother’s Sin, in Family Herald, 5 May 1883-4
Aug 1883, 48chs
‘“Coming events cast their shadows before them.”
So the poet Campbell sings, and so much I am willing
to believe, Marcia,’ said the Earl of Cradoc, ‘but no
more. Superstition I cannot tolerate.’
‘If you would but listen to me, Thane!’ urged his
sister-in-law. ‘This is not a question of superstition.
Surely I may believe the evidence of my own senses?’
‘When you are quite sure that you are using them,’
replied the Earl.
‘But, Thane,’ remonstrated Lady Marcia Hyde, ‘you
know that I am not like other people – that I see what
they do not see, and hear what they do not hear.’
‘I know you think so, Marcia; but I am not sure
whether it be true.’
‘Every one knows that a person born as the clock
strikes twelve on All Hallow’s Eve has the gift of
second-sight. Why do you refuse to believe it?’
‘Because, my dear Marcia, I have no patience with
anything of the kind, Show me any sense or reason in
it, and I will change my views. Why should you,
because you were born at twelve o’clock at night on

‘Helen’s Temptation’, in Angels’ Visits (1869), 2chs
In the town of Barford there stands a convent known
by the name of ‘Our Lady of the Angels’. The sisters
who reside there have a school for young ladies.
The convent was not very large, so that the nuns
could never have more than twenty pupils at once, but
a happier and better set of children it would have been
difficult to find. The house was built in the midst of
beautiful green fields on the slope of a hill, and the sea
lay shining below it; on one side were the dark woods
of Ladyvale, on the other the smiling meadows and
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All Hallows’ Eve, see farther, more clearly, or more
deeply into the mysteries of nature than I who was
born on the nineteenth of July? Is there any sense in
the idea?’

grapes, with a rich purple bloom on them; a ripe peach,
nestling in green leaves; books, periodicals, flowers.
The hands of the sleeping woman were folded in that
most pitiful and helpless fashion which tells that one
is almost blind. The girl at the open window had been
reading to her, and, finding her asleep, had gone to
look for the first amusement which offered itself.
From the window she saw one of the prettiest pictures
that even a poet could dream.

‘A Hidden Treasure’, in Family Herald, 17 Aug
1872, 4chs
There could be no prettier picture than that which
Mildred Eyrle presented as she sat in her luxuriant
boudoir. She herself was lovely as a poet’s dream. Old
Spanish masters used to paint such faces as hers, and
the world would ring with their beauty. Her face was
such as would have graced a diadem; and by its right
divine Mildred Eyrle reigned queen of love and of the
many hearts that were offered to her.
An artist would have gazed with delight upon her
graceful attitude. Her beautiful head was bent over
two bouquets of flowers that lay on the table before
her. A slight smile parted her lips; her dark, liquid eyes
wore a dreamy look of delight as though her thoughts
were pleasant ones. Her small white jewelled hands
played with the costly flowers.

‘How I Lost My Wager’, in Family Herald, 7 Jun
1873, 4chs
‘I do not like wagers as a rule,’ said my cousin Kate
Walton; ‘but you provoke me, Ernestine. I wager this
pretty pearl ring against your diamond one, that you
never marry Lord Fitz-John.’
‘I like wagers,’ was my reply – ‘there is some
excitement in winning them; and I like my diamond
ring, and do not intend to lose it; but, Katie, tell me
why you feel so sure that I shall never marry Lord
Fitz-John. Do you know that the trousseau is prepared,
the family jewels reset, the family mansion in
Grosvenor Square refurnished, the carriages ordered,
and everything in train for the seventeenth of August?
It is now the middle of June – do you persist in saying
that?’
‘Because I know you better than you know yourself.
I understand, if you do not, that underneath that light
gay exterior of yours you have a sound heart, and I
cannot believe that you will sell yourself for title or
position.’

Hilary’s Folly, in Family Herald, 7 May 1881-6 Aug
1881, 35chs
Lady Kilmore thoroughly understood the art of
making herself and others comfortable. She was one
of those kindly gracious women who seem to diffuse
around them an atmosphere of perfect ease; and there
was no house in which visitors felt so much at home
as at Weldhome.
One June morning she was seated in the
breakfast-room at Weldhome, a pretty room with long
French windows commanding a view of one of the
fairest of rose-gardens. Lady Kilmore owned, to one
great weakness – she had a perfect passion for roses;
and she contrived, with her gardener’s help, to have a
beautiful show of these flowers nearly all the year
round., To secure a new variety of rose she would not
mind either trouble or expense. Every kind of
climbing rose covered the walls, the balconies, and the
great old-fashioned porch of Weldhome Manor; every
available nook in the grounds was devoted to the
culture of her favourite flower.

‘Hyacinthe Charnley’s Valentine’, in Family
Reader, 15 Feb 1872, 5chs
The time was a sunshiny, bright morning in June,
an hour when the earth seems still redolent of dew and
sleeping flowers; the birds had been long awake, and
sang in the somewhat smoke-dried London trees gaily
as in the summer woods.
The scene was the breakfast-room of a grand,
showy mansion near Hyde Park – a room gay and
cheerful, with rose-pink hangings and bright flowers.
The sunbeams glittered on the delicate china, the
costly silver, and the recherché dishes and plates of
ripe, sunny fruit.
At the head of the table sat Sir Thomas Charnley –
a type of the middle-class, prosperous, well-satisfied
British merchant, florid of face, looking as though a
bottle of good port wine per diem suited him well,
with the voice and gesture of one accustomed to
authority – a man cheerful and good-humoured when
business went well with him, but inclined to despond
when it did not. One of a type of which many
thousands exist in England, and add considerably to
her prosperity.

His Wife’s Judgment, in Family Reader, 12 Jan
1878-25 May 1878, 59chs
‘And yet,’ said Gladie Beaton to herself – ‘yet they
say Heaven is just. Wise people tell us that there is a
doctrine of compensation by which all things are made
equal. I should like to see any wise man who would
tell me that I am as happy, as prosperous, as beloved
as Lenore Audley.’
The girl murmuring these words to herself stood at
the open French window of a beautifully furnished
drawing-room. On a couch at the end of the room lay
a lady sleeping, with an expression of angelic patience
on what had been a beautiful face; the blinds were
drawn to shut out the sunlight. On a table by her side
stood every luxury that love could procure – a plate of
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fire burned in the grate. The room, to my great relief,
was empty, and I drew a chair to the window and sat
down to think.

=I=
In Cupid’s Net, in Family Herald Christmas
Number, 6 Dec 1884, 12chs
No matter where the Christmas stars shone or the
Christmas snow fell, there was not in the whole world
so desolate a girl as I. I had watched them, those fair
stars, shining in a deep blue sky, in a different clime
from this – a clime where roses grow well-nigh all the
year round, and the silver seas are rarely ruffled by
storms. I had watched them from between high gray
walls, which I know now to have enclosed the court of
a convent; and since then I have watched them from
the grand old wardens of Heron’s Nest. All through
my lonely, desolate childhood, uncheered by the
warmth and the brightness of the sun of love, the stars
were as friends to me.
Some one had told me, when I was quite a little child,
about the wonderful Star of Bethlehem – how it had
shone brightly in the winter sky; how king and
shepherd had marvelled at it, and how the wise men
had traversed the plains until the star set – set over a
humble stable wherein lay the Holy Child. How many
nights did I lie awake watching for that star, my heart
beating faster if one appeared larger and brighter than
the others, for surely, I thought, that must be the star!
So lonely was I that in my childish dreams that I had
resolved always to follow that star when it came, for
might it not lead me to some one who would love me?
My star was long in rising, and, when at last I
followed its light, it led me – my story will tell
whither.

Irene’s Vow, in Family Reader, 22 Nov 1879-1 May
1880, 67chs
‘What will my life be like, I wonder? I am almost
tired of waiting to see what the future holds for me,’
said a sweet, blithe voice.
‘Tired of waiting!’ was the grave, slow reply; ‘tired
of waiting! How old are you, Irene?’
Seventeen and a half. I have been wondering ever
since I was fifteen what fate had in store for me.’
The grave voice asked –
‘Did I see you running after a white-winged butterfly
this morning?’
The answer was a laughing ‘Yes.’

=J=
‘John Hilton’s Secret’, in Family Herald, 14 May
1870, 3chs
Had he a secret in his life, one that preyed upon him,
causing that worn look, the quiet, calm face drawing
deep lines on the broad thoughtful brow? Many people
who liked and esteemed John Hilton, asked
themselves that question. There was something in his
self-contained manner, his utter indifference to all
which the world most values, that gave the impression.
He worked hard; no lawyer in London toiled more; yet
he seemed and was indifferent to the money he made.
At times there came into his dark eyes a shadow, a
vague look, as though his thoughts were far away
from the dingy office, where the greater part of his life
was spent. Practical, shrewd, sensible, devoted to
business, keen-sighted in the interests of his clients,
what could there be in the life of John Hilton that
made him different from other men?
It is the close of a dark day in February, the little
sunshine that brightened the crowded London streets
has long disappeared – a murky yellow fog prevails –
John Hilton still lingers in his office, writing busily by
the light of the gas.

‘Ingledew House’, in Family Herald, 5-19 Mar 1870,
5chs
Ch. 1 Motto: ‘And whatever sky’s above | Here’s a heart for
every fate.’ MOORE

Almost for the first time in my life I was quite alone;
my face, my name, my history, unknown to all around
me. I never had sister or brother, my parents died
when I was an infant, but my aunt Mrs. Erlecote
adopted me, and had in every way been kind and good
as my own mother would have been; – kind in every
instance – save one; and this one act of hers had
driven me from her luxurious home to the solitude of a
London coffee-house, where I found myself utterly
alone.
Has the world such another panorama to show as
London Bridge? The coffee-house, where for the time
had sought a home, overlooked it. I do not know why
I had chosen so noisy and bustling a spot. Some
instinct led me there. I asked for a private sitting-room
at the house, and was told that there was a
drawing-room for the use of ladies, and I was shown
into it. I remember every detail of that apartment so
well: it was a large, cheerful room, containing plenty
of sofas and easy chairs, a round table upon which
were spread papers and periodicals of every
description. Though the weather was not cold, a bright

‘Just in Time’, in Family Reader, 5 Oct 1872, 2chs
I cannot tell how it was; but even when I loved
Valentine Grantley best, even when she had promised
to be my wife, and I ought to have been happiest, I felt
something like mistrust.
Mistrust of her, I could not tell why. She was
beautiful, graceful, and stately, and the first moment I
saw her I knew she was my fate. I loved her as I shall
never love any one again. Yet there seemed to be a
veil over my love, a cloud over my thoughts. I looked
into the depths of her dark eyes, yet their light never
quite satisfied me. I dreamed over her bright smiles,
her winsome words, her rich musical voice, yet in my
dreams there was always a tinge of something like
pain.
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This was how I came to know her. The death of my
uncle, Sir Harry Chandos, put me in possession of
Longdale House, one of the finest estates in Kent, and
the title of baronet. I had been practising as a lawyer
in London. I was now Sir Alan Chandos.

=L=
Lady Brezil’s Ordeal, in Family Reader, 7 Dec
1871-5 Apr 1872, 52chs
Ch. 1 The Bride Comes Home
The close of the first day in September – summer
glory still lingering on flower and tree, but nowhere as
lovingly, or with such delicate touches, as on the
purple beeches that formed the chief glory of
Beechwood Hall – drooping, graceful trees, with
wonderful quivers of light shooting through them,
with trembling, shivering leaves, each one of different
hue – trees that seemed to have caught the beauty of
the dazzling skies, and to revel in it.

=K=
‘Kate Carson’s Lovers’, in Family Reader, 7 Sep
1872, 3chs
We had two belles in our pretty little village of
Upton, two of the most beautiful girls in England –
Kate Carson, a tall, magnificent brunette, with the face
and carriage of a queen, dark flashing eyes that could
‘look any one down’ better and more quickly than any
other eyes I have ever seen, a wealth of black shining
hair, and lips ripe red and beautifully shaped.
Kate was by most people considered the beauty par
excellence; others preferred the quiet, graceful Saxon
loveliness of Dora Leigh.
Kate was the only daughter of a widow lady, who
lived in Upton. Mrs. Carson had what is commonly
called seen better days. Her husband, a brave and
gallant young officer, died in India; and she had lived
herself, educated her daughter, and maintained a
comfortable home on the small pension allowed to her
as his widow. She worshipped Kate. There never was
a girl so completely indulged, so spoiled, before.

Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce, in Family Reader, 21
Feb 1885-6 Jun 1885, 48chs
‘On the twenty-first of May was celebrated, at St.
George’s, Hanover Square, the marriage of the Earl of
Castlemaine with Gertrude, only daughter and heiress
of the late Sir Chilvers Craven, of Easdale Park. The
six bridesmaids were Miss Mabel, Miss Agnes
Scoutton, Lady Jane Hestry, Miss Isabel Hyde, and the
Misses Allerton. They were dressed in rich white silk,
with tulle veils. Each wore a bracelet of diamonds and
rubies, the gift of the bridegroom, and each carried a
superb bouquet of fine white lilies.’
Lady Damer’s Secret, in Family Reader, 6 Dec
1873-20 Jun 1874, 81chs
Dr. West sat in his quiet surgery alone. The noise and
traffic of the day was over. The warm June sun was
setting; the birds were winging their way home; the
pretty little town of Riversmead was gradually sinking
into the calm of night.
Dr. West had come to his surgery to study. Dinner
was over, and the children were at play; circumstances
were not favourable to the quiet he loved, so that he
had left the drawing-room, and sat, book in hand
deeply engrossed in reading.
He was startled by a sudden and imperative ring at
the surgery door, and wondered, half impatiently, who
wanted him. …

‘Kate Dormer’s Romance: A Christmas Story’, in
Family Reader, 1 Jan 1876, 6chs
‘Yes, bring them all! I will wear them tonight for the
last time. When people tell the story of Kate Dormer’s
fall they shall add that she died en reine – died a
queen!’
The first part of the sentence was spoken aloud, the
last was whispered to herself.
‘Yes,’ she continued, smiling at the beautiful image
reflected there, ‘I will die a queen!’
The maid brought the jewel case, containing
diamonds that were ancient heirlooms, and worth a
king’s ransom in themselves.
‘Kate Fulton’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, May 1871,
0chs
Kate Fulton was a beautiful girl; everyone knew it in
the small town of Brandon. She was the belle, and all
were proud of her – a grand brunette, with a
magnificent face and queenly figure, a wealth of
raven-black rippling hair, and wondrous eyes, in
whose dark depths there seemed to shine a golden
light. Kate was a picture: all her attitudes were full of
regal grace; her manner was dignified and serene. She
was accomplished and well read, a good musician, and
an artist of no mean skill; yet, with all these
advantages, Kate was not popular; she had one grand
defect – she was proud and haughty: too proud to be
vain, too haughty to care whether people liked her or
not.

‘Lady Dene’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Jun 1871,
0chs
Lynton Craig had been for many long generations
the family residence of the Earls of Dene. No one
could say from what it took its name – no craig or
rock was near it. It stood in the midst of a green,
undulating park, where tall trees bowed their stately
heads to the breeze, and the deer rejoiced in the dewy
glades.
People came from far and near to see Lynton Craig;
it was the show-place of the county. The
picture-gallery was one of the best in England. Gems
of the old masters were there: Rubens and Guido,
Salvator Rosa, Clorede [sic] Lorraine, Raphael and
Murillo, were all represented. Nor were modern artists
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overlooked – some of their choicest productions hung
upon the walls. Not the least interesting was the
collection of family portraits: the bonnie Earls of Dene
– a handsome, fair-haired race – were all there, with
their wives: ladies, fair of face, and of noble lineage.
Many a story might have been told of the beautiful
Ladies of Dene.

was a man with a mania. That mania was the antiquity
of his family There are many who boast of their
ancestors having come over to England with William
the Conqueror. Lord Lynmarche had a certain
contempt for them. He came of a Saxon race, and he
would not have exchanged his Saxon title for all the
honours that all the Normans could boast. William the
Conqueror had found the Lynmarches at Dynewell,
and there they had remained. A Lynmarche had helped
King Alfred in the days of the Danish invasion – a
Lynmarche had fought like a lion by King Harold’s
side until the Norman laid him low.

Lady Ethel’s Whim: A True Story, in Family Reader,
4 Oct 1873-1 Nov 1873, 15chs
Ch. 1 Motto: ‘A countenance in which did meet | Sweet records,
promises as sweet, | A creature not too bright or good | For
human nature’s daily food.’ WORDSWORTH

‘Dreams of fame come to all men,’ said Paul
Lyndon; ‘I have mine.’
‘What are they like?’ asked a sweet, fresh voice.
‘Of painting great pictures – pictures that men and
women shall stand before with softened hearts and
moistened eyes, that they shall be the better and noble
for having seen them. How many hearts have been
ennobled, how many thoughts purified, by looking at
one of Raphael’s Madonnas? The far-famed San Sisto,
for example, where the very sublimity of expression is
reached. Pictures that will live long after I am dead.’

Lady Hutton’s Ward, in Family Herald, 4 Feb
1871-22 Apr 1871, 39chs
The time was the close of a bright warm day in June;
the place a little parlour in the most picturesque
cottage to be found on the estate of Brynmar; the
scene, a strange one, the first that lived in the memory
of Lady Hutton’s ward, and the one that influenced her
whole life.
There seems at times little or no harmony between
Nature and man. Outside the cottage the bonnie woods
of Brynmar were full of the brightness and beauty of
Summer. The golden sunbeams lingered almost
tenderly on the tall green trees; the wild-flowers gave
forth a rich tribute of rare perfume; the birds sang
gaily, and the busy bees hummed from flower to
flower, gathering sweet honey from the fair blossoms.
In the shade of the wood there was a deep silence,
unbroken, save by the rippling of the little brook and
the faint rustling of the leaves; a Summer’s evening,
such as poets sing of, a golden flush of colour, a glory
of perfume and harmony.

Lady Evelyn’s Folly, in Family Reader, 25 Sep
1875-25 Mar 1876, Intro+78chs
The Scotch express was just starting. It was a bright,
warm afternoon in September, and the railway station
at Euston Square looked more cheerful than usual.
There was the usual noise, bustle, and excitement. Cab
after cab had driven up, deposited its load of
passengers and luggage and driven away; there was a
ringing of bells, and the confused voices of men,
porters growing angry as they became busy; and the
express from London to Aberdeen was to start at three,
and it wanted now but one quarter of an hour. There
were not quite so many passengers as usual. Perhaps
the saddest group was that composed of five little
motherless children dressed in deep mourning, who
were accompanied by a care-worn, haggard man with
a deep crape band round his hat.

‘Lady Lorton’, in Family Herald, 8 Mar 1873, 6chs
Those who interest themselves in the world of
fashion will remember the great excitement caused
during a most brilliant season by the début of the
young and lovely Lady Lorton.
For some years preceding, no great beauty had
appeared; and the sensation caused by the perfect
loveliness of the young Countess was something
remarkable. People positively raved about her. Her
presence gave any party or ball the mark of
distinction; if it were known that Lady Lorton
intended to appear at the Opera, the beau monde
crowed thither to see her.
She had been presented by the most stately and
dignified woman in England – the Countess Dowager
of Marchmere, who was her aunt by marriage.

Lady Gwendoline’s Dream, in Family Herald
Christmas Number, 11 Dec 1875, 14chs
The moon shone bright above a bank of clouds; the
sky was filled with masses of silvery vapour which
looked as though all the light of the moon was centred
on them. A network of frosted silver lay over the fields
and hedges, over the shrubs and evergreens; it seemed
in some vague way to mingle with the moonlight, and
produced a radiance that was strangely beautiful.
Great icicles hung from the bare branches of the trees
and from the eaves of the houses; a cold north wind
was blowing – a wind that chilled everything it
touched.
All England lay under the smiles of this Christmas
moon; but one of the fairest spots it shone upon was
Dynewell Hall, the seat of Lord Lynmarche, one of the
most ancient peers in the country. Lord Lynmarche

Lady Wyverne’s Ring: A Romance, in Family Reader,
6 Jul 1872-16 Nov 1872, Prelude+58chs
‘Five Hundred Pounds Reward!’
‘The above reward will be paid to any one giving
certain information as to the whereabouts of a lady
who suddenly disappeared from her home, Haddon
Hall, in Lorneshire. She is of medium height, has a
well-formed figure, with small white hands, on which,
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Lord Elesmere’s Wife, in Family Reader, 7 Dec
1872-21 Jun 1873, Intro+85chs
Introduction. The Letter
A blazing hot noon, the sun burning in a coppery
sky; the wind like the breath of a furnace, a dull glaze
of heat over water and land; flowers parched and dried,
grass brown and burned, tall palm-trees raising their
time-honored branches as though crying for relief, the
birds all under shelter, noisome insects crawling out to
enjoy the heat of the sun, the earth dry and hard; no
coolness, no shade, no fall of sweet dew, no patter of
rain-drops, no chill western wind – nothing but intense
heat and blinding glare.
The white tents of the 104th Light Infantry,
generally called the Royal Rifles, glittered in the
noonday sun; a few soldiers sat under the canvas; one
or two officers walked slowly through the station.
There was an air of quiet and repose over the whole
encampment, only broken by the shrill call of natives
who had brought fruit into the camp to sell.

at the time of her disappearance, she wore some
valuable rings, one being of diamonds, set in the form
of a cross. She is of extremely attractive appearance,
fair, with a profusion of golden hair; her age is about
twenty-one.
‘She was last seen about eight in the evening, in the
gardens attached to Haddon Hall; and at the time of
her disappearance she wore a dress of blue velvet,
richly trimmed with seed pearls and white lace. As no
article of the unfortunate lady’s wardrobe is missing,
excepting a black lace mantilla, it is supposed that she
cannot have gone far from home. …’
‘Laura’s Trial: A Story of Every-Day Life’, in
Family Herald, 27 Aug 1870, 4chs
‘I wish, my dear, that you would think seriously of
it,’ said Mrs. Alton to her daughter Laura. ‘Every
woman ought to be married. I am no believer in old
maids.’
‘But I am not an old maid yet, mamma,’ was the
smiling reply. ‘I am only twenty-four.’
‘Many girls are married long before that,’ was the
oracular reply, ‘not that I am an advocate for early
marriages; but it seems to me you may go on as
undecided and unsettled for the next ten years as you
are now.’
A look of pain crossed the fair, open face of Laura
Alton, and her mother continued, ‘You are the eldest
of five sisters, and you must think of that. Your
marriage would leave more room for them, and give
them opportunities which it is impossible to afford to
all. Kate, for instance, might go out, and she is really
growing very pretty. It is not only love for you, but
anxiety for them, that prompts me to speak.’

Lord Lisle’s Daughter, in Bow Bells, 7 Jun 1871-2
Aug 1871, 29chs
An artist might have sketched Deepdale as the model
and type of an English village. It nestled amid the
Devonshire hills, trying to hide itself under the
spreading shade of tall trees. The bonny Deeplow
Woods half enclosed it, smiling corn-fields, green
meadows, and pleasant gardens, gave it a quiet, varied
charm. The deep, broad stream, the River Floss, ran
by it; far off in the distance lay the chain of blue hills
that sloped down to the sea.
Lord Lynne’s Choice, in Family Herald, 2 Oct
1869-1 Dec 1869, 34chs
It was a pretty and picturesque scene upon which the
June sunbeams fell one bright summer morning some
few years ago.
Out upon the lawn of Severnoke Castle stood a
young girl, just in the first spring-tide of youth. There
was something in the brightness of her face that
harmonised with the beauty of the day.
It was a picture that an artist would have
immortalised, the variety of flowers of every colour
that diversified the green grass of the lawn, and the
golden sunbeams that lit up the scene. The centre
figure, which seemed to concentrate the light and
brightness, was that of the young girl, Florence, the
only child of Lord Wyverne. A plain morning dress of
white muslin showed to advantage the slender girlish
figure. The rippling golden hair was simply tied with a
blue ribbon; the lovely half-childish face was a poem
complete in itself. It was a face that changed with
every thought – one moment gay and bright, in
another thoughtful and sad. There was passion and
deep feeling, and withal a quaint kind of imperious,
half-wilful look that charmed even more than the
regular features or the violet eyes.

Like No Other Love, in Family Herald Seaside
Number, 25 Jun 1881, 16chs
All the confusion caused by the accident was over. It
had happened at noon, and now the sun was setting.
The doctors had departed; there was no need for them
to linger. The Rector had offered up a prayer – had
told the dying man of the love and peace awaiting him
in another and a happier world, and had taken his
leave with fast-falling tears; and one by one the
servants of Sir Antony Carew had been to say
good-bye to the kindest master who had ruled at
Firholme Castle.
‘He cannot live another hour,’ the principal doctor
had said as he left but three hours had passed, and still
the Angel of Death stood by, with sword upraised to
strike, yet struck not. Sir Antony had asked that he
might spend this last hour alone with his wife and
child – alone for the last time on earth with the woman
beloved with a supreme love. He had much to say to
her that no one else must hear.
‘Are you sure that you can bear it, Lady Carew?’ the
Rector had asked, when her husband’s wish was made
known to her. ‘You have never been in the presence of
death.’
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‘Lost and Won’, in Family Reader, 16-23 Nov 1872,
5chs
My uncle, Sir Hugh Tressaillian, was one of the
richest men in Devonshire. He lived at Cairne Castle,
an estate that he had purchased from the ruined young
peer, the Earl of Cairne.
For we Tressaillians were not what is called an old
family – no blue blood ran in our veins; we had not
family portraits, no family records. Rumour said our
great-grandfather was a Cornish miner, although Sir
Hugh would never agree to that. We were respectable.
No Tressaillian had ever come to grief, to disgrace, to
prison, or shame. But for all the generations that we
could trace, hard work had been our share, until Sir
Hugh, who was Hugh Tressaillian in those days, went
to the gold diggings, and returned a millionaire.
Everything prospered with him; in my own mind, I
called him a second Midas. If he invested in a
company, it was sure to run out one of the most
lucrative and best paying possible; if he took railway
shares, they seemed to pay better than any others; but
that which completed his good fortune was that a large
mine was discovered on some land that he had
purchased.

‘The Lost Pearl’, in Lamp, 4-25 Feb 1871, 4chs
Ruin is not a pleasant thing; yet twelve years since, I
had to look mine steadily in the face. I stood alone in
the world; there was no one to help me bear the blow.
It was like passing from the warmth of the glowing
summer day to dark cold night. Few words will tell
how it came to pass.
My father was a gentleman of good family and
ample fortune. He was somewhat peculiar in his habits.
Unlike most Englishmen, he did not care about always
living in the same place. Home had not many
attractions for him. His favourite plan was to spend
the summer in the country, the autumn at the seaside,
and the winter in London. I mention this to explain
why, at his death, I succeeded neither to house nor
land. His money was all in shares – shares in banks
and in railway companies, in different mines and
speculations.
‘A Lost Valentine’, in Family Herald, 10 Feb 1872,
4chs
A bleak cold February day, the ground white with
hoar frost, icicles still shining on the eaves of
old-fashioned houses, the sky clear and blue, the wind
keen and biting; a few pale sunbeams trying to give
warmth and animation to the wintry scene, yet
signally failing in the attempt.
Captain Albert Lisle stood at the door of his hotel,
the ‘Royal Arms’, looking with some anxiety up and
down the empty street – the main one – of the little
town.
Hundon is a pretty place, standing in the most
picturesque and beautiful part of Devonshire. It nestles
in a fertile valley, chains of blue hills stretch out far
and wide in the distance, a broad clear stream runs
near by, and many a ‘singing brook’ finds its way
through the green meadows.
No smoky factories or grimy works mar the clear
pure air of that little Devonshire town. The inhabitants
are principally tradesmen and small farmers, with a
good sprinkling of what the Devonshire Express calls
‘resident gentry’. There is but one handsome street,
called Queen Street, out of compliment perhaps to her
Most Gracious Majesty. All the large shops are there,
and pretty little villas and neat cottages stand at the
outskirts of the town.

‘The Lost Diamond’, in Family Herald, 6-13 Jul
1872, 5chs
‘That is a valuable diamond, and a very beautiful
one,’ said my brother John holding the ring in
different lights after the manner of connoisseurs. ‘It
must be worth at least two hundred pounds. You ought
to be proud, Alice, of such a present. Let me put it on
your finger.’
My sister-in-law held out her hand – a very pretty
one, by the way, white, and tapering, with little
rose-tipped fingers – and her husband placed the ring
upon her finger. The diamond showed to advantage; it
gleamed and glittered, throwing out rays of light and
colour that were brighter than a flame. It was
evidently a gem of the first water and we were
proportionately proud of it.
‘Now, Alsie,’ said my brother, ‘take great care of that
ring, not only for its value, but because it is my
uncle’s first present to you. I cannot tell you how
relieved I feel. He is a dear, good old man, after all,
and I am glad he is not vexed. Treasure that ring, love
– it means a great deal.’

‘Love and Duty’, in Family Herald, 25 Oct 1873,
4chs
The Laurels was a perfect picture of a happy English
home, situated about a mile from the town of
Castleton, and nestled in the midst of luxuriant and
beautiful scenery. It was a pretty village residence,
deriving its appellation from the number of trees of
that name which grew near it. The house was built
expressly for comfort. Mr. Deane, the proprietor, had
given his own ideas as to the erection of the building;
the windows were all large, the rooms spacious and
lofty. Every modern improvement that luxury could
suggest had been introduced. A green lawn sloped

‘A Lost Love’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Dec 1873,
0chs
I am almost too old to sit down and write my story.
It is at very simple one, and may be a warning to those
who are, as I was in my youth, proud, impatient, and
hasty. It is to them and for them I write.
In my desk, wrapped up in many folds of paper,
preserved carefully as the greatest treasure I have on
earth, lies a portrait – the portrait of a young and
beautiful girl. I take it out, and, as the sunbeams fall
upon it, I will describe it to you.
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down to the broad river which fronted the house; large
gardens and pleasure-grounds lay behind and on each
side of it.

think of us; and we can live for love. Let me see you
smile once before we go into the church.’
The Love that Lives, in Family Herald, 1 Mar
1879-7 Jun 1879, 47chs
The one great cause of all the evil that ever befell
Elaine Marche was that she had been a spoilt child all
her life. She had never been denied a single wish,
whim, caprice, or desire. If any servant refused what
she asked, or spoke sharply to her, under some pretext
or other that servant was sure to be dismissed. No one
ever scolded, reproved, or found fault with Elaine. In
the eyes of her worshipping parents she could do no
wrong – she was so lovely, both as a babe and a grown
girl, that it was impossible to do anything but love her
and spoil her. In the large drawing-room at Southwold
Park hung a beautiful portrait of her, taken when she
was a child of three years. She had then a fair
spirituelle face, perfect in contour and features,
delicate, small, with lovely dimpled lips, perfect in
colour and shape, large innocent eyes in which lay
slumbering depths of tenderness, with clear straight
brows – a face Grecian in type, yet full of rosy
dimpled child-like beauty. The chief attraction of the
picture was the soft cloud bright golden hair – hair
that fell in a rippling shower over the white neck and
shoulders. Again, in the great gallery hung another
portrait, taken when she was seventeen, when the
delicate loveliness of the child had developed into the
dreamy passionate beauty of girlhood, when the love
that lay dormant in the violet eyes had awakened into
keen sudden life. In this portrait she was graceful and
stately as some Saxon princess of the olden time.

Love for a Day, in Family Herald Seaside Number,
24 Jun 1882, 16chs
Everywhere at Gracedieu was the scent of lilacs. In
no other place did they glow in such luxuriant
profusion. People came to see the lilacs at Gracedieu
as they go to look at the beeches at Burnham and the
chestnuts at Hampton Court. They were the great
attraction for many weeks, and all the country round
was sweet with their odour. In well-laid-out grounds,
in cottage-gardens, in the long-green lanes, at every
corner of the pretty streets, in every nook where there
was room for a tree to grow, on the path by the river,
on the road to the woods, in the meadows and
orchards where they had no right to be, by the
brook-side, nodding over the iron railings of the old
churchyard, were the beautiful tall plum lilacs. It
would be difficult to say whether they were sweeter in
the evening, in the sunlight, wet with dew, or stirred
by the wind; from the time they began to bud until the
last leaf dropped from the trees, they made Gracedieu
a garden of Eden, a land of delight. The children
called them ‘The Prince of Wales’s feathers’. The
elder folk dated from them; they would say, ‘Before
the lilacs were out,’ ‘When the lilacs were in bloom,’
or, ‘After the lilacs had faded.’ The weeks they were
in flower were a time of pleasure to all.
Love’s Warfare, in Family Herald, 1 Jan 1881-26
Mar 1881, 38chs
An old gray church half hidden with trees. Round
the stone porch, in letters worn with age, ran the
quaint legend, ‘To pray best is to love best.’ In the
cool shade one bright May morning a young girl stood
with her face turned to the legend.
‘“To pray best is to love best”,’ she said to herself.
‘Ah me, is it true?’ It was a pale beautiful face, the
eyes were heavy with unshed tears, and the expression
was one of happiness mingled with fear.
A footstep sounded under the limes. The girl turned
from the contemplation of the legend, and her eyes
brightened as she saw a tall handsome man coming
quickly towards her – brightened and then drooped.
‘My darling,’ he said eagerly, ‘you are first. You
must have risen early.’
‘I could not sleep,’ she answered – ‘I was so
frightened!’
‘Frightened! What nonsense! What have you to
fear?’
‘What will the world say? What will my aunt say? I
am really afraid.’
‘You need not be. We will leave here at once and go
to Italy. Have no fear. See what I have brought for
you!’ He placed in her hands a bunch of lovely white
lilies, gathered while the dew lay on them. ‘Forget all
our fears; we will go where no one will know us or

=M=
‘Mabel Grey’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Mar 1870,
0chs
We always considered her the wisest girl in our
village. She had, too, a certain quiet, bright beauty of
her own that was both winning and sweet. We all
loved her. She was our favourite friend and playfellow.
In all our sorrows and joys we went for sympathy to
Mabel Grey.
The village of Heath-on-the-Floss is a small and
pretty one. The broad, beautiful Floss runs through it,
and the banks of the stream are celebrated for the
profusion and luxurious growth of wild flowers. On
the broad bosom of the river white water-lilies grow,
and thick green reeds shield them from sun and wind.
Golden corn-fields, dales, and fertile meadows lie on
either side of the river; while, passing from between
the tall, stately trees one catches sight of cottages and
picturesque little villas. Heath can only boast of one
street it is called ‘Castle Hill’, for it leads to the ruins
of the grand old castle that once frowned upon the
river from the top of the hill.
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secret. I was engaged, and my betrothed was a young
officer, in the –th, at that time quartered at Brighton. I
was very fond of him, as most young ladies at sixteen
are when they have a lover, but I never told him so,
and after we were engaged, I used to try to look
solemn when he was near me, until my face rippled all
over with the hidden smiles. I did not see him very
often, and when he was ordered to Brighten I was in
despair. I said, ‘Good bye, Harry,’ very gravely, and
did not let him think I cared much about his going but
I went to my room, and cried there. In two or three
weeks, my dear aunt found out I was not at all well. …

A Mad Love, in Family Reader, 22 Feb 1879-26 Jul
1879, 62chs
‘Leone,’ cried a loud voice, ‘where are you? Here,
there, everywhere, except just in the place where you
should be.’
The speaker was a tall, stout, good-tempered looking
man. Farmer Noel people called him all over the
country side. He stood in the farmyard, looking all the
warmer this warm day for his exertions in finding his
niece.
‘Leone,’ he cried again and again, and this time the
white pigeons flew away in haste, the dog howled, the
mild-eyed cattle stared, the rooks cawed – it was such
a loud voice.
This time the answer came, ‘I am here, uncle,’ and if
the first voice startled one with its loudness, this
second was equally startling from its music, its depth,
and pathos.

‘Maud Falconer; or, The Two Christmas Eves’, in
Family Herald, 19-26 Dec 1868, 7chs
The chimes of the Christmas bells filled the clear
frosty air; they pealed a welcome to the king of Winter,
the one grand festival that opens all hearts and draws
them nearer together. Their musical chimes seemed to
tell over again that ‘sweet story of old’, of which the
world never wearies. Sorrow and toil, sadness and
death, come to us all; but when the Christmas bells
sound, all gloom is forgotten. Hearts that have long
been cold and deadened are warmed then with new
life. The world seems full of human kindness and
genial charity.
The Christmas when our story opens was one of the
true English kind. It had been freezing hard for some
weeks; but three days before the twenty-fifth the
weather had changed. There came first a little warmth,
and then a heavy fall of snow. Not a light fall that
melted away on the ground, and changed into
something like liquid mud, but snow that fell in thick,
soft flakes until it was piled in some places many feet
high. There was a cold wind, which blew it about and
tried to agitate it as it fell; but the snow was proof
against all its efforts – it never varied its steady, soft
fall.

‘The Martyr Child’, in Angels’ Visits (1869), 3chs
You all know that many years ago there reigned in
England a king called Henry VIII. When he was
young he was good and handsome, and all the people
loved him very much. He married a princess called
Katherine of Arragon. But when he grew older he
became very wicked; he sent his kind and gentle
queen away. There was a new religion men had just
invented, which would allow him to do as he pleased.
He gave up by degrees all the doctrines of the Catholic
faith, and not only became a Protestant himself, but
tried to make all his people do the same. I could never
tell you all the sorrow and wrong he caused when he
found that the people would not give up their faith to
please him. One of the most cruel and unjust things
this bad king did was to destroy all the convents and
monasteries. He spent a great deal of money, and
found he must have a great deal more. When he
thought any convent or monastery was rich, and had
money or costly altar vessels, he would send a band of
rough soldiers, who took possession of all the
valuables in the convent to satisfy the covetous king.
They were hard, bitter times, and no one was happy.

‘Maud’s Lover’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Feb
1870, 0chs
One clear, frosty day, two elegantly dressed young
ladies swept down one of broad and fashionable
streets leading from Bayswater. They were attended
by two gentlemen who both had the appearance of
being most devoted cavaliers. As they turned the
corner of the street, a woman begging, with one child
in her arms, and another pulling at the skirt of her
dress, asked in a piteous voice for alms.
‘Only one penny, just to buy the children a bit of
bread!’
One of the gentlemen appealed to – Charley
Morgrove – took immediately at small silver coin
from his purse, and placed it in the outstretched hand.
The other – Percy Homlin – did not show any
symptoms of being about to give. A very light, pretty
face looked up into his with beseeching smile.

‘Mary Carleton: A Story’, in Lamp, 4-11 Apr 1857,
0chs
Dear reader, at sixteen I was a happy, breezy,
light-hearted girl, full of fun and frolic. I lived with
my aunt; – my parents were both dead, and she was
the kindest and most generous of human beings. Her
chief fault was the manner in which she spoilt me. She
gratified and anticipated my every wish. I was a
Protestant; I had heard of Catholics, but I regarded
them more as pitiable curiosities than anything else.
My aunt always spoke of them as those ‘poor dear
Papists’. I heard many queer tales about them, such as
their eating small children, and chewing glass by way
of penance, and their beguiling innocent young ladies,
with large fortunes, into their convents. I heard, too,
darker and graver tales, but these my aunt did not
believe, and I was incredulous. I must also tell you a
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‘May Sumner’, in Angels’ Visits (1869), 0chs
‘Mamma!’ said a little girl, ‘how is it we cannot see
our angel-guardian, or hear him speak?’
‘We cannot see him, May, here in this world, but we
shall in heaven. Are you quite sure, though, that you
never hear him speak?’
‘Quite sure, mamma,’ said May, eagerly. ‘I am
always wishing I could hear his voice. I know if he
were to speak I should do everything he told me; and,
when I am naughty, if he asked me to be good, I could
not help being so.’
‘Do you remember yesterday afternoon, my dear, I
gave you some sewing, and told you that you were not
to play in the garden until it was finished?’
May hung down her head and blushed, but she was a
brave little girl, who always told the truth, so she
looked up at her mother, and said, –
‘Yes, I remember, mamma.’

No ball or party was a perfect success unless graced
by her fair presence. Envious ladies, on the shady side
of thirty, protested vehemently that they considered
her as the most haughty and capricious girl they had
ever known. Young ladies, whom Nature had not
particularly favoured wondered what there was in her
to make such a fuss about; but none could deny that
she was exquisitely lovely and greatly admired.
Miriam only smiled when some of these remarks were
repeated to her, perhaps she did not dislike them. She
went on her way, receiving the homage paid her as her
due.
More Bitter than Death, in Family Herald
Christmas Number, 14 Dec 1878, 17chs
‘What can people see in Christmas?’ said Philip,
Earl Lauraine. ‘It is the same thing over and over
again. There is one comfort; I can shut it out this year.
I need not be annoyed with it I need not look at the
snow or the holly – I need not listen to waits or carols.
The only sound I cannot shut out is the clashing and
pealing of those church-bells. Still I need not listen to
them.’
He murmured these words to himself, for he was
alone this Christmas Eve; neither friends nor kinsmen
were with him. He turned round sharply as the door
opened and a footman entered with several parcels.
‘These are the diamond pins from Storr and
Mortimer, my lord,’ he said.
‘Unfasten the parcels,’ directed the Earl quickly.
But, when the pins lay on the table before him, he
barely glanced either at the superb stones or at the
beautiful settings. What mattered a few diamond pins
more or less to him who had the finest diamonds in
England. The glittering heap of costly gems lay on the
table untouched.

‘The Midshipman’s Story’, in Family Herald, 15
May 1869, 0chs
I am an old man now, and my children, climbing
around me, ask for a story. I tell them this, the
strangest incident in my career, which has not been of
the most uneventful kind.
If any one asked me whether I believed in the
supernatural, I should bow my head reverently and
answer, ‘All things are possible to our great Master.
Who shall say where the natural ceases, and the
supernatural begins? Who can account for the
marvellous things that happen in the midst of
every-day life?’
I am no believer in vulgar ghost stories of haunted
houses, but this which follows happened to me exactly
as I relate it to you.
‘Millicent’s Sin: A Christmas Story’, in Family
Reader, 27 Dec 1873, 6chs

‘My Brother’s Love’, in Young Ladies’ Journal,
May 1870, 0chs
The very evening he came home and told me, with a
ring of triumph in his voice and a glow of happiness
on his face, what he had done, I knew he was doomed.
I listened to him in quiet, tearless despair. All words
were unavailing, all warnings lost. There may be some
little hope for a hunter caught in the toils, for a little
fly entangled in the web, but I hold, and always have
held, there is neither hope nor escape for the man
ensnared by the fair, false face of a coquette.

Ch. 1 Motto: ‘Heap on more wood, the wind is chill, | But let it
whistle as it will | We’ll keep out Christmas merry still.’

It fell with a soft which and whirr, something like
the faintest rustle of the wings of a dove; white, thick,
pure, and soft.
‘Such a snow,’ said one to the other, ‘as we have not
had for years.’
It had begun in the morning, with early dawn. The
sky had been blue, with a brisk, cold wind; then it
seemed to assume a leaden hue; it grew dark and
heavy; there was a peculiar stillness in the air – a
foreboding of the coming storm.
Then it began, slowly at first, the soft flakes melting
as they fell; then coming down more swiftly, more
sharply, until the world began to grow white – until, at
last, the air was full, and the snow blinding.

‘My Brother’s Wife’, in Family Herald, 3 Oct 1868,
3chs
‘There is only one way of overcoming the difficulty,’
said my father, with a sigh.
‘What is that?’ asked my mother, a ray of hope
shining in her face.
‘Why, for Guy to marry an heiress,’ he replied.
‘It is not to be thought of for one moment, Bertrand,’
said my mother, decisively. ‘Guy will marry just as he
pleases. Besides, dear,’ she added, tenderly, ‘we have
no right to allow our imprudence to cast one shadow

‘Miriam Lee’s Marriage’, in Family Herald, 4-18
Jun 1870, 7chs
Miriam Lee was the fashion. She was universally
allowed to be the most beautiful, the most
accomplished, and most popular belle of the season.
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profession was that of a doctor – I had chosen it
during my father’s life-time, and I liked it well. I
began my studies when I was very young, and in my
twentieth year I went down to the pretty little town of
Ripdale, as assistant to Doctor Thornley. The
engagement was an excellent one for me. Doctor
Thornley was considered one of the cleverest doctors
in England, and a year or two spent under his tuition
was worth ten years spent elsewhere; besides which,
he paid me liberally, and the future opening before me
seemed a very brilliant one.

over the future of our children.’
‘I acted for the best,’ replied, my father; ‘but I have
done wrong. If I had only been contented, we might
have been happy. The Ducies have lived at The Manor
for many long generations, but they must leave it now,
I fear.’
‘My Brother’s Wife’, in Family Reader, 24 Aug
1872, 2:73, pp. 205-8, 4chs
Years, long years ago our father, Stephen Bohun,
was a wealthy man, living in his own pretty little
estate, called Dingham Hall, in Kent. Our mother was
living then – a gentle, delicate, fragile woman, as unfit
to bear the rough storms of life as a frail hot-house
flower to encounter cold blasts and sharp frosts.
We were a small family: my brother Cyril and
myself – no other children; and there is no need to add
that, my father being a wealthy man, we had our fair
share of the world’s luxuries. Our lives were passed
without excitement in one calm round of duty and
pleasure until my brother was seventeen, and I a year
older.
Then a thunderbolt fell. My father by the failure of
a county bank lost all his fortune, and Dingham Hall,
with its furniture, plate, pictures, carriages and horses
had to be sold.

‘My First Story’, in Lamp, 6-20 Mar 1869, 3chs
I often wonder if anyone ever suffered half the
anxiety, the suspense, or the fear that I went through
over the publication of my first story. It is many years
since. I was a young and sensitive girl then, dwelling
in one of those pretty rustic homesteads which abound
in the fertile, luxurious county of Kent. I am now a
middle-aged woman and have long left the breezy
uplands to live in a large city. My name is well known,
my books have given pleasure to young and old,
fair-haired children play around me, and someone who
langsyne gave me his heart and his name loves me
more than he did years ago when I became his wife;
but all the pleasures and pleasures and pains, the
smiles and the tears, the cares and the joys I have
known, have not lessened one whit the memory I have
of my first book.

‘My Companion’, in Family Herald, 24 Jan 1874,
5chs
I hardly thought in my old age to write a story, but I
know one that is, I believe, worth the telling. I am a
great admirer of quiet heroism and patient endurance;
I found both in this little incident that I venture to
relate.
About fifteen years since I was living quite alone at
my residence, Thorndale Hall. My husband had been
dead many years. My only child was away at the Cape
with his regiment. I had many acquaintances, but few
friends. My own relatives lived in the Highlands of
Scotland. My health had been long in a precarious
state, so that I was unable to avail myself of the really
good society in my neighbourhood.
Many people wondered that my only son should
have left me alone and in ill-health; but it happened in
this Ronald always wished for a military life; and his
father, anxious to gratify the boy’s longings, presented
him with a commission as soon as he was old enough
to enter the Army.

‘My Secret’, in Lamp, 23 Apr 1870-21 May 1870,
5chs
My doctor is a kind-hearted man. When my haggard
burning eyes fall on his face, I see there always a
smile and an encouraging look. He speaks to me in a
cheerful voice, but this morning when he was going
away, he bent over me, and I kept my eyes closed, so
that he believed I was sleeping. I have often heard that
the ears of the dying are quickened; how ever that may
be, I heard him say plainly and distinctly to the
woman who nurses me,
‘He cannot live five days longer.’
Five days longer; then it will all be ended; the
longing, the strife, the almost despair. Only five days,
If I can but keep my secret to the end! But what shall I
do if she comes to see me again – if her sweet face
bends over me, and her gentle tender voice whispers
to me of hope and heaven as it did only yesterday?
Can I keep my secret then? Will it not be forced from
me by the very strength of the love that will only die
with me?

‘My First Love: A True Story’, in Family Reader,
2-9 Nov 1872, 5chs
Ch. 1: Motto: ‘There’s nothing half so sweet in life | As love’s
young dream.’

‘My Sister’s Husband: A Story of Real Life’, in
Family Reader, 7 Mar 1874, 4chs

When I first saw Helen Gray, she was the prettiest,
fairest and most graceful girl that I had ever met. She
reminded me of a fresh May morning – bright, clear,
and dewy. She was as innocent as a dreaming child,
modest, and graceful, with a beautiful timid shyness I
never saw equalled.+
How I came to know her was in this way: My

Ch. 1 The Murder

On reading the newspapers, I have often said to
myself, ‘If that were written in a novel no one would
believe it.’ I have read cases of murder that, if made
the groundwork of a plot, would be scouted by all
critics, and abused as too far-fetched by the press. This
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murder I, alas! saw with my own eyes, and this
marriage of my sister’s, romantic as it may seem,
occasioned us years of misery.
My father, Richard Thorne, was a banker, living in
the old-fashioned town of Crediton. The bank itself
was a large red-brick building standing in the midst of
the High Street, and my father, devoted to business,
lived on the premises himself, with two servants.

the same number of windows in each, the same iron
balconies outside the drawing-rooms, the same
gardens at the back, where the inhabitants do their best
to cultivate a few flowers and shrubs. The people who
live in the square are not supposed to be fashionable,
but they are what the world calls ‘people of substance’,
comprising rich City merchants, a thriving lawyer or
two, a physician whose name and fame are known
everywhere, one or two retired East Indians, a popular
writer, and several rich maiden ladies. At the time of
which I write we were a very select and rather
reserved community. Most of us had lived in the
locality more years than we could remember. It was
not often that there was a house to let in the square.
When such a thing occurred, there was great
excitement, especially amongst the wealthy spinsters,
who in the course of twenty morning calls expressed
just as many hopes that the landlord would be very
careful as to whom he accepted as a tenant.

‘My Sister’s Story’, in Lamp, 13 Jun 1857, 2chs
I was little more than three years old when I first
remember my sister Clare. I had no mother, and Clare
went to school soon after I could walk. I remember the
evening she came home again, she came up to my
little bed, and kissed me, and I thought how very
lovely and gentle she looked. I put my arm round her
neck, and asked her if she should always love me, or if
she should go away as poor mamma had done. She
told me, as she took me in her arms, that I had a
mother in heaven, but that she was now to be my
mother on earth. Clare was eighteen years old then,
and a mother’s part she ever acted to me. She was
very good, and particularly she loved our Blessed
Lady. She used to talk to me, about me, until I loved
her with all my heart. We lived in a large
country-house, surrounded by gardens, woods, and
lakes. My father was very good man, a strict Catholic,
and a kind parent; he was getting old, and Clara was
dearer to him than his life; he indulged her in every
way, she was the sunshine of the house. …

‘The Mystery at Deepdale’, in Family Herald, 23
Jan 1869, 0chs
I do not think two people were ever so utterly
friendless as my brother Guy and myself. My mother
died when I was born, and my father did not long
survive her.
My father was the curate of Longton. It was a poor
place, but he had a small fortune besides his curacy;
on this he had lived comfortably with my mother, and
at his death it was equally divided between Guy and
myself. We were left under the guardianship of Doctor
Medburn, my father’s oldest friend, who had been for
many years a resident at Longton.
By my father’s will, his little income of one hundred
and fifty pounds per annum, was equally divided
between us. Guy was to go to college for so many
years, and for me an excellent Parisian school was
selected, where I was to remain until I reached my
eighteenth year.

‘My Soldier Lover’, in Family Reader, 31 Aug 1872,
3chs
I sit this autumn evening under the shade of the old
blackthorn tree that grows by the brook, and leaning
over the quiet water, I can see my face. Comely and
pleasant still, although the gold that once lay on my
hair and the light of my eyes have grown dim:
pleasant, yet there are deep lines upon it, some on the
brow that once was smooth and unruffled, some round
the lips that once knew how to smile so brightly.
I suppose that, to a stranger, I seem to be an
ordinary, prosperous woman, with a thriving, kindly,
honest husband and little brown-eyed children, yet
there has been a tragedy in my life, a sweet, sad,
passionate story, that pulsated through the memory of
years, and comes to me most strongly when I am
alone; nay, I must say more – it is never far from my
heart; but under shining autumn skies, when the pale
stars gleam in the night heavens, when the wind wails
or moans, or woos the green leaves, when some
sudden well-known strain of music strikes me, the
perfume of a favourite flower, the son of a little bird,
will sometimes wake up my sorrow to keener life, and
I fly shuddering before it.

‘The Mystery of Alton Park’, in Family Reader, 14
Dec 1872, 3chs
The mail train for the North was just starting when I
reached Euston Square. It was only by the
superhuman efforts of a porter, and my own frantic
exertions, that I succeeded in getting into a carriage at
all. It was first-class – very comfortable – and quite
empty. I had not taken my seat before the whistle
sounded, and the train started.
‘Five minutes later, and I should have been left
behind,’ was my first thought; then I proceeded to
make myself comfortable – folding my rugs, opening
my book, and making every preparation for a long
journey – I knew there would be no stoppage for an
hour at least.
Let me dismiss myself in few words. My story
concerns others. I am a governess. I had been English
teacher for some years at Madame Riviere’s, Rue de
Seveigné, Paris, and my favourite pupil there was
Miss May Hannesley, a beautiful young English girl,

‘The Mysterious House’, in Family Herald, 7 Feb
1880, 0chs
Cheston Square occupies a medium position
amongst the numerous squares of London. The houses
are substantially-built brick buildings, with precisely
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who was educated entirely with Madame Riviere. She
left us when she was seventeen, and returned home.
Two years after came a letter to me – Annie Hopes –
asking me to come home to England and take charge
of May’s two little sisters, Rose and Lily Hannesley.
My old pupil had remembered me, and when her
mother, Mrs. Hannesley, of Alton Park, spoke of
finding a governess for the two children, May
earnestly besought her to take me.

Hearn, holding up a delicate lace envelope for public
inspection.
‘I am sure I know this hand-writing!’ cried Clara
Bell. ‘There is no mystery here.’
‘I never saw anything prettier,’ chimed in Lillian
Fane, as she exhibited a delicate group of orange
blossoms.
‘Stop, young ladies!’ cried my father, ‘here are more
still. Miss Fane, that is for you. Sybil,’ he continued,
addressing my sister, ‘this belongs to you; and now I
hope every one is satisfied. Poor little Mabel,’ he said,
turning to me with a grave, kind smile, ‘you are the
only one without a Valentine. What can Cupid be
doing?’

The Mystery of Colde Fell, in Family Reader, 18 Oct
1884-21 Feb 1885, 58chs
Ch 1. In a Prison Cell

A long, broad corridor, with an arched roof, well
lighted, and a row of cells on either side; the cells
exactly of the same size, the same doors, the same
small grating through which the prisoner could be
seen and watched at the will of the warder; each cell
bearing its own number, each door rigorously closed,
Silence the deepest and most profound reigned in the
corridor – no sound could be heard. Whatever
tempests raged in the hearts of those within, outwardly
all was calm as death; the silence was even oppressive,
and it was not relieved by the occasional heavy step of
a warder.

‘My Ward’, in Family Herald, 1 Oct 1870, 4chs
Most young men in my position would have felt, I
suppose, unqualified delight at suddenly coming into
possession of a good landed estate, a fine old country
house, an income that increased rapidly, and amounted
to some thousands per annum. My life, before this
happened, had been strangely uneventful. It belonged to
a good family – the Marches, of Marchmere. My father
was the youngest brother of Sir John Marche – ‘the head
of the family’, as he proudly called himself – those two
being the sole survivors of a numerous family. My
father married; struggled for a few years with adverse
circumstances; lost almost all his money, and died while
still in the prime of life. Some years before his death he
had a desperate quarrel with Sir John, my uncle. I never
knew its cause; but, from my father’s amiable character,
I should imagine that he was acting under the smart of
some cruel wrong. Whatever the reason might be, the
result was a total cessation of all friendship. For years
after the brothers lived, yet never would allow the
slightest allusion to each other from any one. Their
secret is buried with them.

‘The Mystery of the Holly Tree: A Christmas
Story’, in Family Herald Christmas Number, 5
Dec 1874, 9chs
Sweet and low, now rising with a silvery chime, and
now falling with a faint whisper, sounded the far-off
bells of Aberdare. The wind seemed first to bear the
sound in triumph, and then to drown it, as though the
whispering breeze had something far more wonderful
to tell. Over the pine-crowned hills and the darkling
meadows, over the quiet fields and the hard frozen
woods, the music of the bells rose and fell. A gust of
wind whirling the frozen snow, made one draw the
warm fur closer, and, leaning back in the carriage, I
dreamt my Christmas dreams.
Christmas dreams! Men of science may laugh; but I,
who love Christmas dearly, say that Christmas Eve is
like no other night. The very air is full of mystery, as
though angels had been whispering and their voices
were slowly dying away. The sky is never so darkly
blue as then; the stars smile down like the eyes of dear
old friends. The voice of the wind sounds like a grand
chant. The earth looks so fair and pure in its white
dress that one almost forgets that sorrow and pain
dwell below. From the white snow the green holly tree
gleams with its crimson berries – a poem in itself. The
mistletoe clings to the leafless trees, the shining laurel
offers welcome, and, even as one’s lips frame the
words, ‘Christmas Eve’, the heart grows full, and the
eyes are blinded with warm, happy tears.

=N=
A Nameless Sin, in Family Reader, 25 May 1878-14
Sep 1878, 67chs
It was a terrible temptation – Laure Roden stood
quite powerless under it. She could not trample it
under foot, she could not yield to it; a temptation,
perhaps, greater than any placed before a woman yet.
She had not reached the age when it is easy to make
plain, formal, holy duty the first object in life. She was
so young, as to be in many things still only a beautiful,
dreamy sunny-hearted child – the delicate, rounded
figure, with its gracious curves, had in it the virginal
beauty given by old masters to the vestal virgins – the
lovely face that the first sweet bloom of youth, the
golden hair was all sunshine. There was no age with
its bitterness of experience to help her, no wisdom
learned from sorrow – she was alone with her youth
and beauty, her pride, her dainty instinct, her refined
tastes, her innate aristocratic prejudices, her longing

‘My Valentine’, in Family Herald, 20 Feb 1869,
0chs
‘I should like to know who sent this,’ said Katie
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for life – alone, with all these to meet the temptation
that was to decide her future.

be imagined that in the course of my experience I have
known some strange stories. Perhaps one of the
saddest is this incident, which happened to me some
ten years ego.
In following up a criminal case ten years since I was
compelled to go to America. The thought of the
voyage was not very pleasant to me – I am not fond of
the sea, and my desire to the see the New World was
not a very lively one.
I was going to New York, and a great friend of mine,
Charley Bellairs, offered to give me an introduction to
his brother, Austin Bellairs, who had married a New
York beauty, and was comfortably settled there. That
offer was gratefully accepted. Charlie wrote off a long
letter to his brother, asking him to take especial care of
me, and show me what American hospitality was.

‘New Year’s Eve’, in Family Herald, 1-8 Jan 1870,
7chs
‘Dying out’ – ‘Dying out’, pealed the bells on the
eve of the New Year, their soft melancholy music
filling the night air, then fading away in sweet sad
cadences, only to ring out with a new song of
‘Coming in’ – ‘Coming in’, as midnight drew near
with the New Year close at hand.
What different messages those midnight bells bore
to every human being who heard them! To some they
were a death knell, telling of hopes and joys dead that
year, never to rise again; to others they were a sweet
herald of coming happiness that the New Year was to
bring. Some as they heard them chiming said, ‘Ah,
thank God, the year with its sorrows is ended;’ others
lingered over its memory, wondering if another year
could ever bring them as much earthly delight.

‘A Novice-Master’s Story’, in Lamp, 7-28 Jan 1871,
4chs
It was vacation-day at St. Joseph’s College, and the
young postulants, released from study, were revelling
in the bright summer beauty of the gardens that
surrounded their fair and saintly home.
Summer beauty, that told so sweetly and so well of
the divine Hand that created it. The bright blue sky
clear and cloudless, the soft warm air filled with the
fragrance of a thousand flowers, the music of the birds,
the gentle voice of the wind as it murmured among the
trees, all told one and the same story. The tall
chestnuts were all in bloom, golden laburnums
drooped their delicate blossoms, plumed lilacs rose
proudly from green branches. Far over the meadows
come the perfumes of the newly mown hay and the
hawthorn hedges. A large deep lake lay smiling in the
morning sunshine; water-lilies and green reeds rose
from its surface; a tiny ripple came up to the foot of
the violet bank.

‘A New Year’s Story’, in Lamp, 1-15 Jan 1870, 4chs
‘That will do,’ said stately Lady Hetherington to her
young dependent, Lillian Keene. ‘You can go now.
Good-night. And let me see; I wish you a ‘happy New
Year.’’
‘Thank you,’ said the girl quietly. ‘I wish you the
same, Lady Hetherington. Good-night.’
No smile came to either of the two faces; no genial
kindly light shone in the eyes of the elder lady, no
happiness or joy illumined the countenance of the
younger one.
Lady Hetherington was a tall stately lady, with a
kind heart, but her manner was stiff, gloomy, and full
of reserve. She had known much trouble, and perhaps
that had increased the natural melancholy of her
disposition. An orphan heiress, she had married Lord
Hetherington when very young. …

=O=

‘The Night of the Burglary’, in Family Herald, 26
Jun 1869, 3chs
Everybody allowed, some with smiles, some with
sighs, that Kate Fulton was what is commonly called a
fast young lady. She was never guilty of any great
extravagances, she would have shuddered at the
popular ideas of ‘fastness’, being able to smoke a
cigar and drive tandem, if necessary. Kate was
essentially a lady, but one certainly somewhat out of
the common line. She was frank, open, and honest,
with a guileless, simple heart, a pure, noble,
affectionate nature, and a strikingly beautiful face. She
was far above all meanness, all jealousy, and small
vices. Kate could be passionate and angry; if you
offended her, she was very likely to seek your
presence, and tell you, with flashing eyes, what she
thought of you; then she would shake hands and be
friends again.

On Her Wedding Morn, in Family Herald Seaside
Number, 15 Jul 1876, 15chs
Part 1: Miss Neville’s Story

I who tell this story am Constance Neville of
Neville’s Cross. My husband died when I was
twenty-seven, leaving the whole of his vast fortune to
me without restraint or restriction, to enjoy as I would,
to bequeath according to my own will and pleasure.
He was not de pur sang, my husband. His father had
been one of the richest merchant princes in England,
and he, at his death, transmitted his fortune to my
husband, Richard Neville. It happened by a strange
coincidence that the ancient mansion and estate of
Neville’s Cross came soon afterwards, through the
death of the heir, into the market. My husband decided
upon buying it.
‘I shall be Richard Neville of Neville’s Cross then,’
he said, ‘and my highest ambition will be gratified.’

‘Not Proven’, in Family Reader, 6 Jun 1874, 4chs
I am a barrister, with a large practice and it may well
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‘Only for Life’, in Family Herald, 12 Jul 1873, 3chs
One bright morning in June I descended to my own
pretty little boudoir, where breakfast awaited me.
What a picture of luxurious ease the room presented!
Through the wide-open window I saw the golden sun
shining on the trees in Hyde Park – a glad summer
sound seemed to float upon the air. The perfume of
favourite flowers greeted me with a morning
welcome; I could hear the distant carols of the birds.
The world seemed glad and gay. I smiled to myself as
I noted the brightness and beauty of my surroundings.
My favourite lounging-chair was drawn near the
table; the silver and delicate china sparkled in the
sunbeams; my letters and papers were placed near my
plate. My breakfast was to be a solitary one; for, alas I
lived alone. I had never known the care or the love of
parents. Mine died before I could lisp their names. I
could not even see my mother’s face in my dreams.

‘Our Lady’s Knight’, in Lamp, 6-20 May 1871,
6chs
Many years have passed since the incidents here
related happened. The face of this fair land has
changed since then.
In those days a cry for help rang through the
Christian world – a cry from Palestine, where the Holy
Sepulchre and the holy places were in infidel hands.
Those were brave days, when men thought not of
comfort or home or of the ease of social life, but gave
up, without one thought of regret, all they held most
dear, and went over the deep seas to fight under the
banner of the cross.
History still tells of the brave Hugh Talbot, who
died in the Holy Wars. He had already set sail for
Palestine when his little son and heir, Bertrand, was
born. He bade adieu to wife and home; he parted with
many a broad acre of his fair estate in order to raise a
small body of armed men. With these he joined the
first Crusade, and fell pierced by the dagger of a
Saracen chief, crying with his last breath upon our
Lady and St. George.

‘Our Governess’, in Family Herald, 1 Feb 1868,
3chs
‘I am quite sure,’ said my wife, ‘that the best plan
will be to advertise.’
‘I have no objection,’ I replied, ‘if you think
answering advertisements is of no use.’
‘If we advertise we can make our own terms, and
shall have a variety to choose from. See,’ said she,
‘this is the kind of thing I should like: –
‘“Wanted, in a quiet and highly respectable family,
residing in the country, a young lady competent to
undertake the entire education of three little girls.
Salary liberal. Comfortable home. Address A. B., The
Laurels, near ––, Flintshire.”’
‘Now,’ resumed my wife, in a complacent tone of
voice, after reading this paragraph aloud, ‘I think that
is the very thing; only those who like quiet and the
country will answer.’

‘Our Neighbours’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Jun
1871, 0chs
The house had been empty for some time, and had a
weird, forlorn aspect. The windows were broken, the
railings rusted, and tall, rank weeds filled the garden;
yet it was to my mind the prettiest house in the terrace.
It was separated from the others, and overlooked a
broad expanse of green meadow land.
We – that is, my mother and I – came to live in
Western Terrace some nine years before the story I
have to relate opens. Western Terrace is the last row of
houses in that pretty outskirt of London that I will call
Surbiton. The beautiful, fertile country lay fair and
smiling on either side of us; in the far distance we
caught a glimpse of a chain of blue hills. The
meadows were green, and studded with white and
golden flowers.

‘Our Lady’s Child’, in Angels’ Visits (1869), 3chs
Many years ago, in the fair, sunny land of France, on
the banks of the river Seine, not far from Paris, there
stood a grand old chateau, belonging to the noble
family of De la Croix. Dark woods and sunny fields
surrounded it. A beautiful garden, gay with brilliant
flowers, went down almost to the edge of the stream.
It was ancient and picturesque; the garden walls were
covered with purple grapes and blooming peaches,
and the fragrance of the flowers filled the air. The
music of the birds and the gentle rippling of the river,
the distant sound of the rustling woods, made
harmony so sweet, that the ear was charmed while the
eye was pleased. The family of De la Croix was one of
the oldest and most loyal in France. The Marquis was
one of the chief favourites of that unfortunate king
who died, murdered by his own people, Louis XIV. As
his seat was so near Paris, he could attend to his court
duties, while the Marquise and their daughter,
Hyacinthe, enjoyed the quiet and pure air of the
country. Those were troublous times in France.

‘Our Next-Door Neighbours’, in Family Herald, 9
Feb 1878, 0chs
The prettiest and most fashionable art of Bayswater
– to my mind at least – is Alton Terrace, Alton Road.
It is a broad open road. The houses are large and
elegant, the trees are noted for their luxuriant foliage,
the gardens attached to each mansion are of unusual
size, the conservatories present uniform brilliancy of
bloom. There is no trace of the poverty and misery, the
dirt and squalor that abound in the great city.
Everything speaks of wealth, fashion, and cultivated
taste.
The houses are semi-detached. Some people
consider that a drawback; but, if the next-door
neighbours are pleasant and agreeable, I do not see
how it can be considered one. It is true it brings people
into such close connexion that it seems as though they
occupied but one house and formed but one family.
That was especially the case in Alton Terrace. The two
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Houses had but one back entrance, but one gate that
would admit a carriage, but one entrance to the stables,
and many other things in common. It behoved
therefore to be on friendly terms with our neighbours.
The people who lived in Alton Terrace were most of
them wealthy and fashionable. It was considered a
piece of rare good fortune to be able to secure a house
there. We were proud of our locality.

again to himself; no fortune save the praise and love
of all who knew her; no dowry save the blessings of
the poor. Nothing but her fair, girlish loveliness and
sweet, pure character; amongst other girls she was
what a white lily is amongst other flowers.
‘The Priest’s Death’, in Tales from the Diary of a
Sister of Mercy ([1867]), 4chs
The present narrative will, I trust, interest my readers.
Though our community had no special connection
with the circumstances, it came to my knowledge
through one of our sisters, who knew well the subject
of the story: –
There it lay, a clean newly-printed newspaper still
damp from the press. It contained a long and brilliant
article on the political state of Italy, a humorous
description of an animated scene in Parliament, a
wonderful story from a popular French general, a
thrilling account of the rescue of a child from a
burning house. The latter paragraph was headed
‘Daring Heroism’. Every praise was lavished upon the
hero; his courage and intrepidity were dwelt upon with
enthusiasm. Down in an obscure corner was the
following advertisement: –
‘Died on the 24th inst., of malignant fever caught in
the discharge of his duties, the Rev. Father Richard
Williams, for five years the beloved and respected
pastor of St Magdalen’s, Cronlea, on whose soul,
sweet Jesus, have mercy.’

=P=
‘The Pearl Bracelet: A True Story’, in Family
Reader, 12 Apr 1873, 3chs
Most people called Veronique Craven a spoiled
child. Besides being the most beautiful girl, the most
daring rider, the most graceful dancer, and the
sweetest singer in the county, she was also heiress of
Craven’s Court, by far the grandest mansion in it. No
wonder she was spoiled; her father, Ronald Craven,
Esq., of Craven’s Court, loved her as the very apple of
his eye. He was a middle-aged man, tall and stout,
with a stoop in his shoulders, and deep lines on his
brow. He was loud and cheery in his manner, genial in
his laugh, kindly and hospitable in his ways; but for
all that he enjoyed his life, and made the most of the
gifts fortune had showered upon him, his heart lay
buried in the grave of his young Spanish wife.
The Perils of Beauty, in Family Reader, 18 Dec
1875-1 Jul 1876, 86chs
‘I am quite sure,’ said Anne Boyd, rising from her
chair and going to the window, ‘that I can hear
something more than the sighing of the wind or the
falling of the rain.’
‘It is all fancy,’ replied her husband, John Boyd; ‘and,
Annie, we have more serious things to think of
to-night – it may be our last in the dear old home.’
But Annie was not satisfied; she walked across the
kitchen, and opened the latticed window listening
intently. The wind was tossing the great branches of
the trees to and fro; it was sighing and moaning like
some lost soul in pain. The heavy rain fell with a voice
like music on the green leaves and the most earth. But
she could not distinguish any other sound.

=Q=
A Queen Amongst Women, in Family Herald Seaside
Number, 20 Jul 1878, 14chs
One of the earliest scenes that Audrey Brooke
remembered in her life was the following. The
morning sun was shining brightly into the quaint
old-fashioned room that her father, Doctor Fabian
Brooke, called his library – a room that would have
charmed an artist by its dark rich colouring and artistic
furniture. Round the walls were great oaken
book-shelves laden with books. The panels were
painted in rich deep colours, the hangings were of
deep crimson, the carpet was of Indian manufacture;
the few pictures were chefs-d’oeuvre, the half-dozen
busts were of great merit and value, the whole tone of
the room was warm and artistic. The prevailing odour
of Spanish leather – fragrant and aromatic – was
another charm; but to Audrey Brooke the greatest
charm was the large bay-window, filled with soft
Turkish cushions, and overlooking one of the most
beautiful gardens in England.

The Perils of Love, in Family Reader, 6 Aug 1881-7
Jan 1882, 77chs
‘Only a doctor’s daughter,’ the doctor himself, a
struggling country surgeon, with a small income, the
reward of very hard work – a man of no particular
family with no great connexions, of no influence – a
man content to wear thick leather shoes, a somewhat
shabby coat, and frayed gloves; a country surgeon,
working hard for his daily bread, and finding that
difficult to win; a man whose daily routine never
varied, and who would one day pause in his work to
die, and the world would know him no more.
And she was only his daughter, ‘only a doctor’s
daughter,’ as Sir Vane Carlyon said over and over

The Queen of Edgemount, in Family Reader, 5 Apr
1872-17 Aug 1872, 60chs
Ch. 1 On the Banks of the Seine
Motto: ‘A story in her
face, and | Untold sorrow in her eyes.’

The little town of Anderese lies on the sunny banks
of the Seine. It is a quaint town, taking one back to the
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room ever gave a more correct idea as to its owner’s
mind than did this. The profusion of flowers, all
beautifully arranged, yielding sweet perfume, the
choice books, pictures, copies of world-renowned
works of art, and vases and ornaments of rare design,
were all indications of highest refinement and
cultivation.
Ethel Gordon was not unworthy of her surroundings.
She gave promise of a magnificent womanhood; her
slender, girlish figure was admirably graceful, her
attitude perfection; every unstudied pose was
statuesque. Her face was beautiful with a bright
beauty all its own; rich brown hair fell on the graceful
neck; her eyes were of the rare hue of a purple
heartsease, a golden light shining in their liquid depths
– a light that deepened with every phase of feeling,
that flashed with scorn, or gleamed with tenderness, or
shone with pride.

middle ages, for modern improvements have not yet
reached it. The railway runs twenty miles on either
side, but does not touch it. The primitive inhabitants
have hardly heard of the electric telegraph. The thick,
beautiful forest of St. Germain seems to have shut out
all the noisy outer world. Great dynasties change,
glorious empires fall, the world’s grandest heroes die,
but to the simple townspeople of Anderese the most
important object is the yielding of the vineyard. They
care less on whose brow sits the crown of France than
for a gleam of sunshine at the right time, or an
opportune fall of rain.

=R=
Redeemed by Love, in Family Herald, 27 Mar
1875-19 Jun 1875, 44chs
There had been some little unpleasantness when
Madame Selini’s Agency Office was first established
in the aristocratic neighbourhood of South Audley
Street. It was not considered quite the right quarter for
it. It was actually next door to the family mansion of
the Right Honourable the Countess Dowager of
Barewood, who spoke of it with uplifted eyes and
upraised hands. Nevertheless, in a short period of time,
Madame Selini’s office became an established
institution, and ceased to cause any comment.
One fine morning in May a carriage stopped before
Madame Selini’s door, and from it descended a
handsome, aristocratic gentleman, evidently of the old
school. There was some little commotion in the
interior of the building, and then a foot-page appeared
to whom Sir Oswald Darrell – for that was the
gentleman’s name – gave his card.
‘I am here by appointment,’ he said, ‘to see Madame
Selini.’

The Rival Heiresses, in Family Reader, 15 Mar
1872-6 Jul 1872, 59chs
Ch. 1 Lansmere Court

‘It really seems quite providential,’ said Lady
Glynne, raising her eyes to the ceiling; ‘after this I
shall believe things are arranged on purpose.’
‘It will be an excellent arrangement,’ replied her
pompous, stately husband. ‘I hope Hugh’s good sense
will show him all the advantages of it. I have never
complained of the expense, but I feel it all the same.’
Lady Glynne’s face flushed as though with anger.
‘A young man in his position would never dream of
opposing a plan formed entirely for his own benefit,’
she said, haughtily. ‘I trust, Sir Huldibrand, you will
permit me to be present at your interview with your
nephew.’
The speakers were evidently well matched, as far as
haughtiness and pomposity went. Both had the same
air of self-importance – the same cold,
unapproachable manner; both were stiff, ceremonious,
and formal.

‘The Rejected Picture’, in Family Herald, 7 Nov
1868, 3chs
‘I should not despair, Lucy, if it were not for my
name – Lionel Rivers Smith. Who ever heard of a
Smith becoming famous?’
‘What nonsense, Lionel!’ said a clear, laughing voice.
‘You cannot abuse either Nature or Fortune so you
vent your irritation upon your name. It is one I have a
great veneration for. I believe that among the Smiths
there have been many great and celebrated men. I
remember some distinctly.’
‘I do not like the sound of the name,’ said Lionel;
‘besides, it is so very common. Why, there are three
Smiths, artists, in this very street.’
‘Ah, but not artists such as you, Lionel,’ said the
young girl, proudly; then a smile rippled again over
her face, and she continued, ‘It amuses me so much to
hear you on the subject of your name.’

Romance of a Black Veil, in Family Herald, 23 Dec
1882-17 Mar 1883, 41chs
‘Miss Dundas, I am waiting; I have been waiting
patiently for five minutes now. Will you be kind
enough to conjugate for me the German verb singen,
to sing?’
‘Laurie, do attend,’ said another voice in my ear; and
then I awoke to stern realities.
I had been watching a thrush which was perched on
a bough of the late blackthorn at the end of the garden.
The June roses were all in bloom, and the scent of the
syringa and clove carnation filled the air. One would
have thought that no bird who could soar and sing
could possibly be anything but wildly happy on a
morning like this. Yet the thrush did not seem to be so.
Another bird perched on the same bough; the thrush
resented it. There were a few sharp cries, a rustling of
wings, and then the stranger, evidently much ruffled
and distressed, flew away.

Repented at Leisure, in Family Herald, 14 Aug
1875-20 Nov 1875, 46chs
Ethel Gordon sat in her own room alone, and no
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Delighted with his victory, the thrush poured out a
song so thrilling, so sweet, that I was entranced. I was
supposed to be attending that – to me – greatest of all
abominations, a German grammar class. I need hardly
say that my place was the very last – close to the great
bay-window which looked over the grand
old-fashioned garden of Pentarn House and I, who
loved trees, birds, and flowers with my whole heart,
never wished for another. Miss Pentarn said I had no
ambition. I know my greatest delight was to see the
lilac and the laburnum in flower, and watch the roses
in bloom.

A Rose in Thorns, in Family Herald, 1 May 1880-7
Aug 1880, 39chs
‘Tell them that I am dead. I shall be dead long before
the letter is opened. I feel as though I could die easier
if I knew that all was ended between them and me.
Write, ‘He died at sunset.’ I shall be at peace then.’
‘But, Rupert, one living man is worth twenty dead
ones – and you are living still. While there is life there
is hope.’
‘Write as I ask you, Donald – ‘He died at sunset.’ I
pray Heaven that when the sun sets I may be at rest.
The only boon life can give me is death – death; and I
am still young, with some of the world’s fairest gifts
in my hands. Have you heard before of men ruined by
love? Oh, Donald, old friend – so staunch and so true
– love has ruined me! Why is it that this great gift of
Heaven goes wrong and mars when it should make?
Oh, this burning heat! Just once before I die I should
like to lie on the cool wet mossy stones round an old
village well, and hear the clank of the iron chain as it
brings up the water so cool, so bright, and so clear.’
‘I can bring you water from the spring over there.’
‘Ah, it would not be the same,’ said the sick man. ‘I
want it cool from an English spring, where the women
meet in the evening to talk, and rosy-limbed children
play all day – cool from the deep dark earth. A few
drops of it would kill this fever. Oh, Donald, if I could
but lave my hot hands in it!’

Romance of a Young Girl, in Family Herald, 5 Dec
1885-20 Mar 1886, 45chs
‘What are the bells ringing for, Sinclair?’ asked Miss
Trafford, as she bent her head to listen. ‘I have not
heard them ring so merrily for many years.’
‘They are joy-bells,’ was the maid’s answer.
‘Surely in this sorrowful world little happens that
should cause joy-bells to ring!’
‘Pleasant things do happen at times, ma’am,’ urged
the maid.
‘Yes, yes; I do not suppose every one to be old and
gray and broken-hearted. Tell me why the bells are
ringing.’
‘You will not be pleased when you hear the reason,
ma’am. You do not like us to speak of such things to
you.’
‘I wish to know now,’ said Miss Trafford firmly.
‘Because I disliked a thing yesterday, it does not
follow that I should dislike it to-day.’
‘Certainly not, ma’am,’ answered the maid. ‘Well,
since you wish to know, I will tell you – the Vicar’s
wife, Mrs. Darrell, had a little daughter this morning.’

=S=
Set in Diamonds, in Family Reader, 17 Feb 1883-9
Jun 1883, 54chs
‘I have read the lines of life on many hands,’ said the
old nurse, ‘but I never saw them so strangely marked
as they are on this.’
As she spoke, she took into her own hands a little
one that was a perfect model – small, beautifully
formed, with a pink flush in the palm – a tiny hand in
which a painter would have delighted, but over which
the old nurse, deeply skilled in quaint lore, pondered
with puckered brows.
‘I cannot make it out,’ she said, ‘and it is the first
hand that has baffled me.’
‘But,’ said her listener, ‘you do not, mean to say,
nurse, that everything you think you read in people’s
hands comes true?’

‘Rose Fayne’s Trial’, in Family Herald, 19 Aug
1871, 4chs
There was a look of thought and perplexity on Rose
Ashleigh’s face. She was generally smiling and bright
as a May morning, but this evening she stood by the
window, apparently watching the dancing shadows on
the green grass; her eyes wore a far-off look, telling
plainly that her thoughts were far away.
Rose was not beautiful; she had a sweet fair face,
dark blue eyes, and a wealth of bonny brown hair. Her
figure was tall and graceful; her hands were white and
shapely. A gay, innocent, light-hearted English girl,
with a voice sweet and thrilling as the voice of a bird,
a smile as bright as a sunbeam, a heart full of kindness
for everything created, a good, clear, sensible mind,
sound judgment, and high principles, Rose was no
great heroine, no tragedy queen, no heroine of
romance, gifted with dazzling beauty, and endowed
with every accomplishment. She was, as many, nay
most of our English girls are, fair and blooming,
sensible, modest, and good, contented and cheerful;
thinking more of others than of herself.

A Shadowed Life, in Family Reader, 24 Mar 1877-25
Aug 1877, 65chs
Lady Bleseaton was always pleased with the idea of
being able to save money. In spite of her noble birth,
her long pedigree, her large estates, and ample income,
the fact of saving a sovereign, or paying five pounds
where others paid six, filled her with intense
gratification. It was this trait in her character which
led her to engage Alison Trente as governess to her
younger children when far more accomplished women
were better fitted for the office.
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‘A Spray of Laurustinus’, in Family Reader, 8 Feb
1872, 4chs
On all lives some small event has great influence; it
may be the loss of a letter, the mis-pronunciation of a
name, the erasure of a date, the breaking of a jewel,
the accidental meeting with a stranger, a delay in the
starting of a train. Each one of us can trace to some
apparently insignificant event the whole course of a
life.
My life, as it were, was decided by the gift of a spray
of lauristinus. But for that I might now have been a
loved and happy wife, with little children growing
around me.

The Countess of Bleseaton in speaking of herself,
always said that she had had a trying life. Without
intending any irreverence, she hinted that Providence
had been slightly eccentric in its dealings with her.
She had married the Earl of Bleseaton when she was
quite young. She was never beautiful, or even
good-looking, but there was a certain dignified,
aristocratic grace about her that impressed people
more than mere beauty. …
The Shadow of a Sin, in Family Herald, 7 Nov
1874-30 Jan 1875, 51chs
‘She is coming – my own, my sweet
Were it ever so airy a tread,
My heart would hear her and beat
Had it lain for a century dead.’

A rich musical voice trolled out the words, not once,
but many times over – carelessly at first, and then the
full sense of them seemed to strike the singer.
‘Had it lain for a century dead,’ he repeated, slowly.
‘Ah me! the difference between poetry and fact –
when I have lain for a century dead, the light footfalls
of a fair woman will not awaken me. “Beyond the sun”
woman’s beauty and woman’s love are of small
account; yet here – ah, when will she come!’
The singer, who was growing impatient, was an
exceedingly handsome young man – of not more than
twenty – with a face that challenged all criticism –
bright, careless, defiant, full of humour, yet with a
gleam of poetry – a face that girls and women judge
instantly, and always like. He did not look capable of
wrong, this young lover, who sang his love-song so
cheerily; neither did he look capable of wicked
thoughts.
The Sin of a Lifetime, in Family Herald, 5 May
1877-25 Aug 1877, 51chs
Vivien Neslie was standing in the full glow of the
sunshine, near a cluster of gladioli that formed a
picture in themselves, all crimson and gold, bees
buried in the bells, butterflies hovering round them.
She had been looking at the gorgeous flowers, and still
held one in her hands. There was no fairer spot in
England than this sunlit garden where the heiress of
Lancewood stood with thoughtful face and dreamy
eyes. Look where she would, nothing but beauty met
her eyes, marvels of colour, wonders of sunshine and
shade. It was a garden, rather old-fashioned than
otherwise, full of heavy rich roses, orange and scarlet
nasturtiums, big fair clusters of hydrangea; there were
blossoms of purple and white, carmine-hued
carnations, and lilies with white pure bells – a garden
wherein a poet might dream, and a painter lose
himself in the divine beauty of flower and tree. An
old-fashioned sun-dial stood near the bright gladioli;
not far from it was a fountain of rare and quaint
design; tame white doves fluttered round, and birds of
bright plumage sang in the trees. The June sun shone,
and over all floated a breath of perfume sweet as the
odours of Araby.

‘A Spring at Oakdean’, in Young Ladies’ Journal,
Nov 1872, 0chs
There is no prettier, more picturesque, or more
productive farm in England than that of Oakdean, in
the fertile county of Kent. Artists came from far and
near to sketch the old homestead. There is a large
pond, overshadowed with trees, that would gladden
the heart of a Gainsborough. The cornfields are like
‘surging seas of gold’, the orchards are a mass of
bloom, the fragrance from the new-mown hay is sweet
as the breath of summer flowers. I never saw a home
so fair as ours at Oakdean. We were what the world
calls ‘well-to-do’. My father was a prosperous farmer
who had a comfortable balance at his bankers. My
brother Ulric and myself were his only children.
‘Squire Hylton’s Daughter: A Christmas Story’, in
Family Herald, 23 Dec 1871, 5chs
There could be no mistake about the time or the
weather. It was evidently Christmas, the much-talked
of English Christmas, that for so many years I had
heard of, and longed to see.
Every face wore a smiling, happy look, despite the
frost, and bitter, piercing wind. Every one seemed
active, energetic, and full of business. The houses
were bright and cheerful, the shops gorgeous in their
array of Christmas preparations.
Had I not read, both in prose and verse, under the
burning Indian sky, of the Christmas snow? And now
for the first time I saw it like a white, mystic veil over
the fair earth, making this large, crowded city of
London appear, as it were, part of fairyland; hiding all
that was dirty and unsightly, roofing with stainless
purity the lofty houses, fringing the bare trees, and
hanging in frozen icicles in which shone a thousand
colours.
‘The Stepmother’, in Family Herald, 13 Sep 1873,
4chs
‘That young gentleman, then, is your
heir-presumptive?’ said my father’s old college friend,
looking as he spoke at my cousin Audley, who was
busily engaged on the lawn trying to fly a kite that
was both heavy and perverse.
‘Yes,’ replied my father; ‘should I have no son of my
own, Audley will be master of Avonmore.’
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‘I do not like that law of entail,’ said his friend,
brusquely; ‘it seems to me far more natural and right
that your daughter, Maud, should succeed you here
than that boy, who is but distantly related after all.’
‘He is my next of kin,’ answered my father, with a
melancholy smile; and then he went off into a learned
and eloquent defence of the law of entail, quoting the
Salique law, and saying a great deal about the
preservation of families. I did not listen – a new world
of ideas was opened to me – for the first time in my
life I felt overpowered by a sense of my inferiority.

choosing a hunter or a hound – married her from a
good, honest, honourable, mistaken impulse, yielding
to the weakness of his character which made him look
always for the easiest way out of a difficulty, and
sacrifice the future to present ease.
A Struggle for Love: A Story of Real Life, in Family
Reader, 8 Aug 1874-9 Jan 1875, 76chs
Ch. 1 Motto: ‘I would use unknightly words, | But my liking
leans not to her.’

‘The question I wish to ask you is very simple, Miss
Carlton: Is it your wish that this engagement should be
fulfilled – that this marriage should take place?’
‘It is my wish,’ she replied, in a clear, low,
melodious voice.
‘The option of in rests entirely with you. If it should
please you to cancel the engagement it is all at an end.
If you choose to fulfil it, you must be willing to run
the risk of those who marry without love.’
‘I do not desire to cancel it,’ she replied; ‘I will
fulful [sic].’
‘That is to say you will marry me, knowing as you
do that my heart is not concerned in the matter. That I
– pray pardon the abrupt language – that I do not love
you.’

The Story of Two Pictures, in Family Reader, 1-29
Nov 1873, 15chs
They hang, not side by side, but opposite to each
other, these two pictures, in the grand old gallery at
Riverston Hall.
The Champneys of Riverston are one of the noblest
and most ancient families in England. It is not fiction
to say they came over with the Conqueror, for
England’s history holds their names in some of its
proudest records. Huldibrand Champney was one of
the boldest and bravest barons who opposed King
John. In all the battles between France and England, a
Champney was conspicuous for his valour. In the
Wars of the Roses they fought like lions; but, from the
time of the Commonwealth, their name appeared no
more in the annals of the country. Charles Hampney
lost much of his vast fortune in espousing the cause of
the royal Stuarts, and after than the family retired to
their good old mansion of Riverston.

‘A Summer’s Dream’, in Family Herald, 24 Jun
1871, 4chs
I call this episode of my life a Summer’s dream,
because, like Summer, it brought light, warmth,
sunshine, and brightness, into my dull and
monotonous existence. It was, besides, all a dream;
and I found it vanished and dead when the roses faded
and the flowers ceased to bloom. I look back upon it
with a loving memory; no other dream has ever come
to me, or ever will. I shall not forget this until I sleep
the last long sleep that knows no awakening on earth.
Sure am I that Infinite Love and Infinite Wisdom
guide us. I know well it is a beneficent and fatherly
hand that sends alike blessings and trials, – which are,
after all, blessings in disguise yet, as I sit here all
alone, my quiet home undisturbed by the glad voices
of children, or the ‘musical pattering of little feet’, I
am almost tempted to ask why was this dream sent to
me? I cannot tell; I shall know in Eternity, if not in
Time.

The Story of a Wedding-Ring, in Family Herald
Seaside Number, 17 Jul 1875, 18chs
Looking at them as they lie in the shop-windows of
the vendors of old gold – wedding-rings of every size
– worn, bruised, taken most of them from hands that
will never more be raised to caress or to threaten –
who realises the tragedies that belong to their history?
The love of which they were the outward symbol is
known on earth no more – the wave of time has
passed over obliterating all trace; but what poetry,
what romance, what tragedy ever equalled the stories
attached to these old worn wedding-rings?
I have a story to tell of one – the ring that Paul
Waldron placed on his wife’s finger – a ring of plain
thick gold.

Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage, in Bow Bells, 4 Dec
1872-22 Jan 1873, 27chs
Ch. 1 Motto: ‘It was useless to warn her, to tell her, to tease
her; | She liked her own way best.’ OLD SONG

A Struggle for a Ring, in Family Reader, 11 Aug
1877-12 Jan 1878, 68chs

The sun shone bright and warm upon the lawn of
Glynn Castle; a thousand rare and fragrant flowers
sent forth sweet messages to all, borne by the summer
that stirred the green leaves faintly.
It was a pretty scene — the smooth, green lawn
diversified with masses of gorgeous bloom. In the
foreground stood the picturesque grey old Castle of
Glynn; in the back, the dark brown woods. On the
midst of the lawn was a grand cedar tree, whose
sweeping branches trailed on the long grass.

Ch. 1 Motto: ‘Oh God, I am so young, so young; | I am not
used to tears at night | Instead of slumber – nor to prayer | With
sobbing lips and hands outrung.’ E.B. BROWNING

The head and front of his offence – the beginning
and end of his wrong doing – the one mistake of his
lifetime was – that he married her. He, Lord Vivian
Carsdale, only son and heir of the Earl of Waldrove,
married Alias Derwent, the daughter of John Derwent,
dancing master by profession – married her with far
less thought than he would have bestowed on
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shafts of golden light pierced the thick foliage of the
stately trees, and lay with the dancing shadows on the
grass. ‘It is indeed paved with gold,’ he added. ‘What
colours of mine, what colour mixed by mortal hand,
could copy the tender green of the young grass, the
lovely tints of the trees, the golden gleam of the sun?’
Randolph, Lord Ryvers, patrician by birth and
master of half a dozen fair estates, but an artist by
nature, delighted in freeing himself from the trammels
of society, and taking an artistic tour, without valet or
servant, without any of what he called the
incumbrances of rank.

=T=
‘A Terrible Christmas Eve’, in Family Herald
Christmas Number, 6 Dec 1873, 8chs
In most lives there are strange coincidences, and
days seem laden with fate. Such a time is Christmas
Eve for me and mine.
On Christmas Eve all that was pleasant came to me;
on Christmas Eve I knelt by the side of my sister and
prayed Heaven in its great mercy to let her die.
Can I paint my old home in the western counties, by
the restless western sea? A small town, standing in the
deep, rich heart of a valley; with hills near it that
sloped down to the sea, with a dense green wood to
the right, where pine trees, tufted limes, and fragrant
maples made music all day long in the wind, where a
silvery brook ran through miles of flowers, and where
there always lay a deep solemn silence such as reigns
in grand cathedral aisles. To the left was a narrow
stretch of golden gorse; then came meadows and
corn-fields, fruit-laden orchards and summer gardens,
which led to the high road that ran down to the sands.

A Thorn in Her Heart, in Family Reader, 19 Oct
1878-1 Mar 1879, 58chs
In after years, when people came to know her story,
it was agreed on all sides that no life had ever been
more strange or solitary them that of Lady Hilda
Dunhaven, the only daughter of the Earl of Dunhaven.
An eagle is alone in its eyrie, a dove sometimes is
solitary in its nest; hermits have lived and died
without the sound of a human voice, or one look at a
human face. But no solitude, either of mountain, wood,
or desert, could be more complete than that of Hurst
Sea, where the Earl had made his home.
It was the old story. He had been one of the
favourites of fortune, he had been wealthy, handsome,
talented, blessed with every good gift. He had
squandered them all: his health and strength in riotous
living, his fortune in every kind of extravagance that
he could devise. He woke up at the age of fifty to find
himself ruined in health, strength, and fortune; his hair
had turned grey, his sight had grown dim; the high
spirits and good nature had all given place to a soured,
cynical frame of mind; then Robert, Earl of Dunhaven,
began to wonder how his life should end.

A Terrible Repentance, in Family Herald Seaside
Number, 21 Jun 1884, 20chs
Mine – all mine! Mine the grand sweep of
meadow-land, green and fertile, looking like a sea of
gold when the wind stirred the yellow butter-cups!
Mine the range of purple-tinted hills that lay in the
distance, clothed with trees which had been the
growth of centuries! Mine the pine-forest stretching
down to the sea, with its rich aromatic odours, and its
never-ceasing music as the wind swayed the heads of
the stately pines! Mine the shady woods with their
open glades, their leafy cloisters, where the sunlight
fell on the sward, filtered, as it were, through the
boughs of the interlacing trees, where the wild-flowers
grew in lavish abundance – a lovely verdant kingdom
wherein the merry brown hares roamed at will and the
bright-eyed squirrels leaped fearlessly from bough to
bough! Mine the magnificent gardens, said to be the
finest, the most extensive, and the best laid out in the
country, with their wealth of ferneries, and
greenhouses, fountains, and statuary! Mine the fine
trout-stream that ran through the wide domain! Mine
the numberless little brooks that meandered along
peacefully and found their way to the river Floy, and
were then swept on to mingle their waters with the
ever-restless ocean! Mine the grand old mansion
called Jesmond Hall, one of the most ancient and
picturesque houses in the country, a stately pile of
gray stone standing on the slope of a hill. Originally it
had been a castle, held by one of the early Saxon
chiefs.

Thrown on the World, in Family Reader, 19 Dec
1874-12 Jun 1875, 78chs
Ch. 1 Motto: ‘Hath he not sworn his love a thousand times | In
this green valley, under this green hill, | Even on this hand,
sitting on this stone. | Sealed it with kisses, watered it with
tears?’ TENNYSON

Again the door of the dining-room opened, and
Silvia Rymer, looking up, saw the flushed face of
Hannah, the maid.
‘It is after seven, and dinner was ordered for five. I
cannot keep it any longer.’
Mrs. Rymer smiled, though a shade of uneasiness
came over her beautiful young face.
‘Has not my husband returned yet, Hannah?’ she
said.
‘No,’ was the blunt reply. ‘I always did think that
when a gentleman once leaves a house, he never
knows the time to come back.’
Mrs. Rymer laughed.
‘Try to keep everything nice for one half hour longer.
You can do it, Hannah, if you will try.’
‘I can try,’ said the girl, ‘but between trying and
doing there is a wide difference.’

Thorns and Orange Blossoms, in Family Herald, 1
Sep 1883-29 Dec 1883, 47chs
‘June’s palace paved with gold!’ quoted Lord Ryvers,
as he looked down a long woodland glade, where
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listener a very fair young girl; the hour, above all other
in which such words should be uttered, was one of a
sweet, solemn Sabbath evening, while the church bells
were chiming and the golden sun threw long shadows
on the soft, thick grass.
‘The world will grow wiser in time,’ continued the
speaker, ‘and one of its first efforts will be to bring
about a better state of things than exists now. Miriam,
I love you – you love me. Why should absurd forms
and empty ceremonies stand between us? Why should
we not be happy in our own way?’

The Tragedy of Lime Hall, in Family Reader, 13
May 1876-10 Jun 1876, 15chs
Truth is a thousand times stranger than fiction. If I
had read in any novel or story the tragedy I witnessed
and lived amongst, I should have ridiculed it, have
said it was overdrawn, past belief; but the event which
forms the ground-work of my story took place in the
house which was then my own, and I can answer for
the truth of every word I write.
Some years ago I was a governess; my father, a
doctor, though clever, was not rich, and three of his
daughters did their best to make their way in the world.
I was the eldest, my name Laura Roylston, my age just
twenty, when I answered an advertisement. ‘A
governess wanted in a family residing in Brighton.
Terms liberal. A comfortable home.’ What more could
be desired? I wrote, enclosing testimonials, and, in
short, obtained the situation.

Two Kisses, in Family Herald Christmas Number,
10 Dec 1881, 15chs
No one ever refused anything to Lady Jean
Dudleigh; she was so perfectly irresistible, so
thoroughly charming, so winsome and light of heart.
When at the age of seventeen, she fell in love with her
handsome young wooer Rupert Carr, she could not
understand the ‘No’ so vehemently uttered by both
parents. All her sweet short life she had had just what
she wanted; and now, when she wanted most of all her
own way, it was denied her. Her father – Percy, tenth
Earl of Clevemont – admitted frankly that there was
not a finer young fellow in England; he was well born,
well bred, one of nature’s gentlemen; he was brave as
a lion, gentle as a child, charming as a woman; he had
the frank bearing of a prince, he had the dignity of a
king. But he had neither money nor fame, neither
influence nor position; and the Earl assured his young
daughter that an alliance between herself and him was
not to be thought of. Diana, Countess of Clevemont –
her mother – a handsome, fashionable woman of the
world – simply laughed at the notion; she would not
think of it seriously.
‘They are merely two children playing at love,’ she
said, with a calm smile. ‘Jean will forget all about it in
a few months.’

‘Tried and True’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Oct
1870, 0chs
‘You will never forget me, Violet – neither time,
absence, nor distance will make any difference to you,
will they?’
‘Not the least, Philip,’ replied the young girl. ‘I have
given my word, and will never retract it. I will be
“faithful unto death”.’
‘And remember,’ continued Philip, ‘that nothing can
change me. I hope to return in two years to claim my
promised wife; but if unforeseen events should occur,
and I am away from you even ten years, you will
never believe I am anything but faithful and true?’
‘Never,’ said the young girl. ‘I could not; my faith in
you is strong as my life and love.’
‘A Triumph’, in Young Ladies’ Journal, Apr 1873,
4chs
The opera had, perhaps, never been so well attended
as on the evening when our story opens. A new
prima-donna, whose name acted like a charm, was
about to make her first appearance before the most
distinguished and critical of all audiences. For many
long weeks the papers had been filled with her praises.
She was young, beautiful, gifted with a rare and
wonderful genius that had never been surpassed. Her
voice was magnificent, full of passion, power, and
tenderness. A great future was predicted for her; and
‘all London’ – that is, the élite of the fashionable
world – hastened to welcome her.

=V=
‘A Venetian Ghost Story’, in Family Reader, 29 Nov
1873, 2chs
We were travelling in Italy, my friend Paul Riverston
and myself; our time was our own, we had well-filled
purses, we were both blessed with the same tastes – a
love for the poetical and beautiful in every phase – a
love for the fine arts; and we enjoyed our tour
exceedingly.
It was in the month of May, we reached Venice – I
am not going to describe it – the city of the silent
waters; my story only relates to something strange I
heard there.
I am not actually a believer in ghosts; the vulgar
legends of haunted houses, rappings by night, &c., I
utterly despise; but I do not, and cannot doubt, at
times, spirits from another world revisit this. There are
too many well-authenticated stories of such
associations for me to doubt it; and this old Venetian

A True Magdalen, in Family Reader, 26 Jul 1873-10
Jan 1874, 74chs
Pt 1st. The Fall Ch. 1 Miriam Grey’s Lover
Motto:
‘‘What says thy song, thou joyous thrush, | Up in the walnut
tree?’ | ‘I love my love because I know | My love loves me.’‘ C.
MACKAY

‘Believe, me, Miriam, of all the unjust, worn-out,
stupid, tiresome institutions this world boasts, the
worst of all is – marriage, as it now stands.’
The speaker was a young and handsome man, the
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legend that has been told for generations past must,
according to human evidence, be true.

should be any mistake, let me know it at once, before I
begin to found any hopes upon such good fortune –
before I take it into my heart of hearts as a truth.’
‘My dear Kate, there is no mistake – there can be no
mistake. I should not have told you had there been the
least probability of such a thing. The money is our
own, and will be paid to us when the estate is settled.’

‘Violet Ainslie’s Lovers: A Christmas Story’, in
Family Reader, 28 Dec 1872-4 Jan 1873, 3pts
Pt 1st. Christmas Eve at Caterham
Motto: ‘Ring out – ring
out the sweetest chime | That cheers all ages and all time.’ THE
CHRISTMAS BELLS

Ring out the chime so full of hope and so full of pain,
of pleasure and regret, of joy and of sorrow. Ring with
plaintive knell, for the silent voice to be heard on earth
no more, for the vanished face whose light made the
Christmas hearth brighter. Ring for the dead faith, the
lost love, the broken vows, the wrecked lives; ring for
the lost souls – a chime so sad and mournful; then
break out as Christmas bells will do, into a grand
harmony, whose music is love, and peace, and
goodwill. Ring for the years that are passing – so
swiftly, so sadly to some; so sweetly to others. Ring
loud, and soft, and clear, for Christmas bells have a
music of their own: the Christmas chime sounds
where all other harmony falls dead.
The bells of Caterham church, on this Christmas Eve,
seemed to be inspired. They told once again the sweet
story of old of the Babe, and the Star, and the angels
who sang glad tidings. Their music swelled over land
and sea, cleaving the cold night air, and rising to the
blue skies, where, so long ago, the first Christmas
Hosannas sounded.

Wedded and Parted, in Family Herald Christmas
Number, 9 Dec 1876, 13chs
The Lady Ianthe Carre had always been considered
one of the proudest girls in England. It was no new
title; it had been given by her nurses in early years –
by the fair, haughty mother who had not lived to keep
her child’s pride in check – by the old earl her father,
who had boasted of it – by governesses and masters –
by friends and companions – by every one, in short,
with whom she came into contact.
It was Christmas Eve, and, if ever Lady Ianthe felt
tempted to be proud, it was on this evening, when she
stood in her magnificent dressing-room with her
jewels and rich dress all ready for use. It did not occur
to her that a feeling of pride hardly accorded with the
season which should be marked by peace, goodwill,
and sweetest humility – when, if ever, lessons of
meekness and gentleness were to be learned. Nothing
of this occurred to Lady Ianthe. Her artistic mind had
done homage to the beauty of the season. She had
stood for an hour or more at the window watching the
scene before her and admiring it. But that was all; the
time and the season brought her no higher thoughts.

=W=

Which Loved Him Best?, in Family Herald, 20 Sep
1879-13 Dec 1879, 50chs

‘Walter’s Wooing’, in Family Herald, 1 May 1869,
4chs
It was like a pretty poem, or a limner’s idyll, this
wooing of Walter’s, and I watched it with a heart filled
with bitter longings for my lost love and my faded
youth. It was an old story to me, those sweet tender
words whispered in the evening gloaming, those
lingering looks, half proud, half shy, but it was all new
to them and so full of beauty! It was a story, the telling
of which glorified their young lives. They were so
innocent and so happy, so utterly unconscious of the
prosaic afterwards that must follow their love dream.
The glamour of love, the mist of fairy-land, was
strong upon them, and they saw all things in its light.
It was my little sister, the light of my home, my child
Maggie, that Walter was wooing; and I must tell you
how I came to be mother and sister both to the
fair-haired girl, who was all I had in the world.

‘Only a face at the window, only a face – nothing more;
Yet the look in the eyes, as they met mine,
Still comes to me o’er and o’er.
Only a word of greeting, only a word – that was all;
Yet all day in my heart it echoed,
Like the sound of an angel’s call.
‘Only a smile of welcome, only a smile as I passed
But that smile will still he remembered
As long as my life shall last.
Only a woman, you tell me, only a woman to thee
But there’s naught this mere earth containeth
Half so dear as this woman to me.’

Arnim, Lord Kilmeyne, hummed these words to
himself as he walked through the sunlit streets of
Lisbon. They told exactly what had happened to him;
they haunted him, even more at first than the face he
had seen. ‘Only a face – nothing more’; but the one
glimpse of it had changed – it seemed to him – the
whole tenor of his life. He had seen scores of fair
faces; he had loved and ridden away; he had listened
to sweet words said in a sweet voice, and had
forgotten both words and voice. But this was different.
Standing under the shade of the great oleanders, he
had said to himself that this was his fate.

Weaker than a Woman, in Family Herald, 17 Aug
1878-23 Nov 1878, 49chs
‘It is true, Kate, every word of it. I was, like you,
incredulous at first; but I heard the will read, and I
assure you that Mrs. Hardman has left me six
thousand pounds.’
‘I cannot believe it, Darcy. See how my hands
tremble! I have hardly the strength to speak. It is
impossible. Six thousand pounds! Oh, Darcy, if there
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‘The White Robe’, in Angels’ Visits (1869), 2chs
It would be difficult for those children who have
kind parents and nice homes, to imagine what those
little ones suffer who have neither. There are many
such. London is a wonderfully large city, and there are
thousands of children living there who would seem to
have no one to love or care for them. It is very
pleasant to live in a nice house near the green, sunny
parks; but if you were to go into the dark, dull parts of
the city, where the streets are narrow and dirty, the
houses dark and gloomy, and see the poor children
who dwell there, you would be grieved and surprised.
Think what a different place this world must be to
them and to you. If they could change with you for a
time, how delighted they would be! A poor child in the
country does not suffer half as much as one dwelling
in London, or any other large city.

the lecturers or doctors but what prejudice can you
have against a woman who paints or writes?’
‘A strong one,’ declared Captain Ruthven. ‘I will not
say a wise one; but, such as it is, I mean to adhere to it.
I want a wife whose sphere is home, whose
occupation will be home-duties – a wife who will take
care of my children and let others work for the
public.’
‘Willie and Rose: A Tale for the Young’, in Lamp,
16 Jan 1858, 0chs
Two children, named William and Rose, lived up a
narrow little court, in a small dark house, in the great
city of Liverpool. They had no mother; she died when
Willie was a baby; their father worked out in a large
factory, and only came home in the evening. When
their mother died, an aunt came to live with them, but
she was married, and went away; so Rose, who was
only eleven years old, was housekeeper, and cook, and
servant, and nurse, and a very good girl she was; she
kept her father’s house very clean, and cooked his
supper nicely, and took great care of little Willie.

Wife in Name Only, in Family Herald, 4 Nov
1876-17 Feb 1877, 39chs
It was the close of an autumn day, and Doctor
Stephen Letsom had been standing for some time at
his window watching the sun go down. It faded slowly
out of the western sky. There had been a golden flush
with the sunset which changed into crimson, then into
purple, and finally into dull gray tints that were
forerunners of the shades of night. Doctor Stephen
Letsom had watched it with sad, thoughtful eyes. The
leaves on the trees had seemed to be dyed first in red,
then in purple. The chrysanthemums changed color
with every phase of the sunset; there was a wail in the
autumn wind as though the trees and flowers were
mourning over their coming fate. There was
something of sadness in the whole aspect of nature.

A Woman’s Error!, in Family Reader, 16 Nov
1872-22 Mar 1873, 32+24chs
Ch.1 Motto: ‘Love comes not by chance or accident; | It is
destiny, or fate.’

‘But look at me,’ said a clear, sweet voice, with
something both of laughter and tears in it; ‘look at me,
Vivian. How can I ever be a great lady? Nature never
intended me for one.’
‘Nature has made you a queen by right divine of grace
and beauty,’ was the earnest reply, ‘and Nature,
Violante, is a lady who never makes mistakes.’
‘But,’ cried the rich voice again, ‘a lady, Vivian, to
have a title to my name, to live at a grand castle, to
have servants and carriages, jewels, and all kinds of
grandeur; why, Vivian, I should not even know
myself.’
‘But I should know you, and that is more to the
purpose,’ he replied.

‘The Wife’s Secret’, in Family Herald, 22-29 Jul
1882, 4chs
‘I have quite decided upon one thing,’ said Captain
Ruthven to his friend Doctor Brent, as they walked
slowly down Castle Street. ‘I will take a wife back
with me to India, if it be possible.’
‘I do not see any reason why you should not,
Charley.’
‘There is but one,’ remarked the Captain. ‘I am
difficult to please. I have never been what is called in
love yet.’
‘Your turn will come,’ said Doctor Brent. ‘I suppose
you must have seen some nice girls out in India. I
wonder you are heart-whole.’
‘India is too much of a marriage-market for me,’
replied Captain Ruthven. ‘I have formed my ideal of
the kind of wife I should like, and I did not find her
there.’
‘Few men marry their ideals,’ said Doctor Brent,
with a smile. ‘What is yours?’
‘Nothing very out of the way – simply a true loving
woman. She must be essentially a woman and a lady –
no half-masculine supporter of woman’s rights, no
lady-doctor, or artist, or writer.’
‘You narrow your circle, Charley. I say nothing of

A Woman’s Temptation, in Family Reader, 12 Jun
1875-16 Oct 1875, 55chs
Madame de St. Lance sat alone in her own room, an
apartment that long years ago had been the boudoir of
the most beautiful and most noble the Duchess of
Vallentinois. Even in its wreck the room was
wonderful. It was of an octagon shape, containing
eight flower-wreathed windows, and each window had
once been draped in the richest rose brocade — it
hung there still, tattered and worn. The painted ceiling
had lost its vivid colouring; the gorgeously decorated
panels were chipped and broken. There was an
English grate, with a magnificent marble mantelpiece,
a mass of elaborate and beautiful sculpture, almost
destroyed by wreck and decay; a small fire burned
there now, and a lighted lamp stood on the table; yet
neither drove away the look of desolation and
grandeur in decay.
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A Woman’s War, in Family Herald, 12 Feb 1876-27
May 1876, 41chs
‘I may as well tell you candidly,’ said Lord
Rylestone, ‘that I consider it a most unjust – nay, a
most cruel will.’
‘It is perfectly natural that you should think so,’
admitted the lawyer, Mr. Beale. ‘I believe that affairs
of this kind are best left alone.’
‘Who ought to dictate to me in a matter so sacred? A
man’s wife is the soul of his soul – the best part of his
life. Surely, if one is free to choose a country to live in,
a house to inhabit, one is still more free to choose a
wife – the woman with whom the greater part of a
lifetime is to be spent.’
‘The will is unjust,’ said the lawyer. ‘I told my late
respected client so, but he would not listen to me. “It
will all come right in time,” he persisted. Of course it
is not a matter in which I can interfere but, as you
have confided to me the desperate state of your affairs,
the only thing I can see is for you to agree to the terms
of the will.’
‘That I never will,’ exclaimed the young man,
proudly – ‘never while the world stands, let the
alternative be what it may!’
‘It will be a very unpleasant one for you, I fear,’ said
Mr. Beale, slowly; and Lord Rylestone’s face grew
pale and anxious.
It was a trying scene that was being enacted just then
at Walton Court, the home of the Rylestones.

‘Woodleigh Grange’, in Family Herald, 13-27 Apr
18 72, 5chs
I had been for ten years in the family of Martin
Carew, Esq., of Croome Hall, as governess to his only
child and heiress, Blanche. He was supposed to be a
very wealthy man, and he held a high position in the
county. The Carews of Croome were an old family,
whose home had been at the Hall as far back as the
records of the house extended. They had never lived in
London or abroad – their interests had ever been
centered in Croome. Great, therefore, was the
astonishment of the neighbourhood when it was
announced that Martin Carew was about to leave the
Hall, and that it was to be let to strangers. People
could neither believe nor understand the news. The
Squire gave many reasons for the step he was about to
take, the chief of which was that he was not in a good
state of health himself, and intended to travel for a
year or two. ‘But why let the Hall?’ demanded his
friends. Surely an efficient person could have been
found to have resided there during the absence of its
master; it might even have been closed; but to let it, to
profane the home of his race, – the aristocrats of
Croome could not understand it. It was strange
altogether; the old family servants were to be sent
away; the fine stud of horses, the pride of the county,
sold. What had come to the Squire?
The World Between Them, in Family Reader, 23 Jun
1883-1 Dec 1883, 63chs
The sight of a bright, laughing young face, looking
out from the broken arch of a ruined window – the
window covered with ivy of a hundred years’ growth
– the face, as fair as youth and health could make it,
would have startled anyone. It startled Nigel Fielden,
who had been sent down to the ruins at Ulsdale Castle
to sketch the fine arches of the once great windows,
which Lord Estmere wished to reproduce in another
building. He had been at Ulsdale for six whole days,
and had seen no one except the old house-keeper and a
pretty young maidservant; he had heard nothing but
the songs of a thousand bright-eyed birds coming from
the great clusters of ivy that cling round the grand old
towers and battlements, now he heard a sweet voice
singing blithely and carelessly as any happy bird in
the ivy-clad towers; he stood still to listen; the words
were those of the old fashioned, beautiful song –
JOCK O’HAZELDEAN

‘Woodland Grange’, in Lamp, 4-25 Jan 1862, 7chs
It was a large, grand old building; there were towers
and turrets overgrown with ivy; a long winding moat;
a park full of the finest trees; beautiful
pleasure-gardens; and a conservatory, that had been
filled with the rarest and choicest of flowers. It was no
square, red brick, modern, mansion, Woodland Grange.
There was a patent of nobility in its stately
architecture and time-honoured grey walls; there were
large drawing-rooms, with windows that overlooked a
landscape unequalled in beauty; a noble library …
‘Woodleigh Abbey: A Tale of Catholic Martyrdom’,
in Lamp, 2 Aug 1856, 2chs
Our story opens in the reign of Elizabeth,
remarkable for the persecution of Catholics, and the
suppression of the Catholic faith.
Woodleigh Abbey, situated in Yorkshire, was the seat
of a noble family of the De Veres. It was built in the
midst of a large and well-wooded park, and was in
some parts overgrown with ivy. A more noble or
stately edifice cannot be imagined; the banners that
waved from its walls had been used in the Crusades;
the statues that one met every moment in the midst of
a groove [sic] of trees, were master works of Roman
sculptors; the paintings were gems from every clime;
and the large wooden cross that stood upon the green
knoll, where the village children played, had been
brought from the Holy Land.

=Y=
‘Years Ago’, in Family Herald, 4 May 1872, 3chs
I am sitting now under the shade of my favourite
chestnut tree; it is in full bloom, and the fragrance
from its numerous flowers pervades the soft breezes
that play about me. My little work-table is placed at
my side, an easy garden chair is my seat, and a
footstool adds to my comfort. Before me lies a trim
green lawn with its choice flowers and miniature
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fountains, backed by the stately old Hall of Lyne
where my life has been spent. On either side of me
spreads a rich and undulating landscape bounded by
the blue sea, for we live on the coast of Kent. Upon
my ear there fall the distant lap of the waves, the
whispering of the wind, the soft murmur of the
fountain, but far above all the sound of sweet happy
childish laughter.
I look on the scene. There stands my sister, a
beautiful woman, with the sun shining upon her
golden head, her lovely face glowing with happiness
as she watches the children playing around her. My
brother-in-law, Paul Chudleigh, stands by her, his dark
handsome face bent somewhat over her, listening, his
eyes shining, to the merry sound of his children’s
voices. He stoops and whispers something to his
eldest boy; and then Bertrand comes over to my
retreat under the chestnut, and says, ‘Papa wants to
know if you will not join us.’ I shake my head and say
‘No’. For I want to think on this soft bright Summer
evening – think of the time, years ago, when I was
young and as happy as any one of the group before
me.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY (3): Chronological Listing of All Periodical Contributions
All individual works initially published in periodicals, whether poems, short tales, novelettes or novels, are tabulated chronologically under the journals concerned: the Lamp,
Family Herald, Young Ladies’ Journal, Bow Bells, Family Reader, and Other. The table divides naturally into the three stages of Brame’s career as writer: A) the initial
amateur phase when she writes short items almost exclusively for the Lamp; B) the early professional phase, where she begins to write longer serials though short tales still
predominate, contributing simultaneously to five journals; and C) the mature professional phase where she mainly writes longer works of fiction, dividing her efforts fairly
equally between the Family Herald and the Family Reader. The main purpose is thus to illustrate the emergence of overlapping patterns of composition and publication.
A) The initial amateur phase

1855
1856

1857

1858

1859

1860
1861
1862
1863-67

Lamp
‘The Convert’s First Communion’, 2Nov55
‘The Voice of Home’, POEM5Jan56
‘The Convent Roses’, 19-26Jan56
‘The Wanderer’s Death’, POEM8Mar56
‘The Fairie Glen’, 12Jul56
‘Woodleigh Abbey’, 2Aug56
‘Heaven and Earth’, 6Sep56
‘A Christmas Story’, 20Dec56
‘A Christmas Story for Little Children’, 3Jan57
‘Christmas’ POEM 3Jan57
‘Mary Carleton’, 4-11Apr57
‘My Sister’s Story’, 13Jun57
‘Frank Morgan’, 20-27Jun57
‘A Christmas Story’, 26Dec57
‘Willie and Rose’, 16Jan58
‘The Diary of a Sister of Charity’, 23Oct-20Nov58
‘The Apostate’, 27Nov58
‘A Christmas Story’, 25Dec58
‘A Christmas Story for Children’, 1Jan59
‘The Novice’, 1Oct59
‘A Christmas Story’, 24Dec59
‘A Christmas Story for the Young’ 31Dec59
‘The Cross and the Crown’, 20-27Oct60
‘The Fatal Accident’, 10Nov60
‘The Gambler’s Wife’, 23-30Nov61
‘A Christmas Story’, 21Dec61
‘Woodland Grange’, 4-25Jan62
-

Other
-

-

-

-

‘Something to Fight For’, POEM 26May60, Hinckley Journal
-
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B) The early professional phase

1868

The Lamp
-

1868-69
1869

‘Found in the Christmas Snow’,
2Jan69
‘My First Story’, 6-20Mar69

1869-70
1870

‘A New Year’s Story’,
1-15Jan70
‘My Secret’, 23Apr-21May70
‘Bad Temper’, 4-25Jun70

1870-71
1871

‘A Novice-Master’s Story’,
7-28Jan71
‘The Lost Pearl’, 4-25Feb71
‘Our Lady’s Knight’,
6-20May71
‘Our Lady’s Crown’, POEM
6May71
‘The Month of May’, POEM
20May71
-

1871-2

Family Herald
‘Our Governess’, 1Feb68
‘The Heiress of Oakdale’, 25Apr68
‘First Violets’, 23May68
‘The Fatal Night’, 15Aug68
‘My Brother’s Wife’, 3Oct68
‘The Rejected Picture’, 7Nov68
‘Maud Falconer’, 19-26Dec68
‘The Mystery at Deepdale’, 23Jan69
‘My Valentine’, 20Feb69
‘Walter’s Wooing’, 1May69
‘The Midshipman’s Story’, 15May69
‘The Night of the Burglary’, 26June69
‘The First Quarrel, 24Jul69
‘The Gloved Hand’, 18Sep69
Lord Lynne’s Choice, 2Oct-4Dec69
‘A Christmas Story’, 18Dec69
‘New Year’s Eve’, 1-8Jan70
‘Ingledew House’, 5-19Mar70
‘John Hilton’s Secret’, 14May70
‘Miriam Lee’s Marriage’, 4-18Jun70
‘Laura’s Trial’, 27Aug70
‘My Ward’, 1Oct70
‘Ferndale Manor’, 17-24Dec70
‘Clifden Hall’, 14Jan71
Lady Hutton’s Ward, 4Feb-22Apr71
Cora Leigh’s Revenge, 3-17Jun71
‘A Summer’s Dream’, 24Jun71
‘Rose Fayne’s Trial’, 19Aug71
Dora Thorne, 16Sep-9Dec71
‘Squire Hylton’s Daughter’, 23Dec71

Young Ladies’ Journal
-

Bow Bells
-

Family Reader
-

‘For Ever True’, 1Sep69
‘Freely Given’, 1Oct69

-

-

‘A Heart’s Secret’, 1Jan70
‘Maud’s Lover’, 1Feb70
‘After the Party’, 1Mar70
‘Mabel Grey’, 1Mar70
‘My Brother’s Love’,
1May70
‘Tried and True’, 1Oct70
‘Kate Fulton’, May71
‘Our Neighbours’, Jun71
‘Lady Dene’, Jun71
Golden Chains,
Sep-Dec71
‘Christmas Eve at
Thornley Hall’, Dec71

-

-

-

-
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-

The Heiress of Hatton,
24Aug71-26Oct71

Arnold Wynne’s Legacy,
2Nov71-8Feb72
Lady Brezil’s Ordeal, 7Dec71-5Apr72
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1872

-

‘A Lost Valentine’, 10Feb72
Arnold Ryder’s Promise, 24
Feb-9Mar72
‘Woodleigh Grange’, 13-27Apr 72
‘Years Ago’, 4May72
‘The Lost Diamond’, 6-13Jul72
‘A Hidden Treasure’, 17Aug72
‘Clive Verner’s Love’, 7Dec72

The Cost of an Error,
Mar-Apr72
‘A Spring at Oakdean’,
Nov72
‘Charlie’s Husband’,
Dec72

-

1872-3

-

-

-

Sybil
Jocelyn’s
Marriage,
4Dec7222Jan73

1873

-

‘The Fifth Concert of the Season’,
8Feb73
‘Lady Lorton’, 8Mar73
‘How I Lost My Wager’, 7Jun73
‘Only for Life’, 12Jul73
‘The Stepmother’, 13Sep73
‘Autumn Leaves’, 4Oct73
‘Love and Duty’, 25Oct73
‘A Terrible Christmas Eve’, 6Dec73

‘A Triumph’, Apr73
‘A Lost Love’, Dec73

-

1873-74

-

-

-

-
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‘A Spray of Laurustinus’, 8Feb72
‘Hyacinthe Charnley’s Valentine’,
15Feb72
The Rival Heiresses, 15Mar72-6July72
The Queen of Edgemount,
5Apr72-17Aug72
Lady Wyverne’s Ring, 6Jul72-16Nov72
‘My Brother’s Wife’, 24Aug72
‘My Soldier Lover’, 31Aug72, 2:74
‘Kate Carson’s Lovers’, 7Sep72, 2:75
‘Just in Time’, 5Oct72, 2:79
‘My First Love: A True Story’,
2-9Nov72
‘Lost and Won’, 16-23Nov72
‘The Mystery of Alton Park’, 14Dec72
A Woman’s Error!, 16Nov72-22Mar73
Lord Elesmere’s Wife, 7Dec72-21Jun73
‘Violet Ainslie’s Lovers’,
28Dec72-4Jan73
‘The Golden Bracelet’, 11-18Jan73
‘Dora Leigh’s Engagement’, 22Feb73
‘A Coquette’s Promise’, 29Mar-5Apr73
‘The Pearl Bracelet’, 12Apr73
Helen Raeburn’s Marriage,
19Apr73-27Sep73
Lady Ethel’s Whim, 4Oct73-1Nov73
The Story of Two Pictures,
1Nov73-29Nov73
‘A Venetian Ghost Story’, 29Nov73
‘Millicent’s Sin: A Christmas Story’,
27Dec73
A True Magdalen, 26Jul73-10Jan74
Lady Damer’s Secret, 6Dec73-20Jun74
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C) The mature professional phase

1874

1874-75

1875

1875-76
1876

1876-77
1877

1877-78
1878

1878-79
1879

1879-80
1880

Family Herald
‘My Companion’, 24Jan74
‘The Earl’s Daughter’, 28Mar74
‘“Handsome Charley”’, 20Jun74
At War with Herself, 27Jun-10Oct74
‘The Mystery of the Holly Tree’. 5Dec74
The Shadow of a Sin, 7Nov74-30Jan75

Family Reader
‘My Sister’s Husband’, 7Mar74
‘Not Proven’, 6Jun74

A Struggle for Love, 8Aug74-9Jan75
Thrown on the World, 19Dec74-12Jun75
‘The Cost of a Kiss’, 26Dec74-2Jan75
A Woman’s Temptation, 12Jun75-16Oct75

Redeemed by Love, 27Mar-19Jun75
The Story of a Wedding-Ring, 17Jul75
Repented at Leisure,14Aug-20Nov75
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream, 11Dec75
-

Lady Evelyn’s Folly, 25Sep75-25Mar76
The Perils of Beauty, 18Dec75-1Jul76
‘Kate Dormer’s Romance’, 1Jan76
The Tragedy of Lime Hall, 13May76-10Jun76
A Bitter Atonement, 17Jun76-25Nov76

A Woman’s War, 12Feb76-27May76
On Her Wedding Morn, 15Jul76
‘The Heiress of Arne’, 7Oct76
Wedded and Parted, 9Dec76
Wife in Name Only, 4Nov76-17Feb77
The Sin of a Lifetime, 5May77-25Aug77
A Bride from the Sea, 21Jul77
A Gilded Sin, 8Dec77
From Gloom to Sunlight, 6Oct77-19Jan78
‘Our Next-Door Neighbours’, 9Feb78
The Cost of Her Love, 16Mar-15Jun78
A Queen Amongst Women, 20Jul78
Weaker than a Woman, 17Aug-23Nov78
More Bitter than Death, 14Dec78
The Love that Lives, 1Mar79-7Jun79
A Golden Dawn, 28Jun79
Which Loved Him Best?, 20Sep-13Dec79
A Dead Heart, 13Dec79
‘The Mysterious House’, 7Feb80
A Rose in Thorns, 1May-7Aug80
A Bridge of Love, 26Jun80
The Fatal Lilies, 11Dec80

Between Two Loves, 25Nov76-31Mar77
A Shadowed Life, 24Mar77-25Aug77

A Struggle for a Ring, 11Aug77-12Jan78
His Wife’s Judgment, 12Jan78-25May78
A Nameless Sin, 25May78-14Sep78

A Thorn in Her Heart, 19Oct78-1Mar79
A Broken Reed, 11Jan79-22Feb79
A Mad Love, 22Feb79-26Jul79
A Haunted Life, 12Jul79-22Nov79
Irene’s Vow, 22Nov79-1May80
At the Eleventh Hour, 8May80-11Sep80
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1880-81
1881

1881-82
1882

1882-83
1883

1883-84
1884

1884-85
1885
1885-86

The Duke’s Secret, 25Dec80-4Jun81
-

Love’s Warfare, 1Jan81-26Mar81
Hilary’s Folly, 7May81-6Aug81
Like No Other Love, 25Jun81
Two Kisses, 10Dec81
A Golden Heart, 3Dec81-25Feb82
A Broken Wedding Ring, 25Feb-17Jun82
Love for a Day, 24Jun82
‘The Wife’s Secret’, 22-29Jul82
Between Two Sins, 9Dec82
Romance of a Black Veil, 23Dec82-17Mar83
Her Mother’s Sin, 5May-4Aug83
A Fatal Temptation, FHS, 20Aug83
Thorns and Orange Blossoms, 1Sep-29Dec83

The Perils of Love, 6Aug81-7Jan82
A Dark Marriage Morn, 25Mar82-29Jul82

Beyond Pardon, 12Aug82-20Jan83
A Golden Mask, 20Jan83-10Feb83
Set in Diamonds, 17Feb83-9Jun83
Bonnie Doon: A Love Story, 14Apr83-19May83
The World Between Them, 23Jun83-1Dec83
Claribel’s Love Story, 15Dec83-26Apr84
The Belle of Lynn, 26Apr84-23Aug84

Diana’s Discipline, 3May84-6Sep84
A Terrible Repentance, 21Jun84
In Cupid’s Net, 6Dec84
Her Martyrdom, 13Jun-26Sep85
Romance of a Young Girl, 5Dec85-20Mar86

The Mystery of Colde Fell, 18Oct84-21Feb85
Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce, 21Feb85-6Jun85
-
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Appendix A. May Brame’s List of Her Mother’s Books
[This list of 62 Brame titles (24 from the Family Herald, 1 from Bow Bells, and 37 from the Family Reader) was
written at the beginning of November 1926, in response to a request for information from the Hinckley
antiquarian Henry J. Francis, who was to deliver a lecture on ‘Hinckley and its Literary Associations’ to the
Hinckley Literary, Debating and Scientific Society on Tuesday 21 December that year. Annexed below are May
Brame’s letter which accompanied the list sent to Francis, and the relevant section of Francis’s lecture as reprinted
in the local press.]
[p1]

[p3]
The rival heiresses
Lady Brezil’s Ordeal
Lady Wyvern’s ring4
Arnold Wynne’s Legacy
The world between them
Between two Loves
The Perils of Beauty
Helen Raeburn’s Marriage
A Thorn in her heart
His wife’s judgement
Lady Ethel’s Whim
Irene’s Vow
A shadowed life
A woman’s error
Thrown on the world
A bitter atonement
Beyond Pardon

Dora Thorne
At war with herself
The love that lives
Diane’s Discipline
A Woman’s War
Thorns & Orange Blossoms
Hilary’s Folly
Which loved him best?
A broken wedding ring
Her Mother’s Sin
Romance of a Black Veil
Ingledew House & Lord Lisle’s daughters1
A bride from the Sea
Romance of a Young Girl
Her Martyrdom
From Gloom to Sunlight
[p2]
Repented at leisure
A golden dawn
Weaker than a Woman
The Fatal Lilies
Wedded and Parted
The Sin of a Lifetime
A Rose in Thorns
Lady Hutton’s Ward2

[p4]
The Duke’s secret
The Queen of Edgemount
At the Eleventh hour
The Perils of love
A Mad Love
Set in diamonds
Claribel’s love story
Mystery of Cold Felle5
A Nameless Sin
Bonnie Doone6
Story of Two Pictures
For Another’s Sin7
A woman’s temptation
A dark Marriage Morn
Lady Castlemaine’s divorce8
The belle of Lynn
A True Magdalen

A Haunted Life
Lady Evelyn’s Folly
Lord Elesdene’s Wife3

Notes
1. Thus for ‘Lord Lisle’s Daughter’; this title from Bow Bells is in rather darker ink and appears to have been added later.
2. With the exception of ‘Lord Lisle’s Daughter’, which appeared first in Bow Bells and was reprinted as a volume in the Dicks’
English Novels series, all the works listed above the line were first published in the Family Herald and re-issued in volumes in the
‘Family Story-Teller’ series. All the works listed below the line, many of which have been checked in pencil, first appeared in the
Family Reader. The list of titles from the Family Herald begins on the first page of the four-page sheet of folded mourning stationery
that May Brame uses, and concludes half way down the second page. The list of titles from the Family Reader apparently starts at the
top of the third page with ‘The rival heiresses’, fills that and the final page, and concludes with the final three titles (‘A Haunted Life’,
etc) added towards the foot of the second page, divided off from the Family Herald list by a long straight line. There is also a pencil
annotation in another hand beneath the title ‘Lady Hutton’s Ward’ reading: ‘The Girl from the Corner Shop’.
3. This was the title under which ‘Lord Elesmere’s Wife’ (originally published in the Family Reader, 1872-3) was re-issued from C.
Arthur Pearson in London from around the First World War. There are pencil annotations in another hand beneath this title at the foot
of the second page reading: ‘Lady Damer’s Secret | The Rival Heiresses | A Broken Reed | The World Between Them’.
4. Thus for ‘Lady Wyverne’s Ring’.
5. Thus for ‘The Mystery of Colde Fell’.
6. Thus for ‘Bonnie Doon’.
7. This was the title under which ‘A Struggle for Love’ (first published in the Family Reader, 1874-5) was re-issued by a number of
New York publishers, probably beginning with Smith & Street in the columns of the New York Weekly from early 1886, and C. Arthur
Pearson in London from around the First World War.
8. In pencil in another hand ‘maine’ has been erased and ‘bury’ inserted. The novel was re-issued under the title ‘Lady Castlebury’s
Divorce’ from C. Arthur Pearson in London from around the First World War.
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May Brame’s Letter to H.J. Francis
48. Gladsmuir Road
Highgate N.19
2nd Nov 1926.
Dear Mr. Francis
I cannot feel that you are a stranger to me if you were an intimate friend of my dear old friend Tom Harrold. 1
No doubt he often talked to you of the days when his father & my grandfather, Benjamin Law, Dr. Cotterill,2 &
many other notable people, lived in Hinckley, & made its history! My mother was the eldest of the family and
began to write when quite young. Her parents both became Catholics when she was a baby, and all her sisters &
brothers were “born” Catholic. My mother was baptized in St. Peter’s Church, married there, and her funeral
service was held there. I was young when she died,3 & had never talked with her about her books only reading
them with great pride and pleasure. So I cannot tell you if any of her characters or scenes were taken from
Hinckley. But I do know that whenever she wrote of lime trees, it was of those beautiful trees around the Priory4
that she thought. An American who came over here some years ago, called on me for details of my Mother’s life,5
& said “Whatever else I see in England, I must see Mrs. Brame’s lime trees!”
The copyright of her books has not yet expired, but many were pirated & published in America, where her
name was changed from C. M. B. to B. M. C. – Bertha M. Clay. She wrote a great many novels & of those
published in the Family Herald, she sold the copyright to the paper. Among these “Dora Thorne” is the best known,
& it made her known, & because of its success, the editor offered my mother a post on the permanent staff of the
paper, & for many years she wrote three long novels, the Sea-side and Christmas number for him. At the same
time she was writing for other papers, & of these stories she did not part with the copyright. They are still being
issued, in various editions, & the cheap paper covered editions have a wonderful sale. During the war, hundreds of
thousands of her books were sent to the various hospital [sic] for the poor wounded men, who enjoyed the simple
love tales, told in such charming language, for my mother’s style of writing was beautiful & poetic. She herself
was a beautiful character. Kind & very generous, bright & witty in conversation & found all her happiness in
trying to make others happy. Her life was one of work & she had little time for anything outside her home. But, in
spite of her work & her delicate health, she was the soul of hospitality & loved to welcome friends to her home.
She died on Nov 25th 1884, a few days after her 48th birthday, she is buried with her father & mother in Hinckley
cemetery, & in St. Peter’s Church there is a tablet to her memory.
I have given you the little details that may help you in your article, & if there is any thing more you wish to
know, shall be most pleased to tell you. After her marriage she lived in London, Manchester & Brighton but
returned to Hinckley about five years before her death. I will make a list of her books – as far as possible – from
memory, & enclose it.
With kindest regards | Believe me, dear Mr. Francis
Yours sincerely | May Brame
Notes
1. Thomas Harrold (1832-1919), local antiquarian and close friend of the Brame family, who was one of the
guardians appointed to look after the four surviving children on the deaths of Charlotte and Phillip Brame.
2. Thomas Cotterill (b. c1816), physician, the Medical Officer for the Hinckley Poor Law Union in the mid-nineteenth
century, also a resident of Castle Street.

3. The only child of Charlotte M. Brame to survive into the twentieth century, May Brame was only eighteen
when her mother died in late 1884.
4. The Dominican Chapel of St. Peter’s, Hinckley, was erected in 1824-5, fell into disuse in 1958, and was
demolished in 1976.
5. The Dominican Priory attached to St. Peter’s, Hinckley, erected in 1822-4 and demolished in 2000.
6. Probably William J. Benners, Jr (1863-1940), Philadelphia writer, publisher and historian of romantic fiction,
who seems to have approached May Brame during a visit to Britain in late 1898.
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From H.J. Francis: ‘Hinckley and its Literary Associations’
[Reprinted in the Hinckley Times and Guardian, 24 Dec. 1926 – 14 Jan. 1927. This extract concerning CMB
appeared on p. 3 of the issue for 7 Jan. 1927, titled ‘Famous Novelist – Town’s Most Distinguished Daughter’.]
We have already seen that the writings of a Hinckley poet in the seventeenth century had a great vogue. But a
far greater measure of popularity has been accorded the writings of a nineteenth century Hinckley novelist –
Charlotte M. Brame. Mrs. Brame was a daughter of Mr. Benjamin Law, and sister of Miss Law, who died recently
in Mount Road. One of her uncles was Robert Heathcote to whom I have just referred, so literary tastes seem to
have been a family characteristic.
She was born in Hinckley in 1836, and after an early education in the town was sent to convent schools at
Clifton, St. Leonards, Preston, and finally, to one near Paris. After leaving the last mentioned she became a
governess, at first in schools at Dover and Brighton, and then in a private family in Leicestershire. While acting as
a governess she commenced writing stories for a Catholic magazine known as ‘The Lamp,’ her remuneration for
so doing consisting of parcels of books. About the same time she contributed short poems to the Hinckley and
Leicester newspapers.
In 1863 she married Mr. Philip Brame and went to live in London. After a few years of married life business
troubles befell Mr. Brame, and in order to supplement the family budget his wife commenced writing short stories,
and these were readily taken by the editors of the magazines of the period. Her tales appeared in ‘Bow Bells,’ ‘The
London Reader,’ ‘The Family Reader,’ ‘The Family Herald.’ Her earlier stories printed in ‘The Lamp’ were
republished in book form in two volumes entitled ‘The Diary of a Sister of Mercy’ and ‘Angels’ Visits.’
The novel which made her name was ‘Dora Thorne.’ This appeared in the ‘Family Herald,’ and after its
acceptance Mrs. Brame was given a post on the permanent staff of this magazine, for which she wrote three
novels yearly, besides contributing the Sea-side and Christmas numbers. Among her contemporaries and friends of
this period were ‘Rita’ and ‘John Strange Winter,’ who also contributed to ‘The Family Herald.’ Mrs. Brame’s
work brought her in a comfortable income, but not nearly as large as it ought to have been, for her novels were
shamelessly pirated in America, where they had a very large sale. This was not all, for these pirated editions were
published under a different name – that of Bertha M. Clay – the initials of which, you will observe, are those of
Mrs. Brame reversed,
During the last five years of her life Mrs. Brame lived in Hinckley, in the house in Castle Street now occupied
by Mrs. Knight. She died there in 1884 shortly after her 48th birthday, and was buried in Hinckley cemetery.
There is a tablet to her memory in St. Peter’s Church, in which church she was baptised and married. Her daughter
tells me that when Mrs. Brame mentioned lime trees in her books, which she did with great frequency, she always
had in mind the limes still to be seen in St. Peter’s grounds.
Mrs. Brame was possessed of a fertile brain, was a brilliant conversationalist, and had a loving disposition
which she always maintained in face of domestic troubles. Moreover she was an ever ready helper to those in need,
and dispensed a good portion of her income in charity.
Contemporary with her as a contributor to ‘The Family Reader’ was Charles Garvice. Some twenty or so years
ago, Mr. Garvice, who had then become well known, purchased ‘The Family Reader’ in order to obtain the
copyright of his earlier novels. He also had sufficient judgment to see that if Mrs. Brame’s novels were
republished they would have a large sale, and as Mrs. Brame had been wise enough to sell only the serial rights of
her works he was anxious to acquire the full publishing rights of these also, or make some business arrangements
concerning them. So instead of pirating like others had done (for pirated editions had also appeared in England) he
as an honourable man, advertised for Mrs. Brame’s descendants, who responded. A working arrangement was
arrived at, with the consequences that the pirates were suppressed, new editions of Mrs. Brame’s novels were put
on the market, and her novels have since sold by the hundred thousand.
In order to show the speed with which Mrs. Brame worked I may state that her daughter has supplied me with
the titles of no less than sixty-one novels written by her mother, and the circulation of these has long since passed
the two million mark.
Some years ago an article by Arthur Waugh appeared in ‘T.P.’s Weekly.’ In it Mr. Waugh related he had been
talking with Arthur D’Oisy who had just returned from a world tour, and asked D’Oisy which English writer had
the largest sale in America, expecting for answer H. G, Wells, or another of the well known modern English
authors. But instead he received the name of our townswoman, Charlotte M. Brame, who has a perfectly
marvelous following in both North and South America.
Many of Mrs. Brame’s novels have been translated into Spanish, ‘Dora Thorne’ has been dramatized, while
‘Thorns and Orange Blossoms,’ and ‘Beyond Pardon’ have been Filmed – the latter by the Vitagraph Co. with the
title ‘The Courage of Silence.’
From what I have said you will, I think, agree with me when I say that Mrs. Brame is, without question,
Hinckley’s most distinguished daughter. In view of this fact how many of her works do you think are to be found
in Hinckley Free Library? Not one!
This state of affairs does not reflect much credit on the Free Library Committee, and the absence of Mrs.
Brame’s books from the library shelves cannot arise from the lack of demand for her works for I was told by a
Hinckley bookseller only a few days ago that he has sold no less than six dozen of Mrs. Brame’s novels in less
than four weeks, and that her works were continually in demand.
One of the earliest steps the Library Committee should take should be to obtain a complete set of Mrs. Brame’s
books in modern type and binding, and the committee should see that this set is maintained in its entirety.
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Appendix B. William Stevens’s ‘Family Story-Teller’ Series, #1-100
[Most of the stories in this undated but regularly reprinted series of volumes, each of around 200 pages and
available in both paper covers and cloth boards, had appeared first of all in the columns of the Family Herald, also
issued by William Stevens in London. Since the last work by Charlotte M. Brame to appear was #87: The Shadow
of a Sin in 1893, the list below covers only the first 100 titles in the series, which had exceeded 200 volumes by
1908. As flagged in bold type, altogether 32 volumes by Brame were included, far more than by any other author,
25 comprising a single novel, and 7 a number of tales. Several of the series titles not written by Brame have been
associated with her, both in Britain (e.g. the British Library Catalogue, which still tentatively assigns #46: Dead
or Alive?, in fact from the pen of Alice M. Diehl, to ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’), and in the United States (#81: The
Story of an Error, in fact by Sophy Beckett, which was reprinted by Street & Smith as #120 in their ‘Bertha Clay
Library’ and #122 in the ‘New Bertha Clay Library’, to give only one of many such examples – see Apps. J & K).
In addition to the Family Herald itself and the ‘Family Story-Teller’ volumes, William Stevens also issued fiction
in the Family Herald Supplement (1877-1912), a penny weekly containing a complete novella, the Monthly
Magazine of Fiction (1885-1927), 64 pages containing a complete novel for threepence, the ‘Favourite Fiction
Series’ (1886-c1900), featuring an original full-length novel or collection of stories at two shillings, the Happy
Hour Stories (1900-c1912), a weekly series of complete stories at a penny, and the Sixpenny Magazine of Fiction
(c1901-7), containing an original romantic novel of around 200 pages. The only Brame stories we have found in
these series are the first appearance of A Fatal Temptation (20 August 1883) in the Family Herald Supplement,
and A Terrible Repentance (27 August 1907) reprinted in the Happy Hour Stories. However, the series running
before the Chace Act of 1891 – that is, the Supplement, Monthly Magazine and ‘Favourite Fiction’ – also seem to
have been used on occasion as the source of romances that could be reprinted in the United States as by Braeme or
Clay. For example, Jessie (Monthly Magazine of Fiction #29) by AO ‘Addie’s Husband’ [G.F. Smith] was
reprinted in George Munro’s ‘Seaside Library Pocket Edition’ as #1046 by ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ (see App. F)
and under the title ‘An Artful Plotter’ by Bertha M. Clay as #215 in Street & Smith’s ‘Bertha Clay Library’ (see
App. J).
#

TITLE

SIGNATURE/[AUTHOR]

1.
2.
3.
4.

AO ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘The Last of the Latouches’ &c. [A.A. Ellis]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Edged Tools’, ‘The Woolchester Scandal’,
&c. [‘Jesson’=Sarah Robbins]

7.
8.

Dora Thorne
All in the Wild March Morning
At War with Herself
Rose of the World, & King
Cophetua: or, Ruby North’s
Lovers
Lord Lynne’s Choice, & Ingledew
House
Sworn Foes, & The Skeleton on the
Hearth
The Love that Lives
The History of an Opal-Ring

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Which Loved Him Best?
Could Aught Atone?
My Marriage
A Rose in Thorns
From Gloom to Sunlight
Love’s Warfare
Hilary’s Folly
Madge; or, Nobody’s Darling

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

A Sister’s Sacrifice, & Other
Stories
A Shadowed Love
A Golden Heart
A Broken Wedding-Ring
Romance of a Black Veil
The House on the Marsh
Wife in Name Only
Her Mother’s Sin
Thorns and Orange-Blossoms
Addie’s Husband

27.

At the World’s Mercy

5.
6.

AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘A Life’s Curse’ &c.
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
FH1876: ‘L.’ [F.E.M. Notley] AO ‘The Luck of
the Lynwoods’
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Magdalen’s Legacy’ &c. [Christine Severne]
AO ‘For Honour’s Sake’, ‘Poor Little Kitty’ &c.
AO ‘Which Loved Him Best?’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘All in the Wild March Morning’ &c. [A.A.
Ellis]
AO ‘Old Myddelton’s Money’ &c. [Mary Cecil
Hay]
AO ‘Marjorie’s Trials’ &c. [‘Nina’]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
[Florence Warden]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Kathleen; or, Beauty and the Beast’ &c. [G.F.
Smith]
AO ‘The House on the Marsh’ &c. [Florence
Warden]
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28.
29.
30.

A Woman’s Love-story
Diana’s Discipline
A Vagrant Wife

31.

The Old Love or the New?

32.
33.
34.

Her Last Victim
Her Martyrdom
‘Margery Daw’

35.

Doris’s Fortune

36.
37.

Romance of a Young Girl
Lover and Lord

38.
39.

Madam’s Ward
Her Johnnie, & Sweethearts

40.
41.

Lady Hutton’s Ward
Her Own Sister

42.
43.
44.
45.

Redeemed by Love
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream, &
Other Stories
Sir Alan’s Wife
Her Bitter Reward

46.

Dead or Alive?

47.

Sweet Anna Greyson

48.

51.

A Bride from the Sea, & Other
Tales
Golden Mists
Wedded and Parted, & Other
Tales
That Girl!

52.
53.

Repented at Leisure
A Great Deception

54.
55.
56.

On Her Wedding-Morn, & Other
Tales
Love will find out the way
Lord Elwyn’s Daughter

57.
58.

The Fatal Lilies, & Other Tales
Cruel Kindred

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Weaker than a Woman
Those Irish Eyes!
The Broken Sixpence, & Other
Tales
The Sin of a Lifetime
Mildred’s Husband
Between Two Sins, & Other Tales
Gwen Dale’s Ordeal

66.

Madge Dale’s Marriage Portion

67.

Society’s Verdict

68.

Proved Unworthy

69.

The Cost of her Love

49.
50.

AO ‘The Knave of Hearts’ &c. [Alice M. Diehl]
AO ‘Thorns and Orange-Blossoms’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘The House on the Marsh’ &c. [Florence
Warden]
AO ‘Bootle’s Baby’ &c. [‘John Strange Winter’,
pseud. Henrietta Stannard]
AO ‘Married in Black’ &c.
AO ‘Diana’s Discipline’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Like Unto a Star’ &c. [Effie Adelaide
Rowlands]
AO ‘The House on the Marsh’ &c. [Florence
Warden]
AO ‘Her Martyrdom’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘An Angel Unawares’ &c. [Constance S.
Blount]
AO ‘Wedded Hands’ &c. [Catherine March]
FH1887: AO ‘The Broken Sixpence’ &c. [‘Violet
Whyte’, pseud. Henrietta Stannard]
AO ‘Wife in Name Only’ &c. [CMB]
FH1887: Emma Sara Williamson AO ‘Shy
Widow’
AO ‘Romance of a Young Girl’ &c. [CMB]
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]

[1885]
,,
,,

FH1887: Frances Gerard
AO ‘Guilty without a Crime’ &c. [FH1887:
‘I.L.C.’]
AO ‘A Woman’s Love-Story’ &c. [Alice M.
Diehl]
FH1887: ‘Mignon’ [Mrs E. Baseley] AO ‘David’s
Queen’ &c.
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]

[1888]
,,

AO ‘Poppet’ &c.
AO ‘Wife in Name Only’ &c. [CMB]
FH1888: Fanny LablancheAO ‘A Very Young
Couple’ &c.
AO ‘A Broken Wedding-Ring’ &c. [CMB]
FH1888: May Kernahan Harris AO ‘Mattie’s
Guardian’ &c.
AO ‘A Broken Wedding-Ring’ &c. [CMB]
FH1888: Mary H. Tennyson
FH1889: ‘E.L.C.’ [C.E. Lovett Cameron] AO ‘In a
Grass Country’
AO ‘Wife in Name Only’ &c. [CMB]
FH1888: ‘Carl Swerdna’ [Catherine March] AO
‘The House in the Close’ &c.
AO ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’ &c. [CMB]
[Alice L. Dudeney AO ‘Young, and So Fair!’]
‘Violet Whyte’ [Henrietta Stannard] AO ‘The Old
Love or the New?’ &c.
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c. [CMB]
FH1872: ‘M.H.’
AO ‘Wife in Name Only’ &c. [CMB]
FH1890: Clara Lemore AO ‘A Bitter Reckoning’
&c.
FH1890: Clara Lemore AO ‘Gwen Dale’s Ordeal’
&c.
FH1886: ‘A.J.B.’ [Amy Brasier] AO ‘My
Marriage’ &c.
FH1890: AO ‘In a Grass Country’ &c. [C.E.
Lovett Cameron]
AO ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’ &c. [CMB]
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70.

Periwinkle: An Autobiography

71.

‘The Very Eyes of Me!’

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Peggy’s Widow, & Bathsheba
No Rent
A Woman’s Victory
As Through Fire
Cherry-Blossom

77.
78.
79.

Audrey’s Neighbours
A Woman’s War
Paid in Full

80.
81.

Merle, or One Fair Daughter
The Story of an Error

82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

‘Young, and So Fair!’
Lady Olivia’s Step-Daughters
A Hidden Terror
Cross-Purposes
The Haunted House at Kew
The Shadow of a Sin
A Terrible Family

89.
90.

‘A Long Lane’
Coral

91.

Cicely’s Error

92.
93.

Angela
A Missing Heiress

94.
95.

‘My Pretty Jane’
An Unselfish Woman

96.

Adela’s Ordeal

97.

The Hollwood Mystery

98.
99.
100.

Not a Saint
A Slandered Memory
A Little Deceiver

FH1886: Arnold Gray AO ‘The Wild
Warringtons’ &c.
FH1890: Emma Sarah Williamson AO ‘Her Own
Sister’ &c.
AO ‘Is Marriage a Failure?’ &c. [M.E. Manton]
FH1891: Amy Brasier AO ‘Society’s Verdict’ &c.
FH1891: Mary Cross AO ‘Ludley’s Widow’ &c.
FH1889: B. Dempster AO ‘Dolly’s Ordeal’
FH1890: Catherine March AO ‘Madam’s Ward’
&c.
AO ‘King Cophetua’ &c. [Sarah Robbins]
AO ‘Repented at Leisure’ &c. [CMB]
FH1890: Mary H. Tennyson AO ‘Love will find
out the way’ &c.
FH1891: ‘E.W.’ AO ‘Mysterious Mrs. Leslie’ &c.
FH1889: ‘A Quille Pen’ [Sophy Beckett] AO ‘His
Wedded Wife’ &c.
AO ‘Those Irish Eyes!’ &c.
FH1890: ‘Daine’ AO ‘Dulcie’s Legacy’
FH1886: Mary Albert AO ‘Delia’s Story’
AO ‘King Cophetua’ &c. [Sarah Robbins]
FH1892: ‘Gertrude Warden’ [Mrs Wilton Jones]
AO ‘Thorns and Orange-Blossoms’ &c. [CMB]
Florence Warden AO ‘The House on the Marsh’
&c.
AO ‘Cherry-Blossom’ &c. [Catherine March]
FH1888: ‘Franc’ [Constance S. Blount] AO
‘Lover and Lord’ &c.
FH1891: ‘Daine’ AO ‘Lady Olivia’s
Step-Daughters’ &c.
FH1891: ‘Z.Y.X.’ AO ‘Jack and I’ &c.
FH1891: AO ‘King Cophetua’ &c. [Sarah
Robbins]
[Effie Adelaide Rowlands]
AO ‘Lord Elwyn’s Daughter’ &c. [C.E. Lovett
Cameron]
Florence Warden AO ‘The House on the Marsh’
&c.
FH1892: AO ‘A Woman’s Love-Story’ &c. [Alice
M. Diehl]
FH1892: AO ‘Prue’ &c. [Catherine March]
FH1889: Robin Gray AO ‘Lord Eldrid’s Wife’
FH1892: ‘Libra’ [Margaret Hungerford] AO
‘Molly Darling’, &c.
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Appendix C. Annotated List of Family Reader Stories in the Benners Papers
[A native of Philadelphia, William J. Benners (1863-1940) was a fan and historian of dime novels, who also seems
to have written many romances himself, though on investigation some of the titles claimed prove to be the work of
others. At the same time he made money from American publishers as an agent supplying them with popular
fiction material, notably works associated with Charlotte M. Brame. New Yorker Ralph T. Adimari (1902-70) was
a collector and historian of popular fiction who worked on Benners’ surviving papers and in 1958 wrote a
biographical account of him for Dime Novel Round-Up. Among the William J. Benners Papers held at the Elmer
Holmes Bobst Library, New York, in Box 3 Folder 11 is a notebook with seventeen pages concerning the
contributions of Brame and other authors to the Family Reader. These represent bibliographical notes by Benners
himself (in an expansive hand in black ink) plus extensive later additions and annotations by Adimari (in a more
cramped hand in blue ink), with the result that the list does not confirm entirely to chronological ordering. The
strong likelihood is that Adimari was not working from the original newspaper files and adding his own findings
and judgments, but rather that he was transferring into the notebook transcripts of similar Benners’ memos found
in one or more other places in order to create a compilation, though adding the odd comment of his own in the
process. Covered in this notebook are most, though by no means all of the Family Reader stories recognized as
Brame’s in this bibliography (here flagged in bold) – the list stops at the end of 1880 and earlier signed tales like
‘A Venetian Ghost Story’ and ‘Millicent’s Sin’ are missing. Works not attributed to Brame are also noted (here
flagged with an asterisk), either unsigned works where the authorship remains unknown or recognized titles by the
likes of Charles Garvice. But, as flagged by underlining in the list below, the notebook also ascribes to Brame
around two dozen works of fiction – the annotations vary in conviction from ‘Brame (definite)’ to ‘(CMB?)’ –
which we are NOT convinced come from our author’s pen. Specific evidence in the case of particular stories is
noted in the catalogue below, but there are also two general reasons. Firstly, none of the additional titles appear in
the list of her mother’s works compiled by May Brame in 1926 (see Appendix A), though there is clear evidence
that May herself went through the files of the Family Reader then held at the British Museum (letter to A.P. Watt,
November 1920, Berg Collection). Secondly, the absence of signature where this would be expected. Up until
1874-5, the signature ‘C.M.B.’ appears with great regularity in the Family Reader, along with ‘By the Author of’
titles earlier signed in the same way; thereafter, many works accepted by her daughter are anonymous, but there is
also a significant number signed ‘Helen Heathcote’ or ‘H.H.’. None of the additional works promoted in the
Benners notebook have such a signature. There is also a degree of uncertainty about the purpose of the notebook,
whether academic or commercial: it seems likely that, regardless of actual authorship, Benners was noting works
which could be promoted as by Brame in the American popular fiction marketplace. Something similar may be
true of the many titles claimed for Garvice, and, if nothing else, this listing demonstrates that the columns of the
Family Reader proved fertile ground for American reprinters searching for English-style romantic fiction in the
later nineteenth century.]
BENNERS ENTRIES

ADIMARI ANNOTATONS

No 1 New Series
Family Reader – April 5th 1871
*Estella’s Husband 1871
(May Agnes Fleming) correct

{NOTEBOOK P1}
Also published in the US
under this title by Lupton &
Donohue

*The Love Charm
Clare Desmond | Mr Spiers
*The Lady of Charnett
(Lady Leanara)
By Ernest Brent

Carrie ?Couldin of S&S
author of Milly Lee, Lost Lady Maude,
Waiting for the Tide

*The Brand on the Shoulder or
the Poisoner’s Wife Chap 33
Arthur Cavendish – Mr Hislop
Nina Chantrelle
*The Capt’s Ward or the
Mutineer’s Fate Chap XVI

Old series had The Captain’s Ward or
the Mutineer’s Fate

V1
*The Monte Cristo Miner, or Life
in the Land of Gold [Apr1871-]
(Gold Dust Darrell)

NOTES

Burke Brentford xxxxxx
88

‘Ernest Brent’, pseud. of
British novelist Henry
Emmett; all 3 titles cited by
Adimari are associated with
Brent/Emmett
See Introduction

{NOTEBOOK P2}
Gold-Dust Darrell by ‘Burke
Brentford’, pseud. of Nathan
Dane Urner (1839-93)
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*Ruth Brandon [Apr1871-]

(F.H. Stauffer)

Frank H. Stauffer (1832-95),
Philadelphia journalist

*Lucy Mavis, [by] Ernest Brent
[No]17 ended 22 [Jul-Aug1871]
*Magdalene’s Vow
By Grace Barrington | Harriet
Lewis? | (May Agnes Fleming?)
No 17 – [29Jul1871]

[May Agnes Fleming?] Yes
in S&S list

Magdalen’s Vow (NY: Geo.
Munro, 1871) by May Agnes
Fleming (1840-80); S&S
NES#146

Heiress of Hatton
No 21 – Aug 24 1871
No 30 – Oct 26 1871

Charlotte M. Brame
Not in her own list

First US appearance:
BCL#157

Arnold Wynne’s Legacy
No 31 Nov 2 1871
No 45 Feb 8 1872

[Legacy] Secret?
C.M.B.

Lady Brezil’s Ordeal
No 36 Dec 7 1871
53 April 5 1872

V1-2 all these by C.MB
Charlotte M. Brame

{NOTEBOOK P3}
Supplied by WJB under title
‘A Wife’s Peril’ to S&S for
NYW, Jan 1899 (Benners
Papers 2/6)

What the Waits Sang, Brame
No 39 Dec 28, 1871

FR title: ‘What the Waits
Sung: A Christmas Story’; no
US publication traced

A Fatal New Year’s Eve, Brame
V2 Jan 11, 1872 No 4 [sic]

In FR#41; no US publication
traced

May [sic] Uncle’s Wife, CMB
No 42 Jan 18 [1872]

FR title: ‘My Uncle’s Wife’;
no US publication traced

Hyacinthe Charnley’s Valentine
No 46 Feb 15th 1872
‘As I gathered this flower | In its
fairest prime | So let me take you
| For my own valentine.’
A Spray of Laurustinus
#45 – Feb 8 [1872]
Rival Heiresses
No 50 Mch 15 1872
No 66 July 6 1872

CMB
(Lansmere Court – Lady Glynne)

FR title: ‘The Rival
Heiresses’; BCL#130: sold by
WJB to S&S for $50, Mar.
1902 (Benners Papers 2/7)

Queen of Edgemont [sic]
No 53 April 5 1872
[No] 72 Aug 17

CMB | Chapter 1 – On the Banks of the
Seine (Lady Edgely)

FR title: ‘Queen of
Edgemount’

Lady Wyverne’s Ring
No 66 Jul 3 [sic] 1872
No 85 Nov 16

Charlotte M. Brame

{NOTEBOOK P4}
First FR issue: 6Jul1872, 2:66

My Brother’s Wife
#73 Aug 24, 1872 - CMB
Woman’s Error
No 85 – V2 Nov 16 1872

Charlotte M. Brame

89

FR title: ‘A Woman’s Error’
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Lord Elesmere’s Wife
No 88 Dec 7 1872

CMB

My Wife’s Story
[No] 167 – June 13 1874

No US publication traced

Mystery of Alton Park
No 89 Dec 14th 1872

FR title: ‘The Mystery of
Alton Park’

Lost & Won
No 85 Nov 16 1872 | [No] 86

V2
FR subtitle: ‘A Story of Home
Life’
No US publication traced

Doris Lynne’s Trial
No 80 Oct 12 1872 | [No] 81

Golden Bracelet
No 93 Jan 11 1873 | [No] 94
Violet Ainslie’s Lovers
[No] 91 Dec 28 1872 | [No] 92

{NOTEBOOK P5}
FR title: ‘The Golden
Bracelet’

V3

[End] Jan (4th) 1873

FR subtitle: ‘A Christmas
Story’

Dora Leigh’s Engagement
No 99 – Feb 22 1873

FR subtitle: ‘A Valentine
Story’

Coquette’s Promise
No 104 | 105 Vol 3. Mch 29

FR title: ‘A Coquette’s
Promise’; offered by WJB to
S&S (undated receipt,
Benners Papers 2/7)

Pearl Bracelet
[No] 106 April 12 1873

FR title: ‘The Pearl Bracelet:
A True Story’

Helen Raeburn’s Marriage
(Hand Without a Wedding Ring)

Charlotte M. Brame
#107 April 19 [1873]

A Story of 2 Pictures - CMB
#135 Nov 1st 1873
Lady Alden’s Vow
[No] 163 Vol IV May 16 1874
[No] 176
Aug 15 1874

Pub. as The Hand Without a
Wedding Ring by BMC,
NYW1898 & BCL#144;
supplied by WJB, Dec. 1897
(Benners Papers 2/6)
{NOTEBOOK P6}
FR title: ‘The Story of Two
Pictures’

(Charlotte M. Brame)

FR subtitle: ‘A Romance’;
reprinted as BMC: ‘A Tragedy
of Love and Hate; or, A
Woman’s Vow’ S&S NYW
28Oct1899- & NBCL#159;
reprinted as Brame title by
both Hutchinson and Stanley
Paul in London (see App. N)

Coralie (CMB)
V4 [#149] Feb 7, 1874

As by CMBe: Lupton
LHL#361; Munro SLP#2236b

Oakleigh Hall
No 152 – Feb 28 1874

No US publication traced
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My Sister’s Husband
[No] 153 Mch 7 1874

A Coquette’s Victim
No 159 Vol 4. April 18th 1874

The Earl’s Error (C.MB)
No 154 – March 14 [1874]

In FR: AO Coralie; LL#1042:
BMC; SLP#990: CMBe;
NBCL#64: BMC

Charlotte M. Brame

Lupton CCS#112b: CMBe;
NBCL#361: BMC

Lady May, later Sundered Hearts
(CMB) [#160] Apr 25 [1874]

FR subtitle: ‘A True Story’;
[?=Rosamund; or, Sundered
Heats, by Mrs Alexander
McVeigh Miller, S&S ‘Select
Series’ #18]

Lady Marchmont’s Widowhood
C.M. Brame | V5 No 170 July 4, 1874

As by BMC: BCL#146 &
NBCL#100 w/ ‘My Mother’s
Rival’, FR1882:UNS

A Struggle for Love, CMB
V5 N174 [sic] Aug 8, 1874

FR issue: #175: 8Aug1874-

Marion Arleigh’s Penance
by author of The Earl’s Error C.MB
V5 #176 Aug 15, 1874

As by CMBe: Lupton
LHL#47 & People’s Home
Journal 17:5 (May 1902)

The Cost of a Kiss
By Helen Heathcote (C.M.B)
[#]195 Dec 26 [1874]

See the Introduction on
Brame’s use of the pen name
‘Helen Heathcote’ or ‘HH’;
offered to S&S by WJB in Oct
1899 but rejected (Benners
Papers 2/6)

*Miss Tresham’s Story
V6 – [#]197 – Jan 9, 1875
Family Reader - continued
A Woman’s Temptation (CMB)
V6 June 12, 1875 #219

{NOTEBOOK P7}

Gladys Dorne, CMB
No 220, June 19, 1875

Supplied by WJB as a Brame
story to Vickery & Hill of
Augusta, ME in 1901
(Benners Papers, 2/21)

A Woman’s Atonement (CMB)
V7 #222 July 3, 1875

Not in FR; perhaps in error for
A Woman’s Temptation

*Willy Greystone
no a[uthor] maybe Garvice
V7 July 31, 1875

Title not found elsewhere

*Ruth Hedderwick’s Dilemma
no a[uthor] | V7 Sep 18th 1875

FR issue: 26Jun-18Sep1875;
no other publication traced

Lady Evelyn’s Folly (CMB) signed HH
V7 – [#]234 Sept 25 [1875]
*The Unbroken Vow, no a[uthor]
#223 xxx1875 (July 10)
91
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*More than Conqueror
by A.B. (Charles Garvice)
V7 #235, Oct 2, 1875

Title not found elsewhere

The Perils of Beauty, by C.MB
V7 #246 Dec 18, 1875
Kate Dormer’s Romance
By H.H. but by C.MB
V8 [#]248 Jan 1, 1876

Offered to S&S by WJB in
Oct 1899 but rejected
(Benners Papers 2/6)

The Coquette’s Victim Victory
C.M. Brame
V8 [#]249 Jan 8 [1876]
prior V4 April 18, 1874

FR subtitle: ‘A New Year’s
Story’; in Lupton CCS#39b:
CMBe (as ‘A Coquette’s
Victory’)

From Father to Son (C.MB?)
V8 N251 Jan 22, 1875 [sic]
*Won Without Wooing
(Garvice) writing this early? Yes
[V]8 - [#]254 Feb 12 [1876]

FR issue: 22Jan1876

Family Reader
The Curse of the Claverings
No a[uthor] (Brame)
V8 – [#]262 – Apr 8, 1876

{NOTEBOOK P8}
?=1866 temperance tale by
Mrs Frances Grahame

*A Forest Rose, signed B.A. (Garvice?)
V8 #259 March 18, 1876
Rosamund [?Karne]

Unidentified

A Woman’s Pride
no a[uthor] by (CMB?)
V8 – [#]265 – Apr 29, 1876

No US publication traced

Title not found elsewhere

Tragedy of Lime Hall
by H.H. (Brame) | #267 May 13 [1876]
*The Love that Lived (by Chas Garvice)
#268 May 20 [1876]

?=Mrs Eloiart, The Love that
Lived (Lon.: Tinsley, 1874)

A Bitter Atonement
no a[uthor] but by Brame
V8 #272 June17 [1876]
*Nellie Lovell’s Sorrow
no a[uthor] but by Garvice
V9 #282 Aug 26 [1876]

Title not found elsewhere

Irene’s Lover, xxxxx ‘Brame (definite)’
V9 #287 Oct 1 [sic], 1876

FR issue: 30Sep1876; no US
publication traced

*Innkeeper’s Daughter, by Chas Garvice
#29 [sic] Oct 28 [1876]

FR issue: #291; title not found
elsewhere

Family Reader
Sir Adrian’s Wife, or Wedding a
Stranger
no a[uthor] but by Brame
V9 #290 Oct 21, ’76

{NOTEBOOK P9}
Subtitle not found in FR; as
by CMBe: Sir Adrian’s Wife in
Lupton’s CCS#110b &
People’s Home Journal 9:8
(Aug. 1894);
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*Love of the Leightons
by A.B.K. (Garvice) | (original Ms in B
collection in Garvice handwriting)
#293 Nov 11, ’76

Title not found elsewhere

Between 2 Loves
no a[uthor] but by Brame
#295 – Nov 25 [1876]

FR title: ‘Between Two
Loves’

Heiress of Hatherton Hall
no a[uthor] (Brame)
V9 #300 Dec 30, 1876

Title not found elsewhere

*A Modern Cinderella, n[o] a[uthor]
V10 #302 Jan 13, 1877

Munro SLP#1091: CMBe;
S&S BCL#92b: BMC

*Who Casts a Stone, by Chas. Garvice
#307 Feb 17, 1877

Title not found elsewhere

The A Shadowed Life
no a[uthor] but by Brame
#312 V10 March 4 [sic], 1877

FR issue: 24Mar1877-

Family Reader
*That Strange Girl, no a[uthor]
#315 April 14, 1877

{NOTEBOOK P10}
CG: That Strange Girl S&S
NES#776 & (Lon.:
Hutchinson, 1911)

*Nearest & Dearest, by Chas Garvice
#318 May 5 [1877]

Title not found elsewhere

*For Old Love’s Sake, no a[uthor]
V10 #326 June 30, 1877

FR title: ‘For the Old Love’s
Sake’; reprinted as ‘Her
Heart’s Problem’ S&S
NBCL#440: BMC

Struggle for a Ring
by Brame but not signed
V11 #332 August 11, 1877

See Introduction on Brame’s
unsigned stories in FR

*Heir of Vering, no a[uthor]
V11 No 337 Sept 18 [1877]

CG: The Heir of Vering, S&S
NES#296 & (Lon.:
Hutchinson, 1910)

* “Jack and I”
no a[uthor] but by Mrs Bolton
correct spelling
There was a Mrs Gollan (M.H.)
#340 Oct 6 [1877]

Reprinted as ‘Two True
Hearts’ BCL#244: BMC

*Daisy’s 3 Lovers, by F.M.W.
#342 Oct 27 [1877]

Reprinted as ‘Love’s Caprice’
BCL#311: BMC

Family Reader
*Her Mistaken Marriage, by C. Garvice
V11 #352 Dec 29 [1877]

{NOTEBOOK P11}
Reprinted as ‘Baffled by Fate’
BCL#245: BMC

His Wife’s Judgement [sic]
By H.H. (Brame)
V12 #354 Jan 12, 1878

FR title: ‘His Wife’s
Judgment’

*Secret of the Cliffe, no a[uthor]
#358 Feb 9 [1878]

Reprinted as ‘On With the
New Love’ BCL#165: BMC
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*Forget Me Not
no a[uthor] but by Chas. Garvice
#362 Mar 9, 1878

Reprinted as ‘A Fateful
Passion’ NBCL#147: BMC

*Wicked Sir Dare
no a[uthor] but by Chas. Garvice
#370 May 4 [1878]

Reprinted as ‘Her Boundless
Faith’ BCL#166: BMC; CG:
Wicked Sir Dare (Lon.:
Pearson, 1917)

A Shameless Sin [sic], by C.M.B.
#373 – May 25 [1878]

FR title: ‘A Nameless Sin’

*The Blacksmith’s Daughter
by (Garvice?) no a[uthor]
#378 June 29 [1878]

Title not found elsewhere

Family Reader
*Hagar’s Hand
no a[uthor] but by Garvice
V13 #385 Aug 17, 1878
*My Love Kitty, no a[uthor]
#386 Aug 24 [1878]

{NOTEBOOK P12}
Reprinted as ‘The Heart of
His Heart’ NBCL#290: BMC
Reprinted as ‘From Love to
Hate’ BCL#167: BMC; CG:
My Love Kitty S&S NES#775
& (Lon: Hutchinson, 1911)

A Thorn in Her Heart
No a[uthor] but by Brame
#394 – Oct 19, 1878
*True of Heart, no a[uthor]
#400 Nov 30 [1878]
*In the After Years, no a[uthor]
#402 Dec 14 [1878]
Winifred Hatherly’s 3rd Xmas days
no a[uthor] (Brame)?
V13 #404 – Dec28 [1878]

FR title: ‘Winifred Hatherly’s
Three Christmas Days’; thus
as Brame title in Lady Ethel’s
Whim, & Other Stories Lon.:
Hutchinson (see App. N)

A Broken Reed, by HH (Brame)
V14 - #406 – Jan 11, 1879
Family Reader
A Mad Love, by H.H. (Brame)
V14 #412 Feb 22, 1879

{NOTEBOOK P13}

*Alive
(no a[uthor]?) but by Garvice (signed?)
#413 March 1, 1879

Title not found elsewhere

*Fair as a Lily, no a[uthor]
#416 March 22 [1879]

NBCL#194: BMC

*Nellie, by Chas. Garvice
V14 #428 June 14 [1879]

CG Nellie (Lon.: Hutchinson,
1913); reprinted by S&S as
BMC: ‘Her Own Choice’
BCL#313 & CG: NES#777

*Secret of Vivian Royal, no a[uthor]
#429 June 21 [1879]

Title not found elsewhere
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A Haunted Life, by C.M.B.
V15 #432 July 12 [1879]
*The Old Squire’s Secret, no a[uthor]
#436 Aug 9 [1879]

Title not found elsewhere

Family Reader
Coals of Fire or A Modern Cordelia
no a[uthor] but by Brame
#440 – Sept 6 [1879]

{NOTEBOOK P14}
No US publication traced

*The Mistress of Lorme, by Garvice
no number or date given

Alternative title for the next
entry; note indicates Adimari
copies from another memo

*Leola Dale’s Fortune, no a[uthor]
#442 Sept 20 [1879]

Lupton CCS#105: CG; as
‘Leola Dale’s Fortune; or, The
Mistress of Lorme’: CMBe in
Family Story Paper late 1879-

*In the Pale Starlight, by GGE
#443 Sept 27 [1879]

Reprinted as ‘A Love
Victorious’ BCL#315

Irene’s Vow Lover?, by C.M.B.
#451 – Nov 22, 1879
Lady Fraser’s Mistake
(C.M.B.?) no a[uthor]
V16 #457 Jan 3, 1880

FR subtitle: ‘A Christmas
Story’; CMB title in Lady
Ethel’s Whim, & Other Stories
Lon.: Hutchinson

*The Knave Wins, no a[uthor]
#459 Jan 17 [1880]

Title not found elsewhere

Family Reader
*Genevra, by Chas. Garvice
#463 - Feb 14 [1880]

{NOTEBOOK P15}
Title not found elsewhere

*Jeanne, by Chas Garvice
V16 - #470 Apr 3 [1880]

Lupton CCS#143 & S&S
NES#267: CG

*Paul & Olivia, no a[uthor]
#472 April 17 [1880]

Title not found elsewhere

At the 11th Hour, by C.M.B.
#475 May 8 [1880]
*Sir Mark’s Wife, no a[uthor]
#480 June 12 [1880]

Title not found elsewhere

*The Wife of the Heir, no a[uthor]
V17 #488 Aug 7 [1880]

Title not found elsewhere

Family Reader
*Love Shall Atone, by Chas Garvice
V17 #491 Aug 28, 1880

{NOTEBOOK P16}
Reprinted as ‘The Other
Woman’ S&S NES#419: ?CG

*Amy Blane’s Sacrifice, no a[uthor]
#504 Nov 27 [1880]

Reprinted as ‘In Defiance of
Fate’ BCL#241: BMC

*Golden Gates, no [author]
#504 Nov 27 [1880]

SLP#1010 & ‘Munro’s
Library Pocket’ #756: CMBe;
S&S NBCL#47: BMC
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The Duke’s Secret, by C.M.B.
#508, Dec 25, 1880 continued into 1881
at least
Family Reader (New Series) 2nd Sheet
Lyndbrook Grange, later Guy
Earlscourt’s Wife, CMB
V1 No 37 - Dec 14, 1871

{NOTEBOOK P17}
= May Agnes Fleming, Guy
Earlscourt’s Wife (NY:
Carleton: 1873) & S&S
SL#214 ; 2 more Fleming
titles (Wedded for a Week,
1872-3, & A Wronged Wife,
1874) ran in FR as AO
‘Lydbrook Grange’, while her
Heiress of Castle Cliffe (1875)
was unsigned; this originally
appeared in 1863 in New York
Mercury as Victoria; or, The
Heiress of Castle Cliffe

Kate Carson’s Lovers, CMB
V2 No 75 Sept. 7, 1872
Just in Time, CMB
N.79 Oct 5, 1872

Offered by WJB as a Brame
story to Vickery & Hill of
Augusta, ME in 1901
(Benners Papers, 2/21)

My First Love (CMB)
N83 November 2, 1872
A True Magdalene, CMB
V3 N121 July 26, 1873
Lady Ethel’s Whim, CMB
V43 N131 Oct. 4, 1873

Family Reader (2) CMB stories
Lady Damer’s Secret, CMB
V3 N140 Dec 6, 1873
Not Proven
V4 N166 June 6, 1874
Thrown on the World, CMB
V5 [N]194, Dec 19, 1875
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Supplied by WJB to S&S in
Sep 1898 (Benners Papers
2/6), though it had already
appeared in 1896 as Lupton
ACL#76
{NOTEBOOK P18}
FR issue: 4:140
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Appendix D. Manuscripts ascribed to Brame in the O’Neill Collection
[The James O’Neill Collection (MSS 0141) in the Mandeville Special Collections Library at the University of
California, San Diego, contains over 70 folders of material relating to Charlotte M. Brame, apparently including
the original authorial manuscripts of over forty of her works. Sadly, however, there is unmistakable physical proof
that none of the manuscripts is authentic. The case is argued elsewhere in considerable detail (Law, 2012), so here
the evidence can simply be summarized under four heads:
 HANDWRITING The CMB manuscripts as a collection are written in two markedly different hands, neither
of which bears any resemblance to that of the known personal letters written by the author held at the
Leicestershire Record Office (DE1243/430/2-3). The same two hands are also found widely among
manuscripts in the O’Neill Collection attributed to authors other than Brame, including the male author
Charles Garvice.
 PAPER The paper used, typically lined notepaper of US Letter size, generally seems to be of US
manufacture: FLORIDA STATE BOND and EMPIRE USA BOND are two of the watermarks found. It is
highly unlikely, of course, that Brame herself ever crossed the Atlantic, or consistently used imported
American notepaper.
 SIGNATURE Though the signatures found on the MSs are most typically ‘Charlotte M. Brame’ and
‘C.M.B.’, we also often encounter ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ and ‘Bertha M. Clay’ in the same hand as the story
manuscript itself. It is inconceivable that these latter two forms could have been written by Brame.
 SPELLING The manuscripts often prominently feature US spelling variants (e.g. ‘color’ for ‘colour’, as in
the subtitle to ‘A Siren’s Spell, or Under False Colors’, Box 6 Folders 8-9), though there is no reason to
expect Brame herself to use such forms.
Acquired in 1964, the O’Neill collection consists mainly of paired folders of manuscripts and ‘tearsheets’ (pages
torn or otherwise removed from printed publications), the natural assumption being that the printed copies have
been set up from the hand-written originals. However, once we are faced with the physical evidence of the
inauthenticity of the manuscripts, the opposite becomes probable. We therefore assume that all the ‘Brame
manuscripts’ (and indeed many of those associated with other authors in the O’Neill Collection) were copied in
the US from previously published versions for commercial and/or fraudulent purposes. Many have pencil
annotations in the top-left corner of the title-page such as ‘4 instalments: $100 net’. Several bear labels indicating
previous ownership by ‘William James Benners | Braddon Lodge | 4720 Chester Avenue | Philadelphia’, who,
besides writing popular fiction himself (a handful of his stories in typescript are found in the O’Neill Collection),
is known to have been involved in the marketing of the publishing rights of popular novelists, including Brame
(see App. C). Indeed it seems likely that O’Neill, a Boston book collector and dealer, acquired his popular fiction
manuscripts directly or indirectly from Benners. A couple bear the legend ‘Copyright by Mary Brame’,
presumably referring to the author’s daughter, though we must doubt whether May Brame knew anything of, or
gained anything from, what was being done in the US in her name. This because, as confirmed in App. A, she
must have been aware both that one of the works in question (‘Christmas Eve at Thornley Hall’) was the property
of William Stevens, and that the other (‘A Siren’s Spell’) was clearly not written by her mother. In fact, based on
the principles underlying our bibliography, we must also conclude that out of the forty-nine separate stories
covered in the Brame sections of MSS 0141, fifteen must be works by other authors as yet unidentified. The
details are given in the following annotated edition of the Mandeville Special Collections Library Register for the
relevant folders in the O’Neill Collection. The Box/Folder numbers of works that are included in our Brame
bibliography are flagged in bold, while others are flagged in the Notes as ‘not a Brame story’ with an
accompanying pair of asterisks. Though it unfortunately tells us nothing about Brame’s material practice as a
living author, the O’Neill Collection does give away a good deal about how her labours were exploited in the
febrile conditions of the American popular fiction market at the turn of the twentieth century.]
Description in Mandeville Special Collections Library Register

Notes on
Provenance,
Annotations, etc.

AUTHOR

TITLE

MS
or
TS

4/4

CMB

Above Suspicion

MS

MS title=‘Above Suspicion: Caesar’s
Wife’; UNS: ‘Caesar’s Wife’,
FR20Aug-10Sep81, 12chs; BMC:
(Augusta, ME) Comfort Magazine
Supplement 1902; CMB: Above
Suspicion (Lon.: Pearson, 1932) [vol.
of tales]; not a CMB story**

4/5

CMB

Bonnie Doon

TS

TS title=‘Bonnie Doon: A Love Story’
(FR1885, 2nd run)

4/6

CMB

Christmas Eve at Thornley Hall

TS

FH1871; paired w/ MS 5/11

BOX /
FOLDER
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4/7

CMB

Clifden Hall: A New Year’s Story

MS

4/8

CMB

Clifden Hall: A New Year’s Story

TS

4/9

CMB

The Cost of a Kiss

MS

FR1874; WJB address label; pencil note
on MS: ‘5000’; offered thus to Lupton,
Jan. 1904 (Benners Papers 1/28A)

4/10

CMB

Doris Lynne’s Trial

MS

FR1872, noted by WJB as CMB’s;
signed: ‘Charlotte M. Braeme (Bertha
M. Clay)’; not a CMB story**

4/11

CMB

A Fatal Infatuation

MS

=‘My Brother’s Love’, YLJ1870; paired
w/ TS 5/16

4/12
4/13

CMB
CMB

The Fatal Night
The Fatal Night

MS
TS

Orig. pub. FH1868
In Lupton’s People’s Home Journal 9:1
(Jan1894) by CMBe

4/14

CMB

A Fatal Temptation

TS

Orig. pub. FHS1883; TS=(NY) Family
Library #120 (8 Sep. 1883), authorized
US reprint of FHS; pencil note on TS:
‘True novel by Charlotte M. Brame
(Bertha M. Clay)’; reprint in Lupton
Illustrated Home Guest, Dec1894

4/15

CMB

MS

MS title= ‘Ferndale Manor’

4/16

CMB

Ferndale Manor: A Christmas
Story
Ferndale Manor: A Christmas
Story

TS

FH1870

4/17
4/18

CMB
CMB

The Fifth Concert of the Season
The Fifth Concert of the Season

MS
TS

FH1873

4/19
4/20

CMB
CMB

First Violets
First Violets

MS
TS

No MS title
FH1868; pencil note: ‘about 8900 words’

4/21

CMB

For Ever True

MS

4/22

CMB

For Ever True

TS

Offered by WJB to Lupton, Jan1904
(Benners Papers 1/28A)
YLJ1869

4/23

CMB

Freshman’s Choice

MS

MS title=‘Thesham’s [sic for ‘Tresham’,
the lead character] Choice’; orig. title =
‘Mabel Grey’ (YLJ1870); paired w/ TS
5/10

4/24

CMB(?)

The Gloved Hand

MS

No indication of author on MS; FH1869

4/25

CMB

The Heir of Lynde

MS

=‘Clive Verner’s Love’, FH1872

4/26

CMB

A Hidden Treasure

MS

4/27

CMB

A Hidden Treasure

TS

Pencilled note on top corner of MS:
‘3500’; offered thus by WJB to Lupton,
Jan. 1904 (Benners Papers 1/28A)
FH1872; pencil note on TS: ‘Mildred’s
Pride 3500’

4/28

CMB(?)

How Mrs. Darrell Shot a Tiger

MS

No indication of author on MS; no
publication traced; not a CMB story**

4/29

CMB

In Another’s Place; or, Bella’s
Pretence

TS

Middle instalment of serial as by CMB in
(Lane’s List, Augusta, ME) People’s
Literary Companion 38:12, Jul1907;
not a CMB story**

4/30
4/31

CMB
CMB

John Hilton’s Secret
John Hilton’s Secret

MS
TS

5/1

CMB

Just in Time

MS

FR1872; offered by WJB to Lupton, Jan.
1904 (Benners Papers 1/28A)

5/2

CMB

Kate Charson’s Lovers

MS

MS title: ‘Kate Carson’s Lovers’; notes in
pencial: ‘3500’ ‘6600 words’; FH1872

98

No MS title, but text matches TS 4/8;
reprinted in Lupton’s People’s Home
Journal 10:1 (Jan1895) by CMBe
FH1871

FH1870
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5/3
5/4

CMB
CMB

Lady Lorton
Lady Lorton

MS
TS

5/5

CMB

Lady Magdalene’s
Disappearance; or, A Face with
A Shadow

MS

=Lady Wyverne’s Ring, FR1872; MS
fragment only: stops mid-sentence in
Ch.6 out of 58

5/6

CMB

A Lost Love

MS

YLJ1873; offered by WJB to Lupton, Jan.
1904 (Benners Papers 1/28A)

5/7
5/8

CMB
CMB

A Lost Valentine
A Lost Valentine

MS
TS

5/9

CMB

Love’s Probation

MS

=‘After the Party’ YLJ1870

5/10

CMB

Mabel Grey

TS

Paired w/ MS 4/23

5/11

CMB

A Man’s Mad Folly; or,
Christmas Eve at Thornley Hall

MS

Pub. as ‘Christmas Eve at Thornley Hall’,
FH1871; paired w/ TS 4/6
Pencil notes on MS: ‘50.nt’ ‘Copyright by
Mary Brame’

5/12

CMB

A Man’s Peril

MS

No publication traced; not a CMB
story**

5/13

CMB

Married For Love

MS

NYW1884; not a CMB story**

5/14

CMB

The Midshipman’s Story

MS

FH1869

5/15

CMB

My Brother’s Love

TS

YLJ1870; paired w/ MS 4/11

5/16
5/17

CMB
CMB

My Companion
My Companion

MS
TS

FH1874

5/18

CMB

My First Love

TS

TS title = ‘My First Love; or, Soiled in
London’s Glitter’; first instalment of
serial as by CMB in (Lane’s List,
Augusta, ME) Golden Moments 23:3
Apr1902 [later instalments = TS 6/12]

5/19

CMB

My Ward

TS

5/20

CMB

My Wrong; or, The Fatal Mere

MS

FH1870; pencil note on TS: ‘My Wrong,
or the Fatal Mere’; paired w/ MS 5/20
Orig. title = ‘My Ward’; paired w/ TS5/19

5/21

CMB

The Mystery of Colde Fell

TS

Single instalment for 10Jan1885 (36:719)
of original serialization in FR1884

5/22

CMB

New Year’s Eve

TS

FH1870; pencil note on TS: ‘Found in the
Snow’ [suggested title]; offered thus by
WJB to both Lupton and S&S in 1904
(Benners Papers 1/28A & 2/8)

5/23

CMB

A Night of Horror

MS

No indication of author on MS; no
publication traced; not a CMB story**

5/24

CMB

Purified By Suffering; or, A Girl’s
Mad Marriage

MS

Novella offered for $100 by WJB to
Lupton, Jan. 1904 (Benners Papers
1/28A); not a CMB story**

5/25

CMB

The Rejected Picture

MS

Pub. FH1868; offered by WJB to Lupton,
Jan. 1904 (Benners Papers 1/28A)

5/26
5/27

CMB
CMB

The Stepmother
The Stepmother

MS
TS

6/1
6/2

CMB
CMB

A Terrible Christmas Eve
A Terrible Christmas Eve

MS
TS

MS title: ‘A Terrible Xmas Eve’
FH1873; pencil note on TS: ‘Worse than
Death 3500’

6/3

CMB

That Beautiful Lady

TS

Ogilvie PL#128 (Nov1881); later in
SLP#995b; not a CMB story**
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good’
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6/4

CMB

Through the Flames

MS

No publication traced; not a CMB
story**

6/5

CMB

Tried and True

MS

6/6

CMB

Tried and True

TS

Pencil note on MS: ‘2500 net’; offered at
this price by WJB to Lupton, Jan. 1904
(Benners Papers 1/28A)
YLJ1870

6/7

CMB

Two Wooings; or, In Golden
Fetters

MS

MS fragment only (chs. 4-10); no
publication traced; not a CMB story**

6/8

CMB

Under a Siren’s Spell; or, Under
False Colors, ch 1-7

MS

6/9

CMB

Under a Siren’s Spell; or, Under
False Colors, ch 8-15

MS

MS title = ‘A Siren’s Spell; or, Under
False Colors’; pencil notes on TS:
‘12500 | Never published in America |
Copyright by Mary Brame | A beautiful
story by the popular Charlotte M.
Brame’; FR1884: UNS, as ‘False
Colours’; offered by WJB to Lupton,
Jan. 1904 (Benners Papers 1/28A); not
a CMB story**
,,

6/10

CMB

Who Did It?

MS

No publication traced; not a CMB
story**

6/11

CMB

The Wickedest Woman in
London; or, My First Love

MS

6/12

CMB

The Wickedest Woman in
London; or, My First Love

TS

MS title: ‘The Wickedest Woman in
London’; orig. pub. as ‘My First Love’
FR1872; paired w/ 5/18 & 6/12
TS title: ‘My First Love; or, Soiled in
London’s Glitter’; 2nd & 3rd
instalments of serial as by CMB in
(Lane’s List, Augusta, ME) Golden
Moments 23:4-5 May-Jun1902 [1st
instalment = TS 5/18]

6/13

CMB

MS

6/14

CMB

The Widow Bewitched; or,
Outwitted
The Widow Bewitched

6/15

CMB
[pseud.
Bertha
Clay]

A Woman’s Mystery; or, Wages
of Sin

MS

Pub. as ‘The Tragedy of a Chain-Pier’,
Lupton LHL#64; pencil notes on MS:
‘4 Instalments 10000 net 7500 net’ ‘No
chain pier at Brighton’; WJB label;
signed: BMC; =‘A Story of the Chain
Pier at Brighton’, FR29Jul-19Aug1882:
UNS; not a CMB story**

10/7

Unknown

Reginald Lester’s Choice
(incomplete)

TS

TS=two weekly issues (#393-4) of
YLJ1871, inc. middle instalments
(p725ff & p741ff) from Brame’s
Golden Chains (‘Reginald Lester’s
Choice’= unsigned serial running at
same time); no US publication of
Brame’s story traced

TS
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MS title = ‘Love’s Little Game; or,
Outwitted’, but paired w/ 6/14
YLJ1870, UNS; Not a CMB story**
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Appendix E. Titles assigned to ‘The Author of “Dora Thorne”’ in Munro’s ‘Seaside Library’
[Though of Canadian origin, George Munro became famous as the New York publisher of the popular weekly
story paper the Fireside Companion (1867-1903), which from the later 1870s seems to have carried Brame serials
lifted from the columns of the Family Herald (Noel, p. 189). He began his Seaside Library, reprints in quarto
pamphlets of two or three columns issued several times a week at ten or twenty cents, with Mrs Henry Wood’s
East Lynne in May 1877. The first of many Brame titles appeared in 1879, and by around 1886 the fifty-three
titles listed below had appeared, initially under the signature ‘By the Author of “Dora Thorne”’ only, though the
identity ‘Bertha M. Clay’ was also employed in the 1880s. Without exception, all are flagged in bold as from
Brame’s pen, with 42 deriving from the Family Herald and 11 later volumes from the Family Reader. The
original British title is underlined in cases where a new title or sub-title has been added.]
#

TITLE

NOTES ON PROVENANCE etc.

449.
618.
656.
678.
718.
746.
846.
921.
931.
1013.
1018.

More Bitter than Death
Madolin’s Lover
A Golden Dawn
A Dead Heart
Lord Lynne’s Choice; or, True Love Never Runs Smooth
Which Loved Him Best?
Dora Thorne
At War with Herself
The Sin of a Lifetime
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
Wife in Name Only

1044.
1060.
1072.
1074.
1077.
1081.
1085.
1099.
1107.
1110.
1115.
1122.
1126.
1127.
1132.
1179.
1209.
1218.
1266.
1288.
1305.
1357.
1393.
1460.
1640.
1664.
1704.
1761.
1844.
1883.
1906.
1999.
2013.
2014.
2015.

Like No Other Love
A Woman’s War
Hilary’s Folly
A Queen Amongst Women
A Gilded Sin
A Bridge of Love
The Fatal Lilies
Wedded and Parted
A Bride from the Sea
A Rose in Thorns
The Shadow of a Sin
Redeemed by Love
The Story of a Wedding-Ring
Love’s Warfare
Repented at Leisure
From Gloom to Sunlight
Hilda
A Golden Heart
Ingledew House
A Broken Wedding-Ring
Love For a Day; or, Under the Lilacs
The Wife’s Secret
Two Kisses
Between Two Sins
The Cost of Her Love
Romance of a Black Veil
Her Mother’s Sin
Thorns and Orange-Blossoms
Fair But False, & The Heiress of Arne
Sunshine and Roses
In Cupid’s Net
A Bitter Atonement
The Earl’s Atonement
A Woman’s Temptation
Under a Shadow

FH1878
FH1879=The Love that Lives
FH1879
FH1879
FH1869
FH1879
FH1871
FH1874
FH1877
FH1875
FH1876; Frank Leslie “Chimney Corner
Series” #5 (1877)
FH1881
FH1876
FH1881
FH1878
FH1877
FH1880
FH1880
FH1876
FH1877
FH1880
FH1874
FH1875
FH1875
FH1881
FH1875
FH1878
FH1871=Lady Hutton’s Ward
FH1879
FH1870
FH1882
FH1882
FH1882
FH1881
FH1882
FH1878
FH1882
FH1883
FH1883
FH1884=A Terrible Repentance/FH1876
FH1884=Diana’s Discipline
FH1884
FR1875
FR1881=The Perils of Love
FR1875
FR1877=A Shadowed Life
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2016.
2017.
2018.
2019.
2020.
2021.
2038.

Between Two Loves
A Struggle for a Ring
Lady Damer’s Secret
Evelyn’s Folly
Thrown on the World
Put Asunder; or, Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce
Her Martyrdom
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FR1877
FR1877
FR1873
FR1875=Lady Evelyn’s Folly
FR1874
FR1885
FH1885
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Appendix F. Titles assigned to ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ in Munro’s ‘Seaside Library Pocket
Edition’
[George Munro’s ‘Seaside Library Pocket Edition’, issued three times a week in duodecimo volumes selling at a
quarter, began in 1882 with William Black’s Yolande. By June 1895, from which the catalogue below dates, over
2000 titles had been issued and the series had begun to repeat itself. By then over ninety different volumes had
been issued, generally as by ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ – the mis-spelling of the family name first committed by the
London publisher John Dicks in the ‘Dicks’ English Novels’ edition of Lord Lisle’s Daughter in the early 1870s,
and thereafter frequently repeated in American periodicals – with well over two-thirds in fact entirely from
Brame’s pen, plus a couple combining a Brame story with the work of another writer. A catalogue from around
five years later, when the list and plates were acquired by Street & Smith, has also been located which, as well as
taking the list close to 3000 and in the process adding a handful of new ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ entries, also
reallocates to her around 40 numbers/titles in the 1-2000 series which were previously assigned to other authorial
entities. (Most of these works soon also appear in Smith & Street’s ‘Bertha Clay Library’ – see Appendix J.) Here,
all of the additions recorded around 1900 are listed beneath the main 1895 set of entries. In both cases, confirmed
Brame works are flagged in bold type, with the original title underlined where a new title or sub-title has been
added.]
#

TITLE

NOTES ON PROVENANCE etc.

19.

FH1883

291.
292.
296.
299.
300.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
322.
323.

Her Mother’s Sin; or, A Bright Wedding
Day
Dora Thorne
A Broken Wedding-Ring
A Queen Amongst Women
Madolin’s Lover; or, The Love that Lives
Redeemed by Love; or, Love’s Victory; or,
Love Works Wonders
Wife in Name Only; or, A Broken Heart
Wedded and Parted
Lord Lynne’s Choice
Thorns and Orange-Blossoms
Romance of a Black Veil
Which Loved Him Best? or, Two Fair
Women
Repented at Leisure
‘Prince Charlie’s Daughter;’ or, The Cost or
Her Love
Sunshine and Roses; or, Diana’s Discipline
The Wife’s Secret, & Fair but False
The Sin of a Lifetime; or, Vivien’s
Atonement
Love’s Warfare
A Golden Heart
A Rose in Thorns
The Fatal Lilies, & A Bride from the Sea
A Gilded Sin, & A Bridge of Love
Ingledew House, & More Bitter than Death
In Cupid’s Net
A Dead Heart, & Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
A Golden Dawn, & Love for a Day
Two Kisses, & Like no Other Love
Beyond Pardon
A Woman’s Love-Story
A Wilful Maid

411.
433.
459.
460.
465.

A Bitter Atonement
My Sister Kate, & A Rainy June, by ‘Ouida’
A Woman’s Temptation
Under a Shadow; or, A Shadowed Life
The Earl’s Atonement

51.
54.
68.
69.
73.
76.
79.
92.
148.
190.
220.
237.
249.
250.
254.
283.
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FH1871
FH1882
FH1878
FH1879
FH1875
FH1876
FH1876
FH1869
FH1883
FH1882
FH1879
FH1875
FH1878
FH1884
FH1882/FH1884=A Terrible Repentance
FH1877
FH1881
FH1881
FH1880
FH1880/FH1877
FH1877/FH1880
FH1870/FH1878
FH1884
FH1879/FH181875
FH1879/FH1882
FH1881/FH1881
FR1883
FST#28: [Alice M. Diehl]
FR1884: UNS [CG]; Lupton CCS#88 & S&S NES
#95; Newnes ‘6d Copyright Novels’, Lon.: 1910
FR1876
?/Syndicated by W.F. Tillotson, 1885
FR1875
FR1877
FR1881=The Perils of Love
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466.
467.
469.
470.
471.
476.
516.

745.
792.
821.
822.

Between Two Loves
A Struggle for a Ring
Lady Damer’s Secret
Evelyn’s Folly
Thrown on the World
Between Two Sins; or, Married in Haste
Put Asunder: or, Lady Castlemaine’s
Divorce
Her Martyrdom
A Fair Mystery; or, The Perils of Beauty
The Heiress of Hilldrop; or, The Romance
of a Young Girl
For Another’s Sin; or, A Struggle for Love
Set in Diamonds
The World Between Them
A Passion Flower

853.
854.
922.

A True Magdalen; or, One False Step
A Woman’s Error
Marjorie

923.
924.

At War With Herself
’Twixt Smile and Tear

927.

Sweet Cymbeline

928.

Hilda; or, The False Vow; or, Lady
Hutton’s Ward
The Belle of Lynn; or, The Miller’s
Daughter
Lady Diana’s Pride; or, One Against Many
The Shadow of a Sin
Claribel’s Love Story; or, Love’s Hidden
Depths
A Woman’s War
Hilary’s Folly; or, Her Marriage Vow
From Gloom to Sunlight; or, From Out the
Gloom
A Haunted Life; or, Her Terrible Sin
The Mystery or Colde Fell; or, Not Proven
The Squire’s Darling

576.
626.
741.

929.
931.
948.
949.
952.
953.
955.
958.
969.
973.

975.
978.
982.
985.
988.

A Dark Marriage Morn
Her Second Love
The Duke’s Secret
On Her Wedding Morn, & The Mystery of
the Holly-Tree
The Shattered Idol, & Letty Leigh

990.

The Earl’s Error, & Arnold’s Promise

995.

An Unnatural Bondage, & That Beautiful
Lady
His Wife’s Judgment
A Thorn in Her Heart
Golden Gates

1006.
1008.
1010.

FR1876
FR1877
FR1873
FR1875=Lady Evelyn’s Folly
FR1874
FH1882
FR1885
FH1885
FR1875 (heavily adapted)
FH1885
FR1874
FR1883
FR1883
FR1881: UNS [CG]; Lupton CCS#68 & S&S NES
#130; Lon.: Hodder & Stoughton, 1910; etc.
FR1873
FR1872
=Katherine S. Macquoid, Wild as a Hawk (Lon.:
Tinsley, 1868); as Marjorie; or, Wild as a Hawk,
Harper Franklin Square Library #528 [1886] &
S&S EL#202
FH1874
FR1882: UNS [CG]; Lupton CCS#83 & S&S
NES#119; Dulcie:’Twixt Smile and Tear (Lon.:
Hodder & Stoughton, 1910); etc
FR1884: UNS [CG]; Lupton CCS#74; S&S
NES#102; AKA ‘Bellmaire’
FH1871
FR1884
FR1884: UNS, as ‘Lady Diana’s Pride’
FH1874
FR1883
FH1876
FH1881
FH1877
FR1879
FR1884
BB1872=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage; Ogilvie PL#172;
as ‘A Fatal Wedding’ in Ogilvie ‘“Dora Thorne”
Series’ #21
FR1882
Ogilvie PL#207: BMC; S&S BCL#48
FR1880
FH1876/FH1874
Ogilvie PL#159/FH2-30Apr1870: ‘L.E.M.’ AO
‘Cleuton Manor’ &c.; Ogilvie PL#240a
FR1874: AO ‘Coralie’/FH1872=Arnold Ryder’s
Promise
Ogilvie PL#185/#128
FR1878
FR1878
FR1880: UNS
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1012.
1014.
1031.
1052.

A Nameless Sin
A Mad Love
Irene’s Vow
Signa’s Sweetheart

1091.
1134.
1155.
1179.
1185.
1195.

A Modern Cinderella
Lord Elesmere’s Wife
Lured Away; or, The Story of a Wedding
Ring, & The Heiress of Arne
Beauty’s Marriage
A Fiery Ordeal
Dumaresq’s Temptation

1285.
1291.
1328.

Jenny
The Star of Love
Lord Lisle’s Daughter

1415.
1628.

Weaker than a Woman
Love Works Wonders; or, Love’s Victory; or,
Redeemed by Love
Her Only Sin
A Fatal Wedding Day
A Bright Wedding-Day; or, Her Mother’s
Sin
One Against Many; or, Lady Diana’s Pride
One False Step; or, A True Magdalen
Two Fair Women; or, Which Loved Him
Best?
The Love that Lives; or, Madolin’s Lover
Lady Latimer’s Escape, & A Fatal Temptation

2010.
2011.
2012.
2013.
2014.
2015.
2053.
2068.

FR1878
FR1879
FR1879
CG: S&S NES#109 & (Lon.: Hutchinson, 1910);
Lupton CCS#81: CMBe
FR1877: UNS; Lupton LHL#235 [1889]
FR1872
FH1875/FH1876
FR1883:UNS; Lupton LHL#349
FR1884: UNS
FR1882:UNS=CG: Imogene, S&S NES#84; Lupton
CCS#91: CMBe
First traced appearance of this title
First traced appearance of this title
BB1871; Beadle & Adams ‘Fireside Library’ #4:1-4
(1877)
FH1878
FH1875 [same as #73]
FH1877=A Gilded Sin [same as #300a]
?
FH1883 [same as #19]
[same as #931]
FR1873 [same as #853]
FH1879 [same as #220]
FH1879 [same as #69]
FR1889: UNS & Lupton ACL#56/FHS1883

Titles newly assigned to ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’ in the ‘Seaside Library Pocket Edition’
Catalogue of c. 1900
#

TITLE

NOTES ON PROVENANCE etc.

151.

The Dulcie Diamonds

155.

Lady Muriel’s Secret

156.

For a Dream’s Sake

174.
194.
244.

Under a Ban
‘So Near and Yet so Far!’
A Great Mistake

246.

A Fatal Dower

278.
285.

For Life and Love
The Gambler’s Wife

335.

The White Witch

352.

At Any Cost

372.
430.

Phyllis’ Probation
A Bitter Reckoning

483.

Betwixt My Love and Me

Jun1895 Cat: Charles Blatherwick; Good Cheer
[Xmas no. of Good Words] 1883
Jun1895 Cat: Jean Middlemass; syndicated by
National Press Association, 1882
Jun1895 Cat: Mrs. Herbert Martin; Lon.: Griffith &
Farran, 1884
Jun1895 Cat: Mrs Lodge; Tinsley’s Magazine 1882
Jun1895 Cat: ‘Alison’; FH1883
Jun1895 Cat: Anon.; FH1880: ‘Jesson’ AO ‘Rose of
the World’ [Sarah Robbins]
Jun1895 Cat: Anon.; FH1884: ‘A Quille Pen’
[=Sophy Beckett]
Jun1895 Cat: ‘Alison’ [FH contributor]
Jun1895 Cat: Anon. [Elizabeth Caroline Grey];
Lon.: Newby, 1844
Jun1895 Cat: Anon. [Florence Warden]; Lon.:
Bentley, 1884
Jun1895 Cat: ‘Edward Garrett’ [Isabella Fyvie];
Edin.: Oliphant, 1885
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘A Fatal Dower’ [Sophy Beckett]
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘By Crooked Paths’ [Clara
Lemore]; FH1888
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘A Golden Bar’ [Eleanor A.
Towle]; Lon.: Hurst & Blackett, 1885
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504.
518.

My Poor Wife
The Hidden Sin

519.

James Gordon’s Wife

547.

A Coquette’s Conquest

628.

Wedded Hands

677.

Griselda

755.

Margery Daw

759.
778.

In Shallow Waters
Society’s Verdict

807.

If Love be Love

829.

The Actor’s Ward

908.

A Wilful Young Woman

933.
964.
967.
968.

A Hidden Terror
A Struggle for the Right; or, Tracking the Truth
Bonnie Doon
Blossom and Fruit; or, Madam’s Ward

1046.

Jessie

1137.

Prince Charming

1186.

Guelda

1187.

Suzanne

1338.

A Woman’s Vengeance

1343.

Dream Faces

1373.

The Story of an Error

1444.

The Queen of the County

1957.
2188.
2236.
2316.
2318.
2344.
2369.

The Mystery of Woodleigh Grange
His Perfect Trust
Under the Holly Berries, & Coralie
Lady Ethel’s Whim, & My Mother’s Rival
Daphne Vernon, & An Alluring Young Woman
Love’s Surrender, & Marion Arleigh’s Penance
Queen of the Lilies: A Sequel to ‘Lord
Elesmere’s Wife’
The Perils of Beauty: A Sequel to ‘A Fair
Mystery’
Hilary’s Folly; or, Her Marriage Vow

2370.
2971.
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Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘Addie’s Husband’ [G.F. Smith]
Jun1895 Cat: Anon. [Frances Browne]; Lon.:
Bentley, 1866
Jun1895 Cat: Anon. [Ellen Clutton-Brock]; Lon.:
Hurst & Blackett, 1871
Jun1895 Cat: ‘Basil’ [Richard Ashe King]; Lon.:
Bentley, 1885
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘My Lady’s Folly’ [Catherine
March]; Stevens ‘Favourite Fiction Series’ 1887
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘A Woman’s Love-Story’ [Alice
M. Diehl]; FH1885
Jun1895 Cat: Anon. [Effie Adelaide Rowlands];
FH1885 & FST#34
Jun1895 Cat: Annie Armitt: Lon. : F.V. White, 1885
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘My Marriage’; FH1885 &
FST#67: ‘A.J.B.’ [Amy Brasier]
Jun1895 Cat: D. Cecil Gibbs; Lon.: Remington,
1886
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘A Fatal Dower’ [Sophy Beckett];
=‘Barbara’ FH1886
Jun1895 Cat: Alice Price; Lon.: Hurst & Blackett,
1887
Jun1895 Cat: Mary Albert; FH1886 & FST#84
Jun1895 Cat: Anon.; FH1886: ‘C.Q.’
Jun1895 Cat: Not found; FR1883
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘Wedded Hands’ &c. [Catherine
March]; FH1886 & FST#38
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘Addie’s Husband’ [G.F. Smith];
Stevens Monthly Magazine of Fiction #29;
reprinted as ‘An Artful Plotter’ S&S BCL#215
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘A Great Mistake’ [Sarah
Robbins]
Jun1895 Cat: Anon. FH1888: May Crommelin, =The
Freaks of Lady Fortune (Lon.: Hurst & Blackett,
1889)
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘A Great Mistake’ [Sarah
Robbins]
Jun1895 Cat: Mrs. M.A. Holmes; Chicago: Geo.
Ogilvie, 1886
Jun1895 Cat: Hon. Mrs. Fetherstonehaugh; Lon.:
Bentley, 1884
Jun1895 Cat: AO ‘A Fatal Dower’ [Sophy Beckett];
FST#81
Jun1895 Cat: Anon. [=Julia Cecilia Stretton]; Lon.:
Hurst & Blackett, 1865
Jun1895 Cat: Not found; FH1872
New entry: FR1890: UNS [?CG]; EL#69
New entry: FH1884: UNS/FR1874: UNS
New entry: FR1873/FR1882: UNS
New entry: FR1879=A Broken Reed/?
New entry: ?/FR1874: AO Coralie
New entry: ?
New entry: ?Same as #626 in Jun1895 Cat.
New entry: Same as #953 in Jun1895 Cat.
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Appendix G. Titles assigned to ‘Bertha M. Clay’ in John W. Lovell’s ‘Lovell’s Library’
[A fiction publisher of Canadian origin based at Vesey Street, New York, John Wurtele Lovell started his
‘Lovell’s Library’ of ‘Current and Standard Literature’ in early 1882 and had published around 1500 titles by the
end of 1889. (In 1890 Lovell formed the United States Book Company, a massive book trust that briefly took over
many of the existing cheap reprint libraries, including his own and those of his brother Frank F. Lovell, as well as
those of both Munro brothers, before going bankrupt in 1893.) ‘Lovell’s Library’ itself took the form of a
numbered series of 12mo paperback volumes priced from a single dime and issued once a week to begin with. The
first Brame title appeared in 1883 as by ‘Bertha M. Clay’, the authorial identity manufactured by Street & Smith
in the later 1870s. In 1885 Street & Smith took legal action to try to establish an exclusive right to use of the
pseudonym but failed. By 1889 Lovell’s series included over seventy volumes under this signature, of which the
large majority (flagged in bold in the catalogue below) are from Brame’s pen.]
#

TITLE

NOTES ON PROVENANCE etc.

183.
277.
387.
420.
423.
458.
465.
474.
476.
558.
593.
651.
669.
689.
692.
694.
695.
700.
701.
718.
720.
727.
730.
733.
738.
739.
740.
744.
752.
764.
800.
801.
803.
804.
806.
807.
808.
809.
810.
811.
812.
815.
896.
922.
923.
926.
928.

Her Mother’s Sin
Dora Thorne
Beyond Pardon
A Broken Wedding-Ring
Repented at Leisure
Sunshine and Roses
The Earl’s Atonement
A Woman’s Temptation
Love Works Wonders
Fair but False
Between Two Sins
At War with Herself
Hilda
Her Martyrdom
Lord Lynne’s Choice
The Shadow of a Sin
Wedded and Parted
In Cupid’s Net
Lady Damer’s Secret
A Gilded Sin
Between Two Loves
For Another’s Sin
Romance of a Young Girl
A Queen Amongst Women
A Golden Dawn
Like no Other Love
A Bitter Atonement
Evelyn’s Folly
Set in Diamonds
A Fair Mystery
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
Romance of a Black Veil
Love’s Warfare
Madolin’s Lover
From Out the Gloom
Which Loved Him Best
A True Magdalen
The Sin of a Lifetime
Prince Charlie’s Daughter
A Golden Heart
Wife in Name Only
A Woman’s Error
Marjorie
A Wilful Maid
Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce
Claribel’s Love Story
Thrown on the World

FH1883
FH1871
FR1882
FH1882
FH1875
FH1884=Diana’s Discipline
FR1881=The Perils of Love
FR1875
FH1875=Redeemed by Love
FH1884=A Terrible Repentance
FH1882
FH1874
FH1871=Lady Hutton’s Ward
FH1885
FH1869
FH1874
FH1876
FH1884
FR1873
FH1877
FR1876
FR1874=A Struggle for Love
FH1886
FH1878
FH1879
FH1881
FR1876
FR1875= Lady Evelyn’s Folly
FR1883
FR1875=The Perils of Beauty (heavily adapted)
FH1883
FH1882
FH1881
FH1879=The Love that Lives
FH1877=From Gloom to Sunlight
FH1879
FR1873
FH1877
FH1878=The Cost of Her Love
FH1881
FH1876
FR1872
=K.S. Macquoid, Wild as a Hawk; SLP#922: CMBe
FR1884: UNS [CG]; Lupton CCS#88
FR1885
FR1883
FR1874
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929.
930.
932.
933.
934.
969.
984.

Under a Shadow
A Struggle for a Ring
Hilary’s Folly
A Haunted Life
A Woman’s Love Story
A Woman’s War
’ Twixt Smile and Tear

985.
986.
988.
989.
1007.
1012.
1013.
1030.
1031.
1033.

Lady Diana’s Pride
The Belle of Lynn
Marjorie’s Fate
Sweet Cymbeline
Redeemed by Love
The Squire’s Darling
The Mystery of Colde Fell
On Her Wedding Morn
The Shattered Idol
Letty Leigh

1041.
1042.
1043.
1051.
1064.
1198.
1331.
1337.
1424.
1467.

Mystery of the Holly Tree
The Earl’s Error
Arnold’s Promise
An Unnatural Bondage
The Duke’s Secret
A Thorn in Her Heart
Diana’s Discipline
A Rose in Thorns
A Fiery Ordeal
A Dark Marriage Morn

FR1877=A Shadowed Life
FR1877
FH1881
FR1879
FST#28: [Alice M. Diehl]
FH1876
FR1882:UNS=CG: S&S NES#119; Dulcie:’Twixt Smile
and Tear (Lon.: Hodder & Stoughton, 1910)
FR1884: UNS; SLP#931: CMBe
FR1884
=CG: Out of the Past [see S&S BCL#39]
FR1884: UNS [CG]; Lupton CCS#74; S&S NES#102
FH1875
BB1872=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage; Ogilvie PL#172
FR1884
FH1876
Ogilvie PL#159: BMC
FH1870: ‘L.E.M.’ AO ‘Cleuton Manor’; Ogilvie
PL#240a: BMC
FH1874
FR1874: AO ‘Coralie’
FH1872=Arnold's Ryder’s Promise
Ogilvie PL#185: BMC
FR1880
FR1878
FH1884
FH1880
FR1884: UNS; SLP#1185: CMBe
FR1882; as by ‘Owen Marston’, also credited with
LL#1466: Beauty’s Marriage (FR1883: UNS), &
LL#1468: Lover and Husband (FR1883: UNS)
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Appendix H. Lupton’s ‘Arm Chair Library’, #1-100
[The New York publisher Frank Moore Lupton was most famous for the cheapest reprint collection of them all,
the ‘Leisure Hour Library’, with its shorter works of fiction in double-column pamphlets selling at only three
cents for a single number (see Appendix L). This began in 1882, and quickly included several authentic Brame
works issued in double numbers, both novelettes like A Gilded Sin (#10) and shorter novels like Lord Lynne’s
Choice (#24), all published as by ‘By the author of “Dora Thorne”’. Subsequently, however, the ‘Leisure Hour
Library’ featured stories from other pens under the same signature, including ‘Marion Arleigh’s Penance’,
‘Coralie’, ‘A Coquette’s Victim’, and ‘A Modern Cinderella’, all of which had appeared in the columns of the
Family Reader during the 1870s. Lupton’s ‘Arm Chair Library’, consisting of 64-page pamphlets in double
columns with a coloured cover sold at a dime, began in early 1893 and within a couple of years reached 100
volumes of fiction from American, British and French authors. Of these 16 were signed ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’,
far more than any other author, though only 13 (flagged in bold) were authentic Brame titles. Like most of the rest,
the 3 ‘fakes’ (asterisked) had already previously appeared in Munro’s ‘Seaside Library Pocket Edition’. Later
Braeme titles in the ‘Arm Chair Library’ were: #126 A Bitter Reckoning (FH1888: AO ‘By Crooked Paths’ [Clara
Lemore]); #137 Redeemed by Love (FH1875); #142 Daphne Vernon (=A Broken Reed, FR1879); and #148
Phyllis’ Probation (SLP#372: [Sophy Beckett].]
#

TITLE

SIGNATURE

NOTES

1.
2.

Nathaniel Hawthorne
Charlotte M. Braeme

FR1884; SPL#969

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

The Scarlet Letter
The Mystery of Colde Fell;
or, Not Proven
Under the Red Flag
King Solomon’s Mines
Around the World in Eighty
Days
The Corsican Brothers
Lady Grace
Averil
The Black Dwarf
A Noble Life
The Belle of Lynn; or, The
Miller’s Daughter
The Black Tulip
The Duchess
Nurse Revel’s Mistake
Merle’s Crusade
A Study in Scarlet
Rock Ruin
Lord Lisle’s Daughter
The Armorer of Tyre
Mr. Gilfil’s Love Story
A Scarlet Sin
The Sea King
The Seige of Granada
Mr. Meeson’s Will
Jenny Harlow

26.
27.

Beaton’s Bargain
The Squire’s Darling

Mrs. Alexander
Charlotte M. Braeme

28.
29.

The Russian Gypsy
The Wandering Heir

Alexander Dumas
Charles Reade

30.
31.
32.

Flower and Weed
No Thoroughfare
The Great Hoggarty
Diamond
The Surgeon’s Daughter
Hilda; or, The False Vow
Grandfather’s Chair
A Trip to the Moon
The Pioneer’s Daughter
A Little Rebel

Miss M.E. Braddon
Dickens and Collins
W. M. Thackeray

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Miss M.E. Braddon
H. Rider Haggard
Jules Verne
Alexander Dumas
Mrs. Henry Wood
Rosa Nouchette Carey
Sir Walter Scott
Mrs. Mulock
Charlotte M. Braeme
Alexander Dumas
‘The Duchess’
Florence Warden
Rosa Nouchette Carey
A. Conan Doyle
Mrs. Ann S. Stephens
Charlotte M. Braeme
Sylvanus Cobb, Jr
George Eliot
Florence Marryat
Captain Marryat
Sir E. Bulwer Lytton
H. Rider Haggard
W. Clark Russell

Sir Walter Scott
Charlotte M. Braeme
Nathaniel Hawthome
Jules Verne
Emerson Bennett
‘The Duchess’
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FR1884; SPL#929
Pseud. Margaret Hungerford

BB1871; SPL#1328

inc. the short tale, CMBe, ‘The Mystery
at Deepdale’, FH69
BB1872=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage;
Ogilvie PL#172: BMC; SLP#973: CMBe
inc. pp. 46-52, CMBe, ‘The Mystery at
Deepdale’, FH69

FH1871=Lady Hutton’s Ward; SPL#928

Pseud. Margaret Hungerford
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39.
40.

Master Rockafellar’s Voyage
The Heiress of Hilldrop

W. C. Russell
Charlotte M. Braeme

41.
42.

Miss McDonald
Hickory Hall

Mrs. Mary J. Holmes
Mrs. Emma D.E.
Southworth
Miss M. E. Braddon
‘The Duchess’
Mrs. Henry Wood
Alexandre Dumas
Charlotte M. Braeme
Mrs. Southworth
Rosa Nouchette Carey
Robert Louis Stevenson
Wilkie Collins
Charlotte M. Braeme

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
*52.*

Meeting Her Fate
In Durance Vile
Danesbury House
The Twin Lieutenants
Repented at Leisure
The Red Hill Tragedy
Aunt Diana
Treasure Island
A Rogue’s Life
Lady Diana’s Pride

53.
54.
55.
*56.*
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

Grace Darnel
Allan Quatermain
King Arthur
Lady Latimer’s Escape
Allan’s Wife
The Sign of the Four
Pretty Miss Smith
Christie Johnstone
A Dark Night’s Work
The Tragedy of Lime Hall
Sybil Brotherton
The Risen Dead
Sweet is True Love
At Bay
At War with Herself
The Mystery of No. 13
The Haunted Hotel
Cranford
A Fatal Temptation
The Gold Bug
The Man in Black
The Ghost of Riverdale Hall
Beyond the City
Lady Ethel’s Whim
The House of the Wolf
The Mystery of Cloomber
The Haunted Homestead
She’s All the World to Me
The Artist’s Love
Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush
The Heir of Brandt
The Homestead on the
Hillside
The Heiress of Hendee Hall
The Shadow of a Sin
The Light that Failed
Lord Lynne’s Choice
The Broken Engagement
The Haunted Chamber
The Toll-Gate Mystery
Her Second Love
The Rector of St. Mark’s
The Spy of the Ten
Dora Deane
Maggie Miller
The Slave King
The Banker’s Heir
Rosamond
The House on the Island

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
*92.*
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Miss M.E. Braddon
H. Rider Haggard
Miss Mulock
Charlotte M. Braeme
H. Rider Haggard
A. Conan Doyle
Florence Warden
Charles Reade
Mrs. Gaskell
Charlotte M. Braeme
Mrs. Southworth
Florence Marryat
‘The Duchess’
Mrs. Alexander
Charlotte M. Braeme
Helen B. Mathers
Wilkie Collins
Mrs. Gaskell
Charlotte M. Braeme
Edgar Allen Poe
Stanley J. Weyman
May Agnes Fleming
A. Conan Doyle
Charlotte M. Braeme
Stanley J. Weyman
A. Conan Doyle
Mrs. Southworth
Hall Caine
Mrs. Southworth
Ian Maclaren
Etta W. Pierce
Mrs. Mary J. Holmes
Etta W. Pierce,
Charlotte M. Braeme
Kudyard Kipling
Charlotte M. Braeme
Mrs. Southworth
‘The Duchess’
Mary Kyle Dallas
Charlotte M. Braeme
Mrs. Mary J. Holmes
Sylvanus Cobb, Jr.
Mrs. Mary J. Holmes
Mrs. Mary J. Holmes
Rev. J.H. Ingraham
Sylvanus Cobb, Jr.
Mrs. Mary J. Holmes
Etta W. Pierre
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FH1885=The Romance of a Young Girl;
SLP#741

Pseud. Margaret Hungerford
FH1875; SPL#237

FR1884: UNS; SLP#931 One Against
Many; or, Lady Diana’s Pride: CMBe

FR1889: UNS; SLP#2068a: CMBe

FR1876; first traced appearance in the US
Pseud. Margaret Hungerford
FH1874; SPL#923

FHS1883; SPL#2068b

FR1873; first traced appearance in the US

FH1874; SPL#948
FH1869; SPL#92
Pseud. Margaret Hungerford
SLP#978: CMBe
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Appendix I. Street & Smith’s ‘Eagle Library’, #1-153
[According to Albert Johannsen (II, pp. 40-1), although the New York popular fiction publishers Street & Smith
reprinted Brame titles in their New York Weekly from earlier in the decade, the first use of the signature ‘Bertha M.
Clay’ was in the duodecimo volume of Thrown on the World; or, The Discarded Wife (from Brame’s novel
running in the Family Reader, 1874-5) issued as #1 in the ‘New York Weekly Series’ at $1.50 by G.W. Carleton
for Street & Smith at the beginning of December 1876. By the following year, the signature had become standard
in both the New York Weekly and in the Carleton reprint volumes, and by the 1880s it was also being employed by
John W. Lovell, J.S. Ogilvie, and a number of other reprint houses, as well as in early Street & Smith dime novel
libraries such as the ‘Clover’ and ‘Select’ series. The ‘Eagle Library’ was an eclectic dime novel series issued
weekly from March 1897 until January 1900, by which time the 153 titles listed below had appeared. (It was
succeeded by two series concentrating on the romance alone, though with no BMC titles: the ‘Eagle Series’, Feb.
1900-Dec.1907, and the ‘New Eagle Series’, Dec. 1907-Dec. 1932, Cox 2000, pp. 93-4.) In all, the fifteen Clay
titles flagged in the catalogue below with an asterisk appeared in the first Eagle Library, though none was in fact
from the pen of Charlotte M. Brame. All had appeared previously in Street & Smith’s New York Weekly story
paper (see Appendix L), and all were reprinted later in their ‘Bertha Clay Library’ and ‘New Bertha Clay Library’
series (see Appendices J and K). There is now clear evidence that most if not all of these English-style romances
came from the versatile pen of John Russell Coryell (1851-1924), cousin of Ormond G. Smith, of the house of
Street & Smith. According to interviews with William Benners in the 1920s, The Gypsy’s Daughter and In Love’s
Crucible were among the early Clay stories penned by Coryell (Adimari Papers 3/3), while documents have
recently been put forward securing his authorship of a further six titles (Cox 2012), from Marjorie Deane to
Between Two Hearts. Indeed, the letters from Coryell to Street and Smith cited by Cox suggest not only that
Coryell must have been responsible for a number of other Clay titles, perhaps a dozen or more over a period of ten
years from 1886, but also that, with Violet Lisle in 1890, Coryell changed his mode of composition from the
extensive revision of unsigned stories from English papers like the Family Reader to the creation of original plots
and narratives. This helps to explain why, from Violet Lisle onwards, most of these titles also started to appear
around the same period in London, typically under the name ‘Bertha M. Clay’, from houses specializing in
American popular fiction: in a variety of formats from James Henderson from the beginning of the 1890s,
including in weekly story papers like the Weekly Budget and Old and Young and in paperback series like the
‘Budget Story Books’; or from the middle of the decade in the Aldine ‘Masterpieces of Modern Fiction’ series
from the Aldine Publishing Company, like Henderson’s in Red Lion Court off Fleet Street. The fact that these
British editions tended to be issued simultaneously with, or even in a few cases in advance of, their New York
appearances, suggests strongly that there may have been formal agreements in place between the American and
British publishers. We should also note that Coryell produced a good deal of fiction for Street & Smith under
other authorial identities linked to other genres, including Nick Carter (detective stories) and Julia Edwards
(proletarian romances).]
#

TITLE

SIGNATURE etc.

NOTES

1.
2.
3.

Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Julia Edwards

S&S NYW26Sep1891- [JRC]

*4.*

Queen Bess
Ruby’s Reward
He Loves Me, He Loves Me
Not
For a Woman’s Honor

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
*11.*

The Senator’s Favorite
The Midnight Marriage
Two Keys
Beautiful but Poor
The Virginia Heiress
Little Sunshine
The Gipsy’s Daughter

Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
A.M. Douglas
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Julia Edwards
May Agnes Fleming
Francis S. Smith
Bertha M. Clay

12.
13.
*14.*

Edrie’s Legacy
The Little Widow
Violet Lisle

Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Julia Edwards
Bertha M. Clay

Dr Jack
The Fatal Card

St George Rathborne
Haddon Chambers & B.C.
Stephenson

15.
16.

Bertha M. Clay

111

S&S NYW29Oct1892- &
CS#17: [?JRC]; JH reg. copy,
BM12Oct 1892: BMC

S&S NYW22Oct1887- &
CS#20: [?JRC]; Aldine
MMF#53 [1897]: BMC
S&S NYW26Apr1890- &
CS#25 S&S NYW29Oct
1892- & CS#17: [JRC]; JH’s
PN19Apr 1890- & BSB#333:
BMC
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17.
18.
19.
20.
*21.*

Leslie’s Loyalty
Dr Jack’s Wife
Mr Lake of Chicago
The Senator’s Bride
A Heart’s Idol

22.
23.

Elaine
Miss Pauline of New York

24.
25.
26.

A Wasted Love
Little Southern Beauty
Captain Tom

27.
28.

Estelle’s Millionaire Lover
Miss Caprice

29.
30.

Theodora,
Baron Sain

31.
32.
33.

A Siren’s Love
The Blockade Runner
Mrs Bob

34.
35.

Pretty Geraldine
The Great Mogul

36.
37.
38.

Fedora
The Heart of Virginia
The Nabob of Singapore

39.
40.

The Colonel’s Wife
Monsieur Bob

41.
*42.*
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
*48.*
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
*59.*

60.
61.
61.

Her Heart’s Desire
Another Woman’s Husband
Little Coquette Bonnie
That Dowdy
A Yale Man
Off With the Old Love
The Colonel by Brevet

Charles Garvice
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St George
Rathborne]
Harry DuBois Milman
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
Bertha M. Clay
Charles Garvice
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Charles Garvice
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Julia Edwards
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Victorien Sardou
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Robert Lee Tyler
J. Perkins Tracy
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Victorien Sardou
J. Perkins Tracy
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Warren Edwards
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Charles Garvice
Bertha M. Clay

Another Man’s Wife

Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Robert Lee Tyler
Mrs M.V. Victor
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Bertha M. Clay

None But the Brave
Her Ransom
The Price He Paid
Woman Against Woman
The Old Homestead
Cleopatra
Thrice Wedded
The Dispatch Bearer
Rosamond
Major Matterson of
Kentucky
Gladys Greye

Robert Lee Tyler
Charles Garvice
E. Werner
Effie Adelaide Rowlands
Denman Thompson
Victorien Sardou
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Warren Edwards
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Bertha M. Clay

The County Fair
Dora Tenney
La Tosca

Neil Burgess
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
Victorien Sardou
112

AKA: ‘His Love So True’

S&S NYW4Feb1888- &
CS#19: [?JRC]; Aldine
MMF#20 [1895]: BMC

AKA: ‘On Love’s Altar’

AKA: ‘An Innocent Girl’
S&S NYW20Sep1890- &
CS#24: [JRC]; JH’s PN13Sep
1890- & BSB#342: BMC

S&S NYW2Apr1887- &
CS#27: [?JRC]; Lon: Milner,
c1895: BMC
AKA: ‘Paid For’

S&S NYW14Dec1890- &
CS#23: [adapt. JRC from CG:
A Passion Flower]; Aldine
MMF#34 [1896]: BMC
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62.
63.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

Stella Sterling
Lawyer Bell from Boston
Won by the Sword
Witch Hazel
Gismonda,
The Little Cuban Rebel
His Perfect Trust

Julia Edwards
Robert Lee Tyler
J. Perkins Tracy
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Victorien Sardou
Edna Winfield
‘A popular author’

*70.*

In Love’s Crucible

Bertha M. Clay

71.

The Spider’s Web

AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Harriet Sherburne
Charles Garvice
Sutton Vane
T.P. James
‘From the celebrated play’
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Sylvanus Cobb, Jr
Bertha M. Clay

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
*79.*

Wilful Winnie
The Marquis
The Cotton King
Under Fire
Mavourneen
Tina
The Yankee Champion
Marjorie Deane

80.

The Fair Maid of Fez

81.
82.
83.
*84.*

Wedded For an Hour
Captain Impudence
The Locksmith of Lyons
Between Two Hearts

AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Emma Garrison Jones
Edwin Milton Royle
Prof. Wm Henry Peck
Bertha M. Clay

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
*95.*

Lorrie; or Hollow Gold
A Widowed Bride
Shenandoah
Virgie’s Inheritance
A Gentleman From Gascony
For Fair Virginia
Sweet Violet
Humanity
A Queen of Treachery
Darkest Russia
’Twixt Love and Hate

Charles Garvice
Lucy Randall Comfort
J. Perkins Tracy
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Bicknell Dudley
Russ Whytal
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
Sutton Vane
T.W. Hanshew
H. Grattan Donnelly
Bertha M. Clay

96.
97.
98.

The Little Minister
The War Reporter
Claire

J.M. Barrie
Warren Edwards
Charles Garvice

99.
100.
101.

Audrey’s Recompense
Alice Blake
A Goddess of Africa
Fair but Faithless

Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Francis S. Smith
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Bertha M. Clay

The Span of Life
A Proud Dishonor
When London Sleeps
Lilian, My Lilian

Sutton Vane
Genie Holzmeyer
Chas Darrell
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller

*102.*

103.
104.
105.
106.

113

FR1890: UNS; repudiated by
CG (Sep. 1898, Benners
Papers 2/6), though later
issued under his name:
Cleveland, OH: Westbrook,
1910
S&S NYW9Feb1889- &
CS#21: [?JRC]; Aldine
MMF#28 [1895]: BMC

S&S NYW6Jul1889- & CS#22:
[adapt. JRC from CG: So Fair,
So False]; mistakenly
replaced as EL#79 in Oct.
1900 by CG: Out of the Past –
see LL#988 & BCL#39

S&S NYW30May1891- &
CS#28: [JRC]
FR1886: UNS

S&S NYW31Oct1891- &
CS#29: [?JRC]; Aldine
MMF#17 [1895]: BMC
FR1895: UNS; AKA: ‘The
Mistress of Court Regna’

S&S NYW10Jun1891- &
CS#26: [JRC]; JH reg. copy,
CULSep1891: BMC; Aldine
MMF#49 [1897]: UNS
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107.
108.
*109.*

A Heart’s Bitterness

Effie Adelaide Rowlands
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Bertha M. Clay

110.
111.
112.
113.
114.

Whose Wife Is She?
Faithful Shirley
The Cattle King
A Crushed Lily
Half a Truth

Annie Lisle
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
A.D. Hall
Mrs Alex McVeigh Miller
‘A popular author’

115.

A Fair Revolutionist

116.

The Daughter of the
Regiment
She Loved Him
Saved From the Sea
An Ideal Love

AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Mary A. Denison,

117.
118.
*119.*

120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

Carla; or, Married at Sight
A Son of Mars

The White Squadron
Cecile’s Marriage
Grazia’s Mistake
Northern Lights
Prettiest of All
Devil’s Island
The Girl from Hong Kong

127.
128.
129.
*130.*

Nobody’s Daughter
The Scent of the Roses
In Sight of St Paul’s
A Bitter Bondage

131.
132.
133.
134.

Nenne’s Second Choice
Whose Was the Crime?
Max
Squire John

135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.

Cast Up by the Tide
The Unseen Bridegroom
A Wedded Widow
A Fatal Wooing
Little Lady Charles
That Girl of Johnsons’
Lady Evelyn
Her Rescue from the Turks

143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

A Charity Girl
Dorothy’s Jewels
Country Lanes and City
Pavements
Magdalen’s Vow
Under Egyptian Skies

148.
149.
150.
151
152.
153.

Will She Win?
The Man She Loved
Sunset Pass
The Heiress of Glen Gower
A Mute Confessor
Her Son’s Wife

Charles Garvice
Richard Duffy
Bertha M. Clay

T.C. Harbaugh
Lucy Randall Comfort
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
A.D. Hall
Julia Edwards
A.D. Hall
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Clara Augusta
AO ‘Half a Truth’
Sutton Vane
Bertha M. Clay
Adelaide Stirling
Gertrude Warden
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
AO ‘Half a Truth’
May Agnes Fleming
T.W. Hanshew
Laura Jean Libbey
Ellie Adelaide Rowlands
Jean Kate Ludlum
May Agnes Fleming
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Effie Adelaide Rowlands
Mrs Georgie Sheldon
Maurice M. Minton
May Agnes Fleming
AO ‘Dr Jack’ [St. G.
Rathborne]
Emma Garrison Jones
Effie Adelaide Rowlands
General Charles King
May Agnes Fleming
Will N. Harben
Hazel Wood
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S&S NYW11Sep1886- &
CS#18: [?JRC]; Aldine
MMF#15 [1894]: BMC

=‘Dora Delmar’ [pseud. John
W. Mackey]

S&S NYW11Mar 1893- &
CS#83: [?JRC]; JH reg. copy
BM25Feb1893: BMC & BSB
#371: AO ‘Westmarch’

YLJ1891: UNS
S&S NYW16Mar1895: [?JRC];
JH’s WB18May1895 &
BSB#413: AO ‘Dora Deene’

YLJ1890s: UNS
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Appendix J. Street & Smith’s ‘Bertha Clay Library’, #1-#160
[The Bertha Clay Library of dime romances of around 200-250 pages ran altogether from January 1900 to January
1917 for a total of 512 volumes, appearing initially at weekly intervals (Cox 2000, p. 26). To begin with, most
stories were by Charlotte M. Brame (flagged in bold type), but after a year or so these were overwhelmed by titles
from other sources. Around this time, Street & Smith acquired the reprint rights to the fiction libraries previously
issued by both George Munro and Norman L. Munro. Moreover, several of the early cases involve stories by
Charles Garvice, including that listed as #39 Marjorie’s Fate. In October 1900, Marjorie Deane (assigned to
Bertha M. Clay, but in fact adapted by John R. Coryell from Charles Garvice’s So Fair, So False) was replaced as
Street & Smith’s ‘Eagle Library’ #79 by Out of the Past by Garvice, with an explanatory note on the verso of the
new title-page reading: ‘This story was formerly accorded to Bertha M. Clay, under the title of “Marjorie’s Fate”
[sic]. We have been informed, however, on the best authority, that the story is really the work of Mr. Charles
Garvice. Therefore we re-issue it under the proper title and authorship.’ – STREET & SMITH’. The story in
question was indeed not Marjorie Deane (which remained in the ‘Bertha Clay Library’ as #71) but Marjorie’s
Fate (BCL#39), which can therefore now be reassigned to Garvice under its original title. Quite a few volumes in
the ‘Bertha Clay Library’ also contain more than one story, with several combining work by Brame with that of
another writer. The last volume in the series from Brame’s pen appears to be #157: The Heiress of Hatton, while
after #200 in the series romances signed by other recognized English authors begin to appear, including Mrs
Edward [Mary] Kennard and Dora Russell. Thus, only the first 160 volumes are listed here, taking the series up to
around the end of 1902. Many, though by no means all of the later titles, together with reduced images of the
coloured paper covers of the file copies remaining in the Street & Smith archive, can be found at:
http://library.syr.edu/digital/images/s/StreetAndSmith/BerthaClayLibrary/. The relevant ‘Derivation’ columns in
the Street & Smith editorial records at Syracuse University (in the main dating only from the end of the nineteenth
century) suggest that whole swathes of the later Bertha Clay Library numbers were lifted from British publications
issued before the 1891 International Copyright Act. For example, #261-305 and #319-70 prove, with only a
handful of exceptions, to be retitled stories from the Young Ladies’ Journal, and #442-79 all from William
Stevens’s ‘Family Story-Teller’ series, with many of the intervening numbers deriving from the Family Herald,
Family Reader, or Bow Bells (Box 42/Record Books 7-10).]
#

TITLE

NOTES ON PROVENANCE etc .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

FR1876
FH1871
FH1881
BB1871
FR1884
FH1884
FR1882
FH1871

9.
10.

A Bitter Atonement
Dora Thorne
A Golden Heart
Lord Lisle’s Daughter
The Mystery of Colde Fell; or, Not Proven
Diana’s Discipline; or, Sunshine and Roses
A Dark Marriage Morn
Hilda’s Lover; or, The False Vow, or Lady
Hutton’s Ward
Her Mother’s Sin; or, A Bright Wedding Day
One Against Many; or, Lady Diana’s Pride

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

For Another’s Sin; or, A Struggle for Love
At War With Herself
Evelyn’s Folly
A Haunted Life; or, Her Terrible Sin
Lady Damer’s Secret
His Wife’s Judgment
Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce; or, Put Asunder

18.

A Passion Flower

19.
20.

Two Fair Women; or, Which Loved Him Best?
A Wilful Maid

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Wife in Name Only
The Sin of a Lifetime
The World Between Them
Prince Charlie’s Daughter
A Thorn in Her Heart
A Struggle for a Ring
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FH1883
SLP#931: CMBe; FR1884=Lady Diana’s
Pride: UNS
FR1874
FH1874
FR1875= Lord Evelyn’s Folly
FR1879
FR1873
FR1878
FR1885; the title ‘Put Asunder’ was also used
for FH1891 & FST#103: AO ‘His Wedded
Wife’ [Sophy Beckett], though, this being
after the Chace Act, there is no evidence of
Beckett’s novel being reprinted in the US
and confused with Brame’s FR novel
FR1881: UNS [CG]; Lon.: Hodder &
Stoughton, 1910
FH1879
FR1884: UNS [CG]; Geo. Newnes ‘Sixpenny
Copyright Novels’, Lon.: 1910
FH1876
FH1877
FR1883
FH1878=The Cost of Her Love
FR1878
FR1877
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27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

The Shadow of a Sin
A Rose in Thorns
A Woman’s Love Story
The Romance of a Black Veil
Redeemed by Love; or, Love’s Conflict; or, Love
Works Wonders
Lord Lynne’s Choice
Set in Diamonds
The Romance of a Young Girl; or, The Heiress of
Hilldrop
A Woman’s War
On Her Wedding Morn, & Her Only Sin
Weaker Than a Woman
Love’s Warfare
Marjorie’s Fate
A Nameless Sin
A Mad Love
Hilary’s Folly; or, Her Marriage Vow
Madolin’s Lover
The Belle of Lynn; or, The Miller’s Daughter
Lover and Husband
Beauty’s Marriage, & Between Two Sins
The Duke’s Secret
Her Second Love
Addie’s Husband, & Arnold’s Promise

50.
51.

A True Magdalen; or, One False Step
For a Woman’s Honor

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Claribel’s Love Story; or, Love’s Hidden Depths
A Fiery Ordeal
The Gipsy’s Daughter
Golden Gates
The Squire’s Darling, & Walter’s Wooing
Violet Lisle
Griselda

59.

One False Step

60.
61.
62.
63.

A Heart’s Idol
The Earl’s Error, & Letty Leigh
Sweet Cymbeline
Another Woman’s Husband

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

Wedded and Parted, & Fair but False
His Perfect Trust
Gladys Greye
In Love’s Crucible
’Twixt Love and Hate
Fair But Faithless

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

A Heart’s Bitterness
Marjorie Deane
Between Two Hearts
Her Martyrdom
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
A Bitter Bondage

76.
77.
78.
79.

A Guiding Star
A Fair Mystery
Another Man’s Wife
An Ideal Love

80.
81.
82.

The Earl’s Atonement
Between Two Loves
A Dead Heart, & Love For a Day

32.
33.
34.
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FH1874
FH1883
FST#28: [Alice M. Diehl]
FH1882
FH1875
FH1869
FR1883
FH1885
FH1876
FH1876/ FH1877=A Gilded Sin
FH1878
FH1881
=CG: Out of the Past [see above]
FR1878
FR1879
FH1881
FH1879=The Love that Lives
FR1884
FR1883: UNS
FR1883: UNS/FH1882
FR1880
SLP#978: CMBe
FH1884 & FST#26: [G.F. Smith] / FH1872=
Arnold Ryder’s Promise
FR1873
S&S NYW1892 & EL#4: [?JRC]; JH reg.
copy BM1892: BMC
FR1883
FR1884: UNS; SLP#1185: CMBe
S&S NYW1887 & EL#11: [JRC]
FR1880: UNS; SLP#1010: CMBe
BB1872=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage/FH1869
EL#14:[JRC]; JH’s PN1890 &BSB#333:BMC
FH1885: [Alice M. Diehl]; SLP#677: AO ‘A
Woman’s Love-Story’
(Dundee) People’s Friend 1888: Andrew
Stewart
S&S NYW1888 & EL#21: [?JRC]
FR1874: AO ‘Coralie’/FH1870: L.E.M.
FR1884: UNS [CG]; S&S NES #102 etc.
EL#42: [JRC]; JH’s PN1890 & BSB#342:
BMC
FH1876/ FH1884=A Terrible Repentance
FR1890: UNS [?CG]; EL#69
S&S NYW1890 & EL#59: [JRC]
S&S NYW1890 & EL#70: [JRC]
S&S NYW1891 & EL#95: [?JRC]
S&S NYW1891 & EL#102: [JRC]; JH reg.
copy CUL1891
S&S NYW1885 & EL#109: [?JRC]
S&S NYW1889 & EL#79: [JRC]
S&S NYW1891 & EL#84: [?JRC]
FH1885
FH1883
S&S NYW1895 & EL#130: [?JRC]; JH’s
WB1895 & BSB#413: AO ‘Dora Deene’
FR1884: UNS
Adapted from The Perils of Beauty (FR1875)
S&S NYW1887 & EL#48: [?JRC]
S&S NYW1893 & EL#119: [?JRC]; JH reg.
copy BM1893 & BSB#371:AO ‘Westmarch’
FR1881=The Perils of Love
FR1876
FH1879/FH1882
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83.
84.

A Fatal Dower
Lady Latimer’s Escape, & Other Stories

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.

A Woman’s Error
Guelda
Beyond Pardon
If Love be Love
A Coquette’s Conquest
In Cupid’s Net, & So Near and Yet So Far
Under a Shadow
At Any Cost, & A Modern Cinderella

93.
94.
95.
96.

Signa’s Sweetheart
Margery Daw
A Woman’s Temptation
The Actor’s Ward

97.
98.
99.

Repented at Leisure
James Gordon’s Wife
For Life and Love, & More Bitter Than Death

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

In Shallow Waters
A Broken Wedding Ring
Dream Faces
Two Kisses, & The Fatal Lilies
’Twixt Smile and Tear

105.
106.

A Hidden Terror
Wedded Hands

107.
108.

From Out the Gloom
Her First Love

109.

A Bitter Reckoning

110.
111.
112.

Thrown on the World
Irene’s Vow
His Wedded Wife

113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.

Lord Elesmere’s Wife
A Woman’s Vengeance
Queen Amongst Women, & An Unnatural
Bondage
The Queen of the County
A Struggle for the Right
The Paths of Love
Blossom and Fruit; or, Madam’s Ward
The Story of An Error
The White Witch; or, A Lovely Siren
Dumaresq’s Temptation

123.
124.
125.
126.

Lady Muriel’s Secret
The Hidden Sin
For A Dream’s Sake
The Gambler’s Wife

127.

A Great Mistake

128.
129.
130.

Society’s Verdict
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
The Rival Heiresses

131.

A Bride from the Sea, & Other Stories

132.

A Woman’s Trust; or, Lady Elaine’s Martyrdom
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FH1884: [Sophy Beckett]; SLP#246: UNS
(inc. ‘A Fatal Temptation’ & ‘Coralie’);
FR1889: UNS/FHS1883/FR1874: UNS
FR1872
FH1888: May Crommelin; SLP#1186: UNS
FR1882
SLP#807: D. Cecil Gibbs
SLP#547: ‘Basil’ [Richard Ashe King]
FH1884/SLP#194: ‘Alison’ [FH contributor]
FR1877=A Shadowed Life
SLP#352: [Isabella Fyvie]/FR1877: UNS;
Lupton LHL#3:235 (1889)
SLP#1052 [CG]
FST#34: [Effie Adelaide Rowlands]
FR1875
=‘Barbara’ FH1886: [Sophy Beckett];
SLP#829
FH1875
SLP#519: [Ellen Clutton-Brock]
SLP#278: By ‘Alison’ [FH contributor, AO
FST#186 Sweeter Than Vengeance]/FH1878
SLP#759: Annie Armitt
FH1882
SLP#1343: Hon. Mrs. Fetherstonehaugh
FH1881/FH1880
FR1882:UNS=CG: Dulcie: ’Twixt Smile and
Tear (Lon.: Hodder & Stoughton, 1910)
FH1886 & FST#84: Mary Albert; SLP#933
SLP#628: AO ‘My Lady’s Folly’ [Catherine
March]
FH1877=From Gloom to Sunlight
=Mrs Lodge: ‘Under a Ban’, Tinsley’s
Magazine 1882 & SLP#174
FH1888: AO ‘By Crooked Paths’ [Clara
Lemore]
FR1874
FR1879
FH1883: Sophy Beckett; Munro’s Library
#1127: AO ‘A Fatal Dower’
FR1872
SLP#1338: Mrs. M.A. Holmes
FH1878/Ogilvie PL#185
SLP#1444: UNS [Julia Cecilia Stretton]
SLP#964: UNS [‘C.Q.’]
=‘Jenny’ SLP1285: CMBe
FH1886 & FST#38: [Catherine March]
FST#81: [Sophy Beckett]
SLP335#: UNS [Florence Warden]
FR1882:UNS=CG: Imogene S&S NES #84;
SLP#1195: CMBe
SLP#155: Jean Middlemass
SLP#518: UNS [Frances Browne]
SLP#156: Mrs. Herbert Martin
SLP#285: UNS [Elizabeth Caroline Grey];
NBCL#375
FH1880: ‘Jesson’ [Sarah Robbins]; SLP#144:
UNS
FST#67: AO ‘My Marriage’ [Amy Brasier]
FH1875
FR1872; Geo. Munro ‘Laurel Library’ #55
[1897]: ‘Dora Delmar’ [John W. Mackey]
(incl. ‘Ingledew House’ & ‘Under the Holly
Berries’) FH1877/FH1870/FR1884: UNS
S&S NYW24Feb1900- & NBCL#50
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133.

A Dream of Love

134.

The Sins of the Father

135.

For Love of Her; or, Taken by Storm

136.

A Loving Maid; or, The Woman between Them

137.

A Heart of Gold; or, Dora Deene

138.

The Price of a Bride; or, Love’s Triumph

139.

Love in a Mask

140.

A Woman’s Witchery

141.

The Burden of a Secret: A Tale of Undying Love

142.
143.

One Woman’s Sin: A Romance of Two Hearts
How Will It End? The Romance of a Rose

144.

The Hand Without a Wedding Ring

145.
146.
147.

A Sinful Secret; or, The Burden of a Mystery
Lady Marchmont’s Widowhood, & My Mother’s
Rival
The Broken Trust; or, A Woman’s Silence

148.
149.

Lady Ethel’s Whim, & A Golden Dawn
A Wife’s Peril; or, A Woman with a Past

150.
151.

The Tragedy of Lime Hall, & Like No Other
Love
Lady Ona’s Sin; or, The Shadow of Her Life

152.

A Bitter Courtship

153.

A Tragedy of Love and Hate

154.

A Stolen Heart

155.

Every Inch a Queen; or, A Daughter’s Mission

156.

A Maid’s Misery

157.

Love’s Redemption; or, The Heiress of Hatton

158.

The Sunshine of His Life

159.
160.

The Lost Lady of Haddon
The Love of Lady Aurelia
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S&S NYW8Jul1893- [?JRC]; =The
Tremaynes; or, A Dream of Love, in JH’s
O&Y 12Aug1893- & BSB#376: AO ‘An
Ideal Love’
S&S NYW19Mar1892- [?JRC]; =Westmarch;
or, The Father’s Sin, JH’s WB23Apr1892- &
BSB#366: AO ‘Violet Lisle’
Rand McNally ‘Globe Library’ #112 [1889]:
AO ‘Vere, the Leading Lady’
S&S NYW25Nov1893- [?JRC]; =The
Baronet’s Love; or, The Woman Between
Them, JH’s O&Y23Dec1893 & BSB#384:
AO ‘The Tremaynes’
S&S NYW26May1894- [?JRC]; JH’s O&Y
BSB#392: Dora Deene AO ‘The Tremaynes’
=Rand McNally ‘Globe Library’ #99: ‘Vere,
the Leading Lady’ by ‘One of the
Profession’
S&S NYW10Aug1895- [?JRC]; =Love in a
Mask; or, The Secret of Sir John Sterne’s
Life, JH’s WB28Sep1895- & BSB#424: AO
‘A Bitter Bondage’, ‘Dora Deene’, &c.
S&S NYW13Oct1894-[?JRC]; JH’s
O&Y8Dec1894- & BSB#403: AO ‘Dora
Deene’, ‘An Ideal Love’, &c.
S&S NYW11Jan1896- ; Aldine MMF#45:
BMC
S&S NYW20Jun1896FR1880=At the Eleventh Hour; supplied by
WJB (see Benners Papers 2/6)
FR1873=Helen Raeburn’s Marriage; JH’s
BSB#499: BMC; supplied to S&S by WJB
(see Benners Papers 2/6)
S&S NYW7Nov1896FR1874: UNS/FR1882:UNS
S&S NYW15Jul1899-; claimed by WJB (see
Adimari Papers 3/3A)
FR1873/FH1879
FR1871=Lady Brezil’s Ordeal (see Benners
Papers 2/6); NBCL#51
FR1876/FH1881
S&S NYW29Oct1898-; claimed by WJB (see
Benners Papers 2/6); NBCL#158
Re: S&S Recs/RB6=‘Her Second Love’
SLP#978: CMBe, i.e. repeat of BCL#48
FR1874: UNS=Lady Alden’s Vow; S&S
NYW28Oct1899- & NBCL#159
FST#37=‘Lover and Lord’: [Constance S.
Blount]; NBCL#156
S&S NYW16Jun1900-; claimed by WJB (see
Adimari Papers 3/3A)
FH1888=‘Coral’: [Constance S. Blount];
NBCL#155
FR1871; first traced appearance in US; NBCL
#151: Love’s Redemption; or, Fated to Marry
FST#135=‘A Bitter Penitence’: [Catherine
March]; NBCL#148
FR1872=Lady Wyverne’s Ring; NBCL#153
FR1887: UNS=‘Sit Thee Down, Sorrow’;
NBCL#152
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Appendix K. Street & Smith’s ‘New Bertha Clay Library’, #1-160
[The ‘New Bertha Clay Library’ of dime romances of around 200-250 pages ran altogether from February 1917 to
December 1932 for a total of 458 volumes, appearing initially at weekly intervals (Cox 2000, p. 26). From the
beginning, only a minority of the titles were Charlotte M. Brame’s (flagged in bold type), though several volumes
seem to combine Brame’s work with that of another writer. Since the last Brame volume in the series appears to
be #153: The Lost Lady of Haddon – the retitled Lady Wyverne’s Ring – only the first 160 volumes are catalogued
here, taking the list up to around 1920. Most if not all of the later titles in the series, together with reduced images
of the coloured paper covers of the file copies remaining in the Street & Smith archive, can be found at:
http://library.syr.edu/digital/images/s/StreetAndSmith/NewBerthaClayLibrary/.]
#

TITLE

NOTES ON PROVENANCE etc.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

In Love’s Crucible
A Sinful Secret
Between Two Loves
A Golden Heart
Redeemed by Love; or, Love Works Wonders
Between Two Hearts
Lover and Husband
The Broken Trust; or, A Woman’s Silence
For a Woman’s Honor
A Thorn in Her Heart
A Nameless Sin
Gladys Greye
Her Second Love
The Earl’s Atonement
The Gipsy’s Daughter
Another Woman’s Husband
Two Fair Women; or, Which Loved Him Best?
Madolin’s Lover
A Bitter Reckoning

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Fair but Faithless
One Woman’s Sin: A Romance of Two Hearts
A Mad Love
Wedded and Parted & Fair but False
A Woman’s Love Story
’Twixt Love and Hate
Guelda
The Duke’s Secret
The Mystery of Colde Fell; or, Not Proven
Beyond Pardon
A Hidden Terror
Repented at Leisure
Marjorie Deane
In Shallow Waters
Diana’s Discipline; or, Sunshine and Roses
A Heart’s Bitterness
Her Mother’s Sin; or, A Bright Wedding Day
Thrown on the World
Lady Damer’s Secret
A Fiery Ordeal
A Woman’s Vengeance
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
Two Kisses & The Fatal Lilies
A Coquette’s Conquest
His Wife’s Judgement
His Perfect Trust
Her Martyrdom
Golden Gates

S&S NYW1889 & EL#70: [JRC]
S&S NYW1896 & BCL#145
FR1876
FH1881
FH1875
S&S NYW1891 & EL#84: [JRC]
FR1883:UNS; BCL#45
S&S NYW1899 & BCL#147: [?WJB]
S&S NYW1892 & EL#4: [?JRC]
FR1878
FR1878
S&S NYW1890 & EL#59: [JRC]
SLP#978: CMBe
FR1881=The Perils of Love
S&S NYW1887 & EL#11: [JRC]
S&S NYW1890 & EL#42: [JRC]
FH1879
FH1879=The Love that Lives
FH1888: AO ‘By Crooked Paths’ [Clara
Lemore]
S&S NYW1891 & EL#102: [JRC]
S&S NYW1896 & BCL#142
FR1879
FH1876/FH1884=A Terrible Repentance
FST#28: [Alice M. Diehl]
S&S NYW1891 & EL#95: [?JRC]
FH1888: May Crommelin; SLP1186#: UNS
FR1880
FR1884
FR1882
FH1886, FST#84, & SLP#933: Mary Albert
FH1875
S&S NYW1889 & EL#79: [JRC]
SLP#759: Annie Armitt
FH1884
S&S NYW1886 & EL#109: [?JRC]
FH1883
FR1884
FR1883
FR1884: UNS; SLP#1185: CMBe
SLP#1338: Mrs. M.A. Holmes
FH1883
FH1881/FH1880
SLP#547: [Richard Ashe King]
FR1878
FR1890: UNS [?CG]; BCL#65: BMC
FH1885
FR1880: UNS; SLP#1010
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48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Evelyn’s Folly
Lord Lisle’s Daughter
A Woman’s Trust; or, Lady Elaine’s Martyrdom
A Wife’s Peril; or, A Woman With a Past
Love in a Mask

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

For a Dream’s Sake
A Dream of Love
The Hand Without a Wedding Ring; or,
Magdalen’s Trials
The Paths of Love
Irene’s Vow
The Rival Heiresses
The Squire’s Darling

60.
61.
62.
63.

Her First Love
Another Man’s Wife
A Bitter Atonement
Wedded Hands

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

The Earl’s Error & Letty Leigh
Violet Lisle
A Heart’s Idol
The Actor’s Ward
The Belle of Lynn; or, The Miller’s Daughter
A Bitter Bondage
Dora Thorne
Claribel’s Love Story; or, Love’s Hidden
Depths
A Woman’s War
A Fatal Dower
A Dark Marriage Morn
Hilda’s Lover; or, The False Vow; or, Lady
Hutton’s Ward
One Against Many; or, Lady Diana’s Pride [&
The Mystery of Woodleigh Grange]
For Another’s Sin; or, A Struggle For Love
At War With Herself
A Haunted Life; or, Her Terrible Sin
Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce; or, Put Asunder
Wife in Name Only
The Sin of a Lifetime
The World Between Them
Prince Charlie’s Daughter
A Struggle for a Ring
The Shadow of a Sin
A Rose in Thorns
The Romance of a Black Veil
Lord Lynne’s Choice
The Tragedy of Lime Hall & Like No Other
Love
James Gordon’s Wife
Set in Diamonds
For Life and Love & More Bitter than Death
How Will it End?; or, The Romance of a Rose
Love’s Warfare
The Burden of a Secret; or, the Tale of an
Undying Love
Griselda

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
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FR1875=Lady Evelyn’s Folly
BB1871
S&S NYW1900 & BCL#132
FR1871=Lady Brezil’s Ordeal; BCL#149: BMC
S&S NYW1895 & BCL#139; JH’s WB1895:
AO ‘Dora Deene’
SLP#156: Mrs. Herbert Martin
S&S NYW1893 & BCL#133: [?JRC]
FR1873=Helen Raeburn’s Marriage; JH’s
BSB#499: BMC
=‘Jenny’ SLP1285: CMBe; BCL#118
FR1879
FR1872
BB1872=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage; Ogilvie
PL#172
SLP#174: Mrs Lodge
S&S NYW1887 & EL#48: [?JRC]
FR1876
SLP#628: AO ‘My Lady’s Folly’ [Catherine
March]
FR1874: AO ‘Coralie’/FH1870: ‘L.E.M.’
S&S NYW1890 & EL#14: [JRC]
S&S NYW1888 & EL#21: [?JRC]
=‘Barbara’ FH1886: [Sophy Beckett]
FR1884
S&S NYW1895 & EL#130: [?JRC]
FH1871
FR1883
FH1876
SLP#246: [Sophy Beckett]
FR1882
FH1871
FR1884: UNS/FH1872
FR1874
FH1874
FR1879
FR1885
FH1876
FH1877
FR1883
FH1878=The Cost of Her Love
FR1877
FH1874
FH1880
FH1882
FH1869
FR1876/FH1881
SLP#519: [Ellen Clutton-Brock]
FR1883
SLP#278: ‘Alison’ [FH contributor]/FH1878
FR1880=At the Eleventh Hour; BCL#143
FH1881
S&S NYW1896 & BCL#141
FH1885: [Alice M. Diehl]; SLP#677
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98.

102.

A Woman’s Witchery; or, The Minister’s
Daughter
An Ideal Love
Lady Marchmont’s Widowhood & My Mother’s
Rival
The Romance of a Young Girl; or, The Heiress
of Hilldrop
The Price of a Bride; or, Love’s Triumph

103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.

If Love be Love
The Queen of the County
Lady Ethel’s Whim & A Golden Dawn
Weaker Than a Woman
A Woman’s Temptation
On Her Wedding Morn
A Struggle for the Right

110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

Margery Daw
The Sins of the Father
A Dead Heart & Love for a Day
Under a Shadow
Dream Faces
Lord Elesmere’s Wife
Blossom and Fruit; or, Madam’s Ward
Lady Muriel’s Secret
A Loving Maid; or, The Woman Between Them
Hilary’s Folly; or, Her Marriage Vow
Beauty’s Marriage & Between Two Sins
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream & A Bridge of Love
The Story of an Error
The Hidden Sin
Society’s Verdict
A Bride from the Sea & Other Stories

126.
127.

A Heart of Gold; or, Dora Deene
Addie’s Husband & Arnold’s Promise

128.

Lady Latimer’s Escape & Other Stories

129.
130.

132.

A Woman’s Error
A Loveless Engagement; or, A Heart Bowed
Down
A Queen Triumphant; or, When Bonds are
Severed
The Girl of His Heart; or, a Fairy in Disguise

133.

The Chains of Jealousy; or, A Better Heritage

134.

A Heart’s Worship; or, For Her Love’s Sake

135.

The Price of Love; or, a Ray of Sunshine

136.

A Misguided Love; or, The Power of Fate

137.

A Wife’s Devotion; or, Her Fatal Dower

138.

When Hate and Love Conflict; or, Naught Could
Atone
A Captive Heart; or, A Glad Redemption

99.
100.
101.

131.

139.
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S&S NYW1894 & BCL#140: [?JRC]
S&S NYW1893 & EL#119: [?JRC]
FR1874: UNS/ FR1882: UNS
FH1885
= ‘Vere’ Rand McNally ‘Globe Library’ #99:
‘One of the Profession’; BCL#138
SLP#807: D. Cecil Gibbs
SLP#1444: UNS [Julia Cecilia Stretton]
FR1873/FH1879
FH1878
FR1875
FH1876
or, Tracking the Truth=FH1886: ‘C.Q.’;
SLP#964: UNS
FST#34: [Effie Adelaide Rowlands]
S&S NYW1892 & BCL#134: [?JRC]
FH1879/FH1882
FR1877=A Shadowed Life
SLP#1343: Hon. Mrs. Featherstonehaugh
FR1872
FH1886 & FST#38: [Catherine March]
SLP#155: Jean Middlemass
S&S NYW1893 & BCL#136: [?JRC]
FH1881
FR1883: UNS/FH1882
FH1875/FH1880
SLP#1373: [Sophy Beckett]
SLP#518: [Frances Browne]
FST#67: AO ‘My Marriage’ [Amy Brasier]
(incl. ‘Ingledew House’ & ‘Under the Holly
Berries’) FH1877/FH1870/FR1884: UNS
S&S NYW1894 & BCL#137: [?JRC]
FH1884 & FST#26: [G.F. Smith]/FH1872
=Arnold Ryder’s Promise
(inc. ‘A Fatal Temptation’ & ‘Coralie’);
FR1889: UNS/FHS1883/ FR1874: UNS
FR1872
=‘Badly Matched’ YLJ, date unknown (S&S
Recs/RB6); BCL#182
=‘Severed Ties’ YLJ1888: [Mrs Henry Wylde];
BCL#184
=‘Fairy Gold’ YLJ, date unknown (S&S
Recs/RB6); BCL#175
=‘Templeman’s Heritage’ YLJ, date unknown
(S&S Recs/RB6); BCL#181
=‘For Life, For Love’ YLJ, date unknown (S&S
Recs/RB6); BCL#183
=‘Little Ray’ YLJ, date unknown (S&S
Recs/RB6); BCL#177
=‘Where Love Dwells’ FR, date unknown (S&S
Recs/RB6); BCL#180
=‘Juliet Woodvyl’s Dower’ YLJ, date unknown
(S&S Recs/RB6); BCL#176
=‘Could Aught Atone?’ FST#10: [Christine
Severne]; BCL#178
By ‘Helen Massey’ (S&S Recs/RB6); BCL#169
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140.

A Pilgrim of Love; or, The Riches of a Heart

141.

A Purchased Love; or, The Secret of her Heart

142.

Lost for Love; or, Why did she Marry?

143.

145.

The Queen of his Soul; or, The Shadow of her
Past
Gladys’ Wedding Day; or, The Triumph of Love
and Honor
An Untold Passion; or, Barbara’s Triumph

146.

His Great Temptation; or, The Wife’s Secret

147.
148.
149.

A Fateful Passion; or, Her Husband’s Vow
The Sunshine of his Life; or, In Sackcloth and
Ashes
On With the New Love; or, A Secret Penitence

150.

An Evil Heart; or, A Dangerous Flirt

151.
152.

155.

Love’s Redemption; or, Fated to Marry
The Love of Lady Aurelia; or, The Shadows and
Sunshine
The Lost Lady of Haddon; or, Her Only Love
Every Inch a Queen; or, or, A Daughter’s
Mission
A Maid’s Misery; or, The Call of the Heart

156.

A Stolen Heart; or, Her Heart’s King

157.

His Wedded Wife; or, Love’s Winter

158.
159.

Lady Ona’s Sin; or, The Shadow of her Life
A Tragedy of Love and Hate

160.

The White Witch; or, A Lovely Siren

144.

153.
154.

122

=‘So Rich and Yet So Poor’ YLJ, date unknown
(S&S Recs/RB6); BCL#174
=‘Magdalen’s Secret’ (S&S Recs/RB6);
BCL#172; ?=‘Magdalene’s Mystery’ by WJB
Claimed by WJB (see Adimari Papers 3/3A);
BCL#164
=‘Lady Llewellyn’s Shadow’ (S&S Recs/RB6);
BCL#173
S&S NYW1902 & BCL#163
=‘A Kingdom by the Sea’ (S&S Recs/RB6);
BCL#171
S&S NYW1901 & BCL#161; ?original
title=‘The Earl’s Daughter’
FR1878: UNS=‘Forget Me Not’; BCL#168
FST#135=‘A Bitter Penitence’: AO ‘Madam’s
Ward’ [Catherine March]; BCL#158
FR1875: UNS=‘The Secret of the Cliffe’;
BCL#165
=Passages in the Life of a Fashionable Young
Lady (1862): E.C. Grey; BCL#162
FR1871=The Heiress of Hatton; BCL#157
FR1887: UNS=‘Sit Thee Down, Sorrow’;
BCL#160
FR1872=Lady Wyverne’s Ring; S&S NYW1901
S&S NYW1900 & BCL155; ?by WJB
FH1888=‘Coral’: [Constance S. Blount];
BCL#156
FST#37=‘Lover and Lord’: [Constance S.
Blount]; BCL#154
FH1883: [Sophy Beckett]; Munro’s Library
#1127: AO ‘A Fatal Dower’
S&S NYW1898 & BCL151; ?by WJB
FR1874: UNS=Lady Alden’s Vow; S&S
NYW28Oct1899- & NBCL#159
SLP335#: [Florence Warden]; BCL#121
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Appendix L. US Periodical Appearances of Clay/Braeme/Brame/AO ‘Dora Thorne’ Titles
[Popular story papers provided the initial venue for the re-issue of Brame’s fiction in the United States just as for
its first publication in Britain. Since, with few exceptions, the key American periodicals have yet to be fully
indexed or digitized and are only accessible in very limited locations, the listing below remains less than
comprehensive. The fiction indices available reveal that no fiction either by Brame or associated with her name
appeared in either Robert Bonner’s New York Ledger (1855-), the oldest and greatest of the cheap story papers, or
Beadle & Adams’ Saturday Journal (1870-). On the evidence available, Street & Smith in their New York Weekly
were several steps ahead of the rest in exploiting Brame’s stories from the Family Reader from early 1875, and
were probably not far behind Frank Leslie’s Chimney Corner in reprinting her material from the Family Herald
also. However, by the late 1870s at least two other papers, Norman L. Munro’s New York Family Story Paper and
his brother George Munro’s Fireside Companion were competing fiercely over the latest CMB story from the
Herald. Whether deriving from the Reader or the Herald, no case has been found of the simultaneous appearance
of a Brame story in both London and New York, as would result from the sending of advance sheets from Britain
by author or publisher. However, from the beginning there are cases of American serialization only a few weeks
behind that in Britain – enough time for copies of the London story papers to be shipped to New York and for the
desired instalments to be set up in type. (During Brame’s lifetime, the record westbound transatlantic crossing fell
from rather over two weeks to just under a week, reflecting an increase in average speed from 8 to 17 knots.) After
Brame’s death through until around the First World War, it is clear that fiction associated with her name was
reprinted in a vast range of American newspapers and magazines, of which only a small sample is offered here.]
(1) WEEKLY STORY PAPERS
New York Weekly (NY: Street & Smith, 1858-1915)
SIGNATURE
TITLE
‘C.M.B.’
Thrown on the World
‘C.M.B.’

Love Works Wonders

‘Mrs. Florice Norton’

A Woman’s Temptation

‘C.M.B.’

Lured Away: The Story of a
Wedding Ring
Repented at Leisure

‘C.M.B.’
AO ‘A Woman’s
Temptation’
AO ‘A Woman’s
Temptation’
AO ‘A Bitter Atonement’ /
BMC
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ /
Caroline M. Barton
BMC

Lady Evelyn’s Folly
A Bitter Atonement
Between Two Loves
Wife in Name Only

AO ‘A Bitter Atonement’

Under a Shadow; or, The
Beautiful Governess
A Struggle for a Ring

BMC

His Wife’s Judgment

BMC

A Nameless Sin

BMC

A Thorn in Her Heart

BMC

A Mad Love

BMC

A Haunted Life

BMC

Irene’s Vow

BMC

The Duke’s Secret

AO ‘Dora Thorne’ (CMBe)

A Golden Heart
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DATES/ISSUE Nos
30:15-36
15Feb-12Jul1875
30:30-42
31May-23Aug1875
30:36-52
12Jul-1Nov1875
30:45-9
13Sep-11Oct1875
30-1:47-7
27Sep1875-*
30-1:53-25
8Nov1875-8May1876
31:36-7
31Jul1876-1Jan1877
32:6-24
25Dec1876-*1877
32:6-22
25Dec1876-*1877
32:23-45
23Apr-24Sep1877
32-3:46-15
1Oct1877-25Feb1878
33:15-34
25Feb-8Jul1878
33:35-47
15Jul-7Oct1878
33-4:50-16
28Oct1878-3Mar1879
34:20-40
31Mar-14Aug1879
34-5:41-8
25Aug1879-5Jan1880
35:15-37
23Feb-26Jul1880
36:20-43
28Mar-5Sep1881
37:11-23
23Jan-17Apr1882

SOURCE etc.
FR19Dec1875FR27Mar1875-=
Redeemed by Love
FR12Jun1875FR17Jul1875FR14Aug1875FR25Sep1875
FR17Jun1876FR25Nov1876FH4Nov1876FR24Mar1877-=A
Shadowed Life
FR11Aug1877FR12Jan1878FR25May1878FR19Oct1878FR22Feb1879FR12JulFR22Nov1879FR25Dec1880FH3Dec1881-
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AO ‘Thrown on the World’ /
BMC
AO ‘Dora Thorne’

A Dark Marriage Morn

BMC

Beyond Pardon

BMC

Set in Diamonds

BMC

The World Between Them

BMC

The Earl’s Atonement

BMC
BMC

Put Asunder; or, Lady
Castlemaine’s Divorce
A Fair Mystery

BMC

For Another’s Sin

BMC

A Heart’s Bitterness

BMC

Another Man’s Wife

BMC

The Gipsy’s Daughter

BMC

A Heart’s Idol

BMC

Only One Sin

BMC / AO ‘Only One Sin’,
‘A Heart’s Bitterness’ &c.
BMC

In Love’s Crucible

BMC

Gladys Greye

45:7-25
21Dec1889-26Apr1890

BMC

Violet Lisle

45:26-45
2May-6Sep1890

BMC / AO ‘Marjorie
Deane’, ‘A Heart’s Idol’ &c.

Another Woman’s Husband

45-6:47-12
20Sep1890-17Jan1891

BMC

Fair, but Faithless

BMC

Between Two Hearts

BMC

’Twixt Love and Hate

BMC

The Sins of the Father

46:11-30
10Jan-23May1891
46:31-48
30May-26Sep1891
47:1-20
31Oct1891-12Mar1892
47:21-49
19Mar-1Oct1892

BMC

For a Woman’s Honor

BMC

An Ideal Love

BMC

A Dream of Love

Under the Lilacs

Marjorie Deane

37:25-43
1May-4Sep1882
37:44-48
11Sep-9Oct1882
37-8:44-17
11Sep1882-5Mar1883
38:18-37
12Mar-23Jul1883
38-9:40-11
13Aug1883-21Jan1884
39-40:36-8
14Jul-29Dec1884
40:17-38
2Mar-27Jul1885
40-1:38-17
27Jul1885-1Mar1886
41:17-45
27Feb-11Sep1886
41-2:45-22
11Sep1886-2Apr1887
42:22-51
2Apr-22Oct1887
42-3:51-13
22Oct1887-28Jan1888
43:14-33
4Feb-16Jun1888
44:8-14
22Dec1888-2Feb1889
44:15-33
9Feb-15Jun1889
44-5:36-3
6Jul-16Nov1889

48:1-19
29Oct1892-4Mar1893
48:20-39
11Mar-22July1893
48-9:37-5
8Jul-25Nov1893
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FR25Mar1882FH24Jun82=Love for a
Day
FR12Aug1882FR17Feb1883FR23Jun1883FR6Aug1881-=The
Perils of Love,
FR21Feb1885FR18Dec1875-=The
Perils of Beauty
FR8Aug1874-=A
Struggle for Love
?Adapted by JRC
?Adapted by JRC
Adapted by JRC
?Adapted by JRC
?Adapted by JRC
Adapted by JRC
Adapted by JRC from
So Fair, So False
FR1881: [CG]
Adapted by JRC from
A Passion Flower
FR1881: [CG]
By JRC; JH’s PN19Apr
1890- & BSB#333:
BMC
By JRC; JH’s PN13Sep
1890- & BSB#342:
BMC
By JRC; JH reg. copy
CUL1891: BMC
By JRC
?By JRC
?By JRC; JH’s WB23
Apr1892 & BSB#366
as ‘Westmarch; or the
Father’s Sin’: AO
‘Violet Lisle’
?By JRC; JH reg. copy
BM12Oct1892: BMC
?By JRC; JH’s O&Y
25Feb1893- & BSB
#371 AO ‘Westmarch’
?By JRC; JH’s O&Y
12Aug1893 & BSB
#376 as ‘The
Tremaynes; or, A
Dream of Love’: AO
‘An Ideal Love’
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BMC

The Woman Between Them

49:5-25
25Nov1893-14Apr1894

BMC

Dora Deene; or, Neither Wife
Nor Widow

49:31-51
26May-13Oct1894

BMC

A Woman’s Witchery

49-50:51-22
13Oct1894-23Mar1895

BMC

A Bitter Bondage

50:21-42
16Mar-10Aug1895

BMC

Love in a Mask

50-1:42-13
10Aug1895-4Jan1896

BMC

The Burden of a Secret

BMC

One Woman’s Sin

BMC

A Sinful Secret

BMC

A Broken Vow

BMC

How Will it End?

51:14-35
11Jan-20Jun1896
51-2:35-4
20Jun-14Nov1896
52:3-21
7Nov1896-3Mar1897
52:32-35
29May-19Jun1897
52-3:35-4
19Jun-13Nov1897

BMC

‘Amy’s Love Story: A Tale of
Two Christmas Eves’
The Hand Without a Wedding
Ring

53:9-11
18Dec1897-1Jan1898
53:19-49
26Feb-24Sep1898

BMC

‘Beauty’s Marriage’

BMC

Lady Ona’s Sin, and How it was
Atoned
A Wife’s Peril; or, A Woman
with a Past
The Broken Trust; or, A
Woman’s Silence
A Tragedy of Love and Hate;
or, A Woman’s Vow
Lady Elaine’s Martyrdom

53:27
23Apr1898
54:2-15
29Oct1898-28Jan1899
54:20-36
4Mar-24Jun1899
54:39-52
15Jul-14Oct1899
55:2-17
28Oct1899-10Feb1900
55:19-28
24Feb-28Apr1900
55:32-51
16Jun-6Oct1900
56:5-14
17Nov1900-19Jan1901
56:12
5Jan1901
56:15-34
26Jan-8Jun1901
56:41-5
27Jul-24Aug1901

BMC

BMC
BMC
BMC
BMC
BMC

BMC

Every Inch a Queen; or, A
Daughter’s Mission
Love’s Redemption; or, The
Heiress of Hatton
‘What the Waits Sung; or, A
Miser’s Christmas’
The Lost Lady of Haddon

BMC

His Great Temptation

BMC

True to Her First Love

BMC
BMC

56:46-51
31Aug-5Oct1901
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?By JRC; JH’s O&Y
23Dec1893 & BSB
#384 as ‘The
Baronet’s Love; or,
The Woman Between
Them’: AO ‘The
Tremaynes’
?By JRC; JH’s O&Y
7Jul1894- & BSB
#392: AO ‘The
Tremaynes’
?By JRC; JH’s O&Y
8Dec1894- & BSB
#403: AO ‘Dora
Deene’
?By JRC; JH’s WB
18May1895- & BSB
#413: AO ‘Dora
Deene’
?By JRC; JH’s WB
28Sep1895- & BSB
#424: AO ‘Dora
Deene’
?
?
?
?
FR1880-=At the
Eleventh Hour,
retitled by WJB
?
FR1873-=Helen
Raeburn’s Marriage,
retitled by WJB
FR1883
?WJB
FR1871=Lady
Brezil’s Ordeal
?WJB
FR1874: UNS=Lady
Alden’s Vow
BCL#132
?WJB
FR24Aug1871
FR28Dec1871
FR1872=Lady
Wyverne’s Ring
?original title=‘The
Earl’s Daughter’;
BCL#161
?=‘Her First Love’
BCL#108
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BMC

Gladys’ Wedding Day

BMC

‘Family Foes’

BMC
BMC

‘Woman’s Pride; or, Sybil
Leigh’s Two Christmas Eves’
‘His Heart’s Treasure’

BMC

‘The Lost Valentine’

BMC

‘True Love’s Triumph’

BMC

Charlie’s Darling

BMC

Ambition’s Deadly Sin

BMC

Lady Dorothy’s Romance

BMC

Plain Mrs St John

BMC

Through Rifted Clouds

BMC

A Vixen’s Love

BMC

Sir Hugh’s Secret

BMC

For Old Love’s Sake

BMC

Barbara’s Stormy Wooing

BMC

BMC

‘His Mother’s Ward; or, Love’s
Dream’
‘One New Year’s Eve; or, All
for a Woman’s Face’
‘Saint Valentine’s Gift; or, My
Queen of Love’
A Witch of the Woods

BMC

A Lesson in Love

BMC

For Love of Vivian

BMC

For Heart or Conscience

BMC

For Honor’s Sake

60:20-36
25Feb-17Jun1905

BMC

Love, the Conqueror

BMC

A Perilous Game

BMC

A Girl in Love

BMC

For Heart or Conscience

BMC

Lady Damer’s Secret

60:37-49
24Jun-16Sep1905
61:1-12
14Oct-30Dec1905
61:37-48
23Jun-8Sep1906
70:28-38
10Apr-19June1915
70-1:39-9
26Jun-27Nov1915

BMC
BMC
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56-7:52-4
12Oct-9Nov1902
57:10-14
21Dec1901-18Jan1902
57:13
11Jan1902
57:17-20
8Feb-1Mar1902
57:21
8Mar1902
57:29-33
3-31May1902
57:36-40
21Jun-19Jul1902
57:42-6
2-30Aug1902
57:47-51
6Sep-4Oct1902
57-8:52-4
11Oct-8Nov1902
58:10-14
20Dec1902-17Jan1903
58:15-30
24Jan-9May1903
58:20
28Feb1903
58:42-*
1Aug1903-*
59:10-21
19Dec1903-5Mar1904
59:13-14
9-16Jan1904
59:14
16Jan1904
59:20
27Feb1904
59:22-33
12Mar-28May1904
59:34-48
4Jun-7Sept1904
59-60:49-3
14Sep-29Oct1904
60:8-18
3Dec1904-11Feb1905

BCL#163
?
?
?=‘A Hidden
Treasure’ FH1872:
CMB
FH1872
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
NBCL#376
Reprinted as ‘Forged
on Love’s Anvil’
NBCL#317
?
?
?
?
?
?
Reprinted as ‘The
Song of the Siren’
NBCL#313
Reprinted as ‘The
Love of a Lifetime’
NBCL#422
?
?
?
?
FR6Dec1873
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In addition, according to the Street & Smith Records at Syracuse (Record Book #4), the following novellas
appeared as complete stories in the New York Weekly Supplement/Complete Novel Series. Though the journal
issues concerned have not been tracked down, they seem to date from close to the end of the century:
NO.
#4
#8
#16
#22
#27

SiGNATURE
BMC
BMC
BMC
BMC
BMC

TITLE
A Queen Among Women
Love For a Day
The Story of a Wedding Ring
The Shattered Idol
Beauty’s Marriage

SOURCE etc.
FH1878
FH1882
FH1875
Munro ‘Popular Series’ #31
Munro ‘Braeme Series’ #84

Frank Leslie’s Chimney Corner (NY: Frank Leslie, 1865-84)
SIGNATURE
TITLE
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c.
‘The Mystery of the Holly Tree’
AO ‘Redeemed by Love’ &c.

A Bride from the Sea

AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c.

From Gloom to Sunlight

AO ‘From Gloom to Sunlight’ A Queen Amongst Women
&c.
AO ‘Which Loved Him Best?’ A Rose in Thorns
&c.
Fireside Companion (NY: George Munro, 1867-1903)
SIGNATURE
TITLE
AO ‘More Bitter Than
Madolin’s Lover; or, Saved
Death’
By a Marriage
AO ‘Madolin’s Lover’
The Marriage of Hyacinth
Vane; or, A Fair Plotter’s
Fate
AO ‘Madolin’s Lover’
True Love Never Runs
Smooth
AO ‘Madolin’s Lover’
Carmen
AO ‘Madolin’s Lover’
AO ‘Madolin’s Lover’
Unsigned
AO ‘Madolin’s Lover’
AO ‘Madolin’s Lover’

The Lodge Keeper’s
Daughter
Leonie Rayner; or, The
Heiress of Charnleigh
Wife in Name Only
Lord Rylestone’s Will; or,
Will He Marry Her?
A Golden Heart

BMC

Prince Charlie’s Daughter;
or, The Heiress of Erceldean
Romance of a Black Veil

BMC

Her Mother’s Sin

BMC
BMC

Thorns and Orange
Blossoms
Sunshine and Roses

CMBe

Her Martyrdom

CMBe

The Heiress of Hilldrop

AO ‘A Great Mistake’ /
CMBe

Clarissa’s Ordeal

BMC
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DATES/ISSUE Nos
20:501-2
2-9Jan1875
25: 639-43
25Aug-22Sep1877
25: 649-59
3Nov1877-12Jan1878
27:688-91
3-24Aug1878
31:784-97
5Jun-4Sep1880

SOURCE
FH5Dec1874
FH21Jul1877FH6Oct1877FH20Jul1878
FH1May1880-

DATES/ISSUE Nos
605-622
2Jun-29Sep1879
623-629
5Oct-17Nov1879

SOURCE
FH1Mar1879=The Love
that Lives
FH28Jun1879-=A
Golden Dawn

629-644
17Nov1879-1Mar1880
638-662
19Jan-5Jul1880
662-677
5Jul-18Oct1880
677-692
8Oct1880-31Jan1881
694-708
14Feb-23May1881
708-724
23May-12Sept1881
741-753
9Jan-3Apr1882)
792-807
1Jan-16Apr1883
794-808
15Jan-23Apr1883
813-830
28May-24Sep1883
32:830-847
24Sept-21Jan1884
867-882
9June-22Sept1884
922-937
29Jun-12Oct1885
949-963
9Jan-10Apr1886
1019-1027
7May-3Dec1887

FH2Oct1869=Lord
Lynne’s Choice
FH20Sep79-=Which
Loved Him Best?,
FH16Sep1871-=Dora
Thorne
FH27Jun74-=At War
with Herself
FH4Nov1876FH12Feb1876=A
Woman’s War
FH3Dec1881FH16Mar1878=The Cost
of Her Love
FH28Dec1882FH5May1883FH1Sep1883FH3May1884-=Diana’s
Discipline
FH13Jun1885FH5Dec1885-=Romance
of a Young Girl
Munro SLP#1040: AO
‘A Great Mistake’ [Sarah
Robbins]
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CMBe

His Wife’s Judgment

CMBe

The Tragedy of Lime Hall

Unsigned

Lord Lisle’s Daughter

CMBe
CMBe

‘Diane’s Lesson. A Christmas
Story’
Weaker Than a Woman

CMBe

Coralie

CMBe

A Fatal Temptation

‘Dora Delmar’ [pseud.
John W. Mackey]
Unsigned

The Rival Heiresses
Daphne Vernon

1026-1045
25Jun-7Nov1887
1152-1155
30Nov-14Dec1889
1153-1163
7Dec1889-8Feb1890
1159-1160
11-18Jan1890
1173-1191
19Apr-23Aug1890
1323-1327
4Mar-1Apr1893
1362-1366
2-30Dec1893
1525-44
16Jan-19May1897
1833-1839
13Dec1902-24Jan1903

New York Family Story Paper (NY: Norman L. Munro, 1873-1921)
SIGNATURE
TITLE
AO ‘Dora Thorne’
A Queen Amongst Women
AO ‘A Queen Amongst
Women’

Leola Dale’s Fortune; or, The
Mistress of Lorme

Unsigned

Lady Scarsdale’s Secret: A
Companion Story to ‘Dora Thorne’

Saturday Night (Philadelphia: Davis & Elverson, 1865-1901)
SIGNATURE
TITLE
CMB
The Shattered Idol

FR13May1876BB7Jun1871FR30Dec1882-6Jan1883:
UNS, as ‘Dian’s Lesson’
FH17Aug1878FR7Feb1874-: UNS
FHS20Aug1883
FR15Mar1872FR11Jan1879-=A Broken
Reed

DATES/ISSUE Nos
6:296-301
9Jun-14Jul1879
*inc. 7:329-37
*inc. 26Jan-26Mar
1880
12:587-*
5Jan1885-*

DATES/ISSUE Nos
25:6 (Supplement)
8Oct1887 (complete)

(2) MONTHLY AND OTHER MAGAZINES
New York Monthly Fashion Bazar (NY: George Munro, 1879-85; monthly)
BMC, Miriam’s Marriage, Feb1882-*
BMC, Laura’s Trial, Sep1883
Ogilvie’s Popular Reading (NY: J.S. Ogilvie, 1884-; monthly)
BMC, Hilary’s Folly, 1, Jan1884
BMC, Letty Leigh, 2, Feb1884
BMC, Dora Thorne, 3, Mar1884
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, Married and Deserted, 4, Apr1884
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, Wedded and Parted, 5, May1884
BMC, On Her Wedding Morn, 7, Jul1884
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage], 12, Dec1884
BMC, A Gilded Sin, 13, Jan1885
BMC, Hilda [=Lady Hutton’s Ward], 14, Feb1885
BMC, A Golden Dawn, 16, Apr1885
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight], 24, Dec1885
BMC, Two Kisses, 26, Feb1886
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, Her Second Love, 27, Mar1886
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, A Broken Wedding Ring, 28, Apr1886
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, His Heart of Oak, 28, Apr1886
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, An Unnatural Bondage, 30, May1886
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, Repented at Leisure, 32, Aug1886
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, A Terrible Mistake, 32, Aug1886
AO ‘A Queen Among Women’, The Fatal Lilies, 33, Sep1886
AO ‘Dora Thorne’, Like No Other Love, 34, Oct1886
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FR12Jan1878-

SOURCE
FH20Jul1878
FR13Sep1879-:
UNS [CG]
By T.W. Hanshew

SOURCE
?Ogilvie PL#159
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Munro’s Pocket Magazine (NY: Norman L. Munro, 1884-*; bi-monthly)
CMB, Beyond Pardon, 6-*, Feb1885CMB, Her Martyrdom, 15-*, Jul1885-*
Cricket on the Hearth (NY: F.M. Lupton, 1872-*; monthly)
AO ‘A Rose in Thorns’,&c., Hilda [=Lady Hutton’s Ward], 12:10-*, Oct1883-*
People’s Home Journal (NY: F.M. Lupton,1886-1929; monthly)
CMBe, AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘The Fatal Night’, 9:1, Jan1894
CMBe, ‘Marion Arleigh’s Penance’, 17:5, May1902CMBe, ‘Sir Adrian’s Wife’, 19:8, Aug1904
The Illustrated Home Guest (NY: F.M. Lupton, 1892-*; monthly)
CMBe, AO ‘Dora Thorne’, ‘My Valentine’, 2:7, Feb1894
CMBe, Lady Ethel's Whim, 2:8-11, Mar-Jun1894
CMBe, AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c., A Fatal Temptation, 3:5-*, Dec1894-*
CMBe, AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c., ‘Years Ago’, 3:11, Jun1895
Good Literature (NY: FM Lupton, 1892-*; monthly)
CMBe, ‘Pretty Kate Bellew’, serial inc. 12:2, Sep1903
The Home Monthly (NY: Home Monthly Publishing Company,1877-*; monthly)
CMBe, Repented at Leisure, serial inc. 24:11, Mar1902
Comfort Magazine (Augusta, ME: William H. Gannett, 1888-1942; monthly)
CMB, ‘Above Suspicion’, *1902 Supplement
Golden Moments (Augusta, ME; E.C. Allen/ William H. Gannett,1880-*; monthly)
CMB, ‘My First Love; or, Soiled in London’s Glitter’, 23:3-5, Apr-Jun1902
People’s Literary Companion (Augusta, ME; E.C. Allen/ William H. Gannett,1869-1907; monthly)
CMB, ‘In Another’s Place; or, Bella’s Pretence’, 38:12, Jul1907
Good Stories (Augusta, ME: Vickery & Hill,1890-*; monthly)
BMC, The Shattered Idol, Aug1913American Woman (Augusta, ME: Vickery & Hill,1900-*; monthly)
CMBe, AO ‘Beyond Pardon’ &c., ‘Dora Leigh’s Engagement’, Feb-Mar1901
CMBe, ‘Her Love Sacrifice; or, Fettered from the Grave’, Feb1902

(3) LOCAL NEWSPAPERS
Nebraska Advertiser
AO ‘Dora Thorne’ &c., Step-Mother and Step-Son, 30Jun1881-*
(Sedan, Kansas) Sedan Lance
CMBe, Like No Other Love, 23Nov1892(Victoria, Texas) Daily Advocate
CMBe, The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage], 16Aug1904-
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Appendix M. Other Major US Series of Clay/Braeme/Brame/AO ‘Dora Thorne’ Titles
[Not included here are the main George Munro, Lovell, Lupton and Street & Smith libraries covered in
Appendices E-K. The many minor houses later issuing titles from stereotype plates produced elsewhere, such as
Crawford & Co. of Philadelphia and Butler Brothers of Chicago, are also excluded. Otherwise, far from complete,
and lacking in specific dates and other basic bibliographical information, this miscellaneous listing represents
little more than a Checklist for further research. It has been compiled from library catalogues, publisher’s listings,
bookseller’s listings, and private collections, generally without the opportunity to handle the physical volumes in
question. It should be noted that, in such cheap reprint libraries, supplementary titles (by the same author or
others) were frequently bound in randomly at the end of volumes without any indication on the cover or title
pages, so that the very concept of the edition becomes unstable. If nothing else, the listing demonstrates the
insatiability of the American demand for the kind of romance associated with the names Brame and Clay at the
turn of the twentieth century, and the lengths to which publishers were prepared to go to provide a supply. All
Brame titles recognized as authentic in our Bibliographical section are flagged in bold. Information about the
provenance of many, though by not all, of the other titles can be found by searching in other appendices. ]
BEADLE & ADAMS (New York, 1850-98)

A Mad Love
My Sister Kate, & Lady Valworth’s Diamonds by ‘The
Duchess’
The Mystery of Woodleigh Grange, & His Broken
Promise
On Her Wedding Morn
Only One Sin
A Pair of Blue Eyes
The Shadow of a Sin
The Story of a Wedding Ring
Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
That Fair False Woman
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
The Unwilling Bride
Walter’s Wooing
Weaker Than a Woman
Wedded and Parted
When a Woman Loves
A Woman’s Error
A Woman’s War
A Young Girl’s Love

‘Fireside Library’ (1877-82, #1-145)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
1-4. Lord Lisle’s Daughter, 1877 (in parts)
45. Lord Lisle’s Daughter, 1878
‘Waverley Library’ Quarto Edition (1879-84)
By ‘Dora Thorne’
79. A Queen Amongst Women, 1881
89. A Gilded Sin, 1881
W.B. CONKEY (Chicago, 1877-1949)
12mo Hardcover (c1900s)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
Dora Thorne
From Gloom to Sunlight
A Golden Heart
Her Martyrdom
Her Mother’s Sin
Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
Lady Damer’s Secret
The Shadow of a Sin
The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage]
Wedded and Parted
Wife in Name Only

‘Modern Authors’ Library’ (1890s-)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
66. Dora Thorne
67. From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight]
80. Her Second Love
92. On Her Wedding Morn
94. A Wife in Name Only
99. Claribel’s Love Story; or, Love’s Hidden Depths
125. For a Dream’s Sake
127. Her Sister’s Betrothed
142. The Shadow of a Sin
143. The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s
Marriage]
149. A Woman’s Error
195. Walter’s Wooing
235. Love’s Awakening
406. A Charm Broken
464. A Lover’s Reward
476. A Pair of Brown Eyes
572. Golden Gates

DONOHUE & HENNEBERRY (Chicago, 1871-1903; as
M.A. Donohue, 1903-)
Hardcover (1880s-?)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
Beyond Pardon
A Broken Wedding-Ring
A Dark Marriage Morn
Dora Thorne
The Earl’s Atonement [=The Perils of Love]
Faithful Unto Death; or, Daniel’s Secret
From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight]
A Golden Heart
Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin], & A Literary Wife
Her Sister’s Betrothed, & The Mystery of Woodleigh
Grange
Lord Lynne’s Choice
Love and Diamonds: Was She to Blame?
Love’s Warfare, & One True Heart

‘Ideal Library’ (1890s)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
83. A Pair of Blue Eyes
102. Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
119. For Him; or, A Promise Given and a Promise
Kept
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179. The Light of Love
182. From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to
Sunlight]
183. Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]

So Near and Yet So Far
The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage]
Thrown on the World
Which Loved Him Best?
Wife in Name Only
Woodleigh Grange, etc

‘Choice Fiction Library’ (1890s)
(By ‘Bertha M. Clay’)
A Golden Heart
Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
A Mad Love
The Story of a Wedding Ring

LAIRD & LEE (Chicago, fl. 1880s-1920s)
‘Pastime Series’ (late 1880s on)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
Dora Thorne
A Golden Heart
Her Martyrdom
The Duke’s Secret

‘Dearborn Series’ (1890s)
(By ‘Bertha M. Clay’)
59. Beyond Pardon
78. A Golden Heart

‘Columbia Series’ (late 1880s on)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
Beyond Pardon
A Golden Heart
Her Martyrdom

‘Bertha Clay Series’ (1900s)
(By ‘Bertha M. Clay’)
Another Woman’s Lover
Dora Thorne
Her Second Love
Lady Hutton’s Ward, & Her Only Sin [=A Gilded
Sin]
A Mad Love
A True Magdalen

‘Library of Choice Fiction’ (c1898-)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
16. Her Girlhood’s Lover
FRANK F. LOVELL (New York, 1887-90)

EVERDAY LIFE (Chicago, 1900s-)

‘Lovell’s Household Library’ (1887-90; 284 vols)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
13. Dora Thorne
18. Set in Diamonds
19. Her Mother’s Sin
26. Marjorie
109. A True Magdalen
246. A Fiery Ordeal

‘Everday Life Library’ (c1910s-)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
Beauty’s Marriage
The Coquette’s Victim
Coralie
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
Marion Arleigh’s Penance
My Mother’s Rival
The Mystery of Birchall
On Her Wedding Morn
The Tragedy of the Chain Pier

JOHN W. LOVELL (New York, 1878-91)
For ‘Lovell’s Library’ (1882-) see App. G
His United States Book Co. (1890-3) is excluded, as
it reprinted mainly from plates from ‘Lovell’s
Library’ & other series covered elsewhere

HURST & CO. (New York, 1871-1919)
12mo (1899-)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme
The Belle of Lynn
Between Two Loves
Between Two Sins; or, Married in Haste
A Broken Wedding Ring
Dora Thorne
The Duke’s Secret
The Earl’s Atonement [=The Peril’s of Love]
Evelyn’s Folly
For Another’s Sin [=A Struggle for Love]
For Life and Love
A Gilded Sin
A Golden Dawn
Her Mother’s Sin
Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin], & On Her Wedding
Morn
Hilda [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
Prince Charlie’s Daughter [=The Cost of Her Love]
The Shadow of a Sin

International Book Co. (Lovell imprint, 1890-2)
‘Bertha M. Clay Series’ (1890-2)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
A Bitter Atonement
A Fair Mystery [=The Perils of Beauty, heavily
adapted]
Ingledew House [incl. More Bitter Than Death, &
‘Some of Our Girls’]
Like No Other Love [inc. ‘One False, Both Fair; or, A
Hard Knot’]
Lured Away; or, The True Story of a Wedding Ring
[=The Story of a Wedding-Ring] [incl. ‘The
Heiress of Arne’]
Madolin’s Lover [=The Love that Lives]
’Twixt Smile & Tear
Under a Shadow [=A Shadowed Life]
The Wife’s Secret [inc. Lester’s Secret by M.C. Hay]
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‘Leisure Hour Library’ (1882-)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
Autumn Leaves
Beauty’s Marriage
A Bridge of Love
Coralie
Dora Thorne
Fair but False [=A Terrible Repentance]
A Fatal Temptation [inc. ‘The Mystery at
Deepdale’]
A Golden Dawn
In Cupid’s Net
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
Lord Lynne’s Choice
Madolin’s Lover [=The Love that Lives]
Marion Arleigh’s Penance
A Modern Cinderella
My Mother’s Rival
The Mystery of Birchall
The Mystery of the Holly Tree
On Her Wedding Morn
The Shadow of a Sin
The Story of Two Pictures
The Tragedy of the Chain Pier etc.

F. M. LUPTON (New York, 1882-1904)
For ‘Arm Chair Library’ (1893-) see App. H
Hardcover (1890s-)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
At War with Herself
Beauty’s Marriage
The Belle of Lynn
Between Two Loves
A Bitter Atonement
A Bitter Reckoning
Bonnie Doon
Claribel’s Love Story
The Coquette’s Victim
Coralie
Daphne Vernon [=A Broken Reed], & Maud
Falconer; or, The Two Christmas Eves
Diana’s Discipline
Dora Thorne
Evelyn’s Folly
A Fatal Temptation
A Fiery Ordeal
For Another’s Sin [=A Struggle for Love]
From Gloom to Sunlight
A Golden Heart
Her Martyrdom
Her Mother’s Sin
Her Second Love
Hilda; or, the False Vow [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
Irene’s Vow
Lady Damer’s Secret
Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
Lady Hutton’s Ward
Lady Latimer’s Escape
Lady Muriel’s Secret
Lord Elesmere’s Wife
Lord Lisle’s Daughter
Lord Lynne’s Choice
Madolin’s Lover [=The Love that Lives]
Marion Arleigh’s Penance
My Mother’s Rival
The Mystery of Birchall
On Her Wedding Morn
Phyllis’ Probation
Put Asunder [=Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce]
Redeemed by Love
Repented at Leisure
The Romance of a Black Veil
A Rose in Thorns
Set in Diamonds
The Shadow of a Sin
The Sin of a Lifetime
The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage]
The Story of Two Pictures
A Struggle for a Ring
Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
A Thorn in Her Heart
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
Thrown on the World
The Tragedy of a Chain Pier
The Tragedy of Lime Hall
A True Magdalen
Under a Shadow [=A Shadowed Life]
A Woman’s War
The World Between Them

‘Chimney Corner Series’ (1880s-)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
5. Lady Audley’s Secret (by M.E. Braddon), &
Autumn Leaves
16. Dora Thorne
21. Madolin’s Lover [=The Love that Lives]
39. Lord Elesmere’s Wife, & A Coquette’s Victory
47. A Rose in Thorns, etc.
55. The World Between Them
59. Evelyn’s Folly, etc.
60. Autumn Leaves, etc.
65. Set in Diamonds
70. Lady Damer’s Secret, etc.
76. The Romance of a Black Veil, etc.
81. Signa’s Sweetheart, etc.
86. The Sin of a Lifetime, etc.
91. Dumaresq’s Temptation, & Autumn Leaves
99. Her Mother’s Sin
107. From Gloom to Sunlight, etc.
110. Lady Roslyn’s Pensioner (by Harriet Lewis), &
Sir Adrian’s Wife
112. Aikenside (by Mary Jane Holmes), & A
Coquette’s Victim
119. A Bitter Atonement; or, Married for Her
Beauty, etc.
144. A Thorn in Her Heart, etc.
151. Irene’s Vow, etc.
165. A Golden Heart, etc.
166. Nemesis (by Marion Harland), & My Revenge
‘Bijou Series’ (1890s)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
The Shadow of a Sin
Woodleigh Grange, etc.
‘Windsor Series’ (1897-)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
The Belle of Lynne
Beyond Pardon
Between Two Loves
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A Broken Wedding Ring
Claribel’s Love Story
Dora Thorne
The Duke’s Secret
The Earl’s Atonement [=The Perils of Love]
A Fiery Ordeal
For Another’s Sin [=A Struggle for Love]
From Out of the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight]
A Golden Heart
Her Martyrdom
Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
Lord Lynne’s Choice
Prince Charlie’s Daughter [=The Cost of Her Love]
Put Asunder [=Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce]
Repented at Leisure
Shadow of a Sin
Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
Thrown on the World
A True Magdalen
Under a Shadow [=A Shadowed Life]
Weaker Than a Woman
Which Loved Him Best?
Wife in Name Only
A Woman’s Temptation
A Woman’s War

Lady Hutton’s Ward
Put Asunder [=Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce]
Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
Weaker Than a Woman
Which Loved Him Best?
Wife in Name Only
GEORGE MUNRO (New York, 1868-1908)
For ‘Seaside Library’ (1877-) see App. E
For ‘Seaside Library Pocket Edition’ (1882-) see
App. F
‘Charlotte M. Braeme Series’ (1894-; >120 titles)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
42. Put Asunder; Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce
95. One Against Many; or Lady Diana’s Pride
‘Majestic Series’ (1896)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
422. Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
‘Crown Series’ (1898)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
5. Thrown on the World
8. Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
9. The Earl’s Atonement [=The Perils of Love]
10. Lady Damer’s Secret
16. Beyond Pardon
17. Evelyn’s Folly [=Lady Evelyn’s Folly]
28. Wedded and Parted
31. The Wife’s Secret, & Fair but False [=A Terrible
Repentance]
53. Love’s Warfare
63. Repented at Leisure
64. Wife in Name Only
65. A Woman’s Temptation
70. A Bitter Atonement
75. Hilary’s Folly
82. Thorns and Orange Blossoms

‘Violet Series’ (c.1899)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
7. The Belle of Lynn
20. Claribel’s Love Story
32. The Duke’s Secret
34. A Fiery Ordeal
38. A Golden Heart
41. Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
42. Her Second Love
54. Lady Hutton’s Ward
58. Lord Lisle’s Daughter
59. Lord Lynne’s Choice
60. A Mad Love
71. My Sister Kate
75. On Her Wedding Morn
83. Put Asunder [=Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce]
86. The Shadow of a Sin
90. The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s
Marriage]
93. The Story of a Wedding Ring
101. Weaker than a Woman
102. Wedded and Parted
105. Wife in Name Only
106. A Woman’s War
107. Woodleigh Grange

‘Royal Series’ (1898)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
2. The Shadow of a Sin
4. Between Two Loves
9. Struggle for the Right
10. Under a Shadow [=A Shadowed Life]
11. A Struggle for a Ring
15. Put Asunder [=Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce]
16. Hilda; or, the False Vow [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
17. A Mad Love
18. Love Works Wonders [=Redeemed by Love]
21. Set in Diamonds
29. Between Two Sins
30. Lured Away [=The Story of a Wedding Ring]
31. A Fatal Wedding; or, The Squire’s Darling
[=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage]
32. Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
42. A Bright Wedding Day [=Her Mother’s Sin]
46. On Her Wedding Morn
52. Her Second Love
53. A Woman’s Vengeance
63. Her Martyrdom
64. Claribel’s Love Story

Federal Book Co. (Lupton imprint, 1902-4)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
Beyond Pardon
A Broken Wedding Ring
Dora Thorne
The Duke’s Secret
From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight]
A Golden Heart
Her Martyrdom
Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin] [inc.: ‘Woodleigh
Grange’, ‘His Broken Promise’, ‘Walter’s
Wooing’]
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488. Between Two Loves
489. Evelyn’s Folly [=Lady Evelyn’s Folly]
490. A Woman’s Temptation
491. A Struggle for a Ring
492. Lady Damer’s Secret
493. A Fair Mystery [=The Perils of Beauty, heavily
adapted]
659. A True Magdalen
667. A Woman’s Error
701. For Another’s Sin [=A Struggle for Love]
709. Claribel’s Love Story
713. A Woman’s War
714. Hilary’s Folly
715. A Haunted Life
742. Sweet Cymbeline
745. Marjorie’s Fate
746. Lady Diana’s Pride
747. The Belle of Lynn
754. Redeemed by Love
755. The Mystery of Colde Fell
756. Golden Gates
757. His Wife’s Judgment
760. The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s
Marriage], & Her Second Love
774. The Duke’s Secret
777. A Guiding Star
778. A Rose in Thorns
779. A Thorn in Her Heart
780. A Nameless Sin
785. A Mad Love
786. Signa’s Sweetheart

65. Weaker Than a Woman
70. A Woman’s War
71. Hilary’s Folly
76. From Gloom to Sunlight
93. The World Between Them
‘Sweetheart Series’ (1898-1903)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
79. Wedded and Parted
A Fatal Wedding; or, The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil
Jocelyn’s Marriage]
A Fiery Ordeal
The Gambler’s Wife
On Her Wedding Morn, & The Mystery of the
Holly-Tree
A Woman’s War
‘Savoy Series’ (1900-5)
By ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
5. Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
14. Wedded and Parted
27. The Shadow of a Sin
29. The Shattered Idol
33. The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s
Marriage]
48. A Golden Heart
50. Her Second Love
55. Lord Lisle’s Daughter
67. The Mystery of Woodleigh Grange
68. My Sister Kate
69. On Her Wedding Morn
70. The Story of a Wedding Ring; or, Lured Away
78. The Earl’s Error
156. The Dulcie Diamonds
174. So Near and Yet so Far
249. The Wife’s Secret
268. At Any Cost
287. For Life and Love
314. A Woman’s Honour
321. My Mother’s Rival
The Fatal Lilies

GEORGE W. OGILVIE (Chicago, 1886-1905)
By ‘Lottie Brame’
For a Woman’s Sake, 1886
Who Will Save Her?, 1886
J.S. OGILVIE (New York, 1868-c1919)
Cloth-bound (c1882-)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’ (-c1884)
By AO ‘Dora Thorne’ / ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
(c1885-)
The Actor’s Ward
At War with Herself
Beyond Pardon
A Broken Wedding Ring
A Dark Marriage Morn, 1882
Dora Thorne, 1883
The Duke’s Secret
The False Vow [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight]
A Golden Heart
Her Martyrdom
Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
Her Second Love
Ingledew House
Lady Hutton’s Ward
Lord Lynne’s Choice, 1882
A Mad Love
On Her Wedding Morn
One False Step [=A True Magdalen]
Repented at Leisure

NORMAN L. MUNRO (New York, 1873-1921)
‘Munro’s Library Pocket Edition’ (1884-8)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’ then ‘Charlotte M. Braeme’
35. Her Mother’s Sin
44. Dora Thorne
60. A Queen Amongst Women, & Between Two Sins
61. Madolin’s Lover [=The Love that Lives]
70. Thorns and Orange Blossoms
100. A Dark Marriage Morn [by Owen Marston]
120. Romance of a Black Veil
154. Beyond Pardon
187. Which Love Him Best?
191. Lord Lynne’s Choice
224. Diana’s Discipline
225. Prince Charlie’s Daughter [=The Cost of Her
Love]
229. A Broken Wedding-Ring
244. The Sin of a Lifetime
245. At War with Herself
249. Love’s Warfare
262. A Willful Maid
487. A Bitter Atonement
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The Shadow of a Sin
The Shattered Idol
Society’s Verdict
The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage]
A Struggle for a Ring
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
Thrown on the World
Weaker than a Woman
Wedded and Parted
Wife in Name Only
A Woman’s Temptation
A Woman’s War

13. A Broken Wedding Ring
14. Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
15. Wedded and Parted
16. A Broken Heart
17. The False Vow [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
18. One Against Many
19. Her Second Love
20. A Fatal Wedding [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage]
21. Thrown on the World
22. Two Fair Women
23. The Duke’s Secret
24. The Shattered Idol
A Mad Love
One False Step [=A True Magdalen]
Romance of a Young Girl

‘People’s Library’ (1880-)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay, AO ‘Dora Thorne’
11. A Queen Among Women [=A Queen Amongst
Women]
46. Dora Thorne
49. Like No Other Love
58. Hilary’s Folly
66. A Gilded Sin
71. The Fatal Lilies
73. Our Geraldine
76. His Heart of Oak
128. That Beautiful Lady
134. A Golden Dawn
137. Wedded and Parted
142. A Terrible Mistake
152. Two Kisses
159. The Shattered Idol
172. The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s
Marriage]
185. An Unnatural Bondage
196. Arnold’s Promise [=Arnold Ryder’s Promise],
& Under the Shadow of St. Paul’s
198. Hilda [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
207. Her Second Love
210. A Golden Heart
227. Ingledew House
228. On Her Wedding Morn
240. Letty Leigh, & The Queen of the Season
247. The Cost of Her Love
257. From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to
Sunlight]
270. Repented At Leisure
277. A Broken Wedding-Ring
283. Madolin’s Lover [=The Love that Lives]
291. Love for a Day
304. Lord Lynne’s Choice
312. A Dark Marriage Morn

‘The Fireside Series’ (1887-90, Papercover)
‘AO “Dora Thorne”’
8. A Broken Heart
9. A False Vow
‘The Favorite Edition’ (1888-90, 12mo hardcover)
By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’ / AO ‘Dora Thorne’
1. At War with Herself
12. A Broken Heart
18. Beyond Pardon
19. A Bright Wedding Day [=Her Mother’s Sin]
20. A Broken Wedding Ring
33. Dora Thorne
41. The False Vow [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
43. From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight]
44. A Fatal Wedding [=Sybil Jocelyn’s Marriage]
52. Hilda’s Lover [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
55. Her Martyrdom
56. Her Marriage Vow
57. Her Second Love
69. Love’s Conflict
80. Married in Haste [=Between Two Sins]
91. One Against Many
100. Repented at Leisure
105. Sunshine and Roses [=Diana’s Discipline]
112. Thorns and Orange Blossoms
123. Wedded and Parted
124. Wife in Name Only
125. A Woman’s Temptation
154. Thrown on the World
155. Two Fair Women
156. A Heart’s Idol
157. The Duke’s Secret
‘Red Cover Series’ (1888-90, Papercover)
By ‘Lottie Brame’
11. Hilda’s Lover [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
At War with Herself
A False Vow
Married in Haste [=Between Two Sins]

‘Dora Thorne Series’ (1885-90)
AO ‘Dora Thorne’
1. Her Marriage Vow
2. Dora Thorne
3. From Out the Gloom [=From Gloom to Sunlight]
4. Beyond Pardon
5. A Woman’s Temptation
6. Love’s Conflict
7. A Bright Wedding Day [=Her Mother’s Sin]
8. Her Martyrdom
9. A Dark Marriage Morn
10. Wife in Name Only
11. Thorns and Orange Blossoms
12. Repented at Leisure

‘Sunset Series’ (1890s)
By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
92. The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s
Marriage]
191. A Woman’s Temptation
192. Thrown on the World
193. Thorns and Orange Blossoms
194. Repented at Leisure
195. Lord Lynne’s Choice
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196. The False Vow [=Lady Hutton’s Ward]
197. Her Second Love
198. Her Martyrdom
199. From Out the Gloom [From Gloom to Sunlight]
200. The Duke’s Secret
201. A Broken Wedding-Ring
202. Beyond Pardon
203. At War with Herself

Repented at Leisure, 1881
Between Two Loves, 1881
Under a Shadow [=A Shadowed Life], 1882
A Struggle for a Ring, 1882
Beyond Pardon, 1883
The Earl’s Atonement [=The Perils of Love], 1885
Put Asunder [=Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce, 1886
‘Select Series’ (1887-92)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
22. A Heart’s Bitterness, c1889
28. A Heart’s Idol, c1889
36. The Gypsy’s Daughter, c1890
37. In Love’s Crucible, c1890
39. Marjorie Deane, c1890
45. Weaker than a Woman, c1890
87. Gladys Greye, c1891
92. Another Woman’s Husband, c1892
101. Another Man’s Wife, c1892

RAND MCNALLY & CO. (Chicago, 1858-)
‘Globe Library’ (c1886-)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
69. Lady Hutton’s Ward, 1888
255. The Earl’s Atonement [=The Perils of Love]
258. Which Love Him Best? 1897
261. For Another’s Sin, 1897
263. Prince Charlie’s Daughter [=The Cost of Her
Love]

‘Primrose Series’ (1890-91)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
1. Another Man’s Wife
9. A Woman’s Temptation
11. Beyond Pardon
16. Put Asunder [=Lady Castlemaine’s Divorce]
20. Between Two Loves
26. Under a Shadow
28. The Earl’s Atonement
30. Repented at Leisure

MAX STEIN & CO. (Chicago, 1900-20)
‘Heart Series’ / ‘Atlantic Library’ (1900s)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay (Charlotte M. Braeme)’
1. Beauty’s Marriage
4. A Queen Amongst Women
5. A Fatal Temptation, & Lady Latimer’s Escape
7. The Fatal Lilies, & A Bride from the Sea
8. Ingledew House, & More Bitter than Death
9. A Dead Heart, & Lady Gwendoline’s Dream
10. A Golden Dawn, & Love for a Day
11. Two Kisses, & Like No Other Love
14. On Her Wedding Morn
17. Her Only Sin [= A Gilded Sin]
20. A Gilded Sin
22. Fair but False [=A Terrible Repentance]
23. Her Hidden Secret, & The Mystery of the
Holly-Tree
An Alluring Young Woman
At Any Cost
Daphne Vernon; or, A Broken Reed
Lady Ethel’s Whim
For Life and Love
Hetty’s Revenge

‘Clover Series’ (1894-97)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
20. The Gypsy’s Daughter
38. Dora Thorne
Her Second Love
Lady Damer’s Secret
A Thorn in Her Heart
Weaker than a Woman

E.A. WEEKS (Chicago, 1893-99)
‘Marguerite Series’ (1893-)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
6. Her Girlhood’s Lover
7. Foiled by Love
11. A Pair of Brown Eyes

STREET & SMITH (New York, 1855-)
‘Enterprise Series’ (1896-)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
6. The Kodak Woman

For ‘Eagle Library’ (1897-1900) see App. I
For ‘Bertha Clay Library’ (1900-17) see App. J
For ‘New Bertha Clay Library’ (1917-32) see App.
K

‘Phoenix Series’ (1899)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
14. Her Fatal Mistake

G.W. Carleton (NY, 1861-86) for Street & Smith
‘New York Weekly Series’ (1876-86)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
Thrown on the World; or, The Discarded Wife, 1876
A Bitter Atonement, 1877
Love Works Wonders [=Redeemed by Love], 1878
Evelyn’s Folly [=Lady Evelyn’s Folly], 1878
Lady Damer’s Secret, 1879
A Woman’s Temptation, 1880
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ARTHUR WESTBROOK (Cleveland, 1908-37)

90. Under a Shadow [=A Shadowed Life]
?#. Woven on Fate’s Loom (by CG) & On Her
Wedding Morn

Softcover (1910s)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
A Bridge of Love
A Dead Heart
The Heiress of Hilldrop [=Romance of a Young Girl]
The Shattered Idol
Wedded and Parted
‘Hart Series’ (1909-1920s, #1-187)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
38. Claribel’s Love Story; or, Love’s Hidden Depths
51. The Mystery of Colde Fell; or, Not Proven
60. Irene’s Vow
82. Dora Thorne
125. The False Vow; or, Lady Hutton’s Ward
126. The Belle of Lynn
127. Blossom and Fruit; or, Madame’s Ward
128. Lord Lynne’s Choice; or, True Love Never
Runs Smooth
129. Weaker than a Woman
131. Lady Muriel’s Secret
132. A Mad Love
169. A Fiery Ordeal
181. A Woman’s War
182. A Woman’s Error
‘All Star Series’ (1912-14, #1-100)
(By Bertha M. Clay)
13. A Golden Dawn
14. Her Second Love
15. The Squire’s Darling [=Sybil Jocelyn’s

Marriage]
16. The Shadow of a Sin
17. The Shattered Idol
18. Wedded and Parted
19. A Queen Amongst Women, & Between Two Sins
20. Jennie [Jenny by Charlotte M. Braeme on t-p]
21. Lady Diana’s Pride
22. Catherine’s Flirtations [Catherine’s Coquetries
on t-p]
23. A Broken Wedding Ring
24. Sir Arthur’s Heiress
25. At War With Herself
26. Wife in Name Only
27. Her Faithful Heart
28. Her Only Sin [=A Gilded Sin]
29. The Shadow of the Past
30. The Heiress of Hilldrop [=The Romance of a
Young Girl]
33. Love’s Surrender, & Marion Arleigh’s Penance
36. Thrown on the World
40. Jesse
43. A Thorn in her Heart
47. A Woman's Temptation
49. A Golden Heart
72. Lord Lisle’s Daughter
73. Bonnie Doone
74. A Passionate Love
75. Guelda
76. If Love be True
88. His Wife’s Judgment
89. Like No Other Love
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Appendix N. Main British Publishers of Brame/Clay Titles after Stevens
[Not included here are the reprints by William Stevens of the Brame titles originally appearing in the Family
Herald, which are covered in Appendix B. The many minor houses later issuing a title or two from stereotype
plates produced elsewhere, such as Associated Newspapers and R.E. King, are also excluded. Moreover, this
represents no more than a provisional list, less than complete, and lacking in specific dating and other basic
bibliographical information. It has been compiled from library catalogues, publisher’s listings, bookseller’s
listings, and private collections, often without the opportunity to handle the physical volumes in question.
However, it does suggest a number of potential patterns of transmission of fiction material from outside as well as
within the British market, both before and after copyright in Brame’s published works expired in 1934, fifty years
after her death. If nothing else, it shows that, under conditions of mass production, British publishers of popular
fiction also could be extremely careless regarding intellectual property. All Brame titles recognized as authentic in
our Bibliographical section are flagged in bold. Information about the provenance of many, though by no means
all, of the other titles can be found by searching in other appendices. One interesting title that does not appear in
the lists below is The Woolchester Scandal, which seems to be a Sarah Robbins story from the later 1870s, which
was reprinted unsigned as #1 in William Stevens’ Happy Hour Stories series in 1900, but then mysteriously
reappears as AO ‘Dora Thorne’, first from Holden & Hardingham around 1919, and then from G.W. James in the
‘Leisure Time Novels’ series around 1930.]
James Henderson
[As noted in Appendix I, James Henderson of Red
Lion Court, London, the publisher of the popular story
paper the Weekly Budget (1861-1913), seems to have
had an arrangement to acquire serial stories from
Street & Smith in New York. From the beginning of
the 1890s, Henderson issued at least half-a-dozen
four-page folio registration copies of the opening
chapters of a series of novels ascribed to Bertha M.
Clay, each bearing the declaration: ‘The sole right of
English publication of this story is held by James
Henderson, publisher.’ Of these, two appeared in the
‘People’s Pocket Story Books’ in small duodecimo
again under the Clay signature, two in the successor
‘Budget Story Books’ series in octavo as by the author
of titles previously assigned to Clay, while a couple –
Fair but Faithless and For a Woman’s Honor – have
not been traced complete in volume form. Most seem
to have been written in New York by John Coryell,
and none of the six were from Brame’s pen. However,
at the end of the century a single Brame novel was
issued in the ‘Budget Story Books’ series under its
adapted American title and as by Bertha M. Clay.]

371. An Ideal Love; or, Owen Masters, the Poet
[1893, AO ‘Westmarch’]
499. A Hand Without a Wedding Ring [=Helen
Raeburn’s Marriage] [1899, BMC]

Aldine Publishing
[Founded in 1886, the Aldine Publishing Company
was located in Red Lion Court, off Fleet Street, close
to James Henderson’s premises. Like Henderson’s,
Aldine issued a great deal of popular and juvenile
fiction of American origin. From the mid-1890s, eight
works signed ‘Bertha M. Clay’ were issued in the
numbered Aldine ‘Masterpieces of Modern Fiction’
series. All of these titles appeared in Street & Smith’s
‘Eagle Series’ around the same time, most if not all
from the pen of John Coryell. A handful of Clay titles
also appeared later in the Aldine ‘Mascot Novels’
series.]
‘Masterpieces of Modern Fiction’ (mid-1890s)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
15. A Heart’s Bitterness, c1894
17. ’Twixt Love and Hate, c1895
20. A Heart’s Idol, c1895
28. In Love’s Crucible, c1895
34. Gladys Greye, c1896
45. The Burden of a Secret, c1897
49. Fair but Faithless, c1897
53. The Gipsy’s Daughter, c1897

Registration Copies, by ‘Bertha M. Clay’
Violet Lisle [1890, chs. 1-3]
Another Woman’s Husband [1890, chs. 1-2]
Fair but Faithless [1891, chs. 1-2]
For a Woman’s Honor [1892, chs. 1-8]
The Father’s Sin [1892, ch. 1]
An Ideal Love [1893, chs. 1-6]

‘Mascot Novels’ (c. 1913-24)
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
16. Gladys Greye
202. Two Wives [=Gladys Greye]
210. The World’s Great Wish

‘People’s Pocket Story Books’ by Bertha M. Clay
333. Violet Lisle [1890, CMB]
342. Another Woman’s Husband [1890, CMB]
‘Budget Story Books’
366. Westmarch; or, The Father’s Sin [1892, AO
‘Violet Lisle’]
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important player in the popular fiction market into the
twentieth century. Before the First World War,
Cassell’s had issued at least three titles under the
signature ‘Bertha M. Clay’, none of them from
Brame’s pen. The provenance remains uncertain, with
the second associated with the signature ‘Alison’, a
Family Herald contributor, but previously published
in New York as BCL#99.]

Milner
[A mid-nineteenth firm originating in Halifax,
Yorkshire, Milner & Co. issued at least half-a-dozen
titles around the mid-1890s shortly before the imprint
disappears, in the shilling ‘Every Day Library’ and/or
in the two-shilling ‘Novelist’s Library’. All but one
title was from Brame’s pen, appearing originally in
either the Family Herald or the Family Reader.
However, several were published under variant titles
which, like the signature, may suggest intermediate
American sources. A similar list of titles seems to
have been issued just after the turn of the century from
W. Nicholson & Sons of Wakefield, and again in the
early 1920s in Robert Hayes’ half-crown
‘Sandringham Library’, in both cases also by ‘Bertha
M. Clay’.]

By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
The Ironmaster’s Daughter, 1906
For Life and Love, 1912
What Love Can Do, 1912

By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
Another Man’s Wife
Cast on the World [=Thrown on the World]
Beyond Pardon
A Dark Wedding Day, and What Happened After
[=A Dark Marriage Morn]
Love Works Wonders [=Redeemed by Love]
Married for Her Beauty; or, A Bitter Atonement
A Woman’s Temptation

Hodder & Stoughton
[Founded in 1868, the firm of Hodder & Stoughton
had cultivated the market for romantic fiction from the
early 1890s, when Annie S. Swan took on the
editorship of Woman at Home. From around 1906
Hodder began to reprint a long series of Charles
Garvice titles in both hardback and paperback. On the
eve of the First World War, at least nine authentic
Brame titles, all originally serialised in the Family
Reader, appeared in similar formats. Judging from H.J.
Francis’s remarks (see Appendix A), publication must
have been arranged by Garvice with the agreement of
May Brame, and presumably to the financial benefit
of both.]

Ward Lock
[From its foundation in 1854, Ward Lock concentrated
on cheap reprints of works of reference and popular
fiction. The house seems to have issued a handful of
books with ‘Bertha M. Clay’ as author in three
periods: in the mid-1890s when they copied American
titles from the Aldine list; in early 1930s, when four
authentic Brame titles appeared, probably deriving
from the Milner ‘Every Day Library’; and in the
1960s, when a couple more American titles were
issued, along with several earlier titles with the Ward
Lock imprint.]

By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
The Belle of Lynn, c1911
Between Two Loves, c1911
Lady Damer’s Secret, c1911
The Rival Heiresses, c1911
Set in Diamonds, c1911
Arnold Wynne’s Legacy, c1912
Lady Brezil’s Ordeal, c1912
Helen Raeburn’s Marriage, c1913
Lady Wyverne’s Ring, c1913

By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
A Heart’s Bitterness, 1896
In Love’s Crucible, 1896
A Woman’s Temptation, 1930
Beyond Pardon, 1931
Love Works Wonders [=Redeemed by Love], 1931
Married for Her Beauty; or, A Bitter Atonement,
1931
Burden of a Secret, 1964
A Heart’s Idol, 1965

C. Arthur Pearson
[Formerly employed by George Newnes, Cyril Arthur
Pearson (1860-1921) was the founder of a media
empire which included the halfpenny Daily Express.
His interest in publishing popular fiction was
indicated by his first periodical, Pearson’s Weekly
(1890-1939), following the model of Newnes’s
Tit-Bits. During the First World War, his undated
sixpenny series of fiction reprints in double columns
began to include titles by both ‘Bertha M. Clay’ and
‘Charlotte M. Brame’, and new titles were still being
added in the 1930s. The bulk were authentic Brame
stories, though heavily abridged, while work from
other pens also appeared under both signatures. Most
though by no means all of the titles, whether authentic
or not, appeared initially in the Family Reader.]

Cassell
[John Cassell (1817-65) was among the greats of
popular Victorian publishing, and, with story papers
like the Quiver (1861-1926) and Cassell’s Saturday
Journal (1883-1921), Cassell & Co. remained an
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By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
The Blood Red Dagger
Clyda’s Love Dream
The Daughter of a Prodigal
For Her Dear Sake
The Girl from the Corner Shop
For Love and Honour
Love in the Making
Silas Dennington's Money

Hutchinson
[Founded in 1887, Hutchinson & Co. remained in
family hands for many decades, with the founder
George Hutchinson in charge until 1926, and his son
Walter thereafter. Almost from the beginning the firm
concerned itself with popular fiction in cheap editions.
Beginning in the middle of the First World War with
cheap paperbacks, and continuing throughout the
1920s and 1930s with clothbound hardbacks
(including the ‘Blue Star Library’ at half-a-crown),
over twenty titles were issued as by ‘Charlotte M.
Brame’, though the form ‘Charlotte Brame’ is
occasionally found on either cover or title-page.
(Specific years are difficult to specify due to Walter
Hutchinson’s aversion to dating his books, though a
publisher’s lists suggests that the earliest titles date
from 1916.) It seems like that the Hutchinson reprints
also had the approval of May Brame. Though there
seems to be hardly any overlap with the Hodder &
Stoughton and Pearson titles, all were again originally
serialised in the Family Reader, with only a couple
containing material not from Brame’s pen according
to our bibliographical principles. A handful of these
titles were also reprinted in the ‘Universal Library’
and ‘Leisure Library’, both short-lived Hutchinson
series of the 1930s. As shown below, Brame titles
were also issued under other publishing imprints
associated with Hutchinson – Stanley Paul, John Long,
Selwyn & Blount, and Jarrolds.]

By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
Above Suspicion
Arnold Wynne’s Legacy
The Belle of Lynn
Between Two Loves
Bonnie Doone [& Other Stories]
A Broken Reed
A Coquette’s Promise
The Cost of a Kiss
Diana’s Lesson [FR1882: UNS]
For Another’s Sin [=A Struggle for Love]
A Golden Mask
A Haunted Life
Helen Raeburn’s Marriage
Her Secret Sorrow
His Wife’s Judgment
Hyacinthe Charley’s Valentine
Just in Time
Kate Carson's Lovers
Lady Brezil’s Ordeal
Lady Castlebury’s Divorce [=Lady Castlemaine’s
Divorce]
Lady Damer’s Secret
Lady Evelyn’s Folly
Lady Wyverne’s Ring
Lord Elesdene’s Wife [=Lord Elesmere’s Wife]
Love’s Hidden Depths [=Claribel’s Love Story]
A Mad Love
My First Love
My Mother’s Rival [FR1882: UNS]
My Soldier Lover
The Perils of Beauty
The Perils of Love
Pretty Kate Bellew [FR1882: UNS]
The Rival Heiresses
Saint or Sinner
Set in Diamonds
The Story of a Valentine [=Dora Leigh’s
Engagement]
A Thorn in Her Heart
The Tragedy of Lime Hall
A True Magdalen
The World Between Them

A Dark Marriage Morn, [1916]
At the Eleventh Hour
The Duke’s Secret, [1916]
The Heiress of Hatton, [1916]
Irene’s Vow
Kate Dormer’s Romance
Lady Alden’s Vow
Lady Damer’s Secret
Lady Ethel’s Whim, & Other Stories [‘The Mystery
of Altone [sic] Park’, ‘Lost and Won’, ‘A
Fortunate Man’, ‘Winifred Hatherly’s Three
Christmas Days’, ‘A First Appearance’, ‘Lady
Fraser’s Mistake’]
The Mystery of Colde Fell
A Nameless Sin, [1916]
The Perils of Beauty
The Perils of Love
The Queen of Edgemount
A Shadowed Life
The Story of Two Pictures
A Struggle for a Ring
Thrown on the World, [1916]
The Tragedy of Lime Hall
A True Magdalen
A Woman’s Error
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A Golden Mask, & Other Stories
A Haunted Life
Helen Raeburn’s Marriage
His Wife’s Judgement
Lady Brezil’s Ordeal
Lady Castlebury’s Divorce [=Lady Castlemaine’s
Divorce]
Lady Wyverne’s Ring
Lord Elesdene’s Wife [=Lord Elesmere’s Wife]
Love Amongst the Flowers

Stanley Paul
[Founded by a former Hutchinson salesman in 1906,
the firm went into liquidation and was taken over by
Hutchinson in 1927. Well before then, at the
beginning of the First World War, Stanley Paul issued
a number of Brame titles as sixpenny paperbacks, with
a similar series of half-crown hardbacks coming in the
1930s after the Hutchinson takeover. All were
originally published in the Family Reader, and are
authentic Brame titles according to our criteria, with
the exception of Lady Alden’s Vow. There thus seems
to be a good deal of overlap with Hutchinson’s own
list.]

Jarrolds
[Again, this formerly independent firm originating in
Norwich was taken over as a Hutchinson imprint
under Walter Hutchinson. In the early 1930s, a series
of sixpenny paperbacks were issued as by ‘Charlotte
M. Brame’. All were initially published in the Family
Herald and later appeared as volumes in the ‘Family
Story Teller’ series; all were printed at the Yorkshire
Printing Works of William Stevens Ltd. All were
authentic Brame titles except for Sir Anthony’s
Heiress, which had appeared without signature as
FST#172 in 1892. The non-Brame title The Two
Viviens by ‘B.M. Clay’ is also found in an undated
hardback edition (c1920s) under the imprint of Robert
Hayes, Ltd of East London, but printed by Jarrold &
Sons in Norwich.]

By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
A Dark Marriage Morn
At the Eleventh Hour, [1914]
Claribel’s Love Story, [1914]
For Another’s Sin [=A Struggle for Love]
The Heiress of Hatton
His Wife’s Judgement
Irene’s Vow
Kate Dormer’s Romance
Lady Alden’s Vow
Lady Damer’s Secret
Lady Ethel’s Whim
Lady Evelyn’s Folly
A Mad Love
The Mystery of Colde Fell [1914]
A Nameless Sin
The Perils of Beauty
The Queen of Edgmont
A Shadowed Life, [1914]
The Story of Two Pictures
A Struggle for a Ring, [1914]
Thrown on the World
A True Magdalen
A Woman’s Error, [1914]

By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
At War With Herself
From Gloom to Sunlight
A Rose in Thorns
Sir Anthony’s Heiress
Which Loved Him Best?
Wife in Name Only
A Woman’s War
Wright & Brown
[Wright & Brown flourished from the 1930s to the
1960s by specialising in undated cheap reprint genre
fiction in both paperback for the common reader and
in hardback for the lending libraries. With the expiry
of copyright on Brame’s work in 1934, they became
the most prolific twentieth-century British publishers
of work associated with our author, issuing novels as
by both ‘Charlotte M. Brame’ (the large majority) and
by ‘Bertha M. Clay’. Around half of the titles
represented authentic works by Brame, though
sometimes heavily abridged. The lion’s share of the
authentic titles derive from the Family Herald
(asterisked in the list below) and seem to have been
printed at the Yorkshire Printing Works of William
Stevens Ltd. The source remains uncertain of all but a
handful of the inauthentic Brame titles – Fate and Sir
Anthony’s Heiress, for example, are both by the same
unsigned contributor to the Family Herald – while the
Clay titles all also appear to be completely new.]

Selwyn & Blount
[Another formerly independent firm taken over as a
Hutchinson imprint under Walter Hutchinson. From
the early 1930s, a series of half-crown hardbacks were
issued as by ‘Charlotte M. Brame’. With a couple of
exceptions, all are from Brame’s pen and were
initially published in the Family Reader. Again there
seems to be a good deal of overlap with Hutchinson’s
own list. A virtually identical series of volumes seems
to have appeared with the John Long imprint, another
Hutchinson affiliation.]
By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
Arnold Wynne’s Legacy
The Belle of Lynn
Bonnie Doon, & Other Stories
A Broken Reed, & Other Stories [‘Violet Aynesley’s
Lovers’, ‘A Venetian Ghost Story’ & ‘The Ruby
Bracelet’, FR82]
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By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
Audrey’s Secret
Between Two Loves
*A Broken Wedding Ring
*The Cost of Her Love
Cupid’s Fetters
*Diana’s Discipline
*Dora Thorne
Fatal Passion
Fate
For Love or Fortune?
*From Gloom to Sunlight
The Golden Circlet
*A Golden Heart
The Heiress of Castle Douglas
The Heiress of Erlescourt
The Heiress of Lynton Royal
Her Better Self
Her Faithful Lover
Her Life’s Secret
Her Lover’s Secret
*Her Martyrdom
*Her Mother’s Sin
*Hilary’s Folly
*His June Rose [‘First Violets’, adapted]
Lady Culmore’s Error
Lady Elwyn’s Secret
*Lady Hutton’s Ward
Lady Warborough’s Secret
*Lord Lynne’s Choice
Lord Marchmere’s Darling
Lord Vancourt’s Heir
Love Amoungst the Flowers
Love and a Coronet
Love’s Folly
Love’s Hidden Depths
Love’s Secret Burden
Love’s Snare
*Love’s Warfare
*The Love that Lives
Madeline’s Ordeal
Margarita’s Folly
The Master of Beechwood
Norah’s Love Affairs
Norma Lytton’s Secret
*Redeemed by Love
The Rival Heiresses
*Romance of a Black Veil
*Romance of a Young Girl
*A Rose in Thorns
Set in Diamonds
*The Shadow of a Sin
*The Sin of a Lifetime
Sir Anthony’s Heiress
Stolen Love
Sweethearts True
A Thorn in Her Heart
*Thorns and Orange Blossoms
’Twixt Life and Death
*Weaker than a Woman

What Gold Cannot Win
*Which Loved Him Best?
*Wife in Name Only
A Wife’s Deception
A Woman’s Error
*Wooed and Won [=A Bridge of Love, heavily
adapted]
The World Between Them
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
A Diamond Bride
False Love or True
Is it Love?
Lady Ellen’s Diamonds
Love’s Golden Reign
Love’s Hidden Perils
A Love Worth Winning
A Sailor’s Bride
The Ruby Ring
The Shadow of Tarleton Manor
The Sunshine of Love
Trifling with Love
Mellifont Press
With offices and printers in Dublin, the Mellifont
Press issued a number of threepenny paperback novels
under the names ‘Charlotte M. Brame’ and ‘Bertha M.
Clay’ just before and during the Second World War.
Only two have been recognized as authentic Brame
stories, both adapted works also found in the Wright
& Brown list, while most of the rest (A Bitter Bondage,
a title used by Street & Smith, is an exception) seem
unique to this house, with the provenance uncertain.]
By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
At Last and Forever
Cupid’s Fetters
The Golden Circlet
The Heiress of Lynton Royal
His June Rose [=‘First Violets’, adapted]
Lady Culmore’s Error
Lord Vancourt’s Heir
Wooed and Won [=A Bridge of Love, heavily
adapted]
By ‘Bertha M. Clay’
The Begum’s Necklace
A Bitter Bondage
Clyda’s Love Dream
The Daughter of a Prodigal
Fetters of Fire
For Love and Honour
Lady Clara’s Rival
Love’s Sweet Surrender
Norah Anstey’s Marriage
One Woman and – the Other
The Two Viviens
The Woman from Biarritz
The Wooing of Susan
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Lythway Press
[A Bath publisher specialising in large print volumes
for the visually handicapped, which in the late 1960s
and early 1970s issued titles both authentic and
inauthentic from Wright & Brown’s ‘Charlotte M.
Brame’ library list.]
By ‘Charlotte M. Brame’
A Golden Mask
The Heiress of Castle Douglas
Love’s Secret Burden
The Rival Heiresses
A Wife’s Deception
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Gregory Drozdz: ‘Hinckley’s Forgotten Daughter: The Life of Charlotte M. Brame’
[A revised and enlarged version of the biographical section of Charlotte Mary Brame: Hinckley’s
Forgotten Daughter (1984), retaining its focus on local and family history.]
Charlotte M. Brame, née Law, was the eldest child of Benjamin Augustine and Charlotte Agnes
Law of Hinckley, Leicestershire. Her birth predated the introduction of the civil registration of
births, marriages and deaths, and thus was recorded in the Parish Registers of St Mary’s, Hinckley.
At that time, her parents were living in a small cottage in the middle of Castle Street, a building still
standing today, though the ground floor has been converted into shop premises currently occupied
by the ‘Four Seasons’ fruit and vegetable store.1 With the births of seven sisters and two brothers,
Charlotte would grow up as the eldest of ten siblings. All of them survived to maturity except for
Sophia Mary Agnes Law, who died of consumption at the age of four months in October 1840.2
When her sister Helen was born, the last of the ten children, Charlotte was already nineteen years
old. We can imagine that she would often have helped her mother and father with the upbringing of
her younger brothers and sisters.
Benjamin and Charlotte Law were married by licence in St Mary’s Parish Church, Hinckley,
on 21 January 1836. Benjamin was a native of Spalding in Lincolnshire, but at the time of his
marriage the record shows that he was living in the parish of St George in Birmingham. Charlotte
Agnes was a native of Hinckley, her father, Robert Heathcote or Heathcoat, being a banker’s clerk
working for Parr’s Bank which opened in Hinckley in June 1826. He was also a prominent
townsman and a poet, with examples of his poetry published as pamphlets by Thomas Short of
Hinckley. Heathcote also appended his name to An Address to the Inhabitants of Hinckley (1837),
in which an impassioned plea was made to the wealthy residents of the town for benevolence
toward the poor. This concern for public welfare extended to the modernisation of the town through
the provision of gas for lighting. In March 1834 Heathcote had became one of the first shareholders
and committee members of the Hinckley Gasworks.3
Here may be found some of the formative influences on the young Charlotte. Including both
her father’s and mother’s side of the family, Charlotte would have a total of twenty-three cousins.4
Charlotte’s maternal grandmother died when her own mother was only three years old and is buried
in a grave in the churchyard of St Mary’s, Hinckley, where the headstone still stands. Charlotte
must have grown up with stories about her family all around her and would have been easily able to
visit the graves. Her paternal uncle, William Law, came to Hinckley around 1824 and opened an
ironmonger’s business at the corner of Castle Street and the Market Place. A bachelor, he was one
of the wealthiest people in Hinckley and a Poor Law Guardian. He died in 1858 and his gravestone
in Hinckley Cemetery, representing one of the first internments after its opening, remains to this
day the most magnificent tomb in the entire burial ground. Charlotte’s father appears to have
followed his older brother William to Hinckley and worked for him as an ironmonger’s shopman.
His eldest brother, John Law, had inherited the family iron and brass foundry business in Leicester,
presumably manufacturing there the goods sold in the Hinckley shop. Charlotte’s paternal

1

Personal communication from the late Fred Warren, one of the leading historians of Hinckley and a former
Town Clerk. This was further corroborated by an article which appeared in the Hinckley Journal in October 1978,
quoting the late Mr Stan Faulkes, a well known townsman, in an article ‘The Changing Face of Castle Street’.
2
Her sisters and brothers were: Fanny Winnefred Law m. George Ebenezer Brame (1839-1915); Sophia Mary
Agnes Law (1840); Rose Imelda Law m. Edward Elt (1841-80); Mary Hyacinth Law m. James William Banford
(1844-95); Sophia Margaret Agnes Law (1846-1926); Benjamin Charles Law m. Sarah Ann Butterworth (18481914); Elizabeth Winnefred Law m. William Herbert Wood (1850-92); William Henry Law (1851-78); and Helen
Mary Dominica Law (1855-97). The gravestone of Sophia Mary Agnes was one of the last remaining four
headstones from the cemetery around the old Chapel site in Hinckley. It was rescued intact from the site when it
was levelled ready for the building of a new residential development. It is now within the grounds of the current
St Peter’s Church, Hinckley.
3
From Baxter’s History of Hinckley, facsimile reproduction, Hinckley and District Museum, p. 66.
4
Family history information researched by Debby McNally, a descendant of the Law family.
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grandmother also followed her two sons to live in a house on Leicester Road, Hinckley, where she
died in 1863, months before Charlotte would be married.
There is something of a mystery surrounding Charlotte’s baptismal records. In the register of
the Parish Church of St Mary’s, Hinckley her Christian names are recorded on 18 December 1836
as ‘Charlotte Louisa’, while that of her mother is given as ‘Louisa’. At the time it seems that the
Laws were already contemplating conversion to the Roman Catholic faith. The baptismal register
for Hinckley St Peter’s Roman Catholic Church records a second baptism as taking place on 25
December 1837, a year after her birth. Curiously, the baptismal name given in the St Peter’s register
is also ‘Charlotte Louisa Law’, perpetuating the confusion. Why the middle name is not recorded as
Mary, as she would identify herself throughout her life, remains unknown. 5 It also seems that
Charlotte’s Roman Catholic baptism predated her parents’ formal conversion, which is recorded by
Gillow as in 1838.6 According to the history of the parish, on 11 March of that year a large group
made a public declaration of their conversion to the Catholic Faith, probably following an actual
conversion that must have taken place in a private mass. Under the headline ‘Spread of Popery at
Hinckley!!’, a report in the Leicester Journal records that: ‘On Sunday, April 8th, a public
confirmation took place at this Chapel, when more than 20 persons embraced the Roman Catholic
faith, amongst whom was Mr Benjamin Law, clerk to the Board of Guardians and superintendant
registrar of births, marriages and deaths for the Hinckley Union.’7
The reasons underlying the conversion of Benjamin and Charlotte Law to the Church of
Rome remain obscure, especially as no other family members followed suit. However, the Roman
Catholic chapel and priory, served by the Dominican order of Friars, had its roots as far back as a
mission to the town in 1759, which itself derives from a secret mission to Aston Flamville
commenced in 1734. The Dominican order was still active in missionary work around the time of
Charlotte’s birth.8 It has been said that converts make the most ardent of Catholics, and the Laws
were no exception. Charlotte Agnes Law played the organ at church for over thirty years and ‘took
great interest in the beauty of God’s house’.9 A copy has survived of a pen and ink sketch attributed
to her and dated 1838, of the Roman Catholic Chapel and Priory in Hinckley before many of the
Victorian additions, such as the Apse, were begun.10 The family members were able to sing the
Latin Mass and were sometimes called on to provide this service elsewhere, singing the mass for
the opening of the Catholic Church in Bedworth, for example: ‘The Laws, a good Catholic family
from Hinckley came over to sing the Mass’.11 The Law family quickly became one of the leading
Roman Catholic families in the town and generous benefactors to the growing community. On 24
April 1840, Benjamin purchased what was believed to be the ancient baptismal font ejected from
the Parish Church in 1776. It had in the meantime been used as a flower vase.12 Benjamin Law was
also behind efforts to raise subscriptions for a new bell. When it was eventually purchased it was
called ‘Ben’ as a mark of respect for Charlotte’s father.13
Prominent in the Catholic community, the Law family were also to become leading citizens
of the town, holding the posts of Master and Matron of the Workhouse. The 1841 Census shows
them as ‘living in’ along with their two daughters, Charlotte Mary and Fanny Winnefred, born in
1839. The Workhouse was known locally as the ‘Bastille’ and the inmates wore clothes of dull grey,
adding to the oppressive atmosphere of the place. It was built in 1838 in Tudor style, at a cost of
£4,450, according to plans laid down by the architect Joseph Hansom, who had invented the
5
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Hansom Cab in Hinckley in 1836. As a Catholic, Hansom is likely to have met and known the Laws,
and from this friendship might have come the commission to build the workhouse.14 From 1838
Benjamin Law had also been the Clerk to the Poor Law Union, a post he would only relinquish on
his death twenty-one years later. He was an assiduous and conscientious Clerk, earning the
admiration of colleagues and townspeople alike. After visiting the workhouse, Charles Holte
Bracebridge of Atherstone Hall, Warwickshire, was to describe Law as ‘a most humane, intelligent
and active public servant’ who held his office ‘with great honour to himself and advantage to the
public’.15 He did not miss a meeting of the Board of Guardians until the Thursday prior to his death
and he received a written approbation for his work from the Poor Law Commissioners.
A further anecdote from this time concerning Benjamin Law comes from the height of the
Chartist disturbances. A group from Leicester descended on Hinckley when there was no person,
whether magistrate, constable or officer of the Yeomanry, on hand to oppose them. There was a
great fear concerning public order and it was Law who was consulted for a solution. His advice was
to ask one of the inmates of the workhouse, John Gent Brooks, a known Chartist sympathiser but a
proponent of non-violent means of achieving the aims of the movement, to stand in debate against
the intruders from Leicester: ‘There is one young man in the workhouse who has great influence
with the working classes. He knows the Chartists’ plans and principles, and he is not afraid of
giving publicity to his convictions, if he can be persuaded that it will do any good.’ Brook’s mild
manner and reasoning won the day and a riot was averted.16 Thus in her formative years, Charlotte
Brame lived at close quarters with the most sorrowful cases of destitution and neglect in the town.
We can imagine the scenes that she must have encountered and the leading example highlighted in
the work of her father.
In 1838 Benjamin took on the additional public role of Superintendant Registrar for Births,
Marriages and Deaths, a newly created post following the Registration Act of 1836. The trade
directories for this period show that he was also a budding businessman. In 1846 he has a grocers
shop, is listed as the agent for County, Fire and Provident Life Insurance and begins a business
venture with his neighbour and good friend Thomas Harrold, Senior – the opening of the Mineral
Baths on Ashby Road.17 A poster dating from 1850 records Harrold and Benjamin Law creating a
partnership as auctioneers and valuers, with a range of stocking frames ready for auction. 18 By 1854
Benjamin Law was trying his hand as auctioneer and appraiser in a general furnishing business, and
he was thus described at his death in 1859.19 From 1854 he also undertook the duties of Clerk to the
Burial Board; as such he was instrumental in purchasing the land on Ashby Road and the procuring
of national advertisements for suitable architects for the chapels of rest. The Burial Board was based
in the Town Hall, which is the building currently in use by Barclays Bank in the Market Place.
Another directory for 1855 also lists Benjamin as a broker for the County Court, one of its
officials.20 No important function in the town seems to have been without the services of Benjamin
Law. He was also landlord of eleven messuages and tenements with gardens in the area of Hinckley
known as Cork Hole, which stood along the present Rugby Road, near the entrance to the Bus
Station. As if that was not enough to tax the energies of any man, the Leicester Journal in its
obituary for Benjamin on Friday, 16 September 1859 also recorded: ‘Mr Law was for many years
our district correspondent in Hinckley, in which capacity his pen was always employed to further
every object which might benefit his fellow townsmen. Although not a professional reporter, he had
a really surprising knack of catching the spirit of a public meeting and transferring it to his reports,
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of which those who have read his sometimes lengthened accounts in our columns, on occasion of
parochial discussion, will readily bear witness.’
The family were thus well to do. Purely in his position as Clerk to the Poor Law Union,
Benjamin Law earned a salary in excess of £80 per annum and had a bond of £150 and sureties.21
The Laws were able to employ a servant, one Elizabeth Hubbard from Hartshill, while the parents
saw to it that their children received a good education. Charlotte herself, after an early education in
the town, was sent away to boarding schools in Clifton, Bristol, St Leonard’s at Preston, and finally
to a convent school near Paris. Her bother William Henry attended Oscott College in Birmingham,
where he matriculated from his studies into the seminary. According to Census details and other
records, the Laws lived at various premises in Castle Street – No. 37,22 No. 26,23 and in the old
Bull’s Head on the corner of Castle Street and the Market Place.24 The commodious rooms of the
old inn would have been perfect for the large Law family, while at one point Charlotte Agnes was
to run an Infant School there.25
So despite her proximity to the less well off, Charlotte’s lifestyle was worlds away from that
of the workhouse inmates. Hers was a privileged and exceptional childhood. Indeed it is recorded
that she learnt to play the organ at church before she was sent away for her schooling. 26 Most of her
contemporaries would be destined for grinding poverty as framework knitters and might even have
had to help at their parents’ frames, or in the factories that gradually replaced such cottage-based
industry. Child labour was widespread but Charlotte was exempt from all of this. She lived in the
bosom of her loving family with a mother and father to emulate. One wonders what became of the
two illegitimate children who shared the same page in the parish church baptismal register.
Apart from the huddled masses of Hinckley, Charlotte developed lifelong friendships in her
own class, especially with Thomas Harrold, son of her father’s business partner. Indeed, Harrold,
Jnr, who would eventually become the Grand Old Man of Hinckley, its Historian and Antiquarian,
described Charlotte as ‘my lifelong friend Mrs Brame, the deeply lamented and gifted authoress’.27
Among Harrold’s papers originally deposited in the museum of Hinckley Grammar School, but
eventually transferred to the Leicestershire Records Office, there is found a letter written by
Charlotte during a visit by him to Ireland. It is the earliest of the three examples of her handwriting
that are extant. The letter is not dated but seems to derive from the period after the marriages of
Charlotte and her sister Fanny, and thus is quite remarkable in its expression of affection from a
married woman to a single male friend. It reads:
ROSARY HOUSE, | HINCKLEY
My dearest Tom
I am indeed delighted to hear from you and to know that you have reached your journey’s hand
[sic] safely. Our darling Fan had a beautiful little daughter this morning and seems pretty well. She asks
me to give her dear love to you. Our visitors are all gone. Lizzie looked mournfully across the street at a
certain white house – now empty. Many thanks for your kind letter. I like to think of you in beautiful
Island [sic] – do write to me. I am very lonely in spite of mother and friends – more lonely still when you
are away. More pleased I shall be to see you back again. I am writing in haste with my dearest love from
Your loving and devoted
Lottie28

What lasting impressions did the Hinckley of her childhood leave on Charlotte? What was
the Hinckley of Benjamin Law and his family like? White’s Directory for 1846 describes the town
thus: ‘The Market Place and principle streets have many good houses, well-stocked shops and
21
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commodious inns and taverns; and the centre of the town is now lighted with Gas from works
erected in 1834 by a company of shareholders.’29 But this florid account belies the poverty and
squalor of the town at that time. The cottage stocking-making industry had dominated the town
since 1640, with inevitable fluctuations in trade. But in the early Victorian years the notoriety of the
truck system – paying in goods rather than cash – moved the government to set up a Royal
Commission to investigate the condition of the industry. The evidence given to the Commissioner,
Richard Muggeridge, when he came to Hinckley provides a snapshot of the state of the town.
William Salt, an Independent Minister, in evidence to the Commissioner said: ‘The poverty of this
place exceeds anything I have ever met with in any part of the Kingdom.’
One witness to defend the stocking-makers was none other than Benjamin Law. He recalled
periods of severe depression, 1837 and 1841 in particular, when half the population were receiving
relief. His final words to the Commissioner would later earn him public approbation from the
stocking-makers: ‘Too much credit cannot be given to the men for their peaceable and orderly
behaviour – during the almost unprecedented distress we never had an instance of a disturbance’.30
In a pamphlet printed at the time, it was recorded that at a meeting of the stocking-makers on 9 June
1845, the following resolution was passed:
That the thanks of this meeting are due to the following gentlemen ... [a list including Benjamin Law] for
the true, honest and Christian like statements that they have given in their evidence as to the Conduct,
Social, Physical, Mental and Moral condition of the Frame-work knitters of this town.31

There were over a thousand frames in the town at the time of Charlotte’s birth and at almost every
step down any jitty or alley one would have been able to hear the clattering of the frames, as people
sought to eke out an existence. It was a twenty-four hour occupation, often conducted in the eerie
shadow of candlelight. The phrase ‘as poor as a stockinger’ was one redolent with meaning for the
vast majority of the people living in Hinckley at that time. From her father’s work, Charlotte would
have been acquainted with not only the best in the town but also the worst stories of distress and
suffering. It left its mark on her, for we know that Charlotte in her turn would become renowned for
her works of charity. As her obituary records: ‘Charity and love were the principle features of her
life and in this respect she will be missed by the poor who were the recipients of her bounty.’32
Charlotte seems to have thrived in the nurturing environment denied to many of her
contemporaries. Her creativity is evidenced not only by her writing but also by a painting on
bevelled glass of Jesus with the Crown of Thorns, now found in St Dominic’s Chapel in the current
St Peter’s Church. The attribution to the young author is supported by its provenance in the house
sale of her sister Sophia Margaret in the 1920s. Yet her early writings for the Catholic weekly the
Lamp also remind us that much of her youth was spent outside Hinckley. On completing her
education in France, Charlotte returned to England to be a governess, first at schools in Dover and
Brighton and then to a private family elsewhere in Leicestershire. The by-lines in the Lamp also
allow us to trace her movements with some precision. Sometime in 1856, she moves from Hinckley
to Dover, as stories for March and July are signed from ‘Hinckley, Leicestershire’ and ‘Dover, Kent’
respectively. By the end of 1856 she is writing again from Hinckley but by December 1857 she is
again signing from Dover. Her last recorded story from Dover is November 1858. The role of a
governess was typically a lonely one, caught between the classes in a rigidly structured social
system. Considered too low for the family, the governess was too high for the servants. As
Elizabeth Rigby pointed out concerning the governess in her perceptive 1848 review of both Vanity
Fair and Jane Eyre:
Her pupils may love her, and she may take the deepest interest in them, but they cannot be friends. She
must, to all intents and purposes, live alone, or she transgresses that invisible but rigid line which alone
establishes the distance between herself and her employers. ... We must ever keep them in a sort of
29
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isolation, for it is the only means of maintaining that distance which the reserve of English manners and
the decorum of English families exact.33

Perhaps it was in an attempt to counter this isolation and loneliness that Charlotte initially turned to
writing. She had the example of her father and maternal grandfather to follow in this regard.
In 1859 a great shock befell the Law family. At the age of only forty-five Benjamin Law
died in the family home overlooking the market place on 12 September, his death certificate
recording the cause of death as nervous debility. With children ranging from Charlotte at twentythree to Helen Dominica at only four, the family must have been distraught, while the town itself
had lost one of its finest public servants. Benjamin Law was of course interred in the cemetery that
he had helped to establish. He was buried in a Catholic plot, the Leicester Advertiser recording that
‘there was an unusual number of spectators to witness the last solemn ceremony over his remains’.34
Shortly after the death his eldest daughter seems to have gone to Paris, for in the Hinckley Journal
for 26 May 1860 there appears a poem called ‘Something to Fight for, Something to Win’
submitted by Charlotte Law from Paris. The same paper, earlier on 14 January 1860 had recorded
the establishment of a school to be run by Mrs Law and her daughter, recently returned from Paris:
Mrs Law and Miss Law respectfully inform their friends and the public that they intend opening a Day
School in Hinckley on Monday 16th January. The usual course of English education will be taught: also
music, French, Drawing, on moderate terms. Lessons in French in the evenings, by Miss Law, just
returned from Paris. A dancing class once a week in the Corn Exchange. Daily or weekly boarders taken
at a reasonable charge. Cards of terms on application to Miss Law, Corn Exchange, Hinckley.

The Corn Exchange was adjacent to the old Bull’s Head premises and consisted of an anteroom,
closets and a large meeting room. It is not clear whether the school was a success. There may
indeed have been a move of residence for in the Hinckley Journal for 11 October 1862 the Bulls’
Head premises and the Corn Exchange are offered as lots in a property sale.
In early 1863 there was a far happier event for the family – a double wedding. On
Wednesday 7 January, Charlotte, at the age of 27, married Phillip Edward Brame, aged 24, of
Holborn, London. At the same ceremony, Charlotte’s younger sister Fanny Winnefred married
Phillip’s older brother, George Ebenezer from Birmingham. The weddings took place in St Peter’s
Chapel, Hinckley. Where the families met and in what circumstances has not been recorded. 35
Phillip Brame had been born on 6 January 1839, in the village of Aiskew near Northallerton,
Yorkshire. His father John Brame was a Baptist Minister and had been employed as a town
missionary from premises at 62 Hockley Street in Birmingham. 36 Phillip’s mother, Ann Rawson
Brame, was an infant school governess. At the time of the marriage the Brames were living in
Aston, Birmingham, and Phillip shared in common with Charlotte the fact of having only one
parent alive, for his mother had died in 1858. Phillip was one of ten siblings. His older brother,
William Rawson Brame, in 1861 organised a mass emigration of non-conformist immigrants to the
Albertland Settlement, north of Auckland. Another brother, John, a journalist, also went to live in
New Zealand, while a third, Edwin, emigrated to the United States of America.37 One of Phillip’s
other brothers, Joseph Francis Brame, is found as an ‘Emigration Agent’ circa 1899 at Union
Passage, Birmingham. His obituary from November 1910 describes him as the founder of the
business of ‘J.F. Brame’, passenger shipping agent and foreign exchange broker of Union Passage
and New City Arcade. At one stage he was a Vice-Consul for the USA in Birmingham (from
sometime after 1869 until 1882), and was resident in later life in the Harborne area of the city.38 It
was said that the Albertland emigration was to commemorate the bicentenary of the expulsion of
the non conformists from the established church. There may not have been such ideological reasons
33
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in all cases, for the London Gazette records that William Rawson Brame had filed for bankruptcy
on 18 January 1860. It seems that a number of the brothers, including Phillip and George were
involved in the jewellery trade – not always successfully. A further brother Samuel had a jewellery
business liquidated and another brother William had a jewellery business made bankrupt. It seems
that Phillip had ambitions to follow his brothers into this business whilst hoping to avoid the pitfalls
that had ensnared them.39
At the time of the wedding both Phillip and George had lived in London, Phillip being a
Commission Agent working in Holborn, and the new couples both moved to the capital. Initially
living at 10 Whittington Grove in Upper Holloway with business premises at 1 Ely Place, Holborn,
Charlotte and Phillip later moved to 73 Myddleton Square with business premises at 9 Hatton
Garden, Holborn. They would later move to Albert Street and eventually Delancey Street in
Camden Town.40 Phillip established himself as a wholesale jeweller. The Brames were not to enjoy
a happy business or family life. Initially, the financial problems in the business might not have been
entirely of Phillip’s making, for it is recorded in the proceedings of the Central Criminal Court for
24 October 1864 that one John Wellington, aged 19, was convicted of theft from his Master Phillip
Edward Brame of 62 watches, 300 pairs of earrings, 750 lockets and other goods. The sentence was
fourteen years penal servitude, as Wellington had pleaded guilty.41 Yet this may have been a blow
from which the business did not recover, because on 27 March 1866, Phillip was declared a
bankrupt – a sad shadowing of the situation of his brothers. He had to present himself to the Court
of Bankruptcy on 17 April of 1866. The report of the bankruptcy in the London Gazette mentions
that his Trustee was a Mrs Elizabeth Gunyon of 39 Stanhope Street, Camden Town, which is also
given as Phillip’s address. In an earlier census record she had described herself as a literary agent.
We do not know for sure but perhaps this connection was to lead to Charlotte eventually becoming
the breadwinner for the family as a professional author.42 Certainly it was from the later 1860s that
her writings began to reappear from a variety of London houses. Clearly the main reason for
returning to writing was the need to sustain the growing family and keep them together.
During all of the trouble concerning the bankruptcy, Charlotte was pregnant, about to give
birth to a daughter in May 1866. Indeed, this was not the first pregnancy. The Brames had had a son,
Phillip Austin Joseph, born in March 1865 but who had soon died. Throughout their married life,
the Brames were to have seven children, of whom only one live to see thirty: Phillip Austin Joseph
(1865), Marie Louise (1866-1941), Wilfred Ernest Leopold (1868-89), Louis Phillip Joseph (187097), Lionel Bertrand (1872-5), Joseph (1874), and Florence Mary Agnes (1876-95). Bearing
children into her late thirties and repeatedly losing them was doubtless a great physical and
emotional strain, and must have been even more traumatic against the background of the business
difficulties. Phillip Brame resorted to drink and the upbringing of the family was left to Charlotte on
whom now the family’s fortunes would depend.
The shame of the bankruptcy and its aftermath must have forced the family to make a new
start in Manchester at the end of the 1860s. The Brames moved to the Cheetham area and lived in
houses on York Street and later Elizabeth Street. Philip became a jeweller’s assistant in the firm of
Hunt and Roskell in St Ann’s Square in the heart of the city adjacent to the Royal Exchange. But
business problems were again not far around the corner, and, this time at least, Phillip seems to have
been the author of his own downfall. On 19 March 1876 in the weekly theatrical journal the Era,
there appeared an article relating to the entertainer, Harry Liston, whose fame rested on his ability
as a ventriloquist, who sued to recover £38 18s 6d from Phillip Brame. Liston had been approached
by Brame the previous autumn and had agreed to carry out two special performances of his
entertainment ‘Merry Moments’, then running at the Free Trade Hall, for the benefit of a charitable
Catholic body known as the ‘Little Sisters of the Poor’. Liston had given a large number of tickets
39
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to Brame on the understanding that he would remit half of the sale proceeds. Brame had failed to do
this and thus lost the court case.43 The embarrassment associated with this incident could well have
forced the family to again uproot themselves and move to Brighton.
Just over a year after this incident another shock befell the family – the death of Charlotte’s
mother on 19 April 1877. She had moved away from Hinckley and had settled first in Handsworth,
Birmingham and then at Highgate in north London, where she died at Market Terrace, Upper
Holloway. The body was brought by rail to Hinckley and was met by a hearse and several mourning
coaches. A requiem Mass was said on 23 April in the chapel at the top of Wood Street with Father
John Proctor, O.P., the officiating priest. His eulogy was printed for private circulation by G. R. and
T. Brocklehurst of Regent Street, Hinckley, probably cousins of the Laws.44 The address gives few
biographical details but is nevertheless very interesting. Proctor was a Dominican priest based at St
Dominic’s Priory in Haverstock Hill, which had been founded in 1863 although the accompanying
church would not be finished until 1883. He describes visiting Charlotte Agnes Law in her final
illness, so it seems that the family retained some connection with the Dominican community. Father
Proctor reminded the mourners that the deceased had long been prominently connected with the
Hinckley church:
For forty years did she kneel before this altar; for forty years did she love this place; for forty years did
she add to the material beauty of this humble temple; for forty years did she take part in the choral
services in this place; for forty years did she edify you and your fathers before you by the sanctity of her
life and the simplicity of her ways; for forty years did she spend here what she ever thought to be the
brightest and the happiest and the most beautiful of her days.

Proctor also alludes to the fact that there was a long-standing illness: ‘For years we may say, the
Hand of God has been placed upon her in sickness.’ He also alludes to the fact that her mental
faculties had diminished considerably: ‘She failed to recognize even the children she loved so well
– her soul was dead to the world.’ This seems to indicate some kind of degenerative dementia. It
was to Father Proctor that she apparently spoke her last words. Around the deathbed were
assembled a faithful few and apparently in a moment of lucidity she said, ‘I wish only for God’s
will to be done’.
Her daughter Charlotte, meanwhile, remained the lynch pin of her own family, though her
personal health suffered and her husband deteriorated in his capacity to manage matters of life.
Later reports confirm that Phillip was unable to work during these years. It is said that in his
drunken states he would threaten suicide. 45 Sadness was to follow on 24 February 1878, when
William Henry Law, Charlotte’s brother, a priest of the church of St Phillip Neri of Mansfield, died
at the age of only twenty-two. His funeral was held at St Peter’s Chapel in Hinckley. The funeral
eulogy was given by a brother priest, the Rev. J. Burns, and was again printed privately as a
pamphlet by G.R. Brocklehurst of Regent Street, Hinckley. Burns was a fellow seminarian at St
Mary’s College, Oscott, in Birmingham, and he noted that William Henry Law had been first
educated in Hinckley before going to Birmingham. He had been a faithful altar server at St Peter’s,
and ‘his bright and virtuous life shone out with greater lustre and where the loadstone of his
kindness and gentle love powerfully attracted to him the hearts of all whom in came into contact’. It
is clear that Charlotte Brame’s brother had only been a priest for six months, having been ordained
on 30 August 1877 by Bishop Bagshawe at St Barnabas Cathedral, Nottingham. His only mission at
Mansfield is described as ‘[f]ull of fervour, zeal and holy love’.46 A further source of family grief
was the death on 6 December 1880 of Charlotte’s sister, Rose Imelda, who had married one
William Elt.47
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The strain of being the sole breadwinner also took its toll on Charlotte and it seems that the
family took the sea air whenever they were able. An undated letter written by Charlotte to her
cousin George, her accountant, sums up her many concerns around this time:
Madeira House, South Cliff – Bournemouth
My Dearest George
Many thanks for your letter. I wanted to see you before I left over these bills. I am a little behind
hand owing to my long illness which has lasted now ten weeks. I am better now but do not think I shall
ever be quite well again.
I have had a dreadfully troubled time here, my own illness and poor Phil’s. He is better today and
will get sound, I hope now. I brought what I thought plenty of money with me but the expenses of illness
have been awful – the Doctor’s bill was over 20 pounds. The Nurse and the Chemist have been equally
high. It has left me very short of money but I will send the money lent to us. Could you put it onto this
bill and get it discounted. That would help me a great deal. Make this bill fall due, send it to me and I will
return it accepted.
My dear George, I am glad that you enjoyed yourself at Scarborough. I am thinking of going north
when I have been home for a few days. What a support you have been.
Everyone sends kindest love to you in which I join most heartily and am always
Yours most affectionately | C.M. Brame48

Such were her concerns – poor health, lack of money leading to having to lend from friends and, of
course, her own lengthy illness. Nevertheless, she does not seem to have allowed any of this to get
in the way of her writing. In an unbroken decade from 1875 she wrote each year for the Family
Herald alone two or three full-length novels, plus both the special Seaside and Christmas novelettes,
in addition to an almost equivalent volume of material for the Family Reader. These labours of love
must have produced sufficient annual income to have her children privately educated.49
Towards the end of the 1870s a decision was taken to settle back in Hinckley, at Rosary
House, 35 Castle Street, which still stands to this day. How had Hinckley changed from her earlier
days in the town? The employment situation had improved and the 1870 Education Act had made
elementary education compulsory for children – which must have increased her potential readership.
Secondary education was given a fillip in the town with the re-establishment of the Grammar
School. The advent of the steam-powered knitting frame had made a move from a cottage to a
factory based industry inevitable. The town had rail links to Leicester and Nuneaton and in 1871 a
Free Library had been opened in the Borough. In 1881 the population of the town was just over
seven and a half thousand. However, the Rev. W.H. Disney, then the parish priest, would still
remark on the fallen morals of the town – girls could still be found drunk and a man was reputed to
have sold his wife for half a crown.50
Although now broken up into separate tenancies, part of Rosary House is today called
‘Charlotte Brame House’ and a blue plaque adorns the outside wall, attesting to the literary
achievements of its former inhabitant. Back in the 1880s it was an imposing edifice in the centre of
the town and Charlotte herself cut a rather imposing figure in the opera cloak that she wore around
her home. Charlotte had a passionate love of flowers and her house was said to be full of them,
almost resembling the inside of a Church.51 It was a home where friends were welcome and no
doubt Charlotte renewed acquaintance with old acquaintances like Thomas Harrold, who still lived
in the town. To those who knew her well, she was a brilliant conversationalist. Her obituary would
record that she was:
one of the brightest, best and most estimable of women, purely noble and charming to a fault. She
possessed a cheerful mind, a vivid poetic imagination, was gifted with a wonderful memory and had a
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keen perception and insight into character. She had a glowing passionate love of flowers and had in
society a marvellous conversational power and charm.52

Her daughter May Brame suggests that she was ‘very generous, bright and witty in conversation
and found all her happiness in trying to make others happy’.53 Concerning her writing techniques
we have only been left with the snippet of information that she kept plot books.54 Her writing desk
has survived and is now in the possession of a private family in Peckleton, Leicestershire.55 With a
household to keep, and despite having a housemaid and a cook as servants, perhaps her writing was
done at night. Phillip’s deteriorating state must have been a concern to close friends and in an effort
to recapture some respectability he stood for election to the School Board in 1882, with his status
described simply as ‘a gentleman’. He did not take the opportunity of addressing a public meeting
for the candidates and, with only fourteen votes, was unsurprisingly not elected. 56 Mr Brame’s
physician in the town, Dr Pritchard, was of the opinion that, at times, Phillip Brame was not
responsible for his actions and that it was possible that he bordered on the insane. This then was the
domestic milieu in which Charlotte had to carry out her work.57
Charlotte renewed her connections with the Catholic community, taking a great interest in
the restoration of the chapel. An Apse, a bell tower, and new sacristies were being added at that
time. It seems certain that she was involved in visiting the poor through the Dominican Tertiary
community.58 The Catholic community was very close knit and Charlotte and her daughter May
appear as witnesses to baptisms within other Catholic families. For example, Charlotte acted as
witness to the baptism of John Brown in 1882, son of Julie Brown, née Duriez, a native of
Boulogne in France, who was a governess at Shenton Hall to the Wollaston family.59 At the time of
the 1881 Census, the Brames had visitors from abroad, the Bernasconi family from Italy, the head
of which was Antonio, a native of Milan though by then a British subject. In 1882 and 1883, the
Brames provided a residence not only for Charlotte’s youngest sister Helen, but also for an
unrelated mother and daughter, Rachel and Ella Sheild. It is not recorded how they came to be
friends of the family, or why they were offered domicile within the Brame household. Rachel
Sheild was a widow and a tertiary of the Order of St Dominic. She was a benefactor to the Roman
Catholic chapel and is recorded on a brass plaque in the current St Peter’s Church. She died at
Rosary House on 11 October 1883 and is buried only yards away from her friend Charlotte. She left
Charlotte £500 in her will as well as smaller sums for Phillip and for Charlotte’s daughter, plus £10
to be divided between the housemaid and the cook.60 The inheritance must have been very welcome
to the Brame family, plagued as usual by monetary concerns. This is evidenced in another
handwritten letter that has survived from around this period. It is again undated and written to her
accountant, her cousin George Brocklehurst:
My Dearest George
I send the ten pounds lent. I would have sent before but I have been tired out and not well this
week. I hope you are all well. We might live at Timbuctoo for all we see of you. With kind love from
Your sincere Friend
C.M.B.61

Only a few weeks after Rachel Sheild’s death, there was another shock and upheaval for the
Brame family. On 13 November 1883 at Warwick Assizes, Phillip’s brother, George Ebenezer, was
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convicted of obtaining goods by false pretences, and sentenced to imprisonment for nine months.
This would have been a blow felt by the whole family, not just his wife and twelve children, and
must have added to Charlotte’s worries.62 George seems then to have disappeared from the family,
for he later reappears in Canada on his own, as a self-styled Professor of Music. He lived and died
at York, Ontario, and a curious letter appeared on 4 August 1900 in the Daily Mail and Empire, a
Toronto newspaper, signed by ‘Professor Geo. E. Braeme’:
The paragraph over ‘Sardanapalus’’ signature, two weeks ago affords me the long desired opportunity to
correct several misapprehensions in reference to the works of my deceased sister, C.M. Braeme, who died
in 1884. She never used, or knew that her writings were ever published under, the nom de plume of
‘Bertha M. Clay’, but since her death, scores of trashy volumes have been attributed to her, which bear on
the title page both her proper and her assumed name, not one of which she ever did or could write. In
justice to her reputation and memory, your publication of this in your Young People’s Corner will greatly
oblige me.63

Charlotte’s health must have also given her cause for concern. In a small piece of
information received from Elsie Moore of Hinckley, she could recall her aunt, Florry Ashford,
reminiscing that she had been a dressmaker’s assistant and had undertaken sewing for Charlotte
Brame. Charlotte is reputed to have uttered the words: ‘I am dying – take me down to the Drawing
Room’. 64 Nevertheless, Charlotte’s death was unexpected. She had been suffering from poor
circulation which led to periodic fainting fits. No doubt she had overworked herself and as the letter
from Bournemouth quoted above suggests, she had tired herself into ill health. However, she gave
no immediate cause for concern until the Monday afternoon of 24 November 1884. Her physician,
Dr Pritchard, however, felt it necessary to call for a second opinion from Dr Marriot, who found
Charlotte in a state of great prostration and agony on the Monday evening. She survived until ten
o’clock on the Tuesday morning, when she breathed her last. Despite the memories of the
dressmaker’s assistant, it seems that her death was not anticipated – she made no will and died
intestate. Her death certificate records the cause of death as Pericardial Syncope – fainting due to
the compression of the pericardium, the protective sac around the heart. Her funeral was held on
Saturday 29 November, when a large crowd gathered to hear the Requiem Mass. Even more people
were present at the internment in the family plot in the Cemetery: ‘A very large concourse of people
assembled at the Hinckley Cemetery on the morning of Saturday, when the remains of Mrs Brame
were interred. The coffin was covered with wreaths and crosses of beautiful flowers and was
conveyed upon an open hearse…’.65
One can imagine the grief stricken family wondering just how they were going to cope.
Certainly there was no longer any income and the family had to move to lesser premises in Burbage.
Phillip Brame tried to find work as an insurance agent but was not able to sustain any business. He
‘endeavoured to earn a little by canvassing but he met with poor success and he has in consequence
of his reduced circumstances and wretched position, threatened suicide’.66 His wife’s estate was
valued at just over £1000, enough to cover all the family’s immediate debts. However, the estate
was so badly managed that here was a queue of creditors who were owed money and who could
have been paid. Moreover, £500, half of the estate, had been left to her by her friend Rachel Sheild,
only a year earlier. This shows that the family resources were relatively meagre and that almost
every penny must have gone on household and family expenses. Phillip seems to have cut himself
off from any help, save for the fact that he made a will. In the will, in case of his death, he
committed his children to the guardianship of Thomas Harrold. Considering that Tom was a fiftytwo-year-old bachelor, this seems strange. There were members of the close-knit family who could
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have looked after the children. There were examples in the family where cousins lived with cousins
and nieces with aunts. Was this a stroke of defiance against the Law family?67
It would seem that Phillip’s affairs were handled by a lawyer in Lincoln Inn Fields, for a
letter survives from 14 February 1885 in which Phillip is advised to arrange for the engraving of
Charlotte’s name on her parents’ headstone. Interestingly, there is talk of the upkeep of the children:
‘What shall we do about the £2 10s a week now that the boys have to be kept in Town? Will £1: 10:
0 for Hinckley and £1:0:0 for their keep be a proper arrangement?’68 Eventually, his poor state of
mind and body got the better of him and after a bout of drinking, the body of Phillip Brame was
found in the Ashby Canal at the Wharf along Coventry Road on the morning of 16 May 1886. The
corpse was pulled from the water, placed on to a cart and taken to the George Hotel in the Market
Place, to await the inquest. The resultant enquiry delivered a verdict of ‘found drowned,’ but the
family had to be called to give evidence and the sorry state of Brame’s affairs was laid bare for all
to hear.69 His body was buried in a grave with no headstone a stone’s throw from that of his wife
and her parents.
The family seems to have been split up, though, for a short time at least, the children seem to
have found themselves in Leicester. One of the surviving sons, Wilfred Ernest Leopold, was
enrolled as a student in the Royal Veterinary College in London, but died aged twenty-one in
Leicester from Bright’s Disease and Syncope. The other surviving son, Louis Phillip, lived until 12
May 1897, when he died from Dropsy in the Islington Infirmary. One of the surviving daughters,
Florence Mary Brame, reached the age of nineteen but then died on 21 October 1895 of peritonitis
and complications following an operation. She had been a governess, like her mother before her.70
The last surviving daughter, May, was to marry her cousin George Brame and therefore did not
have to change her surname. She was certainly interested in all that her mother had done. She
proved to be helpful correspondent with certain historians and Brame enthusiasts. In 1891 she was
living at 5 The Crescent, Leicester as a lodger. She worked in a book shop and perhaps this kindled
her interest in the work of her mother.
It seems that she met William J. Benners, Jnr, the Phildalephian fan and author of romantic
fiction, around the turn of the century during one of his periodic trips to Europe, and talked to him
of her mother’s work.71 However, it seems best to remain sceptical of his claims to have acted with
May’s approval as an agent distributing her mother’s work in the United States, and to have
regularly sent remuneration back to Britain. But from correspondence held in the Berg Collection at
the New York Public Library, we can be sure that later on she was in touch with another author,
Charles Garvice, who had advertised for Charlotte’s family to contact him about rights to her works
in order to republish them. He had purchased the Family Reader and was aware that Charlotte had
retained the copyright on the stories that had appeared in its pages. A letter exists from 23 October
1910 from May to Charles Garvice’s secretary. The contact is confirmed in a letter of 1920 to the
Literary Agency of A.P. Watt. Clearly some interest was show at the agency in Charlotte’s writings,
probably for film scripts. They appear to be trying to get at the root of the complex copyright
question. In November 1920, May Brame contacted A.P. Watt herself and mentions that she has
been to the British Library and gone through the volumes of the Family Reader to check on
publication dates for copyright purposes.72 It is not clear whether a commercial arrangement was
entered into with the family after this correspondence. May also appears to have been consulted by
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the Library of Congress in the United States about the authenticity of titles published in America. It
is recorded that she was not able to tell by title alone but would have to see the text.73
In autumn 1926 May provided information to the local historian Henry James Francis of
Hinckley, who was preparing material on Charlotte M. Brame for a lecture in the town. Francis also
knew and visited Tom Harrold in his later and declining years but has left no record about any
conversations they may have had about the author. May Brame also conducted a correspondence
with the American enthusiast, Herman Pitcher (1889-1973). None of the letters survives, but what
Pitcher wrote about Charlotte in the Dime Novel Round-Up suggests that it had been a fulsome
correspondence. He seems to know family details such as when and where certain photographs
which he had been sent were taken. After his correspondence with May ended on her death in 1941,
he even wrote to the Hinckley Urban District Council in 1943 asking for information on Charlotte
held by Hinckley Public Library. Henry J. Francis in his eventual lecture in December 1926 had
bemoaned the fact that Hinckley Public Library did not have a collection of her books and it was the
same seventeen years later. 74 It is not clear what help the authorities were able to be to their
American correspondent. His enquiry letter was passed to another Hinckley historian, Arthur James
Pickering but there is no evidence of a reply.75
At the time of Charlotte’s death, her friends subscribed to have a plaque placed in the
Roman Catholic Chapel to her memory. It stood by St Joseph’s Altar and remained in place until
1976 when the chapel was demolished. It was restored in 1985 by the author and replaced back in
St Peter’s Church in a ceremony attended by the then Mayor of Hinckley and Bosworth. When that
church also was eventually demolished, it was placed again by the author in the lobby of the new St
Peter’s Church, where it remains today. The plaque reads as follows:
JESUS, MARY + JOSEPH, DOMINIC
Of your charity pray for the repose of the soul of
CHARLOTTE MARY BRAME
(née Law)
Who died at Hinckley, November 25th 1884, Aged 48 years
and who was buried at Hinckley Cemetery
Faith, Hope and Charity, these three, but the greatest of these is Charity
This tablet was placed in this Church by her friends and admirers of her many works of charity and
distinguished literary labours.

In 1930, when the Black Horse Allotments, along the Stoke Road in Hinckley, were being built
upon and a new housing estate created, one of the roads was named Brame Road in her memory.
The Hinckley Library did eventually begin a small collection of her works, though all are
unfortunately held in the Limited Access section. In late 1984 the first biography of Charlotte M.
Brame appeared written by the current author. The advent of the internet made a great deal more
information on her books available, and brought interest in Charlotte from overseas, notably
America and Japan. It also meant that her surviving relatives contacted the author and have made a
number of pilgrimages to the town to seek out information on Charlotte and to visit her grave.
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